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ABSTRACT

“Frederick H. Evans: A Man of Catholic Interests” considers the ways in which art, literature, 

theatre, music, and politics were essential elements in shaping the photographic work of Frederick H. 

Evans (British, 1853-1943). Key to this study is the appreciation of the social circles in which Evans 

circulated. Evans was connected to important figures that emerged from the Aesthetic movement, 

such as craftsman William Morris, illustrator Aubrey Beardsley, and playwright George Bernard 

Shaw. Praised for his architectural photography, Evans was much more than an architectural 

photographer, and he worked in a variety of genres, including portraiture and landscape. Evans 

contributed to the period in which he lived not only through his photographic work, but also 

through his writing, publishing, lectures, and involvement in the photographic community. 

Chapters focus on various elements of Evans’s life, including his relationship with the written word 

as a bookseller, writer, bibliophile, and publisher; his political views and how these were expressed 

in his study of Kelmscott Manor, the country home of William Morris; his social connections as 

illustrated through his portraiture; different aspects of performance as an important part of his 

life, as seen through a series of photographs he made of the cast of Mrs. Warren’s Profession; and 

the influence of literature upon his landscape work. While this retrospective consideration cannot 

recreate the artwork as it was seen and experienced at the time, this approach can explain how 

Evans’s wider interests and social connections were an integral part of his creative process. In many 

ways, Evans was a point of convergence and connected people and ideas through his photography. 

Therefore, this thesis argues that Evans’s photography responded in meaningful ways to what was 

occurring artistically, socially, and politically during the Victorian and Edwardian periods, and in 

doing so places his work within a cultural context.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In 1937, art- and photo-historian Beaumont Newhall’s groundbreaking exhibition at the 

Museum of Modern Art in New York celebrated the first century of photography. The exhibition and 

companion catalogue presented the history of the medium and helped to contribute to the emerging 

canon of fine art photography.1 In his 1949 revised history of photography, Newhall included the 

work of British photographer Frederick H. Evans (1853-1943), thus securing a place for Evans in 

twentieth-century art historical scholarship on photography. Fifteen years later, Newhall cemented 

Evans’s place within the photographic canon by presenting the exhibition Frederick H. Evans at the 

George Eastman House, Rochester, NY.2  In the catalogue essay that accompanied the exhibition, 

Newhall provided an overview of Evans’s life and photographic work under section headings with 

titles, such as “The Bookseller,” “The Cathedrals,” “The Linked Ring,” “The Pianola,” “Old Master,” 

and “Rich and Full Life.” Newhall’s assessment laid the groundwork for any study on Evans and 

this thesis is indebted to his important foundational work. Following Newhall’s landmark essay, 

scholarship on Evans has continued to concentrate on the photographer’s artistic accomplishments.3 

This thesis revisits, expands, and complicates many of the ideas set forth by Newhall, thereby adding 

to the existing understanding of Evans and his photographic work. 

1  While a single exhibition and book did not create a canon of fine art photography, it can be argued that Newhall’s succession 
of histories of photography and numerous exhibitions became both authoritative and definitive and can be understood as having 
helped to contribute to and establish a canon within the field of photography. For discussions on this topic, see Gail Buckland, 
“Photography and History,” New Criterion 1 (February 1983): 73; and Allison Bertrand, “Beaumont Newhall’s ‘Photography 
1839-1937’ Making History,” History of Photography 21, no. 2 (Summer 1997): 137-146.
2  At the time of the publication, the museum was referred to as “George Eastman House.” In 1972, at the request of then 
Director, Van Deren Coke, the institution was renamed “International Museum of Photography at George Eastman House” (IMP/
GEH). In 1992, to reflect changes in collection focus, the name changed back to “George Eastman House” with the subtitle, 
“International Museum of Photography and Film,” although, for the most part, the institution was referred to as George Eastman 
House. In 2015, the institution changed its name to George Eastman Museum. For the purpose of this study, I shall use George 
Eastman House to refer to this institution. A Collective Endeavor: The First Fifty Years of George Eastman House (Rochester, 
NY: George Eastman House, 1999), 133-134.
3  The 1964 catalogue was republished in 1973 and 1975 by Aperture “to accompany a major exhibition of British photographers 
prior to 1915 to be presented by the Alfred Stieglitz Center [sic] of the Philadelphia Museum of Art in 1975.” Beaumont 
Newhall, Frederick H. Evans: Photographer of the Majesty, Light and Space of the Medieval Cathedrals of England and France 
(New York: Aperture, 1973), 6. The 1973 and 1975 version of the catalogue, which included the original 1964 essay was more 
commonly known to curators and photo-historians. The 1973 and 1975 editions included more reproductions and of better 
quality, compared to the 1964 edition which only included 19 plates (the later edition included 71 plates of Evans’s images, plus 
one photograph by George Bernard Shaw, one photograph by E. O. Hoppé, and a reproduction of a painting by J. Bosboom. 
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Known for his beautiful photographs of English and French cathedrals, Evans photographed 

major sites in England and France, including those located in Canterbury, Durham, Ely, Gloucester, 

Lincoln, Southwell, York, Wells, Winchester, and, in France, Bourges, Chartres, Rheims, and Rouen. 

The photographs Evans took of these cathedrals display an artistic eye and dedication to rendering 

the site with symbolic meaning. As one anonymous author noted: “He is no mere photographic 

copyist . . . but imbues the renderings of the subjects with which he deals with a poetic feeling that 

makes many of the literal and unsympathetic photographs of architecture . . . wholly unsatisfying 

by comparison.”4 What is striking about Evans’s architectural work is his ability to create an image 

that documents a site while also making the same image exceed its documentary function, for 

example, in the image In Sure and Certain Hope (fig. 1.1). Discussing this image, Evans noted he was 

fascinated and troubled by the subject and that he saw in the various elements of the composition 

“hope and the certitude of an answer.”5 Evans goes beyond the literal description of a tomb located 

in York Minster to say something meaningful about the question of life.

Evans approached the various cathedral sites in a methodical manner. First, he would 

become familiar with the layout of the cathedral and study how the light moved through the space, 

noting the effects on the architecture, and where the pictures were to be found within the space.6  

Second, he would return to the noted place and take the photograph, finding the perfect composition 

that suited his vision. At this point, he would record the details of the exposure, such as lighting 

conditions, lens aperture, and duration of exposure in a notebook. Finally, he would develop the 

4  Frederick H. Evans, “My Best Picture and Why I Think So,” Photographic News 51, no. 588 (April 5, 1907): 276.
5  Frederick H. Evans, “Camera-Work in Cathedral Architecture,” Camera Work no. 4 (October 1903): 19.
6  In several articles Evans records his method. See, Frederick H. Evans: “Ely Cathedral,” Journal of the Camera Club 2, no. 
130 (March 1897): 46; “Lincoln Cathedral,” Photographic Journal 24, no. 4 (December 23, 1899): 102; “Opening Address,” 
Photographic Journal 24, no. 8 (April 30, 1900): 236-239; “Wells Cathedral,” Photography 16, no. 766 (July 18, 1903): 65; “The 
Cloisters of Gloucester Cathedral,” Photography 16, no. 711 (August 22, 1903): 164; “Camera-Work in Cathedral Architecture,” 
Camera Work no. 4 (October 1903): 17-19; “Notes on ‘An Open Door’,” Amateur Photographer 39, no. 1017 (March 31, 1904): 
253, 255; “Some Notes on Interior Work: Part I,” Amateur Photographer 39, no. 1018 (April 7, 1904): 272-273; “Some Notes 
on Interior Work: Part II,” Amateur Photographer 39, no. 1019 (April 14, 1904): 291; “Some Notes on Interior Work: Part III,” 
Amateur Photographer 39, no. 1020 (April 21, 1904): 312-313; “Some Notes on Interior Work: Part IV,” Amateur Photographer 
39, no. 1021 (April 28, 1904): 331-332; “Some Notes on Interior Work: Part V,” Amateur Photographer 39, no. 1022 (May 
5, 1904): 351-352; “Some Notes on Interior Work: Part VI,” Amateur Photographer 39, no. 1023 (May 12, 1904): 372-374; 
“Pictorial Pointers for Architectural Photographers,” Practical Photographer 12 (October 1904): 23-26; “Groined Roof and 
Apse,” Amateur Photographer 45, no. 1172 (March 19, 1907): 252; “My Best Picture and Why I Think So,” Photographic News 
51, no. 588 (April 5, 1907): 276; “Sunlight in Architectural Work,” Amateur Photographer 52, no. 1365 (November 29, 1910): 
530; and “Little-known Corners of Well-known Places. I. St. Bartholomew-the-Great, Smithfields,” Amateur Photographer 56, 
no. 1465 (October 28, 1912): 434.
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Fig. 1.1: Frederick H. Evans, In Sure and Certain Hope, 1902. 



negative and only if the negative was well exposed would he make a print. This method was used in 

all of Evans’s architectural work. The way light altered a subject was at the root of Evans’s brilliance 

as a photographer, and this is what made his photographs of cathedrals stand out from those by 

other photographers who worked in the same genre.

Evans’s architectural photographs were innovative because he applied Pictorialist 

aesthetics to ecclesiastical subjects in a way that made the work popular with both photographers 

and the general public. These aesthetics are evident in the use of dramatic lighting, rich shadows 

and contrasting highlights, and his desire to make photographs that were valued as artistic. This 

approach set him apart from his contemporaries, as he was able to capture the architecture in a 

way that went beyond a record of the site. To do this, Evans used light in his photographs to create 

an evocative image that alluded to concerns outside the frame. He also used liminal spaces, such 

as stairs, doors, and other architectural details that mark boundaries and transitions, to suggest 

the possibility of enlightenment or spiritual awakening. Evans’s architectural work expressed his 

complex views about spirituality, but this was not done in a sentimental or self-indulgent way. 

Instead, he wanted the viewer to experience the work as art, transcending traditional readings of 

architectural photographs as documents of a specific site. In the opening address to his 1900 solo 

exhibition at the Royal Photographic Society, Evans claimed that “photography, in its art expression 

[had] its greatest value and success in architectural subjects.”7   

Prior to this study, Evans has been generally considered through the lens of art photography. 

This view is slowly changing, and recent exhibitions in both private and public galleries have begun 

to provide a fuller sense of Evans’s photographic contribution. In 2009, the exhibition Frederick H. 

Evans: A Logical Perfection was on view at Hans P. Kraus Jr., in New York, a private commercial 

gallery that focuses on “old masters of photography.” The catalogue that accompanied Kraus’s first 

exhibition of Evans’s work includes an essay by photo-historian Larry J. Schaaf that expands upon 

earlier writing on Evans.8 In 2010, the exhibition The Photographs of Frederick H. Evans was shown 

7 Evans, “Opening Address,” 236.
8  The Kraus catalogue was the first-ever publication of Evans’s work to include a consistent illustration of his decorative 
borders, thereby allowing for a material sense of the work. Schaaf also wrote the extended commentaries on the individual 
photographs included within the catalogue. 

4
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at the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles. Drawing on the collections of five other institutions 

in addition to its own impressive holdings, the Getty exhibition considered a range of genres with 

which Evans worked, although it did not deal with his facsimile publications or work for Country 

Life. In 2012, I curated the exhibition Ideal Forms: Photographs by Frederick H. Evans which was 

presented at George Eastman House. Although it was a much smaller exhibition, it included the 

full range of genres in which Evans worked, and I attempted to provide a more complete picture of 

the photographer.9 Most recently, in 2015, the exhibition Luminous and True: The Photographs of 

Frederick H. Evans at the National Gallery of Canada celebrated the generosity of a 2010 donation 

and afforded the viewer the opportunity to see works that had previously resided in private hands. 

All four venues presented a larger idea of Evans as a cultural producer, but each continued to stress 

Evans’s contribution as an art photographer, an obvious bias given the mandates of the different 

institutions and their aim to promote photography as an art.10 

It is my contention that until we understand how wider interests and social connections 

played an important part in the creation, circulation, and reception of photographs, we cannot fully 

appreciate the work under consideration. My earlier MA research on Evans, titled “Frederick H. 

Evans: Art, Craft and Presentation,” examined the techniques of presentation Evans used; the study 

sought to shed light on the material context of his photographic objects as another access point 

into understanding the layered meanings embedded in presentational forms.11 I was primarily 

interested in the decorative mounts and other supports of Evans’s work, and so my research did not 

take image content into account. However, as my research progressed, I began to amass questions 

that were beyond the scope of my MA thesis, such as why scholars neglected certain bodies of work 

9  I curated Ideal Forms as part of the Howard and Carole Tanenbaum Fellowship, a position I held between September 2010 and 
August 2011. While I attempted to create a fuller idea of Evans as a photographer I was limited to the material available in the 
George Eastman House collection.
10  Only two of the venues, Hans P. Kraus Jr., and the J. Paul Getty Museum, included published catalogues to accompany 
the exhibitions. The lack of written material on Evans continues to limit the deeper conversations that could occur about this 
particular photographer and his work. Currently, there are only five books dedicated to Evans; of these, two are Newhall’s 
1964 monograph, which was republished in 1973 and 1975 with new images but with the original text. The other three are: 
Anne Hammond, Frederick H. Evans: Selected Texts and Bibliography (Boston: G. K. Hall & Co., 1992); Anne Lyden, The 
Photographs of Frederick H. Evans (Los Angeles, CA: J. Paul Getty Trust, 2010); and Larry Schaaf, Sun Pictures. Frederick 
H. Evans: A Logical Perfection 18 (New York: Hans P. Kraus, Jr. Fine Photographs, 2008). The following chapter will go into 
further detail on the scholarship and writing on Evans.  
11  Alana West, “Frederick H. Evans: Art, Craft and Presentation,” Unpublished Master’s thesis (Ryerson University, 2009), v.
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produced by Evans, and why the same issues were repeatedly discussed in writing on Evans. It was 

clear that more work had to be done on this interesting figure, a study that would take a holistic 

approach to understanding not only his photographic oeuvre, but also the circumstances in which 

it was produced.

Evans is discussed within the history of photography but is rarely mentioned in other 

histories.12 I believe this is because of several factors, including his subject matter, the period 

in which he worked, and his role as an artistic photographer. In the history of photography, it 

is common to discuss Evans’s photographs of cathedrals as beautiful records of architecture, but 

when one examines Evans’s own spiritual beliefs and his engagement with the ideals of such figures 

as Emanuel Swedenborg, John Ruskin, William Morris, and George Bernard Shaw, the cathedral 

photographs become much more than aesthetically pleasing objects; they become documents 

tracing contemporary ideas about medieval architecture, art, and politics. The period in which 

Evans worked is also an issue as he bridges both the Victorian and the Edwardian eras and lived 

well beyond both, experiencing both World Wars as a civilian. This study explores the intersections 

of Evans’s interests and situates his activities within a larger discourse on cultural production at the 

dawn of the twentieth century, thereby contextualizing his contribution not only to the history of 

photography, but also to the cultural history of these periods.

The purpose of this study is to expand upon the ways Evans has been considered, in order  

to place him within the cultural history of the period in which he lived and to which he contributed. 

To do so, it has been imperative to consider the cultural and social aspects of Evans’s life, such as his 

political and religious beliefs, as well as the people with whom he interacted. With an emphasis on 

the social and cultural elements that were integral to his art making, this study adds to the existing 

knowledge of Evans as a cultural producer by providing a larger context in which to place his 

work. It is obvious, through this approach, that Evans’s photography was just one aspect of his life, 

12  Evans does show up in histories related to the Decadent movement as having discovered illustrator Aubrey Beardsley and 
many of these sources describe Evans as a bookseller and photographer. For example: Stanley Weintraub, Aubrey Beardsley: 
Imp of the Perverse (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1976); Miriam Benkovitz, Aubrey Beardsley: 
An Account of His Life (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1981); and Stephen Calloway, Aubrey Beardsley (New York: Harry N. 
Abrams, 1998).
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although a very significant one. “Frederick H. Evans: A Man of Catholic Interests” considers the 

range of Evans’s photographic work, including his writing on the subject, as well as his architectural 

studies, lantern slides, portraits, landscapes, facsimiles, and theatre stills. While examining the 

variety of genres in which Evans worked, this thesis goes one step further and explores his interests 

in literature, theatre, politics, and religion, as well as his social circles as sources of influence on his 

photographic work.

The thesis is organized thematically, and each chapter considers how Evans’s wider interests 

and his social connections came together to influence his photographic work. Fundamental to this 

work is the tracing, describing, and analyzing of the relationships Evans formed with key figures of 

his circle. This introduction provides a biographical overview as a basis for exploring how different 

aspects of his life intersected with his involvement in photography. In chapter 2, the literature 

review examines the scholarship on Evans and provides the framework upon which this study 

builds. In chapter 3, the focus is on Evans’s relationship with the written word and how this element 

of his life connected him to many key figures that appear throughout the study, such as publisher J. 

M. Dent, illustrator Aubrey Beardsley, and writer George Bernard Shaw. Through his involvement 

with London’s literary community, Evans came into contact with a group of men and women he 

would not have encountered otherwise. This resulted in a broadening of social connections, which 

in turn, influenced his photographic work. 

Chapter 4 examines a body of work Evans made of Kelmscott Manor and considers his 

interest in the Arts and Crafts movement and Morris’s socio-aesthetic politics in relation to Shaw’s 

socio-economic politics, both evolving out of socialism. Prior to this study, Evans’s political beliefs 

and associations have never been discussed, and this chapter examines the ways in which his 

political beliefs were expressed through his writing and photography, thereby contextualizing his 

work within a political discourse. Chapter 5 explores Evans’s work in portraiture as a means by which 

to understand his social connections; many of the individuals in this chapter make appearances in 

other chapters, illustrating the interconnectivity of Evans’s social network. Chapter 5 is significant 

because it clearly demonstrates the web of connections of which Evans was a part, communities 
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beyond the photographic that were linked through friendship and acquaintance based on shared 

interests. 

Chapter 6 looks closely at Evans’s friendship with playwright George Bernard Shaw and 

their mutual interest in performance. Evans’s interest in theatre resulted in photographs taken of the 

cast of Mrs. Warren’s Profession, a commission he received through his friendship with Shaw, whom 

he met through mutual literary interests. It cannot be overstated just how important Shaw was to 

Evans’s social, intellectual, and creative life – and even his financial situation. In addition, chapter 6 

reflects upon how Evans performed his photographs in the form of lantern slide lectures and looks 

at Evans’s interest in the pianola, demonstrating how both activities incorporated photography. 

Finally, chapter 7 considers Evans’s landscapes in relation to literary influences, looking specifically 

at a series of photographs he made, inspired by the writing of George Meredith. In poetry, Evans 

found an expression of his spiritual beliefs, which were the basis of his understanding of  his place 

within the natural world. Evans’s landscape work is, as chapter 7 discusses, intrinsically tied to his 

notions of God, nature, and man’s place on earth. Throughout the chapters, we see that Evans’s 

photographic work was intimately tied to the era’s wider social, cultural, and political issues.  

F. H. EVANS: BIOGRAPHY13

 Frederick Henry Evans was born June 26, 1853, in Whitechapel, a neighbourhood located 

in the east end of London. The second youngest son of John and Sarah Evans, he received a formal 

education from his father who was a school and music teacher.14 From written accounts, it appears 

13  This biography was compiled from the following sources: Beaumont Newhall, Frederick H. Evans (Rochester, NY: George 
Eastman House, 1964); Beaumont Newhall, Frederick H. Evans: Photographer of the Majesty, Light and Space of England and 
France (New York: Aperture, 1973); Anne Hammond, Frederick H. Evans: Selected Texts and Bibliography (Boston: G. K. Hall 
& Co., 1992); Larry Schaaf, “Introduction,” in Sun Pictures. Frederick H. Evans: A Logical Perfection 18 (New York: Hans P. 
Kraus, Jr. Fine Photographs, 2008); Anne Lyden, The Photographs of Frederick H. Evans (Los Angeles, CA: J. Paul Getty Trust, 
2010); and Alana West, “Frederick H. Evans: Art, Craft and Presentation,” Master’s thesis (Ryerson University, 2009) along with 
additional primary research such as census records from England.
14  According to Larry Schaaf, Evans’s “early years were spent in Ludlow, where his father was a school teacher and his 
older brother John, an optician.” “Introduction.” Sun Pictures. Frederick H. Evans: A Logical Perfection 18 (New York: 
Hans P. Kraus, Jr. Fine Photographs, 2008), 8. Schaaf’s information regarding the profession of both John Sr. and Jr. come 
from the 1861 England census when both men were living in London. The England census records do not support Schaaf’s 
suggestion of where Frederick grew up, although John Sr. is noted as having been born in Ludlow. Prior to London, the family 
had lived in Kidderminster, Worcestershire, where their eldest son John Jr. was born around 1845 (mother Sarah Sr. was also 
born in Kidderminster). A daughter, Sarah Jr., and son George were born in Great Yarmouth, Norfolk (around 1848 and 1851 
respectively). It seems to me that the Evans family had settled in the east of London by 1853 when Frederick was born; two years 
later, his younger brother Arthur was born, also in London. In the 1861 England census, the Evans family is listed as living at 9 
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that, as a young child, Evans thoroughly enjoyed learning and took a special interest in English 

literature. English census records for 1871 and 1881 list Evans as a clerk, and while the records 

provide tantalizing bits of information, they do not provide details such as where Evans worked 

or if he frequently moved from one establishment to another.15 From the 1890s on, more is known 

about Evans. In the 1891 England census, Evans is listed as a bookseller, and in that same year he 

borrowed money from his father to invest in a Cheapside bookshop owned by Edward Jones, where 

he had been working.16 Evans’s involvement with the bookshop is discussed in detail in chapter 3. 

 Evans moved frequently throughout his life. According to George Bernard Shaw, Evans 

“was always changing [dwellings] because of the coarse design of the fireplace, or some other 

crumple in the rose leaf.”17 It would appear that besides Evans’s particular demands about fireplaces, 

socio-economic reasons might have necessitated the frequent moves. The crumple in the rose leaf 

extended to his health and that of his mother. Unlike his siblings, who moved away from home 

in their teens, Evans lived with his parents well into his forties. Evans’s health was never robust, 

and this may have contributed to his remaining at home with his parents. In the 1870s, Evans 

travelled abroad, living in Philadelphia for two years. The prolonged illness of his mother Sarah, 

in the 1880s, coincided with a period of financial uncertainty for Evans. During this time, Evans 

provided care and assistance to his mother and nursed her while she was dying. Another factor 

for the periodic moves may have been because of John Evans Sr. From 1851 to 1891, Evans’s father 

changed positions from a schoolmaster (approximately 1851-1871), to a teacher of music (around 

1881), and finally, to a music instructor to the school board (around 1891). These changes suggest 

Philpot Road, in London. The window of time that the Evans family could have lived in Ludlow is two years, which seems to me 
very unlikely since Arthur was born London in 1855. Schaaf, however, is correct in stating: “We know very little about the first 
third of his long life.” “Introduction.” Sun Pictures. Frederick H. Evans: A Logical Perfection 18 (New York: Hans P. Kraus, Jr. 
Fine Photographs, 2008), 8. In Anne Hammond’s “A Contextual Chronology,” she notes Evans’s birth, but includes nothing about 
his childhood. The earliest date Hammond associates directly to Evans is circa 1873 when “Evans [made] a trip to America for 
his health.” Frederick H. Evans: Selected Texts and Bibliography (Boston: G. K. Hall & Co., 1992), xiii-xiv.  
15  In the 1871 England census, at the age of seventeen, Evans is listed as a “clerk”; in the 1881 England census, at the age of 
twenty-seven, he is listed as a “preserved provisions merchant clerk.” This period of Evans’s life still demands more research. 
According to Anne Hammond, Evans travelled to America in the early 1870s. A letter from Evans to American photographer Al-
fred Stieglitz refers to this period of his life: “I am really pleased you sent some of my prints to Philadelphia – I lived there over 
2 years some 30 odd years ago.” The letter is dated 1906, which would place Evans in America sometime around 1876. Frederick 
H. Evans to Alfred Stieglitz, June 8, 1906. Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O’Keeffe Archive, Beinecke Library, Yale University. 
16  Alex Strasser, “Evans: Photographer,” The Saturday Book no. 3 (October 1943): 151.
17  George Bernard Shaw, “Evans – An Appreciation,” Camera Work no. 4 (October 1903): 15. Shaw’s use of “crumple in the 
rose leaf” was a common nineteenth-century phrase that denoted a slight flaw in a situation.
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an upwardly mobile economic situation for John Evans Sr., 

one that allowed Evans a certain amount of flexibility with 

his own economic situation and permitted him to live at 

home and borrow money from his father.

  It is not known how Evans (fig. 1.2) came to meet 

his future wife, Ada Emily Longhurst. Longhurst was born 

in Greenwich; her father was a carpenter and joiner, and 

her mother worked briefly as a china dealer. Prior to her 

marriage, Longhurst worked as a dressmaker, a respectable 

trade for women during the nineteenth century. They married 

in 1900, when Evans was forty-seven and Longhurst was 

twenty-six. They appear to have had a loving marriage, and 

in correspondence Evans refers to her as “my Ada” and “my dear Wife.”18 During their marriage, 

Evans and his wife moved five times, and finally settled in Acton, a suburb west of central London. 

They had three children: Barbara, born in 1902, when they were living in Epping; Evan, born in 

1905, when they were living in Upper Norwood; and Geoffrey, born in 1914, when they were 

living in Acton. Evans doted on his firstborn, and the two shared a close bond throughout their 

lives, enjoying many of the same pastimes, including literature, theatre, and photography.19 Evans’s 

relationship with his son Evan was somewhat more complex and is beyond the scope of this brief 

biography. Interestingly enough, little is known about Geoffrey, and he is often missing in lists that 

name the Evans children.20 

18  Frederick H. Evans to George Bernard Shaw, May 1914. Eccles Bequest, British Library, London. The use of  “my dear 
Wife” is found in Frederick H. Evans’s will, 
19  On the verso of  a portrait of Barbara as a young adult, taken by her father, the inscription reads: “Barbara Evans (daughter 
– P.P.S. to Winston Churchill when he took over the foreign office in the 38/46 war),” a fascinating bit of information that still 
has to be confirmed. See the verso of Frederick H. Evans, Barbara Evans, circa 1922. Accession number: 1991-5019/3 National 
Media Museum, Bradford. The writing of the inscription is from an unknown hand, and was written after Evans's death in 1943. 
It is my contention that P.P.S. refers to Personal Private Secretary to Winston Churchill.
20  This is in part due to the fact that England census records from after 1911 are sealed from the public, making confirmation 
more difficult. Evans references the upcoming birth of his third child in a letter; see Frederick H. Evans to George Bernard Shaw, 
May 1914. Eccles Bequest, British Library, London.

Fig. 1.2: J. R. H. Weaver, Frederick H. 
Evans, circa 1938.
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F. H. EVANS: INVOLVEMENT IN PHOTOGRAPHY

 Evans took up photography in 1883 at the age of thirty and devoted time and money to 

learning the process and engaging with the photographic community.21 Perfecting his approach to 

photography between 1883 and 1900, Evans photographed various subjects, including seashells, 

insects, and other scientific specimens as photomicrographs; English cathedrals; Kelmscott Manor, 

William Morris’s country home; and English landscapes. Evans also photographed people during 

this time and produced a series of “At Home Portraits,” some of which he exhibited. His first public 

recognition for his photographic work was in 1887, when he was awarded a medal in the thirty-

second exhibition of the Photographic Society of Great Britain (renamed The Royal Photographic 

Society in 1894) for his lantern slides of photomicrographs of scientific specimens, such as the 

Spine of Echinus (see fig. 7.2). As Evans became more involved in the photographic community, 

his recognition increased, and, in 1891, he was elected to the esteemed London and Provincial 

Photographic Association. 

 Throughout Evans’s photographic career, he exhibited and published his work frequently in 

a variety of locations. A portrait Evans took of Ethel Wheeler was included in Pictorial Photographs: 

A Record of the Photographic Salon of 1897 (see fig. 5.2).22 In 1900, Evans was elected a member of 

the Linked Ring, a semi-secret photographic group founded in 1892 when a group of men seceded 

from the Photographic Society of Great Britain.23 Why Evans’s entry into the Linked Ring was 

so late is a question still unanswered, as he had been exhibiting at the Photographic Salon, the 

Linked Ring’s annual exhibition, from its inception in 1893.24 Evans’s pseudonym upon entry into 

21  It is not known how Evans came to afford the cost of photography, but considering the extensive photographic kit he 
purchased, which included a variety of lenses and a Sciopticon folding camera, although one can speculate that he may have 
thought of the expense as an investment with the possibility of some financial return.
22  In total, the work of seventeen individuals were included in the portfolio. These included Linked Ring members: Alfred 
Stieglitz, Viscount Maitland, Reginald W. Craigie, Rev. F. C. Lambert, Robert Demachy, A. Horsley Hinton, Ralph W. Robinson, 
Frank M. Sutcliffe, W. Crooke, Heinrich Kühn, Ernest R. Ashton, Lionel C. Bennett, Paul Bergon, and J. B. B. Wellington. 
Non-Linked Ring members included, in addition to Evans, Walter Thomas and Paul Martin. In the prior two years, only a handful 
of non-Linked Ring members were included in the portfolios. The annual Photographic Salon’s were open to public submissions 
and a jury made up of members of the Linked Ring selected the works that were to be included in the year’s exhibition. 
23  Margaret Harker, “Introduction,” in The Linked Ring: The Secession Movement in Britain, 1892-1910 (London: Heinemann, 
1979), xi.
24  Very little is known about the first Photographic Salon in 1893. In a review of the exhibition there is reference to a portrait 
Evans exhibited that year, although no additional information about the portrait is provided. See: Anonymous, “Artistic 
Photography,” Saturday Review 76, no. 1981 (October 14, 1893): 441. Election into the Linked Ring required one member to 
propose a new Link, and a unanimous vote by all members was needed for election into the group. When Evans did finally join 
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the Linked Ring was the Idler, although within the photographic community he was anything but 

an idle man.25 This name shifted to Hangman between 1902 and 1905, when he was in charge of 

hanging the annual exhibition.26

Within the photographic community, Evans gave lantern-slide lectures, presented his 

photographs in various exhibitions around Britain and abroad, and wrote numerous articles on 

photographic subjects. Writing was a platform to present his ideas to the public. From Evans’s 

articles, a wealth of information regarding his thoughts on photography, art, and various other 

subjects can be gleaned. He wrote essays on photomicrography; instructive and technical articles 

about cameras and lenses, exposure, negatives, development, printing, retouching, and mounting; 

exhibition reviews; and assorted letters to magazine editors. Through reading Evans’s writing, one 

can gain a clear idea of his working methodology and approach to photography. This, combined with 

the study of his photographic objects, enables a greater appreciation of Evans as a photographer.

 Evans contributed to many conversations on the subject of photography through his 

numerous articles and letters to the editors in contemporary photographic periodicals. These 

articles give voice to the photographer and are an entry point into understanding Evans’s views 

the group in 1900, he quickly became an active member, contributing to the running of the group in various ways, including 
hanging the annual salon between 1902 and 1905, suggesting reforms to the selection process for the Photographic Salon, acting 
as secretary, and offering to be Central Link on several occasions. 
25  In the nineteenth century, the idler was a literary stereotype. Writers such as Anthony Trollope used the terms idle and 
idleness as a negative attribute for characters. For example, in The Claverlings, the character of Harry is continually charged 
with being idle and other characters comment upon his idleness. The anxiety surrounding idleness can be tied, in part, to the 
move towards a capitalist society where productivity was valued and idleness seen as a waste of potential production. There is 
an interesting link between the Aesthetic movement and idleness: the morality connected to being productive and the immorality 
connected to being an idle aesthete who seeks beauty and pleasure in life without working. The anxiety connected to the aesthete 
was in conjunction with heteronormative fears towards homosexual aspects of the Aesthetic movement, as best exemplified with 
the arrest and conviction of aesthete Oscar Wilde.
26  In Hope Kingsley’s essay “The ‘Idler’: Evans in the Linked Ring,” she suggests that “the name may have derived from Dr. 
Johnson’s eighteenth-century essays but was more likely inspired by a contemporary periodical, the Idler, which intersected with 
Evans’s eclectic artistic and literary circle.” Hope Kingsley, “The ‘Idler’: Evans in the Linked Ring Years,” in The Photographs 
of Frederick H. Evans (Los Angeles, CA: J. Paul Getty Trust, 2010), 19. My own research did not find any clear link between 
the sobriquet and the periodical; in fact, I would suggest that Evans’s retirement in 1898 from bookselling and his general busy 
disposition led to this moniker. F. de Paula Cembrano, a Linked Ring member between June 1893 and March 1893, also went 
by the pseudonym Idler. In addition, there is evidence that newly elected Linked Ring members were asked to designate their 
own alias. In a letter to a proposed Link, registrar Charles Emanuel, ended the acceptance letter: “In the event of your accepting 
the invitation kindly give a pseudonym, we have for instance “Bromoiler,” “The Chancellor,” “The Linked Boy,” etc.” Charles 
Emanuel to [Dudley Johnston], August 12, 1904. Linked Ring Papers, National Media Museum, Bradford, UK. There is some 
question about who the recipient was of this letter. Addressed to “Dear Sir” the letter has written in another hand “[To Dudley 
Johnston]”. According to Margaret Harker, Johnston was elected October 22, 1908; the only people elected in 1904 were 
Margaret Russell and Sarah C. Sears. Nevertheless, the letter does indicate that Linked Ring members did have the chance to 
choose their own pseudonyms. Margaret Harker, The Linked Ring: The Secession Movement in Photography in Britain, 1892-
1910 (London: Heinemann, 1979), 186.
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on different aspects of photography. For the historian, these articles are an indispensable and rich 

resource. As well as writing for photographic periodicals, Evans was also an avid reader of daily 

newspapers and weekly periodicals. He often wrote letters to the editors from such publications as 

The Athenæum, The Saturday Review, and The Musical Times. These shorter opinion pieces range 

from subjects as mundane as milestone road markers to the more topical issue of socialism.27

Evans was a man of catholic interests and was active in London’s cultural community 

through his popular bookshop, his friendships with key individuals, and his membership in and 

affiliations with various groups and societies, such as the Quekett Microscopical Club, the Linked 

Ring, the Stage Society, and the pianola community. Although currently known primarily as a 

photographer, Evans epitomizes the Victorian man: he was a bibliophile and collector of art; he was 

involved in artistic, intellectual, scientific, and spiritual pursuits; and he was also an entrepreneur 

of sorts, augmenting his income through his photographic and publishing enterprises. In many 

ways though, Evans can best be understood as a man who bridged the Victorian and the modern 

age. Evans’s interests were slightly more avant-garde than the average Victorian, and his ability 

to assimilate modern ideas, such as Pictorialism, into his photography in a non-threatening way 

helped to push photography toward its acceptance as a form of art. While it is hard to fathom 

Pictorialism being a radical departure from the mainstream photographic approach, especially 

from our removed point of contact, at the turn of the century, the ideas, and means of expressing 

those ideas photographically, departed quite radically from accepted photographic approaches. In 

many ways, Evans wanted to change how photography was appreciated and have it acknowledged 

as an art form, but we must remember that he was also part of a group of men and women who were 

on the fringes, creating photographs that, at the time, were not part of mainstream photographic 

work. 

The end of the nineteenth century was an exciting period in the history of photography, and 

Evans was an individual with wide-ranging knowledge, who not only contributed to the period in 

which he worked, but in many ways helped to redefined how photography was thought about. The 

27  See such published letters by Evans as: “Gulliver's Travels” (1898), “Shakespeare and Prayer” (1898), “Illustrations to 
Coleridge” (1907), “Mr. Plunket Greene” (1908), “Milestones” (1913), “The Kaiser’s God” (1915), and “Socialism” (1916).
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medium was no longer limited to amateur gentlemen and commercial enterprises. By 1883, when 

Evans took up photography, the medium had developed a certain level of standardization. Although 

Evans was an amateur photographer, he did not have to contend with the technical issues associated 

with the early decades of the medium. Instead, Evans could work with commercial materials that 

were mass produced and somewhat consistent, thereby allowing him more freedom for creativity. 

Evans expressed his creativity through photography as art, which he defined through the notion of 

pure photography.28 At a time when many photographers, who advocated for photography as art, 

manipulated their negatives and prints to mimic painterly effects, Evans, who subscribed to the 

notion of pure photography, aimed for perfect negatives that would render unretouched prints, 

although he did allow for “ordinary spotting out of technical defects, or the occasional lowering of 

an obtrusive high light.”29 The Arts and Crafts movement’s maxim “truth to materials” influenced 

Evans’s photographic approach to pure photography, through the use of “[p]lain prints from 

plain negatives,” to render the “atmosphere and light and shade in all the subtleties of nature’s 

gradations.”30

The primary aim of this thesis is to return Evans and his practice of photography to the 

larger social circles and cultural contexts in which he participated in order to understand more 

fully his contribution to the history of photography. Key to this work is the acknowledgement 

that the history of photography must not divorce the artist from the period in which he worked. 

Evans’s photographic work was the direct result of the time in which he lived and, to understand his 

photographic work fully, one must also understand the influences that moved Evans. In a variety of 

ways, Evans’s photographic work responds to the social, cultural, and political landscape of London 

in the period between 1880 and 1920 and reflects his contemporary interest in art, poetry, theatre, 

architecture, and politics. To reduce Evans to one aspect of his life is to limit our understanding of 

him. Here, I argue, it is only through the integration of all parts of a man’s interests and influences 

28  It is my contention that because Evans advocated for photography as art there has been a consistent desire to frame any 
study of his photographic work within a dialogue of art photography. This limits a fuller discussion of the ways in which Evans 
contributed to the medium and denies recognition of the work that falls outside of that designation. 
29  Evans, “Opening Address,” 238.
30  Ibid., 238.
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that we can come to a fuller sense of his cultural contribution. 

F. H. EVANS: WIDER INTERESTS AND SOCIAL CONNECTIONS

Evans was interested in, and engaged with, many of the leading movements and ideas that 

shaped London’s cultural scene at the turn of the twentieth century. This thesis considers how these 

ideas manifest themselves in Evans’s photographic work visually, intellectually, and materially. Evans 

was a man of his time. He was not wealthy, nor was he university educated; he was, in many ways, 

an entrepreneur and raised himself socially whilst struggling with health issues.31 Because many 

of these issues were common enough to the average Victorian man, for all intents and purposes, 

Evans was average. However, what sets him apart are the ways in which he proceeded to live his 

life and make his mark culturally, eventually becoming one of the most respected architectural 

photographers of his era. 

For Evans, photography provided both cultural and social capital. Within this framework, 

Evans’s photography elevated his status in the eyes of those who valued what he photographed. The 

social currency of photographic objects is hard to understand for historians distanced from the 

period. How photographs circulated, what the objects came to mean, and how they were valued, is at 

the core of this study. Distanced from the conventions that governed the beliefs and actions of those 

living in the Victorian and Edwardian periods, as American photo-historian Douglas Nickel notes, 

a history of photographic meaning still needs to be written.32 But the task is fraught with difficulties 

because of the multiple constituents producing multiple meanings. Instead, this study considers 

just one photographer and breaks the task down into a smaller, less problematic undertakings. To 

examine the social and cultural capital of photography is another way to provide a context for how 

photographic work functioned within a larger domain outside art- and photo-history.  As Nickel 

reminds us, the nineteenth-century audience had “a battery of perceptual skills, habits of reading, 

31  Evans did not attend university, and although he was well read one can surmise that there might have been a level of anxiety 
on his part as he began to interact with university-educated men. Photography would have been a way to bridge social and educa-
tional divides.
32  Douglas Nickel, Francis Frith in Egypt and Palestine: A Victorian Photographer Abroad (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 2004), 9. 
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and cultural expectations that looked for significance in photographs that is lost on us today.”33 

THE AESTHETIC AND ARTS AND CRAFTS MOVEMENTS

 Placing Evans within the cultural and social milieu is one way to begin to widen 

our appreciation of his various contributions. To do this, one needs to begin with the Aesthetic 

movement. Beginning in the 1860s, the Aesthetic movement in England lasted, in various forms, 

for four decades, posing a challenge to come up with a definition that covers all of its permutations. 

Instead, a general overview will serve the purpose, although here, I acknowledge the danger in such 

an undertaking.34 The Aesthetic movement is often summed up in the phrase “Art for Art’s Sake.” 

Artists and aesthetes were drawn to the study of “the beautiful” and aimed not only to understand 

the meaning of beauty, but also to fashion lives that were focused on experiencing beauty. 

The Aesthetic movement influenced Evans in both his life and his art, and, I argue, all 

of his wider interests are linked in some way to the Aesthetic movement or subsequent related 

movements, such as the Arts and Crafts, Symbolist, and Decadent movements. Evans was born in 

1853, the same year that art critic John Ruskin published volume two of The Stones of Venice, which 

includes the seminal chapter “The Nature of Gothic.” It was a highly influential work, and Ruskin’s 

chapter on Gothic architecture influenced William Morris and countless others connected to the 

Aesthetic and Arts and Crafts movements. When Evans was twenty years old, The Renaissance 

written by Walter Pater, a professor at Oxford University, was published. Aesthetes would embrace 

the statement found in the conclusion – “[t]o burn always with this hard, gemlike flame, to maintain 

this ecstasy, is success in life”35 – as an ideal by which to live. Five years later, Aesthetic artist James 

Abbott MacNeill Whistler would sue Ruskin for libel after the art critic questioned the artist’s work, 

and art from those involved in the Aesthetic movement, with his infamous “flinging a pot of paint in 

33  Ibid., 10.
34  For detailed discussion of the Aesthetic movement see: Walter Hamilton, The Aesthetic Movement in England. 2nd ed. 
(London: Reeves & Turner, 1882); William Gaunt, The Aesthetic Adventure (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1945); 
Lionel Lambourne, The Aesthetic Movement (London: Phaidon, 1996); Elizabeth Prettejohn, After the Pre-Raphaelites: Art and 
Aestheticism in Victorian England (Manchester, UK: Manchester University Press, 1999); Stephen Calloway and Lynn Federle 
Orr, eds., The Cult of Beauty: The Aesthetic Movement 1860-1900 (London: V&A Publishing, 2011). 
35  Walter Pater, The Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poetry (London: Macmillan and Co., 1890), 250.
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the public’s face” comment.36 In 1882, Walter Hamilton’s The Aesthetic Movement in England would 

be the first book devoted to the subject, and its publication signalled the burgeoning acceptance of 

the movement by the general public. Evans came of age during the Aesthetic movement, and, as 

this thesis argues, the movement was a key factor in his development as a photographer. 

This study not only considers photography’s place within the Aesthetic movement, but 

also reflects on how the movement was assimilated into Evans's photographic practice. In many 

ways, Evans’s photographic work demonstrates the integration of the Aesthetic movement into 

the practice of secondary players, not just the main players of the movement, thereby allowing for 

an  assessment of how one man engaged with the tenets of Aestheticism and made them his own. 

Evans allows us to see the second wave of influence because he was not a central figure of any one 

movement. His place on the periphery demonstrates the immediate influence of the Aesthetic and 

Arts and Crafts movements on photography. 

One way to understand how the Aesthetic movement affected Evans is to examine how the 

movement was integrated into his life. Evans surrounded himself with aesthetic objects. A bibliophile 

of some note, Evans amassed a collection of works by key authors from the movement, including 

William Morris, Walter Pater, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, John Ruskin, Algernon Charles Swinburne, 

and Oscar Wilde. Evans also collected Japanese art and artifacts, which were highly prized by the 

Aesthetes. In contemporary accounts of Evans’s surroundings, there is a marked emphasis on 

the importance he placed on creating a space that was pleasing to the senses, something that was 

important to those within the movement in the context of the “house beautiful.” Evans presented 

his collections and entertained in his domestic spaces, taking pride and pleasure in showing off his 

prized collections. In addition, Evans lived for three years in Bedford Park, noted by Walter Hamilton 

as the official home of the aesthetes. Located in west London, Bedford Park had been designed and 

built with Aesthetic ideals as a guiding principle. As an aesthete, Evans cultivated a lifestyle where 

he could focus on the appreciation of art, literature, music, theatre, and photography. 

 Throughout this thesis, chapters focus, in part, on the individuals with whom Evans 

36  John Ruskin, “Letter LXXIX,” in Fors Clavigera: Letters to the Workmen and Labourers of Great Britain (Sunnyside, UK: 
George Allen, 1877), 201.
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associated and on the influence of these interactions on his photographic work. For the most 

part, Evans’s friends and acquaintances were also linked to the Aesthetic movement or subsequent 

movements that emerged in the decades in which the Aesthetic movement flourished. Evans’s circle 

included playwright George Bernard Shaw, illustrator Aubrey Beardsley, artist Charles Condor, 

writer Holbrook Jackson, writer and editor Gleeson White, and poets Arthur Symons and Edward 

Thomas. His portraits of these men are evidence of the ties between literature, art, and politics. 

This is significant because Evans’s portraits demonstrate how deeply embedded photography was 

in the lives of many Victorian and Edwardian individuals, not only as a visual record but also as 

social capital. His portraits were exchanged and given away, bought and sold, and used in various 

publications.

The influence of the Aesthetic movement is evident in Evans’s photographic works in three 

ways. First, through the subject matter Evans photographed: for example, his Pre-Raphaelite-

inspired early nature studies; a series of images taken at Kelmscott Manor, the summer home of 

William Morris; portraits of individuals involved in the movement; and landscape work directly 

inspired by the writing of various Aesthetic authors. Second, through his writing on photography, 

which adopted the language of the movement, sometimes quoting directly from its key authors. 

Third, through his membership in the Linked Ring, an exclusive group of photographers who 

rallied to promote photography as art through its annual Photographic Salon in London. For three 

years, Evans was in charge of the hanging of the Salon. In the design and organization of the space, 

he used techniques that were directly linked to the Aesthetic movement, such as the colours of 

the walls and the hanging scheme, which was influenced in part by Aesthetic painter James Abbot 

McNeill Whistler. One would be hard pressed to dispute the assertion that Evans led an aesthetic 

life both personally and professionally.

Evans was not a man of means and had to work for his income in a trade until 1898 and his 

wider interests were, in many ways, constrained by his socio-economic situation. Unlike Morris or 

Shaw, Evans did not have the security of wealth; although he never found himself destitute, money 

was always a concern. Evan began his career as a clerk in London but for health reasons he had to 



give up that trade. In chapter 3, I assert that had it not been for his ill health, Evans might never 

have entered into the social circles that his change in occupation allowed. In 1900, he married and 

began a family, adding to his financial responsibilities. Throughout his life Evans had to supplement 

his income in different ways, primarily through his photographic projects and commissions. 

 The research for this thesis combines an object-based focus on materiality with 

an examination of a wide variety of primary source materials from over twenty different 

collections in Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Materials cited include 

archival documents, letters, literary texts, reviews, lectures, satirical cartoons, and photographs. 

This permits an exploration of both the commonalities and contradictions among these diverse 

manifestations of visual and textual culture, as well as moments of tension, debates, and 

omissions. My research initially focused on documentary evidence directly linked  to Evans. I 

then followed these threads outwards, connecting Evans to his social circles, and, ultimately, I was 

brought back to his photographic work. My curatorial background favoured extended looking at 

the photographic object  as I tried to piece together the different ways in which Evans’s interests 

and social connections influenced his photographic work. Here, I have focused on those bodies 

of Evans’s work that had previously been overlooked in other studies. As a consequence I have 

not dwelled on this architectural work, since other scholars and curators have explored this topic. 

Nevertheless, this aspect of Evans’s life and work remains to be more fully explored in the context 

of my findings.  

 Through Evans’s writing, his photographs, writings by his contemporaries, and other 

primary source material, a larger cultural context emerges. This approach illuminates how Evans’s 

photographic practice both engaged with, and distanced itself from the social, political, and cultural 

movements that shaped the era in which he lived and worked. By contextualizing his photographic 

work within a larger discourse of cultural production, this study alters how Evans is seen within 

art- and photo-history and widens our understanding of his artistic contribution beyond his 

architectural photographs. By drawing attention to and treating the different genres of photography 

in which he worked together, a new, fuller, and more complex account of Evans is presented. 
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

For a photographer of Frederick H. Evans’s calibre and importance, it is surprising how 

little has been written about his life. Through an examination of primary and secondary sources, 

such as books, exhibition catalogues, and articles written about Evans from 1949 to the present, this 

literature review addresses such issues as: the shaping of Evans as a photographer within a history 

of photography; the recurring focus on specific genres with which Evans worked; issues of time 

and timelessness; a general lack of engagement with other artistic movements; and the idea of ‘the 

beautiful’ in writing on Evans. By considering these different topics, the review illuminates the ways 

in which writers have contributed to the perpetuation of certain interpretations of Evans and his 

photographic work. By establishing the gaps, biases, and emphasis within past studies, I have better 

placed my own research, enabling a consideration of Evans, not only as a photographer, but as an 

individual who contributed to the cultural fabric of London.

 

LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING SCHOLARSHIP ON EVANS: MODERNIST BIAS

Existing scholarship on Evans has been limited in many ways, due to an early Modernist 

approach evident in the studies on the photographer. I would argue that this arose from the desire 

to create a history of photography that accounted for current trends in the medium connected to 

Modernism. The Modernist interpretation of Evans began with the writing of Beaumont Newhall, 

the American photo-historian and curator who first included Evans in his seminal history of 

photography in 1949.1 Later, in 1964, while director of the George Eastman House, Newhall devoted 

1  First published in 1937 as Photography 1839-1937, in 1938 the book was republished with minor additions under the title 
Photography: A Short Critical History. In 1949, 1964, and 1982, this book was revised and enlarged as The History of Photography: 
from 1839 to the Present. In both the 1949 and 1964 editions, Frederick H. Evans is mentioned only once in a list of photographers 
whom Alfred Stieglitz included in his influential publication Camera Work. In the 1982 edition, Evans is described in fuller detail 
on two pages (147 and 150), and reproduces three of Evans’s photographs: Aubrey Beardsley (see fig. 3.2 of this thesis), A Memory 
of the Normans - Ely Cathedral, Southwest Transept to Nave (not reproduced in this thesis), and The Sea of Steps - Wells Cathedral 
(see fig. 2.4 of this thesis). From his minor inclusion in the history of photography to his full acceptance, Evans is one example of 
Newhall’s expansion of his history of photography. Newhall also included Evans’s 1900 Opening Address the Royal Photographic 
Society in the publication Photography: Essays and Images: Illustrated Readings from the History of Photography (New York: 
Museum of Modern Art, 1980), 177-184. The publication was illustrated with four of Evans’s architectural photographs. In the 
two publications the seven photographs are all different and suggest Newhall’s support of Evans as an important photographer. 
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a solo exhibition and monograph to Evans and his photography. The first monographic catalogue of 

its kind, it helped to promote Evans within the history of photography, at that time still an emerging 

field. The catalogue includes an essay by Newhall on the photographer and his work. The illustrated 

catalogue contains nineteen plates of Evans’s photographs, primarily his architectural images.2 

Newhall’s interpretation of Evans accented certain elements that were relevant to a 

Modernist agenda, such as Evans’s use of pure or straight photography. Newhall initially linked 

Evans to American Modernist photographer Edward Weston, claiming Evans’s “aesthetic theory 

is startlingly modern in its concept,”3 thereby establishing a historical lineage for Weston through 

formal concerns. Newhall would question his own assertions, noting that these photographers had 

two different visions and that these were inextricably linked to the times in which they lived and 

worked.4 However, throughout the scholarly and curatorial writing on Evans, there has been a 

prevailing desire to connect him to Modernism. A decade later, photo-historian Margaret Harker 

claimed that because he adhered to straight photography, “Evans can be regarded as preceding 

Edward Weston and the F.64 Group in the U.S.A.”5 In 1984, Evans’s son Evan Evans noted: “In this 

country [England] and in America he is spoken of as one of the fathers of modern photography.”6 

In addition, photo-historian Mark Pohlad observed that because Evans advocated for pure 

photography during his career, “scholars cite him as a major influence on the stylistic family that 

includes [Modernists] Coburn, Strand, and Weston.”7 Rightly or wrongly, the desire to acknowledge 

Evans as a forefather of Modernist photography continues, most recently in the writing of photo-

curator Anne Lyden. Using a Formalist analysis, Lyden links Evans to Modernist photographer 

Paul Strand, showing where she believes the two photographers share a “remarkably similar visual 

I thank David Harris for bringing to my attention these illustrations as a measure of Evans’s importance to Newhall’s history of 
photography. One should also note that the change in Evans’s status within Newhall’s seminal history corresponded with a renewed 
interest in and acceptance of Victorian photographers and the Pictorialist movement in the 1980s. 
2  Of the nineteen plates, thirteen are architectural, two are portraits, and four are landscapes.
3  Beaumont Newhall, quoted in T. I. Williams, “The Frederick H. Evans Exhibition,” Photographic Journal 107 (August 1967): 
260. Williams reproduces Newhall’s 1964 lecture on Evans in its entirety.
4  Ibid., 261. 
5  Margaret Harker, The Linked Ring: The Secession Movement in Photography in Britain, 1892-1910 (London: Heinemann, 
1979), 115.
6  Evan Evans, “A Son’s Memories of A Famous Father,” Photographic Collector 4, no. 3 (May 1984): 348.
7  Mark Pohlad, “Frederick H. Evans: The Stigma of Technical Perfection,” History of Photography 16, no. 3 (Autumn 1992): 
247.
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language.”8 Although this type of analysis is persuasive, Formalism does not allow for a contextual 

understanding of Evans’s work and how his photographic oeuvre contributed to and commented 

on the period in which it was made.

Considered in isolation from the late Victorian era and more specifically from the Aesthetic 

movement (1860-1900), Evans’s photography has been used to fit into specific agendas by photo-

historians or curators. This can be witnessed in the way that scholars have focused their attention 

primarily on one genre, and within that genre, on specific images fitting particular criteria. In 

addition, Evans’s photographs have traditionally been presented free from their original mounting; 

this has served to divorce the work from its material link to the period in which it was created. As 

well, the omission of borders denies a full understanding of the work as Evans intended it to be 

experienced. It is only since the material turn in photography studies, which gained momentum 

with the 2004 collection Photographs Objects Histories: On the Materiality of Images, that scholars 

have thought to consider Evans’s borders as integral to the understanding and enjoyment of his 

photographs.9

ARCHITECTURAL BIAS

Literature on Evans’s photographic production tends to concentrate on his contribution to 

architectural photography. This architectural bias is due to several factors: the contemporaneous 

popularity of this work; Alfred Stieglitz’s authoritative claim that Evans was the greatest exponent 

of architectural photography10; and the placement of Evans as a forefather of straight photography, 

through the example of his architectural work. This does not allow for a holistic approach to Evans’s 

contribution to the medium of photography, nor does it allow an appreciation of the different ways 

8  Anne Lyden,“Frederick H. Evans: Medievalist and Modernist,” PhotoResearcher no. 20 (October 2013): 92. 
9  Elizabeth Edwards and Janice Hart, eds., Photographs Objects Histories (New York: Routledge, 2004). The consideration of 
the materiality of Evans’s work is found in the work of Alison Nordstöm, Larry Schaaf, Anne Lyden, Hope Kingsley, and my 
earlier MA thesis. Alison Nordstöm, TruthBeauty: Pictorialism and the Photograph as Art, 1845-1945 (Vancouver: Douglas & 
McIntyre, 2008; Larry J. Schaaf, “Introduction,” Sun Pictures. Frederick H. Evans: A Logical Perfection 18 (New York: Hans 
P. Kraus, Jr. Fine Photographs, 2008); Alana West, “Frederick H. Evans: Art, Craft and Presentation,” unpublished MA Thesis 
(Toronto: Ryerson University, 2009); Anne M. Lyden, The Photographs of Frederick H. Evans (Los Angeles, CA: J. Paul Getty 
Trust, 2010); and Hope Kingsley, “The ‘Idler’: Evans in the Linked Ring Years,” in The Photographs of Frederick H. Evans (Los 
Angeles, CA: J. Paul Getty Trust, 2010).
10  Alfred Stieglitz, “Our Illustrations,” Camera Work no.4 (October 1903): 25.
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in which Evans’s work participated in prevailing cultural dialogues between different mediums 

in art. For example, Evans’s landscape photographs often had direct connections to poetry, and 

his portraits document many important cultural figures at the turn of the twentieth century. To 

judge Evans’s contribution solely by his architectural photographs is to neglect these other genres 

in which Evans engaged. 

During his lifetime, Evans was known and celebrated for his architectural photographs (fig. 

2.1). Countless reviews, preserved in the “Press Cuttings Book 1905-1906,” attest to the critical 

praise Evans received for his architectural work.11 Evans was the first British photographer to be 

included in Camera Work, with Stieglitz asserting: “He stands alone in architectural photography, 

and that he is able to instil into pictures of his kind so much feeling, beauty, and poetry entitles him 

to be ranked with the leading pictorial photographers of the world.”12 In the Photographic News 

obituary for Evans, photographer J. R. H. Weaver noted that Evans was an accomplished portrait and 

landscape photographer, but that he “showed how architecture should be photographed, and did it to 

a pitch of excellence that provoked imitation, but never serious rivalry.”13 In 1944, a symposium was 

held to celebrate Evans’s accomplishments. Seven papers were read, and subsequently printed in the 

Photographic Journal, and all mentioned his architectural achievements in photography.14 Without 

a doubt, architectural photography was Evans’s central achievement in the field of photography.

Newhall was the first photo-historian to promote Evans’s architectural work with the bold 

and self-prophesying assertion that Evans “was to achieve his greatest success, and to make his 

unique contribution to the history of photography interpreting the medieval cathedrals of England 

and France.”15 While Newhall’s work on Evans guaranteed his inclusion in the photographic canon, 

it also meant that subsequent scholarship either reiterated Newhall or has had to negotiate such an 

authoritative claim.16 However, from the late 1970s on, scholars have added to Newhall’s history 

11  “Press Cuttings Book, 1905-1905,” unpublished scrapbook (accession number 807 L/R). National Media Museum, Bradford, 
UK. This may have been Evans’s personal copy from the handwriting in the book.
12  Stieglitz, “Our Illustrations,” 25.
13  J. R. H. Weaver, “The Late Frederick H. Evans, Hon. F. R. P. S.,” Photographic News 83 (August 1943): 295.
14  “In Praise of Frederick H. Evans: A Symposium,” Photographic Journal 85A (February 1945): 31-38. The papers were 
written by J. Dudley Johnston, George Bernard Shaw, Charles Emanuel, Malcolm Arbuthnot, Alvin Langdon Coburn, Herbert 
Felton, and J. R. H. Weaver.
15  Beaumont Newhall, Frederick H. Evans (Rochester, NY: George Eastman House, 1964), 10.
16  Newhall was motivated by a desire to link Evans’s architectural work, from roughly 1890 to 1911, to contemporary 
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Fig. 2.1: Frederick H. Evans, Lincoln Cathedral: Nave to East, circa 1898. 
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of photography. Armed with theoretical advances in scholarship, scholars have been willing to 

consider a wider scope of reference when conducting research. In his 1976 article, published in 

the progressive photographic journal Afterimage,17 photo-historian John Fuller placed Evans’s 

cathedral work within a discussion of the fin-de-siècle movement in London, asserting Evans’s 

work was “a coda to the ideas of John Ruskin and William Morris.”18 Pohlad, in his 1992 article, 

noted the superficiality of viewing Evans as only an architectural photographer, adding that Evans’s 

photographs “represent a personal philosophy and are objects of intrinsic aesthetic interest.”19 

These photo-historians have begun to dispel the architectural prejudice, but this has occurred only 

sporadically, and scholars and curators continue to emphasize Evans’s architectural work.

TIMELESSNESS 

Evans’s work has often been described as timeless. This claim effectively divorces the 

work from the period in which it was made, thereby allowing for an aesthetic interpretation of 

Evans’s photographs, free from the social realities that shaped the making and reception of the 

work. Newhall stated: “Evans sought to make pictures that would be as timeless as the buildings 

and landscapes they portrayed.”20 By categorizing Evans’s work as timeless, the social and cultural 

elements can be ignored. In her essay “A Record of Emotion,” Lyden asserts that Evans “strove 

for a timeless quality.”21 However, when seen within the context of Evans’s wider interests in art, 

literature, theatre, and music, his photographic works become visualizations of ideas circulating 

at the time. Seen in this light, Evans’s photographs become visual records of larger cultural issues 

photographic work by such makers as American modernist photographers Charles Sheeler (1883-1965), Edward Weston (1886-
1958), and Ansel Adams (1902-1984) who also dealt with architectural subject matter. Through this narrow consideration of 

Evans, Newhall was attempting to provide a historical context to the contemporary photographic work he was promoting in his 
role as curator and photo-historian.
17  Afterimage came out of the Visual Studies Workshop in Rochester, NY, and was started by Nathan Lyons, who initially 
worked at the George Eastman House under the direction of Beaumont Newhall. After a rocky ending with the George Eastman 
House, Lyons started the Visual Studies Workshop, and the publication Afterimage was named appropriately, since the Eastman 
House’s publication was titled Image. Afterimage, from its inception, challenged traditional photo history and relied more heavily 
on theoretical inquiries, stemming from postmodernist critique, into the status of photography as well as various media arts.
18  John Fuller, “Frederick H. Evans as late Victorian: Cathedral Photography Amid the Fin de Siècle,” Afterimage 4, no. 4 
(October 1976): 6.
19  Pohlad, “Frederick H. Evans: The Stigma of Technical Perfection,” 247.
20  Newhall, Frederick H. Evans, 30.
21  Anne Lyden, “A Record of Emotion: The Architectural Photographs of Frederick H. Evans,” in The Photographs of Frederick 
H. Evans (Los Angeles, CA: J. Paul Getty Trust, 2010), 14.
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and, therefore, can be compared to work in other mediums,  

such as painting and poetry, that were employed to express 

similar ideas. Evans’s photographs should be understood 

in relation to these other works and the period in which 

they were made. In this way, notions of time within Evans’s 

photography become an important issue that is addressed 

in this study.22

Timelessness, as a concept in relation to Evans’s 

photographic work, is tied to discussions of religious 

architecture. Some of the 

language used to discuss 

Evans’s architectural 

photographs of medieval cathedrals tends to be passive and 

assume a religious quality. Fuller claims that Evans’s photographs 

“distill the Christian past and convey an impression of quiet 

majesty and eternity.”23 Similarly, photographer and writer Robert 

Hirsh suggests Evans’s cathedral work “transcend[s] earthbound 

architectural detail and give[s] the viewer a visual sense of a 

spiraling medieval spirit reaching up to the heavens.”24 For these 

writers, religious architecture is aligned with timelessness. However, not all scholars connect 

Evans’s depiction of medieval architecture with timelessness. In discussing Evans’s interest in the 

carved details of stone figures in medieval cathedrals (fig. 2.2), photo-historian Anne Hammond 

22  Another indicator of timelessness observed by some scholars is Evans’s avoidance of people in his architectural and 
landscape images. Schaaf comments on this: “Evans rarely tolerated people intruding on his medieval cathedrals or his closely 
observed landscapes.” Schaaf, “Introduction,” 11. More recently in Alexander Nemerov commented that Evans had a “literal 
aversion to life.” Nemerov, “The Religion of Art and Nothing of Life: Frederick H. Evans’s ‘A Sea of Steps,’” 129. This study 
will not deal directly with this issue, except to offer the suggestion that Evans’s avoidance of people depended entirely on the 
context of the image. Evans did not have an “aversion to life” as Nemerov suggests; in fact, Evans’s oeuvre includes countless 
portraits of famous men and women, his wife and children, and extended family. Within the genres of architectural and landscape 
photography, it is not unusual to exclude people within the frame, so as to make the image about the subject matter and not about 
a specific person or group of people.
23  Fuller, “Frederick H. Evans as late Victorian: Cathedral Photography Amid the Fin de Siècle,” 7.
24  Robert Hirsch, Seizing the Light: A History of Photography (Boston: McGraw Hill, 2000), 192-193.

Fig. 2.2: Frederick H. Evans, [Ely 
Cathedral:] Gargoyle in Nave Triforium, 

1897-1900.

Fig. 2.3: Aubrey Beardsley, 
Chapter Heading Design for Le 

Morte d’Arthur, 1893.
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Fig. 2.4: Frederick H. Evans, “A Sea of Steps,” Wells Cathedral, Stairs to Chapter House 
and Bridge to Vicar’s Close, 1903. 
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argues that “perhaps Evans saw in these cathedral carvings the current spirit and energy running 

through and transforming the drawings of Aubrey Beardsley (fig. 2.3), which also expressed the 

perverse but vital origins of the grotesque.”25 Photographer and critic Brian Peterson is more direct 

in his claim that Evans’s work “is a carefully calculated depiction of a real place at a specific time.”26 

Art historian Alexander Nemerov has argued that with Evans’s most famous image A Sea of 

Steps (1903) (fig. 2.4), the viewer is caught in the moment and witnessing something happening in 

the present.27 All these approaches become important considerations when thinking about time in 

relation to Evans’s work.

While it may be tempting to see Evans’s cathedral work as timeless for several reasons, 

including the absence of modern conveniences or people in his images, Evans’s cathedral work 

is deeply embedded in the period in which the work was made. Seen through the lens of Evans’s 

interest in the Aesthetic and the Arts and Crafts movements and through prevailing popular 

interest in all things medieval, as well as the influence of the writing of individuals, such as art 

critic John Ruskin and social activist William Morris, Evans’s images become works conveying 

an interest in both the Gothic revival and the preservation of cathedrals. In this context, Evans’s 

images of cathedrals become part of the dialogue that addressed the restoration and preservation of 

cathedrals. Admittedly, this goes against the assertion by a few scholars that Evans avoided depicting 

elements of his age. Curator of photographs Sarah Greenough claims: “Evans found his inspiration 

not in the art and culture of his day, but in the distant and seemingly grander past.”28 Likewise, 

Lyden argues that Evans had a “desire to record the past as it had existed.”29 While this last statement 

is true in part, neither Greenough nor Lyden take into account the discourse that occurred at the 

25  Anne Hammond, “The Soul of Architecture,” in Frederick H. Evans: Selected Texts and Bibliography (Boston: G. K. Hall & 
Co., 1992), 7.
26  Brian H. Peterson, “Frederick Evans and the Theology of Light,” American Arts Quarterly 23, no. 4 (Fall 2006): 24-25.
27  Alexander Nemerov, “The Religion of Art and Nothing of Life: Frederick H. Evans’s ‘A Sea of Steps,’” in Edwardian 
Opulence: British Art at the Dawn of the Twentieth Century (Haven: Yale University Press, 2013), 127. It is also noted how 
Evans manipulated time in his photographic work. Although this doesn’t quite fit into the current discussion it is important to 
note that Evans would often build up his exposures, as observed by photographer George Tice in his 1971 preface to the portfolio 
Frederick H. Evans. Also see Andrea Wolk Rager, “‘Not on the Straight Line, but on the Spiral’: Frederick H. Evans and the 
Gothic Inheritance,” PhotoResearcher no. 20 (October 2013): footnote 13 [page 33].
28  Sarah Greenough, “The Curious Contagion of the Camera,” in On the Art of Fixing a Shadow (Boston: Bulfinch Press, 1989), 
141.
29  Lyden, “Frederick H. Evans: Medievalist and Modernist,” 85.
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time between preservationists and those conducting the 

restorations. Nor does it allow for the observation that 

Evans, along with Ruskin and Morris, advocated for the 

preservation and not the overzealous restoration and often 

significant alteration of Gothic structures. Consequently, 

it makes sense that Evans would want to capture images 

of cathedrals as close as he could to their original state, 

but this desire came from a deep investment in the art and 

culture of his day and the issues surrounding restoration 

and preservation of historical sites. In 1911, Evans was 

commissioned by Country Life to photograph Westminster 

Abbey (fig. 2.5). Evans was given full access while work 

crews prepared the site for the coronation of King George V. This body of work of over seventy 

photographs clearly embodies an important juncture in the history of England’s monarchy and its 

place in a changing world, therefore, situating the photographs Evans made in a specific point in 

time.

THE NOTION OF ‘THE BEAUTIFUL’

In 1886, three years after he took up photography, Evans along with George Smith, 

presented a lantern slide show of photo-micrographs to the Photographic Society in London.30 In 

the accompanying lecture, Evans noted that he came to photography through his “life-long love 

and study of ‘the beautiful.’”31 Enclosed in quotation marks, Evans’s use of the term ‘the beautiful’ 

is loaded with significance because the phrase related specifically to the Aesthetic movement and 

its exploration of the notion of beauty and the beautiful. Scholarly writing on Evans has tended to 

30  George Smith was a significant influence on Evans’s approach to pure photography and sold Evans his first photographic 
kit. Smith worked for the Sciopticon Company, initially owned by Walter Bentley Woodbury (1834-1885), who was the inven-
tor of the Woodburytype. Woodbury was Smith’s mentor, teacher, and employer. Rising through the Sciopticon Company, Smith 
became manager of the company in the 1880s and was skilled in the Woodburytype process, making lantern slides for Evans until 
Evans learned the skill himself. Smith died in 1895.
31  Frederick H. Evans, “Photo-Micrography,” Photographic Journal 11, no. 3 (December 31, 1886): 25.

Fig. 2.5: Frederick H. Evans, Westminster 
Abbey: Entrance to Chapel of Henry VII, 

1911.
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simplify the cultural meaning of the idea of ‘the beautiful’ and neglected to connect this term to 

the Aesthetic movement. Not fully understood within the context of Evans and his photographic 

work, the phrase is typically used as a casual reference, this allows writers to address other ideas not 

directly related to what Evans meant when he used the term ‘the beautiful.’32 

The lack of critical scholarly engagement with ideas related to ‘the beautiful’ may exist 

because it is so obvious that Evans studied and photographed beautiful things. After noting Evans’s 

love of the beautiful, photo-historian Margaret Harker added, “Through the medium he was able 

to picture beautiful objects and people he found interesting.”33 The confusion may have come from 

Newhall’s failure to include quotations marks around the term when he cited Evans’s remarks in his 

1964 catalogue essay on Evans.34 When one considers what ‘the beautiful’ meant in 1886 to a man 

like Evans, it becomes apparent that the term is connected in more ways than one to the Aesthetic 

movement. As Pohlad astutely states: “Evans qualified ‘the beautiful’ with quotation marks because 

it was an understood abbreviation for a constellation of ideas widely shared in his time.”35 In his 

acknowledgement that ‘the beautiful’ had cultural meaning, Pohlad links the use of the term to the 

Symbolist movement, a later movement connected to the Aesthetic movement through common 

interests. Although Pohlad is not incorrect in noting the association to the Symbolist movement, 

this approach avoids dealing with the influence of the Aesthetic movement on Evans's personal 

and artistic growth, which raises the question why has the Aesthetic movement been absent from 

scholarship on Evans.

A few writers have connected Evans’s ‘the beautiful’ quote to wider interests. Notably, 

Lyden argues that Evans’s “attention to beauty also related to a more spiritual awareness of the 

physical world.”36 Lyden discusses Evans’s interest in the eighteenth-century spiritualist Emanuel 

32  Examples of ‘the beautiful’ quote used in this way are seen in many writings on Evans. See Newhall, Frederick H. Evans, 9; 
Fuller, “Frederick H. Evans as late Victorian: Cathedral Photography Amid the Fin de Siècle,” 504; Harker, The Linked Ring: The 
Secession Movement in Photography in Britain, 1892-1910, 151-152; Schaaf, “Introduction,” 7; Lyden, “Frederick H. Evans: 
Medievalist and Modernist,” 86.
33  Margaret Harker, “Frederick H. Evans,” British Journal of Photography 132, no. 6505 (April 5, 1985): 382. This sentiment is 
echoed in Newhall, Frederick H. Evans, 30.
34  Newhall, Frederick H. Evans, 9.
35  Pohlad, “Frederick H. Evans: The Stigma of Technical Perfection,” 248.
36  Lyden, The Photographs of Frederick H. Evans, 11.
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Swedenborg and spirituality in relation to beauty. This line of reasoning closely follows Hammond’s 

research, although Hammond never uses Evans’s ‘the beautiful’ quote, perhaps in an effort to avoid 

the slippery issues related to its use. However, Hammond does successfully note, and integrate into 

her study, a concept of how Evans’s wider interests and his connections outside photography were 

associated with his photographic practice, as will be discussed further below.

HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE ARTISTIC MOVEMENTS

From the point of view of photographic history, writing on Evans tends to situate his 

contribution to the medium as an artistic photographer. Rarely has Evans been considered within 

the art movements that shaped his photographic work, and never have his wider interests been 

considered in any depth. When Evans’s work is placed within a contextual framework regarding 

art movements, it has tended to be within the Arts and Crafts movement. While this is partially 

correct, it also limits our understanding of Evans because it does not take into account the Pre-

Raphaelite and Aesthetic movements, both of which influenced Evans’s photographic practice.

Beginning in 1976 and continuing into the early 1990s, writing on Evans began to 

contextualize his photographic production within the broader framework of the Arts and Crafts 

movement, a late-nineteenth-century English reaction to the Industrial Revolution, and an 

outgrowth of the Aesthetic movement.37 Led by artist, designer, writer, and Socialist William Morris, 

who was an acquaintance of Evans, the Arts and Crafts movement’s name was coined in 1887.38 In 

1896 and 1897, Evans took a series of photographs of Kelmscott Manor, the country home of Morris 

and a site of great importance to the founder of the Arts and Crafts movement. As an access point, 

these images indicate Evans’s appreciation of Morris and demonstrate the impact of Morris and 

the Arts and Crafts movement on Evans. Scholars are right to note this influence and, in the late 

seventies, scholarship began to address this relationship. In a 1976 article, Fuller claims that Evans’s 

work aligned more with the ideals of John Ruskin and William Morris than with the fin-de-siècle 

37  Alan Crawford, “United Kingdom: Origins and First Flowering,” in The Arts and Crafts Movement in Europe and America, 
ed. Wendy Kaplan (London: Thames & Hudson, 2004), 21.
38  Wendy Kaplan, “Design for the Modern World,” in The Arts and Crafts Movement in Europe and America, ed. Wendy Kaplan 
(London: Thames & Hudson, 2004), 11.
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writers and artists with whom Evans actually associated.39 Pohlad further suggests that Evans was 

“the ultimate Arts and Crafts photographer.”40 In addition, Hirsch asserts that Evans was a purist 

photographer whose aesthetic concepts were rooted in the Arts and Crafts movement.41 More 

recently, art historian Andrea Wolk Rager argues that Evans “expressed his fluency with Morris’s 

philosophies of art, nature, and politics.”42 These associations, although correct on every level, do 

not push back far enough to get to the core of Evans's influences. It is my contention that it was the 

Aesthetic movement, in all of its permutations, and not just the Arts and Crafts movement, that 

influenced Evans in his wider interests and photographic work. I argue that Evans fashioned his 

life and created his art according to the ideals of the Aesthetic movement – a movement that also 

deeply influenced Morris’s ideas and his creative work – as well as the Arts and Crafts movement.

During the period of the Aesthetic movement, photographers such as Evans, F. Holland 

Day, and Alfred Stieglitz were working and interacting with aesthetes, and they were themselves 

living aesthetic lives and making photographic work that could be considered within the milieu of 

the movement. Yet, photography continues to be marginalized in studies of the period. On a very 

basic level, artists involved in the Aesthetic movement used photography for technical applications; 

for instance, painter Dante Gabriel Rossetti commissioned photographer John R. Parsons to take 

a series of photographs of Jane Morris that were used as reference material for his work; painter 

George Frederic Watts used photographer Frederick Hollyer to document his paintings; William 

Morris studied Emery Walker’s photographically enlarged typefaces; and photo-mechanical 

means were used to illustrate Aesthetic publications, to name a few. The movement did not 

embrace photography as an art form on its own merits, although aesthetes appreciated and even 

partook in making artistic photographs. This disconnect is where I situate Evans in relation to the 

Aesthetic movement and photographic practices during the period of the 1880s to 1914. Artistic 

photographers such as Evans were fighting to have photography accepted as an art form on equal 

39  Fuller, “Frederick H. Evans as late Victorian,” 6.
40  Mark B. Pohlad, “William Morris, Photography, and Frederick H. Evans,” History of Photography 22, no. 1 (Spring 1998): 52.
41  Robert Hirsch, “Working Pictorially: A Variety of Approaches,” in Seizing the Light: A Social History of Photography, 2nd ed. 
(Boston: McGraw Hill, 2009), 155.
42  Andrea Wolk Rager, “‘Not on the Straight Line, but on the Spiral’ Frederick H. Evans and the Gothic Inheritance,” 
PhotoResearcher no. 20 (October 2013): 31.
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footing with other traditional arts. Within this context, Evans produced works that adhered to 

and advanced Aesthetic tenets through photography. While the fight would be waged well into 

the twentieth century, photographers like Evans pushed photography as an art form through the 

lexicon of the Aesthetic movement as is discussed in detail in chapter 3. 

Monographs and exhibition catalogues dealing with the Aesthetic movement tend either 

to dismiss photography altogether or to mention only briefly photographers who worked during 

the early years of the movement, such as Lady Hawarden, Julia Margaret Cameron, Lewis Carroll, 

and David Wilkie Wynfield.43 For example, Victorian art historian and curator Lionel Lambourne 

in The Aesthetic Movement does not discuss photography at any length and only mentions Lady 

Hawarden and Julia Margaret Cameron. In relation to Lady Hawarden, Lambourne states that she 

“produced a number of haunting Aesthetic photographs which recall the sensual visual poetry 

of such later Pre-Raphaelite painters as Frederick Sandys or Simeon Solomon.”44 Julia Margaret 

Cameron is mentioned in relation to her connection to the Prattle sisters and their link to the 

Aesthetic bohemian artistic scene in London. Cameron is also mentioned as being inspired by Pre-

Raphaelite poetry. While the inclusion of these two photographers within Lambourne’s study of 

the Aesthetic movement is a step in the right direction, his consideration of photography does not 

satisfy those who would like to understand how the movement influenced photographers and how 

photography was integrated into the lives of those involved with the Aesthetic movement.

The question is not if there were Aesthetic photographers but instead how the Aesthetic 

movement filtered through photographic practices during the turn of the nineteenth century. One 

of the problems with trying to discern the influence of the movement is that the Aesthetic movement 

lasted several decades but photographers with their nascent medium were especially slow to adopt 

many of the key elements of the movement into their own practices.45 My interest in the Aesthetic 

43  See Lionel Lambourne, The Aesthetic Movement (London: Phaidon, 1996): 82; and Stephen Calloway and Lynn Federle Orr, 
eds., The Cult of Beauty: The Aesthetic Movement 1860-1900 (London: V&A Publishing, 2011), 80-83.
44  Lambourne, The Aesthetic Movement, 82.
45  For example, the Aesthetic movement influenced the Brotherhood of the Linked Ring, a semi-secretive photographic 
group formed in 1892, in many important ways. This can be seen in the adoption of the name, the use of Aesthetic poetry in 
its newsletters, the mode of decoration and hanging of their annual Photographic Salon, and especially through some of the 
thoroughly aesthetic subject matter depicted by many of the members. The Linked Ring (as it was known) came at the tail end of 
the Aesthetic movement but in many ways epitomized the ideals of the movement.
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movement in relation to Evans’s work has led me to question why there is this disconnect between 

art, photographic, and social history. While there have been photo-historians who have attempted 

to contextualize photography within other art movements, it is my contention that there is far more 

work to be done in this area of study in order to understand Evans’s work more fully.

EVANS WITHIN A SOCIAL CONTEXT

During Evans’s lifetime, writers commented frequently on the range of his social and cultural 

interests. In a 1903 article, critic, playwright, and Socialist George Bernard Shaw describes Evans 

as multifaceted, claiming, he “broke in upon me from several different directions simultaneously; 

and some time passed before I coordinated all the avatars into one and same man.”46 The “avatars” 

Shaw attributes to Evans include: photographer, bookseller, musician, and collector. Describing 

Evans’s personal traits, fellow Linked Ring member A. Horsley Hinton hinted at these wider 

concerns noting, “indefatigable perseverance and abjuration of personal convenience are perhaps 

the keynotes to Mr. Evans’s success in other things besides photography.”47 A 1909 article written 

under the pseudonym of ‘Touchstone’ describes many of Evans’s wider interests, including Evans 

being contentious, an art connoisseur, authority on Japanese art, witty and polemical article writer,  

ultra-modern critic of stage-craft and of music, and musician on the pianola.48 The same writer 

noted: “Evans’s taste is catholic – he has the intellectual range of all the members of the Linked 

Ring rolled into one, and with a bit over.”49 While Evans’s contemporaries noted his wide-ranging 

interests, present-day scholars have been slow to include these aspect of Evans’s life in their work.

Rarely have scholars discussed Evans within the social and intellectual context in which 

he lived and worked. When they have, the focus is typically on biographical elements of Evans’s 

life and some of his wider cultural interests, such as art, literature, and the pianola. For example, 

Newhall provides in his 1964 monograph a short chronology, noting such events as Evans’s birth 

46  Shaw, “Evans – An Appreciation,” 13.
47  A. Horsley Hinton, “Frederick H. Evans – A ‘Romanticist’ in Photography,” Amateur Photographer 40, no. 1049 (November 
8, 1904): 368.
48  ‘Touchstone’ [William James Warren], “Photographers I Have Met,” Amateur Photographer 50, no. 1294 (July 20, 1909): 71. 
According to Schaaf ‘Touchstone’ was William James Warren. “Introduction,” 15.
49  ‘Touchstone’ [William James Warren], “Photographers I Have Met,” Amateur Photographer 50, no. 1294 (July 20, 1909): 71.
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and death dates, important exhibitions, significant articles Evans wrote, and publications Evans 

produced. This was the first scholarship of its kind on Evans and was the foundation upon which 

scholars have built. In 1992, Hammond provided “A Contextual Chronology” in her book Frederick 

H. Evans: Selected Texts and Bibliography, noting that the chronology placed Evans’s “career in the 

context of his intellectual interests . . . reveal[ing] the range of Evans’s ideas and activities.”50 In 

this chronology, Hammond expands Newhall’s timeframe by twenty years and includes dates and 

events that influenced Evans both socially and culturally. Without naming the Aesthetic movement, 

Hammond acknowledges some elements of influence associated with the movement, such as the 

introduction of Japanese art to the West (1867), the founding of the Kelmscott Press (1890) and The 

Yellow Book (1894), and Oscar Wilde’s publication of Salome (1894). Both Newhall and Hammond 

help to make sense of Evans’s life and not just specific periods of it. 

Pohlad, in his article “William Morris, Photography, and Frederick H. Evans,” builds upon 

the work Hammond did in 1992, arguing that “Evans surrounded himself with a circle of artists, 

writers, publishers, and aesthetes.”51 Similarly Schaaf noted that “Evans had many interests outside 

of photography,”52 but does not focus more specifically on what these interests were, instead claiming 

that the pianola was Evans’s chief interest beyond photography. Both Schaaf ’s and Lyden’s exhibition 

catalogues note Evans’s wider interests, but in many ways they keep within Newhall’s descriptive 

framework. It should be noted that both Schaaf and Lyden, as Newhall before them, write within 

the confines of art institutions that profit from the notion of photography as an art. Within the 

museum or commercial gallery, the desire to elevate the photograph to an art privileges a trajectory 

that divorces the work from outside interests that might question its status as art. Evans’s wider 

interests and how these relate to larger social and cultural issues call into question the object’s 

placement as art, and in many cases writers within the confine of the art museum tend to diminish 

these wider contexts. In this study, I explore Evans’s photographic oeuvre in relation to the wider 

interests that placed him within extensive social and cultural contexts, thereby connecting Evans’s 

photographic work to the social life of its maker. 
50  Anne Hammond, “Preface,” in Frederick H. Evans: Selected Texts and Bibliography (Boston: G. K. Hall & Co., 1992), xi.
51  Pohlad, “William Morris, Photography, and Frederick H. Evans,” 52.
52  Schaaf, “Introduction,” 14.
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Chapter 3

SELLING, COLLECTING, WRITING, AND PUBLISHING:
EVANS AND THE WRITTEN WORD

Reading maketh a full man; conference a ready man; and writing an exact man.1 

To owners and lovers of books (and this class should include every intelligent 
Englishman) we say, by all means have some of your bookcases in the rooms where 
you live, and those which you receive your friends. There is no furniture which is 
so true an indication of refinement as books. But let them be the volumes which are 
worthily attired, and not rickety cloth-covered affair’s or dog’s-eared pamphlets.2

But where did the anchorite’s money come from? Well, the fact is, Evans, like 
Richardson, kept a shop; and the shop kept him. It was a bookshop.3

During the nineteenth century, fundamental changes occurred in the book industry. In 

Britain, the Industrial Revolution not only altered the production of books and printed matter, but it 

also reshaped the selling, buying, and collecting of books. Reforms in public education and a growing 

middle-class resulted in larger audiences who read. Cheaper methods of production meant books 

could be bought at a range of prices, helping to satisfy a growing book-buying public. In reaction to 

the Industrial Revolution, artistic and social movements such as the Aesthetic and Arts and Crafts 

movements worked to elevate the handcrafted in all forms of art, including bookmaking. These 

subcultures valued small-press editions with handcrafted details beyond the means of mechanical 

production, and valued work done on a smaller human scale. At the same time, advertising and 

writing promoted books as a sign of cultivation, and by the late nineteenth century, there was a 

culture of consumers eager to buy ‘de luxe’ and first editions – either handcrafted or commercially 

1  Francis Bacon, The Essays (London: J. M. Dent & Sons, 1906), 150. The first part of this quote was used on Evans’s first 
bookplate that was designed by artist Frederick Colin Tilney. 
2 [Home], Artistic Homes; How to Furnish with Taste: A Handbook for all Housekeepers (London: Ward, Lock & Co., 1880), 91.
3  Shaw, “Evans – An Appreciation,” 13. Shaw refers to Samuel Richardson (1689-1761) an eighteenth-century British writer 
who ran a printing shop in London.
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manufactured – depending on the individual and his or her cultural inclination. 

Born in 1853, Frederick H. Evans came of age not only during the Industrial Revolution but 

also during the heyday of the Aesthetic movement (1860-1900). Both were important elements in 

his formation as a bibliophile and aesthete. Throughout his life, Evans enjoyed a happy relationship 

with the written word, at times selling books, collecting first editions and other specialty literature, 

writing for the photographic press, and even privately publishing a small number of works he 

deemed important. Through his relationship with the written word, one can trace the changes 

occurring not only in the book industry, but also in Evans’s social life with the bookselling trade 

opening up new social interactions and possibilities. 

There is much to learn about Evans through his relationship with the written word. This 

chapter considers the different connections he had with literature – selling, collecting, writing, and 

publishing. It is through this relationship that one can trace how Evans was connected to a larger 

community that extended from the arts to publishing. In addition, we examine Evans’s bookshop 

and the different people he came to know through it, as well as explore Evans’s own book collecting. 

The written word and photography are combined in significant ways through Evans’s writing and 

some of his photographically illustrated publications. These works place Evans firmly as a cultural 

producer. Evans used the written word as a means of procuring a living but also as a form of 

communication. Through this means, Evans was part of a community of like-minded men and 

women, sharing their interests through their engagement with literature and printed material.

F. H. EVANS: SELLING

Evans’s socioeconomic situation carried the need to earn an income. With little capital and 

limited connections, Evans began his career as a clerk in a London office for a preserved provisions 

merchant, a respectable job for the younger son of a lower-middle-class family. Not much is known 

about this early period in Evans’s life, although it is known that his health, which had always been 

precarious, required him to take recuperative vacations. Sometime in the 1870s, Evans moved to 
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the United States and settled in Philadelphia, where he lived for over two years.4 On his return to 

London, Evans continued working as a clerk until 1885 when he was finally forced to give up his 

position permanently. In a letter dated 1886, Evans explained to writer James John Garth Wilkinson: 

“I have all my life been a diligent student of all the greatest in English literature that I could get 

hold of, and though I am still young (thirty-three) I have managed to read and digest a more than 

ordinary share thereof.”5 Well-read and inquisitive, Evans sought respite from his poor health in 

literature, reading widely on subjects ranging from poetry to theology. It is not surprising, then, 

that Evans found an alternative vocation in a bookshop, one that would nourish him socially and 

intellectually, and would eventually allow him to retire from regular employment. 

The address 77 Queen Street, off of Cheapside in London, holds particular significance 

for understanding Evans’s relationship to the written word, and more specifically to book culture. 

Suffering from rheumatic fever, Evans found relief in the weekly Turkish bath he took at an 

establishment in Cheapside. On his way to the bath, he would stop at a bookshop owned by Edward 

Jones to pick up the literary supplement of the Athenæum, which he read regularly.6 Through these 

weekly visits, Jones and Evans began a friendship. In time, Jones enlisted Evans’s knowledge when 

customer inquiries were beyond the bookseller’s scope of expertise. It was through Evans’s interest 

in literature and his knowledge in the field that he began working for Jones around 1889, first as 

an assistant and eventually borrowing money from his father to invest in the bookshop. In 1891, 

the trade publication The Publishers’ Circular announced the partnership of Edward Jones and 

Frederick H. Evans, and the name of the bookshop changed at this time from Jones to Jones & 

Evans. Establishing Evans’s authority in bookselling, the announcement claimed: “Evans’ extensive 

and intimate knowledge of the field of literature will contribute largely to maintain and extend 

the good name the old house possesses amongst book-buyers and book-lovers.”7 Less than three 

months later Jones died, leaving Evans as the sole proprietor of the business.8 Keeping the name 

4  Frederick H. Evans to Alfred Stieglitz, June 8, 1906. Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O’Keeffe Archive, Beinecke Library, Yale 
University. 
5  Frederick H. Evans to James John Garth Wilkinson, February 3, 1886. Swedenborg Society Library, London.
6  Strasser, “Evans: Photographer,” 151.
7  Anonymous, “Trade Changes,” The Publishers’ Circular no. 1281 (January 17, 1891): 63.
8  Prior to this thesis it was not known when Edward Jones had died and when Evans had become the owner of Jones & Evans. 
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Jones & Evans, the Cheapside bookshop would become, as George Bernard Shaw observed, “an 

important factor in Evans’s artistic career.”9 

Bookshops, as social spaces, are sites where people share ideas, interests, and opinions. 

For Evans, literature became the social capital that would elevate his position from a sickly clerk, 

to an assistant, and eventually to the owner of a successful bookshop. This social mobility enabled 

Evans to come into contact with men who would have otherwise been outside of his social sphere 

as a clerk, and many of these individuals would become significant influences in his creative life. 

Evans’s role as proprietor garnered respect from those who frequented the shop, and he fostered an 

atmosphere that was vibrant and where lively conversations between himself and his customers were 

encouraged. Jones & Evans, under Evans’s guidance, became a meeting place not only for clerks, 

lawyers, and bankers, but also intellectuals, artists, and writers, many of them associated with art 

movements of the period such as the Aesthetic, Arts and Crafts, and Decadent. In contemporaries’ 

personal recollections from this period, Evans is noted as the perfect bookseller. According to 

publisher Joseph M. Dent, the bookshop was “a centre around which book-lovers congregated and 

discussed with its proprietor new books and new ideas in literature.”10 Lawyer and Linked Ring 

member Charles Emanuel reiterated the social aspect of Evans’s bookshop, claiming that he “never 

left without a chat with [Evans].”11 Adding to this picture of Evans as a bookseller, George Bernard 

Shaw recounted Evans “sold [his customers] what was good for them, not what they asked for.”12 

A visit to the bookshop was a social experience where Evans engaged in meaningful conversation, 

listening to his customers needs and wants. A perceptive bookseller, Evans used the information 

from these conversations to aid his customers in their search for literature. Moreover, Evans had 

a finger on the pulse of the times and was not afraid to promote works he found stimulating or 

worthwhile when talking with discerning customers.

Evans was also a shrewd entrepreneur, and he used his various skills to make a go of the 

Jones died on April 3rd 1891. See “Obituary,” The Bookseller no. 402 (May 6, 1891): 431; and “In Memoriam,” The Publishers’ 
Circular 54, no. 1293 (April 11, 1891): 381. 
9  Shaw, “Evans – An Appreciation,” 14.
10  J. M. Dent, The Memoirs of J. M. Dent 1849-1926 (London: J. M. Dent & Sons, 1928), 67.
11  Charles Emanuel, “Personal Recollections,” Photographic Journal 85A (February 1945): 33.
12  Shaw, “Evans – An Appreciation,” 14.
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bookstore, which had not been very prosperous.13 Besides books, Evans sold facsimiles of artists’ 

work that he would photographically reproduce and mount.14 When The Yellow Book15 hit the 

market in 1894, Evans filled his windows with the bright periodical and interspersed facsimiles of 

Aubrey Beardsley’s drawings.16 Evans’s need to support himself financially pushed him to succeed 

in the business of bookselling, but it was his passion for sharing in the joys of literature that made 

Jones & Evans a destination for the intellectual and artistic people who frequented his shop.

Evans owned and ran the shop for seven years, indulging not only in a comfortable living 

but also in his passion for literature and conversation with his patrons. It was through the bookshop 

that Evans made many of his most important social connections, coming to know the literary and 

artistic community in London, selling and trading books with such noted individuals as Aubrey 

Beardsley, George Bernard Shaw, and William Morris. It is through the photographs he took of the 

men and women he came to know during this time that we have a visual record of Evans’s wide 

circle of connections. Chapter 5 discusses in detail Evans’s portraiture; however, in this section I 

focus on how Evans’s knowledge of literature and book culture expanded his social reach, bringing 

him into contact with a cross-section of London’s intellectual and artistic community, people he 

would not have known if he had remained an office clerk. 

The difficulty in discussing social connections becomes apparent when one begins to analyze 

relationships between individuals. Relationships by their nature are complicated and not easily 

categorized or understood. Evans, like many of the men and women he knew, enjoyed a full and 

rich life with varied interests and passions. The threads that connect Evans to the men in this section 

are solid and well established, but understanding them can be a difficult undertaking. Looking 

specifically at the relationships Evans had with publisher J. M. Dent, artist Aubrey Beardsley, and 

writer George Bernard Shaw, we can understand the foundation upon which Evans’s reputation as 

13  Strasser, “Evans: Photographer,” 151.
14  As discussed in the introduction, Evans bought his first photographic kit in 1883 and began to experiment with photography. 
By the 1890s Evans was frequently exhibiting his photographs and selling his work to friends and acquaintances, eventually us-
ing Jones & Evans as a commercial outlet, although this was not the main thrust of Evans’s attention at the bookshop.
15  The Yellow Book was a quarterly publication that focused on contemporary literature and art and was associated with the 
Aesthetic and Decadent movements. Aubrey Beardsley was the first art editor and contributed his controversial illustrations to the 
publication.
16  Katherine Lyon Mix, A Study in Yellow (London: Constable & Co., 1960), 44.
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a photographer has been based. 

Joseph Malaby Dent

The relationship Evans had with publisher Joseph Malaby Dent (1849-1926) illustrates not 

only Evans’s business acumen, but also the social connections they had and utilized in their private 

and public lives. Dent was an ambitious, young publisher in London, who was establishing his 

career at the same time Evans was making his way as a bookseller. F. J. Simmons, a fellow booklover 

who worked for Dent as a traveller introduced the two men to each other. Throughout their life-

long friendship, Evans and Dent both benefited from their social connections, knowledge and 

experience, and common pastimes. 

Evans’s knowledge of the commercial aspects of bookselling is clearly illustrated through 

his professional relationship with Dent. Having struggled financially, Evans knew better than most 

how important it was to offer affordable literature for sale in his bookshop. In 1893, Evans suggested 

that Dent publish Shakespeare’s plays as inexpensive pocket books. Dent, who acted as secretary of 

the Toynbee Shakespeare Society, embarked on the task enthusiastically, working closely with both 

Evans and Simmons on the project. After the success of what was to become Temple Shakespeare, 

a series of William Shakespeare’s play published individually, and “at some practical suggestions 

of [his] friend Evans,” Dent planned a second series, Temple Classics, which aimed to publish 

“choice literature for the real book-lover.”17 Temple Classics included the work of Francis Bacon, 

Robert Browning, George Eliot, Ben Jonson, John Milton, William Wordsworth, and Alfred Lord 

Tennyson. Through Evans’s position as a bookseller, he was able to tell Dent what his customers 

were looking for, enabling Dent to have access to the public’s demands that were not easily available 

to him as a publisher.

Throughout their friendship, Evans and Dent made use of their social connections in ways 

that benefited one another. Evans’s connections to writers and scholars brought Dent into contact 

with individuals for different projects: for example, writer Edmund Gosse to edit The Poetical Works 

17  Dent, The Memoirs of J. M. Dent, 75-77.
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of Thomas Lovell Beddoes (1890); assistant-keeper of books at the British Museum Dr. Richard 

Garnett to edit Calidore & Miscellanea by T. Love Peacock (1891); and artist Aubrey Beardsley to 

illustrate Le Morte d’Arthur (1893-1894). On the other hand, Dent’s friendship with the Dean of 

Ely Cathedral, Dr. Charles Stubbs, led Evans to photograph not only Ely Cathedral with unfettered 

access, but also to photograph the Dean himself. The portrait was exhibited in the Photographic 

Salon of 1902 and is notable because of Evans’s use of gum bichromate to create the image.18 In turn, 

two of the images Evans took of the Cathedral were reproduced photo-mechanically as illustrations 

in Historical Memorials of Ely Cathedral, a book of two lectures that Dr. Stubbs gave in Cambridge 

in the summer of 1896. 

Throughout their friendship, Evans and Dent enjoyed many common interests including 

literature, and photography. Just as Evans discussed literature in his bookshop, he also talked about 

it with friends outside of the context of work. In his memoir, Dent noted the education Evans gave 

him on the greats of English literature, and how their discussions about the works of writers such as 

Robert Louis Stevenson, George Meredith, Robert Browning, and Rudyard Kipling helped to make 

him a better publisher by opening him up to a wider range of literature. To Dent “it was all a new 

world . . . which [he] might never have fully entered but for [Evans’s] enthusiastic help.”19 As well, 

Evans shared his interest in photography with Dent and the medium became a hobby for Dent, 

and the two men experienced the pleasures and frustrations of the process together. Both Dent 

and Evans enjoyed walking in Epping Forest, and there is evidence that the two photographed, 

sometimes with others, the sylvan retreat on these outings.20 Frederick Hollyer photographed both 

men, and it is possible that they would have gone to Hollyer’s studio together for their sitting, 

making a social call to the older, more experienced photographer. There are separate images of 

both Dent and Evans posed in exactly the same position, and one cannot but link these two images 

18  Scholarship on Evans contains a perpetuated myth that he only worked with platinotype or platinum. My research has 
found that Evans also worked with albumen prints, gelatin silver prints, gum bichromate, and Statista prints. It is fair to say 
Evans favoured platinotype, but he did experiment with other photographic materials throughout this career and did not quit 
photography because of the discontinued production of platinum paper due to the First World War as has been repeated in writing 
on Evans.
19  Dent, The Memoirs of J. M. Dent, 225.
20  Schaaf, “Introduction,” 8.
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together. Evans also photographed Dent, and the image was used as an illustration in Dent’s memoir 

(fig. 3.1). The photograph shows a man who stares off over the viewer’s left shoulder (perhaps where 

Evans stood as he took the image). Not dated, the image of Dent shows an older man, confirming 

the long friendship that he and Evans had, one based on many different mutual interests originating 

from their beginnings in the book industry and love of the written word.

Aubrey Beardsley

Jones & Evans was popular meeting place for clerks on their lunch break. One such patron 

was Aubrey Vincent Beardsley (1872-1898), who worked as a clerk for a nearby insurance company. 

While there is no direct account of how Evans first came to know Beardsley, they became very 

good friends, and Evans is frequently cited as an early mentor and patron of the artist.21 The young 

clerk showed his artwork to Evans, and Evans, a man who enjoyed black and white illustration, 

appreciated the nascent talent he saw in Beardsley’s drawings. The two men possessed a mutual 

21  Stanley Weintraub, Aubrey Beardsley: Imp of the Perverse (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1976); 
Miriam Benkovitz, Aubrey Beardsley: An Account of His Life (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1981); and Stephen Calloway, 
Aubrey Beardsley (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1998).

Fig. 3.1: Frederick H. Evans, J. M. Dent, 
circa 1905.
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passion for literature, and they would discuss their current interests with each other. Evans suspected 

Beardsley’s limited income and often lent books to Beardsley or accepted drawings in exchange. 

Evans also created facsimile platinum (also known as platinotype) prints of Beardsley’s drawings. 

According to Beardsley biographer Miriam Benkovitz, the platinum reproductions were offered for 

sale at Jones & Evans.22 

The relationship between Evans and Beardsley was one of common interests. Literature 

first drew them together in the bookshop, and then a love of music, theatre, and art solidified their 

friendship. It was a mutually beneficial relationship that served to connect them both to wider 

social circles, and with these connections came fortuitous opportunities. It was through Evans 

that Beardsley received his first professional commission when Evans’s friend and publisher Dent 

mentioned to Evans the trouble he was having finding an illustrator for an upcoming edition of 

Sir Thomas Mallory’s Le Morte d’Arthur. Evans suggested Beardsley and even arranged a viewing 

of Beardsley’s work. Dent, trusting Evans’s artistic sense, gambled on the unknown artist, who was 

only twenty years old at the time, and Beardsley was hired to take on the grueling but ultimately 

life-changing commission. It was around this time that Beardsley became the darling of the London 

aesthetes, moving in circles that included Oscar Wilde, Joseph Pennell, Max Beerbohm, and Arthur 

Symons. For many, Beardsley’s art encompassed the zeitgeist of the period and marked the closing 

decade of the Aesthetic movement. It is interesting that Evans, an aesthete influenced by the 

Aesthetic movement, recognized in Beardsley a talent that would, in many ways, herald the end of 

the period.

In 1894, Evans photographed Beardsley, creating what has undoubtedly become Evans’s 

most famous portrait (fig. 3.2). The young artist sits in profile, with his head resting in his hand, 

his long fingers sweep diagonally across his face, drawing the viewer’s eye into the young man’s 

gaunt visage. Used as the frontispiece for Holbrook Jackson’s seminal book The Eighteen Nineties 

(1913), this image came to represent the fin de siècle and its connection to decadence and the 

grotesque. Based on Charles Meryon’s 1853 etching of a Notre Dame gargoyle, Le Stryge, the 

22  Benkovitz, Aubrey Beardsley, 43.
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portrait captures the contradiction of the 

elegantly dressed young man and his 

association with the grotesque through his 

art.23 Evans links Beardsley to the Le Stryge 

grotesque as Beardsley himself would do in 

an 1896 interview in which he stated: “I have 

one aim, the grotesque.”24 Beardsley believed 

that as an artist he was nothing without this 

connection to the shocking and strange 

elements in his art. Evans sold or gave copies 

of the portrait to many people, including 

artist Joseph Pennell, writer Holbrook 

Jackson, and collector Gordon Conn.25 

French photographer Robert Demachy 

wrote back to Evans thanking him for the 

photograph and provided a wonderful 

description of the image: “The long nervous hand is splendidly placed and gives a weird effect that 

has some analogy with the impression one gathers from his work.”26 Evans was able not only to 

create this carefully composed image of the young artist but was also able to link Beardsley’s artistic 

aesthetic to a wider context that included reference to his art and his artistic influences. The portrait 

creates a visual concept of Beardsley as an artist through the connection to the grotesque.

Evans amassed an extraordinary collection of Beardsley drawings, which provided a certain 

cultural cache for Evans as a collector. After Beardsley’s death in 1898, Evans lent many of these 

works to illustrate different publications; for example, The Early Work of Aubrey Beardsley (1899), 

23  Frederick H. Evans, “The Characteristic Use of the Hands in Portraiture,” Photography (Christmas Number 1903): 5.
24  Arthur H. Lawrence, “Mr. Aubrey Beardsley and His Work,” The Idler 11, no. 2 (March 1897): 198.
25  Interestingly, Beardsley drew a caricature of Joseph Pennell as “The Devil of Notre Dame,” which was originally published in 
The Pall Mall Budget (1893) and The Early Work of Aubrey Beardsley (1899).
26  Robert Demachy to Frederick H. Evans, [c. 1905]. Getty Research Institute Special Collections, Los Angeles, CA.

Fig. 3.2: Frederick H. Evans, Aubrey Beardsley, 1894.
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included six drawings from Evans’s collection and two of Evans’s portraits of Beardsley, and it 

used the Le Stryge image of Beardsley as the frontispiece. Evans used his Beardsley drawings to 

encourage visits to his home. In a letter to American photographer Alfred Stieglitz, Evans wrote: 

“Tell me when you are in London and I’ll come and fetch you out here. You’ll enjoy my Beardsley 

originals.”27 Evans’s connection to Beardsley was well-known and when the second generation of 

historians began writing about the 1890s, Evans was consulted. In 1925, biographer A. J. A. Symons 

contacted Evans as he was writing a history of the writers and illustrators of the 1890s. Imploring 

Evans to help, Symons claimed: “All who admire his work must be familiar with your name as that 

of his earliest London patron and lifelong friend. Such a position has its responsibilities, and I 

therefore venture to ask you for a little help and information for the Beardsley section of my book.”28 

Appealing to Evans’s sense of duty, the young author 

was successful; Symons interviewed the aging man and 

Evans, as generous as he could be, lent his Beardsley 

drawings to the project for a small fee. 

   Throughout Beardsley’s career, books 

played a significant role in his drawings. In his visual 

lexicon, books were frequently depicted and although I 

have found no photographs of Jones & Evans during the 

researching of this chapter, I cannot help wondering if 

Beardsley used Evans’s bookshop as a point of reference 

in any of his drawings. It is known that Beardsley drew 

from his imagination and not necessarily from life, 

so it is possible that an image, such as his 1894 poster 

advertising “This Pseudonym and Autonym Libraries,” 

could have been, in part, inspired by Evans’s bookshop (fig. 3.3). George Bernard Shaw described 

27  Frederick H. Evans to Alfred Stieglitz, June 1, 1909. Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O’Keeffe Archive, Beinecke Library, Yale 
University.
28  A. J. A. Symons to Frederick H. Evans, October 31, 1925. Exported Manuscripts, British Library.

Fig. 3.3: Aubrey Beardsley, This Pseudonym 
and Autonym Libraries, 1894.
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the shop as “jam full of books [with] the window completely blocked up with them,”29 echoing the 

full windows in Beardsley’s drawing. Beyond their love of books and reading, Evans and Beardsley 

found common interests in many other subjects. Both men were regulars at the theatre and were 

avid music lovers; like Evans, Beardsley was also interested in ‘the beautiful,’ and this mutual concern 

is evinced in their correspondence, as will be discussed in further detail in chapter 6. 

George Bernard Shaw

Another important figure Evans came to know 

through the bookshop was writer George Bernard 

Shaw (1856-1950). In 1891, the year Evans took over 

the ownership of Jones & Evans, Shaw published 

the Quintessence of Ibsenism, a book he claimed no 

Englishman wanted.30 The book sold quite well at Jones & 

Evans because Evans liked it and stressed its importance 

to his customers. This piqued Shaw’s interest in the shop 

and its owner. Through this initial contact, Evans and 

Shaw began a lifelong friendship built on their mutual 

love of literature, art, music, theatre, and stimulating 

conversation. Evans was a polymath, and he was attracted 

to similar individuals. Shaw, with his intelligence and 

wit, appealed to Evans’s sense of curiosity and humour, and Shaw was attracted to Evans’s catholic 

knowledge and willingness to challenge his ideas (fig. 3.4). 

Prior to 1891, Shaw had focused his attention on criticism to earn a living, writing about 

subjects ranging from music to drama, photography, and social issues. As early as 1887, Shaw knew 

of Evans’s photography; in what was Shaw’s first review devoted to photography he fortuitously 

mentions Evans, whom he did not know at the time, noting “Mr. F. E. [sic] Evans’s ‘photo-

29  Shaw, “Evans – An Appreciation,” 13.
30  Ibid., 14.

Fig. 3.4: Frederick H. Evans, 
George Bernard Shaw, 1896.
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micrographs’ are pretty but they should not have taken the medal on that ground from Mr. Andrew 

Pringle’s more difficult and more valuable photographs of micro-organisms.”31 In retrospect, this 

criticism is quite interesting. Shaw’s use of the word “pretty” would have been an indirect insult to 

Evans who aimed to create objects of beauty. When compared to Shaw's description of Pringle’s 

work as “more difficult and more valuable” one senses his criticism is connected to Evans's aesthetic 

aims. Shaw would later come to expound the virtues of Evans’s photographic work and even claim 

that his photographs settled, once and for all, whether photography could be a fine art.32

Of the three men discussed in this section, Shaw was the one best connected socially 

to political, literary, and theatrical circles. His ties with socialism connected him to the likes of 

William Morris and his daughter May Morris, with whom Shaw was briefly romantically linked. 

In this political circle, Evans photographed Robert Blatchford and Hubert Bland, members of the 

socialist organization known as the Fabian Society, with which Shaw was also actively involved. 

Evans photographed authoress “George Egerton” (Mary Chavelita Dunne) who was a friend of 

Shaw’s. In a letter to actress Ellen Terry, Shaw mentions the possibility of Evans photographing her; 

while this session never came to pass, Shaw’s willingness to connect his friends with one another is 

clearly illustrated. This is again seen in a letter from Shaw to Evans where he suggests another person 

to photograph that Evans did not personally know: “It occurred to me that it might amuse you to 

make the acquaintance of . . . Marie Tempest with a view to adding her to your collection . . . . Do 

as you like about it at my expense.”33 This passage sheds light on how, within Shaw’s wide-reaching 

social circle, connections were suggested and often facilitated for Evans.  Shaw’s relationship with 

Evans is discussed in further detail below in the section on publishing. 

Between 1891 and 1898, Jones & Evans provided Evans with a means to procure a living 

through one of his main passions, while also linking him to a vibrant intellectual and artistic 

community. Literature and books had cultural capital during this period, and that capital cost 

money; the class of men who could afford the books sold at Jones & Evans could also afford the 

31  [George Bernard Shaw], “What the World Says,” The World 693 (October 12, 1887): 15.
32  Shaw, “Evans – An Appreciation,” 15.
33  George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, March 8, 1902. Eccles Bequest, British Library.
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costs associated with amateur photography. There was an avid interest in photography during 

this period, and many of the men Evans came to know while a bookseller were also amateur 

photographers. With the three men discussed above, photography played a part in the friendships 

Evans forged: Evans photographed all three men, and he acted as a guide when Dent and Shaw took 

up photography themselves, helping them with technical issues and even printing some of Shaw’s 

own photographs.

S S S

In 1898, the Athenæum announced the sale of Jones & Evans. His seven years running 

the bookshop had taken a toll on Evans’s physical well-being. In his last interview, in 1943, Evans 

recalled: “Every morning I opened the bookshop with the fear how much less of me would come 

out of it in the morning.”34  Purchasing an annuity from the sale of the shop, Evans was finally able 

to retire from daily work, affording him the opportunity to spend more time in pursuit of his other 

interests. Jones & Evans was purchased by Mr. A. F. Tait, who had managed the shop while Evans 

owned it, and another bookseller, Mr. W. T. Whittaker. The business continued under the same 

name, and Evans continued to receive an annual income of approximately £60 from the shop until 

1941 when the building housing Jones & Evans Ltd. was destroyed by a German bomb.35 

F. H. EVANS: COLLECTING

Bookplates are the mark of ownership, and to commission a personalized plate shows an 

appreciation not only for the act of book collecting but also for the connection between art and 

book culture. In 1894, the same year Evans took his celebrated photographs of Beardsley, Evans 

commissioned Beardsley to create a bookplate for his personal collection. Beardsley described the 

initial drawing as illustrating “a Pierrot standing on a field plentifully sown with flowers. He raises 

with one hand a curtain that hangs just over his head and holds out with the other a pyx [a symbol 

34  Strasser, “Evans: Photographer,” 152.
35  Frederick H. Evans to George Bernard Shaw, May 5, 1941. Additional Manuscripts, British Library.
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of the Eucharist].”36 The image of the Pierrot was, at the end of the nineteenth century, synonymous 

with the artist and the artistic temperament. Beardsley drew many Pierrots, some of them possessing 

glasses, similar to the ones Evans wore. The offer of the pyx would have represented Evans’s strong 

connection to his spiritual beliefs. Unfortunately, the bookplate was never completed, and no 

drawings survive from the commission. 

Eventually Evans came to possess a Beardsley bookplate, although the one he came to have 

had originally been an illustration used in the J. M. Dent edition of Le Morte d’Arthur. The original 

text was removed and replaced with “Ex Libris Frederick H. Evans. Let Those Who Hold The Torch 

Hand It On To Others” (fig. 3.5). Connected to both ancient Greek ritual and religious doctrine, the 

text is juxtaposed with Beardsley’s decadent drawing of bare-breasted satyrs climbing and lounging 

among thorn-covered vines. The contradiction between the text and the image is one that is echoed 

in Evans’s diverse taste, which ranged from the sacred to the 

profane. When compared to Evans’s first bookplate, drawn 

by artist Frederick Colin Tilney, this later bookplate attests 

to an evolution in taste. The Tilney bookplate illustrates an 

aged scholar sitting before a closed window studying an open 

book. Books line the walls, sit on tables, and litter the floor. 

In the background, an open door shows another room with 

more books lining the far wall. Ornate floral and scrollwork 

decorates the border of the bookplate (fig. 3.6), which contains 

three quotes from the British authors William Shakespeare, 

John Milton, and Francis Bacon.37 Evans was a bibliophile and his bookplates attest to this status. 

The progression from one bookplate to another is also seen in the variety of books Evans collected, 

his taste and passions evolving over time. 

36  Maas, Duncan, and Good, eds., The Letters of Aubrey Beardsley, 75.
37  The three quotes: “Reading makyth a full man,” Francis Bacon in The Essays or Councils Civil and Moral; “Come and take a 
choice of my Library,” William Shakespeare from Titus Andronicus (Act 4, Scene 1 – line 34); and “As good almost kill a Man as 
kill a good book,” John Milton from Aeropagitica, originally published in 1644 defending the right of freedom of expression and 
opposing censorship.

Fig. 3.5: Aubrey Beardsley, Frederick 
H. Evans Book plate, after 1894.



The following section discusses Evans’s book collection as a unique source for understanding 

his wider interests and their influence on his photographic practice. As a collector Evans was 

connected to a larger community through his various other collections. According to Shaw, Evans 

appeared to be “a poor man, struggling in a modest lodging . . . . But a personal examination 

of the modest lodging revealed the fact that this Franciscan devotee of poverty never seemed to 

deny himself anything he really cared for.” Shaw adds: “You could spend a couple hours easily in 

the modest lodging looking at treasures, and then stop only from exhaustion.”38 Several others’ 

recollections of Evans as a collector note how he lived a simple life, surrounded by art, such 

as “grotesques from the Land of the Geisha, drawings, etchings, and other pictorial valuables;”39 

“numerous treasures . . . paintings, drawings, and photographs;”40 and “carved ivories, sword-guards 

richly ornamented, little pots by the Martin brothers, and other rarities.”41 Among his treasures were 

signed copies of publications by William Morris. Like many 

aesthetes Evans placed significant importance on surrounding 

himself with beautiful objects, and as indicated from the above, 

books were only one element in Evans’s collecting efforts.

Evans collected a large number of books related to the 

Aesthetic movement. Indicative of his interest in illustration, 

Evans collected books by early Aesthetic illustrators; as noted 

in Walter Hamilton’s seminal book The Aesthetic Movement, 

these included Walter Crane, Kate Greenaway, and Randolph 

Caldecott.42 The three artists cover a wide range of the ideas 

explored by early Aesthetic artists such as decorative motifs and idealized figures, and they were 

highly regarded for their illustrations. The influence of these artists, specifically Kate Greenaway, 

can be seen in images Evans took of his own children. Evans photographed his children in much 

38  Shaw, “Evans – An Appreciation,” 13.
39  ‘Touchstone,’ “Photographers I Have Met: Frederick H. Evans,” 71.
40  Strasser, “Evans: Photographer,” 162.
41  Alvin Langdon Coburn, “Frederick H. Evans,” Photographic Journal 85 (February 1945): 34.
42  Walter Hamilton, The Aesthetic Movement in England, 2nd ed. (London: Reeves & Turner, 1882), 29.
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Fig. 3.6: F. C. Tilney, Frederick H. 
Evans Book plate, circa 1894.
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the same way that Greenaway drew her young figures, in picturesque moments with his children 

resting from their studies, picking berries along a country lane, or sitting perched upon a wooden 

fence. The aesthetic ideal, as depicted in Greenaway’s popular illustrations, influenced Evans’s 

photographs of his family. This idea will be explored further in chapter 5.

Evans’s literary interest was not limited to the early decades of the Aesthetic movement 

for there were books in his library by authors and artists that spanned the entire timeframe of 

the movement, and also included the subsequent subsidiary movements.43 From John Ruskin and 

Matthew Arnold to Oscar Wilde and Max Beerbohm, Evans’s taste in books was as catholic as his 

varied interests. Evans collected widely in different genres such as art, biography, fantasy, fiction, 

illustration and illustrated books, poetry, and theatre. While the majority of the titles can be linked 

to the Aesthetic and the Arts and Crafts movements, there are titles that stand out and indicate 

that there were other sources at work within Evans’s book collection. These include a selection of 

humorous books of the early Punch era, books concerned with theology, and a varied selection 

of works in musicology. These conspicuous books demonstrate Evans’s eclectic approach to 

understanding.

Evans acquired literary material for many reasons: such as edification, visual pleasure, and 

interest in the binding or publisher of the book. Unlike some collectors who acquire objects purely 

for non-use, Evans made practical use of his library. He read his books and even marked some of 

them with informative marginalia. Although it was a working library, Evans did not use all of his 

collection in this manner, and there are many items that were kept in mint condition because of 

their importance. Just as Evans’s taste in literature was a consequence of his interest in the Aesthetic 

movement, Evans’s appreciation for books as objects was influenced by the ideals of the Arts and 

Crafts movement. Like many aesthetes, Evans appreciated the craft of bookbinding and owned 

many beautifully bound books, including one with a handcrafted leather binding created by Mary 

Houston: Celtic Twilight a book of poetry by William Butler Yeats. The fact that Evans photographed 

the book’s cover attests to his view of its value as an art object and his appreciation of Houston’s craft 

43  For the most complete record of Evans’s library, see: Frederick H. Evans, The Library of Frederick H. Evans of London. New 
York: Anderson Galleries, 1919..
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in binding.44 

As well as books, Evans also collected original drawings by such artists as Aubrey Beardsley 

and Odilon Redon, Japanese artifacts such as tsubas45 and scrolls, and other curios. Evans had a 

desire to share these collections with others, and he used his collection as cultural capital within 

his circle of friends and acquaintances. As a bookseller, Evans’s book collection was evidence of 

his knowledge, connoisseurship, and fine taste within the field; however, within his social circle, 

Evans’s varied collections offered edification and light entertainment. The younger photographer 

and Linked Ring member Alvin Langdon Coburn described Evans’s studio in Aesthetic terms, with 

low bookshelves filled with books and art objects: “It was a delightful room, and many a happy 

afternoon I spent there listening to conversations about men and books and works of art.”46 As 

at the bookshop, Evans continued the conversations with visitors within the privacy of his studio 

and home. In recollections, Evans’s friends remembered the conversations as informative: “It is 

an education to talk to [Evans]; to visit him in his home in Acton is to find yourself in a treasure-

house of stimulating surprises,”47 recalled William James Warren. A younger Linked Ring member, 

Malcolm Arbuthnot, fondly evoked “[t]hose evenings at Evans’s . . . the talks on art, music, the 

drama, etc., were a wonderful lesson.”48 Besides being educational, the collection was also a form of 

entertainment. In several of his letters, Evans invites friends to visit him, making special mention of 

sharing with them his collections. In a 1909 letter, Evans attempts to entice American photographer 

Alfred Stieglitz to visit by mentioning his collections, calling them his treasures.49 In reply to a 

different invitation, author, critic, and historian Haldane MacFall responds to such a request, “I 

should greatly like to have a Sunday afternoon amongst your books.” 50 

44  Evans mounted the photographs within his collection to indicate their value as art. In this case, the point is two-fold, not 
only is Evans claiming the photograph as art but also the object depicted in the photograph is acknowledged as art, through his 
photograph of it.
45  Sword guards, often elaborately decorated. Evans photographed his collection of tsubas, compiling the images in an album. 
The album’s current location is unknown.
46  Coburn, “Frederick H. Evans,” The Photographic Journal, 35.
47  ‘Touchstone,’ “Photographers I Have Met,” 71. Acton, west of London, was where Evans and his family finally settled. Evans 
and his family lived there from 1908 till his death in 1943. Located in west London, Acton was then a quiet village 8 miles from 
the centre of London. The home Evans owned is still there, but has been converted into apartments.
48  Malcolm Arbuthnot, “Personal Recollections,” Photographic Journal 85A (February 1945): 34.
49  Frederick H. Evans to Alfred Stieglitz, February 24, 1909. Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O’Keeffe Archive, Beinecke Library, 
Yale University.
50  Haldane MacFall to Frederick H. Evans, November 20, 1909. Aubrey Beardsley Collection, British Library.
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Evans collected deeply in the work of those who most inspired him, authors such as William 

Blake, John Ruskin, Rossetti (both Christina and Dante Gabriel), William Morris, Algernon C. 

Swinburne, George Meredith, Oscar Wilde, George Bernard Shaw; he also amassed a collection of 

publications from Kelmscott Press and Doves Press. In addition, Evans owned the entire run of such 

important Aesthetic periodicals as The Germ, The Yellow Book, and The Savoy. This way of collecting 

demonstrates that Evans was invested in the scope of a writer’s contribution to literature and found 

pleasure in reading and owning all the author had to offer. The above listing also underlines Evans’s 

dedication to the important literary and publishing icons of the Aesthetic movement, from the 

foundational figures through to the second generation of writers and small-press publishers who 

were influenced by the early days of the movement. 

In 1919, due to financial reasons related to the First World War, Evans was forced to sell 

his beloved books. Over the course of two days at the Anderson Galleries in New York, Evans sold 

his collection of editions de luxe, first editions, manuscript material, and other literary ephemera; 

in Evans’s words, “an ‘omnium gatherum’ of scarcities.”51 Written by Evans, the auction catalogue 

provides a wonderful insight into the bibliophile’s thoughts on his collection and the urgent need 

to sell it.52 In the introduction, Evans stresses his desire to auction the books in America for several 

reasons, including the hope that the market would be better and he would fetch more for the 

collection across the Atlantic. Another reason was more personal: common with collectors who 

have to give up their possessions, Evans did not want to come into contact with his books again in 

the hands of their new owners.53 

The First World War had been hard on Evans financially. Unable to work because of his 

poor health and with diminished income as a result of the war, Evans was also forced to sell many 

of his treasured collections. In the spring of 1919, prior to the auction of his books, Evans sold his 

collection of original drawings by Aubrey Beardsley, parting with many of his most prized works of 

51  Frederick H. Evans, “Vendor’s Apology,” The Library of Frederick H. Evans of London (New York: Anderson Galleries, 1919), 6. 
Evans did not attend the New York auction, although he did write the text for the catalogue.
52  While it could be argued that Evans would have perhaps held on to those books most significant to him, the inventory does 
provide a useful peek into Evans’s collecting habits, and his interests (as well as those of his wife, and their three children).
53  Evans, “Vendor’s Apology,” 6.
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art. Fortunately, Evans had made platinotype copies of Beardsley’s work and could find joy in the 

facsimiles. According to notes made in the Metropolitan Museum’s copy of the auction catalogue, 

the sales brought in over $6,802 USD,54 but apparently this was not an adequate sum, because the 

following year, Evans sold his collection of Japanese artifacts, including his noted tsuba collection.55 

This period in Evans’s life, as with many Europeans, was not easy, but at least he had the option to 

sell his cherished books and art enabling his family to overcome their financial difficulties.

F. H. EVANS: WRITING

Throughout his career, Evans was a prolific writer on photographic subjects, although he 

also wrote on a variety of other subjects, including architecture, literature, music, religion, theatre, 

and politics. These articles provide evidence of the different social and intellectual influences. In 

several instances, Evans’s writing clearly demonstrates the influence of the Aesthetic movement, as 

he occasionally adopted the lexicon of the Aesthetic movement to push his agenda of photography 

as art. His writing also reveals points of contention between Evans and other writers and 

photographers. These disagreements chart some of the key ideas circulating around photography 

and furnish insights into the critical discourse of the time. 

 Evans wrote primarily for several popular photographic periodicals that had a wide 

distribution throughout the photographic community in Britain and abroad; during his lifetime 

Evans contributed to Amateur Photographer, British Journal of Photography, Camera Work, Journal of 

the Camera Club, Photograms of the Year, Photographic Journal, Photographic News, and Photography. 

These writings can be categorized under six headings: public lectures and addresses, exhibition 

reviews, essays, technical and how-to articles, descriptions of specific sites photographed, and 

opinion pieces. Evans also wrote music and theatrical criticism, but this writing will be considered 

in chapter 6. This chapter provides a brief look at Evans’s writing in photographic periodicals in 

54  The figure comes from marginalia found in the copy now housed at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. The 
individual noting the values of each lot must have left early on both of the days or had just lost interest at the end of each day 
because lots 200 to 217 and lots 332 to 444 do not include values. These missing lots would certainly have brought the overall 
sum of the auction up significantly since the lots included works by George Bernard Shaw, Robert Louis Stevenson, Algernon 
Charles Swinburne, and Oscar Wilde.
55  Arthur Owen Pughe, Catalogue of Japanese and Chinese Works of Art (London: Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge, 1920): 10-17.
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relation to his wider interests and influences.

 Not only was Evans a prolific writer for the photographic press, he was also an avid reader 

of newspapers and other published materials that came out daily, weekly, and monthly. These 

included the Saturday Review, Athenæum, Magazine of Art, and many other periodicals that 

ranged in subject matter from current events to art, literature, and music. Evans wrote letters to the 

editors of different newspapers and magazines such as the Athenæum, Musical Times, and Saturday 

Review, engaging with the ideas expressed in the articles he had read. This interest in current 

events and ideas informed Evans’s writing within the photographic community. Evans’s insatiable 

consumption of information was a lifelong obsession and was one of the reasons why he was such 

a noted conversationalist and engaged writer. 

Throughout Evans’s writing for the photographic press, he makes reference to different 

cultural elements, including artists, writers, art from other countries, and photographers from 

earlier decades. Evans often mentioned painters in his discussions about photography as art; the 

choice of painters Evans mentions indicates the influence of the Aesthetic movement upon his 

scope of reference. Artists such as George Frederick Watts, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, and James 

Abbott McNeill Whistler are referred to countless times in ways that support his own ideas on 

photographic aesthetics and the push for photography to be accepted as an art form. Evans also 

cites writers – quoting freely from the likes of Thomas Carlyle, Arthur Symons, Friedrich Nietzsche 

– and even the Bible when it served his purpose. Evans’s fascination with art from Asia is evident in 

an article he wrote on an exhibition of Chinese art in London. In this article, as in many of Evans’s 

articles and reviews, he exhibits an obvious desire to share his knowledge and passion on a specific 

subject, encouraging others to venture forth and experience art for themselves. Through his writing, 

Evans acknowledges an appreciation for the history of photography. In several articles, Evans 

mentions not only current photographers working towards the goal of art in photography but also 

past practitioners, such as early Scottish calotypists David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson and 

British photographer Julia Margaret Cameron, for their contributions towards artistic photography. 

In his writing on photography, Evans’s wider interests are made apparent through these various 
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references, allowing photography to be included in larger cultural debates that were occurring and 

of which photography was a part, if only peripherally.

 Evans used the vocabulary and ideas of the Aesthetic movement to forward his own agenda 

of pure photography, and to promote art in photography. Using terms such as “the beautiful,” 

“intensely,” “the seeing eye,” and “truth,” Evans infused his writing with expressions that referred 

to a whole gamut of ideas central to the Aesthetic movement. He also used the idea of emotion 

in relation to both the making and the viewing of photographs, taking his inspiration from the 

movement. Believing that the photographer required an emotional response to his subject Evans 

stated: “Try for a record of an emotion rather than a piece of topography. Wait until the building 

makes you feel intensely . . . then try to analyse what gives you that feeling . . . and then see what 

your camera can do towards reproducing that effect.”56 Evans thought that experience should be 

reciprocal and that the viewer, when looking at the final photograph, should also feel the emotion 

that the photographer experienced when making the image. 

 This emphasis on emotions can be linked to Walter Pater’s controversial and influential 

book, The Renaissance, first published in 1873. In relation to the definition of beauty, Pater questions 

cultural critic Matthew Arnold’s dictum: “To see the object as in itself it really is.”57 Pater counters 

Arnold’s statement, offering instead: “He who experiences these impressions strongly, and drives 

directly at the discrimination and analysis of them, has no need to trouble himself with the abstract 

question what beauty is in itself, or what its exact relation to truth or experience.”58 Emotion and the 

emotional response art evoked in the viewer became increasingly important within the Aesthetic 

movement. In Oscar Wilde’s novel, The Picture of Dorian Grey, emotions are something to be 

controlled: “I don’t want to be at the mercy of my emotions. I want to use them, to enjoy them, 

and to dominate them,” the protagonist Dorian Grey exclaims.59 Domination through analysis of 

one’s emotions was part of the aesthete’s role as connoisseur of both art and experiences. The use of 

56  Frederick H. Evans, “Some Notes on Interior Work: Part VI – Choice of Subject,” Amateur Photographer 39, no. 1023 (May 
12, 1904): 372. This sentiment was given in an earlier article by Evans, although articulated in less poetic terms, see: “Camera-
Work in Cathedral Architecture.” Camera Work no. 4 (October 1903): 17.
57  Matthew Arnold, “The Function of Criticism at the Present Time,” Essays in Criticism (London: Macmillan and Co., 1865), 1.
58  Pater, The Renaissance, x.
59  Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Grey, ed. Norman Page (Toronto: Broadview Literary Texts, 1998), 143. 
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emotion in the making of Evans’s photographs can be tied to this desire to experience life through 

art and one’s emotional response to it. Evans’s photographs, in turn, purport to be the record of his 

emotional response to a site or experience.

Evans knew that the language of the Aesthetic movement, when applied to photography, 

could be used to advance the cause of photography as art. In a 1907 article entitled “Art in 

Photography,” Evans quotes fin-de-siècle writer Arthur Symons, “Art must never be a statement, 

always an evocation.” Appealing to those involved in photography, Evans asks them to “apply 

[Symons’s quote] to the never-ending discussion on art in photography.”60 The argument Evans 

forwards, via Symons, employs words initially used in a discourse about the art of Whistler, an 

Aesthetic painter, and makes them relevant to art in photography. By applying Symons’ words – 

and by extension the art of Whistler – to his argument, Evans adopts the ideas of the Aesthetic 

movement in a subtle way, inducing the readers of Amateur Photographer to think of the issue in 

terms not typically associated with photography. 

A man of strong opinions, Evans’s reviews are at times acerbic, but they never seem malicious 

or unfair. In a 1903 review, he discusses landscape photography at that year’s Photographic Salon. 

Evans begins the article noting that during the hanging of the exhibition, which he oversaw, his 

admiration for several landscapes led him to want to analyze the work as a means to learn from 

them.61 Evans criticizes four of Linked Ring photographer Alfred Horsley Hinton’s landscapes 

but does so in a manner that explains what he believes is unsuccessful in the work. For example, 

describing the photograph Beyond (fig. 3.7) Evans questions Hinton’s framing, claiming that the 

foreground tree is too cramped in relation to the bottom edge of the print, but provides a solution 

explaining to his readers that the inclusion of a little more foreground grass would eliminate this 

uncomfortable aspect of the image. His main issue though is the inexplicable changes in the image’s 

focus, stating: “These vagaries in planes of focusing puzzle me greatly; we should really be conscious 

of neither the loss of sharpness nor the presence of sharpness of focusing; no desire for softness of 

differentiation in tone values can permit such sharp discrepancies in focusing, particularly in such 

60  Frederick H. Evans, “Art in Photography,” Amateur Photographer 45, no. 1168 (February 19, 1907): 159.
61  Frederick H. Evans, “Notes on Some Landscapes at the Salon,” The Amateur Photographer 38, no. 992 (October 8, 1903): 285.
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closely adjacent planes. These in question are in no sense as the eye would see them, or as a painter 

would paint them, and that is surely condemnation enough.”62 Essentially, what Evans criticizes 

is the truthfulness of the focusing in relation to nature or put within Evans’s own framework of 

pure or straight photography, its truth to nature. He also singles out the work of George Davison 

and Alexander Keighley, toward both of whom Evans is more generous because they both adhere 

more sympathetically to nature. Evans ends the article: “Such exhibits as these make repeated visits 

to the fortunate gallery containing them not only a keen pleasure, but an unusual opportunity 

for profitable study from fine models.”63 Evans’s aim with this review was to inform the reader 

of elements he saw that diminished the work’s pictorial success. He describes the specifics and 

explains how the landscapes fall short of the mark; his discussion also implies what he deems as 

successful in landscape photography. Most importantly, the article encourages the viewer to attend 

the exhibition to learn from the originals and to judge for themselves if the works succeed or fail 

62  Ibid., 285.
63  Ibid., 286.

Fig. 3.7: A. Horsley Hinton, Beyond, 1904.
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according to Evans’s criteria related to framing and focus. 

Evans was not concerned about voicing opinions different from others, and enjoyed a good 

debate or argument. Dialogues occurred through the photographic press between Evans and other 

photographers including A. J. Anderson, Frederick Graves, Robert Demachy, and Alvin Langdon 

Coburn. Reading a single article of this kind is often confusing due to the fact that they are more like 

conversations, and if you have not started with the initial article you lose the flow of the argument 

and the subtleties of what is being debated. Typically, these disagreements centred on photographic 

styles. Evans, noted for his adherence to pure photography, rallied behind his ideas, often taking 

issue with those who disagreed with him. This was during a period when many photographers 

manipulated their negatives and prints to create painterly photographs to promote photography as 

art, whereas Evans advocated for the opposite, often leading to heated disagreements. 

In the majority of Evans’s articles, he discusses different technical skills to assist the amateur 

photographer, such as creating a perfect negative through proper exposure and development, so as 

to produce a final photographic print that captured the essence of the scene before the camera. He 

based his photographic practice on solid technique, and any artistic result he achieved was based 

on knowing the medium and its limitations. In a public exchange between Evans and photographer 

Frederick Graves, technique was the main point of contention, with Evans arguing that without 

technique there is no art in photography. Graves, on the other hand, argued that technique alone 

does not make an artistic photograph, suggesting instead that the personality of the photographer 

and his skill at expressing that personality is at the core of creating art in photography. In Evans’s 

final response to Graves, he recommends: “If a man cannot say out what is in him, no one will 

know what he wanted to say; the better his technique, the better his expressive powers, that is, the 

better we shall learn his message, know what he wants to do or say. But to come closer to the real 

subject: what is perfect technique in a photograph?”64 Fundamentally, Graves and Evans agreed on 

the marriage of technique and the individual photographer bringing the photograph to life in an 

artistic sense. What the two lacked was agreement on what constituted photography as art.

64  Frederick H. Evans, “Personality. Technique vs. Individuality: A Reply,” Amateur Photographer 48, no. 1254 (October 13, 
1908): 350.
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Evans believed in the Arts and Crafts movement’s philosophy of “truth to materials” and 

saw this dictum as one of the ways to advance photography as art – by staying true to inherent 

qualities of the medium, such as its ability to render detail through sharp focus and printing from 

unmanipulated negatives.  Although Evans advocated for pure photography where neither the 

negative or print was manipulated, he did value the craftsmanship of some Pictorialist photographers 

who used manipulation in their photography. One such photographer Evans admired was French 

photographer Robert Demachy, who worked primarily in gum bichromate and who manipulated 

both his negatives and prints to achieve his results. In January of 1907, the Amateur Photographer 

reprinted an article Demachy had originally written for the French periodical Revue de Photographie 

on English art in photography. In the article, he claimed that those who advocated for “photographic 

character” and “qualities of the medium” – that is, those who advocated for pure photography – 

were sliding back into “the days of albumenized paper.”65 The article caused a stir within the London 

photographic community, and the Amateur Photographer published three responses, including 

one from Evans. Evans challenges two of Demachy’s points. First, Evans defends the quality of a 

photographer’s negative, a part of the process Demachy dismisses because the public never sees 

this element. Second, Evans explains that untouched prints are not necessarily ‘mechanically-

produced’ and therefore inartistic. However, Evans agrees with Demachy on one point, stating: “Let 

the eyes judge . . . if the result is wrong, the process is wrong.”66 Evans thought highly of Demachy’s 

gum prints and owned several, and likewise Demachy owned a few of Evans’s photographs. The 

Demachy/Evans discussion was a public assertion of the worth of each photographer’s approach 

during a period in the medium’s history when its status and what constituted photographic art was 

still being established.

In a written debate between Evans and Alvin Langdon Coburn in 1917, the argument focused 

on Coburn’s new work, of which Evans disapproved. The work was abstract in its execution and was 

65  Robert Demachy, “Monsieur Demachy and English Photographic Art,” Amateur Photographer 45, no. 1165 (January 29, 
1907): 92. The derogatory reference to albumen paper linked pure photographers to professional photographers who used 
the medium for commercial purposes. Demachy uses this allusion to assert that pure photographers were therefore aligned to 
commercial and non-artistic photographic practices. 
66  “Monsieur Demachy and English Photographic Art: Frederick H. Evans’ Views,” Amateur Photographer 45, no. 1165 
(January 29, 1907): 94.
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inspired by the Vorticists, a group of writers and artists that Coburn was part of who were inspired 

by Cubism and Futurism. This exchange illustrates Evans’s lack of imagination with respect to the 

possibilities of the medium and, specifically, newer modern-abstract work. From a man who had 

been eager to promote the art of Aubrey Beardsley, Evans’s dislike for Coburn’s Vortographs shows 

an element of misunderstanding on his part, or perhaps it illustrates the crankiness of an aging man 

who was no longer part of the avant-garde in photography.

 Writing was a way for Evans to supplement his income after he had retired in 1898 at the 

age of 45 from bookselling. In 1900, Evans married Ada Emily Longhurst, a dressmaker from 

Greenwich. Two years later, the couple had their first child, Barbara, and three years later, their 

second child, Evan, was born. Finally, in 1914, when Evans was 62, another son, Geoffrey, was 

born. With each additional mouth to feed, Evans had to make use of the expertise he had, and 

writing was one of his more lucrative skills. In a 1903 letter to Alfred Stieglitz, Evans acquiesces 

to Stieglitz’s request: “Yes, I’ll try an article, your guineas are too tempting not to try for.”67 In the 

same letter, Evans indicates he had been writing quite a bit and was searching for new topics to 

write about. In that same year, Evans contributed at least fifteen articles to the photographic press. 

This was a marked increase from the previous year of only four, but Evans’s most productive year 

was in 1904, when he published over thirty articles on an assortment of topics. Subsequently, his 

publishing decreased significantly to an average of 4.5 articles per year until 1916. After 1917 Evans 

stopped writing for photographic periodicals, although he did continue to write letters to editors. 

The ebbing of Evans’s written work corresponds with a photographic commission Evans received 

from the upscale weekly Country Life, indicating a change in financial support and the tapping of 

another of Evans’s skills. 

Just as selling and collecting connected Evans to a wider community, so too did his writing. 

Within the photographic community periodicals were one of the main means of circulating ideas 

and Evans contributed to the conversation with a wide range of topics. Amateur and professional 

photographers alike read the various photographic periodicals in an effort to stay up-to-date with the 

67  Frederick H. Evans to Alfred Stieglitz, September 21, 1903. Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O’Keeffe Archive, Beinecke 
Library, Yale University.
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changing technology, but also enjoyed reading about the various exhibitions, gossip, and emerging 

ideas about photography. For photographers living outside of London, who were unable to attend 

lectures, exhibitions, and be a part of the London photographic community these periodicals 

allowed for information regarding these different important activities to reach the smaller cities 

and towns. The different photographic periodicals reflected a variety of approaches to the medium 

and particular biases are clearly evident in the reporting. For example, Amateur Photographer was 

sympathetic to the cause of photography as art, and was edited by Linked Ring member A. Horsley 

Hinton till his death in 1908. While the British Journal of Photography was geared towards a less 

artistic audience and tended to focus on commercial and technical issues. Evans wrote for both 

publications ensuring his ideas reached a wide audience. Amateur and professional photographers 

reading Evans’s articles were, undoubtedly, influenced by his knowledge and opinions on the 

medium and its status as art.

F. H. EVANS: PUBLISHING  

As early as 1886, Evans had the idea to publish, or at least edit, a selection of essays by the 

writer James John Garth Wilkinson. This was at the height of Evans’s ill-health, where he had been 

unable to work as a clerk for an extended period of time. Searching for other means to secure 

a living, Evans approached Wilkinson, proposing the project. The book was never realized.68 A 

decade later, in 1895, George Bernard Shaw urged Evans to “consider the question of publishing 

very seriously.”69 The two had been working on a collection of Shaw’s music criticism from The 

World, and Shaw, eager to avoid the complications of other publishers, wanted his friend to take 

on that role. The project was never realized, and it was not until after Evans had retired from the 

68  In 1912, Evans published a three part essay on Wilkinson which was reprinted in 1939 as a book by Mrs. Frank Claughton 
Mathews, Wilkinson’s youngest daughter. See: Frederick H. Evans, “James John Garth Wilkinson: An Introduction,” 
Homœopathic World 47, no. 553 (January 1, 1912): 7-18; Frederick H. Evans, “James John Garth Wilkinson: An Introduction,” 
Homœopathic World 47, no. 554 (February 1, 1912): 70-86; Frederick H. Evans, “James John Garth Wilkinson: An Introduction,” 
Homœopathic World 47, no. 555 (March 1, 1912): 116-128; and Frederick H. Evans. James John Garth Wilkinson: An 
Introduction. Edinburgh: F. C. Mathews, 1936.
69  Dan H. Laurence, ed., Bernard Shaw: Collected Letters 1874-1897 (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1965), 542-43. In the 
introduction to this letter, Laurence writes: “Evans had approached Shaw with the idea of editing and publishing a collection of 
Shaw’s musical criticisms in The World, but the project was eventually abandoned.”
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bookshop that he would finally see some of his publishing ideas come to fruition.

As Evans’s photographic career began to wind down, he began publishing a small number of 

photographic portfolios and photographically illustrated books aimed at the middle-class collector. 

These publications included William Blake’s Illustrations to Thornton’s Pastoral of Virgil in Ambrose 

Philips’ Imitation of Virgil’s First Eclogue (1912), Grotesques by Aubrey Beardsley: Enlarged Facsimiles 

in Platinotype by Frederick H. Evans (1913), Hans Holbein’s Dance of Death (1913), Rubáiyát of Omar 

Khayyám: A Variorum Edition of Edward FitzGerald’s Rendering into English Verse (1914), William 

Blake’s Illustrations to the Pastorals of Virgil (1919), and Nine Early Engravings by Edward Calvert 

(1925). With the exception of the Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám, these projects were photographically 

based and are sometimes referred to as portfolios. Not quite original art or valued as original 

photographs, this form of publication was appreciated contemporaneously because of the accuracy 

in reproducing the original artwork in an affordable way, while also providing access to works 

that were not readily available. Facsimiles in the nineteenth and early twentieth century were used 

in various ways. Valued for their link to the original work of art, they were oftentimes studied 

by amateur artists or art connoisseurs or used as a form of light entertainment in the Victorian 

parlour. Produced for a specific audience of middle-class consumers, these works are problematic 

because of their hybrid nature.

Evans was influenced by the career of Frederick Hollyer, a member of the Linked Ring 

whose commercial practice focused, in part, on photographic reproductions of original artwork for 

Aesthetic artists such as George Frederic Watts, Edward Burne-Jones, and Dante Gabriel Rossetti.70 

Evans approached facsimile work as another viable option to pursue in his photographic practice 

as a means to supplement his income. As I have noted elsewhere in this chapter, money was always 

a pressing issue in Evans’s life, and publishing would have appealed to his entrepreneurial spirit. 

Privately published and in small editions, most of Evans’s publishing ventures were projects of 

passion. Not necessarily devised to be hugely profitable, the economics of these ventures is unknown, 

although one can assume that Evans needed to be fiscally responsible with these projects if they 

70  These photographic reproductions were available to purchase and were a profitable commercial venture for Hollyer.
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were self-financed as well as privately published.

Inspired by the work of William Morris and his Kelmscott Press publications with their 

letterpress printed works, Evans used photography as an alternative form of producing illustrations. 

Evans photographed the works of art, creating negatives that he could then print photographically 

in platinum. The long tonal range of the platinum print allowed Evans’s facsimiles to reproduce the 

tonal qualities of the originals in rich detail. By using photography, Evans could control elements 

in the original, fixing aspects that he deemed limiting. For instance, in the text accompanying his 

facsimiles of Hans Holbein’s Dance of Death (1916), Evans claims the originals were too small to 

allow the viewer to appreciate fully the “wonderful qualities of dramatic invention, richly human 

characterization, and superb engraving value.”71 To rectify this fault, Evans created enlarged 

negatives of the woodcuts, increasing their size for the final facsimile publication. Like Morris, 

who commissioned the photographic enlargement of medieval type for study purposes, Evans also 

used the technical capacity of photography to enlarge artwork, allowing the details to be seen with 

greater ease. 

The works that Evans chose to publish reflect an appreciation of works executed in black and 

71  Frederick H. Evans, ed., The Dance of Death by Hans Holbein. Enlarged Facsimile of the Original Wood Engravings by 
Hans Lutzelberger in the First Complete Edition (London: [Privately Printed], 1916), v.

Fig. 3.8: Frederick H. Evans, Facsimile copy of Hans Holbein’s The Waggoner; The Ploughman; 
and Death goes Forth from the series “Dance of Death,” 1916.
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white from woodcuts, line drawings, and engravings. At this point in Evans’s photographic career, 

he was extremely experienced in all aspects of photography and understood how best to render the 

work photographically while still maintaining the tonal qualities of the original. The woodcuts of 

Hans Holbein (fig. 3.8) and William Blake, the line drawings of Aubrey Beardsley (fig. 3.9), and 

the engravings of Edward Calvert all depend on lines of varying degrees of thickness to create the 

Fig. 3.9: Frederick H. Evans, Facsimile copy of Aubrey Beardsley’s 
Angels with Interlace, 1900-1910.

Fig. 3.10: Frederick H. Evans, Facsimile copy of Edward Calvert’s The Bride, 1925.
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images (fig. 3.10); the images exist within a black and white matrix with tones of grey created by 

thinner lines. A photographer of Evans’s calibre could easily reproduce these works and stay true 

to the original. 

The Aesthetic movement, as with other aspects of his life, influenced the work Evans decided 

to publish. The Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám, in particular, was a favourite of the aesthetes because 

it encouraged pleasure seeking and enjoyment of life. Edward FitzGerald originally translated the 

twelfth-century Persian poem in 1859, and was discovered by the Pre-Raphaelites who adopted it, 

“responding to its hedonistic affirmation of the pleasures of the here and now.”72 Throughout the 

nineteenth century, FitzGerald reworked his translation and Evans’s publication provided the 1859, 

1868, 1872, and 1879 versions in 1914, allowing for quick access to the changes in FitzGerald’s 

texts. Describing the variorum, Evans claimed: “Each version has its own beauty and fitness; and 

it is obviously unfair to so great a poem that the attention or regard should be limited to either the 

First or Fourth edition, as is usually the case; or to compel the (mostly neglected) task of a constant 

turning to Appendices, etc., to realize the beauty of the various renderings.”73 The variorum aligns 

Evans with the Pre-Raphaelites and the Aesthetic movement, although the date of the publication in 

1914 clearly places Evans’s work outside of the movement and speaks to the mainstream acceptance 

of FitzGerald’s translation.

In 1919, George Bernard Shaw gave a copy of Evans’s William Blake’s Illustrations to 

Thornton’s Pastoral of Virgil (1912) to Elizabeth Asquith, as a present, on the occasion of her 

marriage to Antoine Bibesco. In the accompanying letter Shaw, with his usual wit, describes the gift 

and its potential uses, none of which Evans would have intended. These uses included: ironing on 

it, using it to write letters on, using it as a paperweight, sitting on it to add height to a short chair, 

and using it to keep windows propped open – everything except looking at it.74 The letter is written 

for the recipient’s enjoyment; the levity of Shaw’s words does not in any way belittle the importance 

72  Calloway and Orr, eds., The Cult of Beauty, 44.
73  Frederick H. Evans, ed. “Preface,” Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám: A Variorum Edition of Edward Fitzgerald’s Rendering into 
English Verse (London: privately printed by Temple Sheen Press, 1914), v. 
74  George Bernard Shaw to Elizabeth Bibesco (née Asquith), May 7, 1919. George Bernard Shaw Collection, Harry Ransom 
Humanities Research Center, University of Texas.
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he placed upon the choice of this specific gift and the respect he had for Evans. Shaw explains 

to Elizabeth, whom he addresses as Princesse Lointaine, that “the most exquisite photographic 

craftsman in England (F. H. Evans),” created the images and that it was after long contemplation 

that he chose this gift.75 

This anecdote underscores the uncertain place Evans’s publications had within his 

photographic work. Created in an entrepreneurial spirit and fed by his love of the work he reproduced, 

Evans’s facsimile publications are essentially misunderstood within the history of photography 

because they do not conform to the notion of Evans’s photographic art. As reproductions of other 

artist's works Evans’s facsimiles reside in art limbo. This may be due to the publications’ diminished 

use value. But, when considered within the larger story of Evans’s wider interest in the Aesthetic 

movement and with black and white art, these forgotten publications demonstrate how Evans used 

photography in an alternative way to promote and distribute art he admired. 

CONCLUSION

When Evans sold his book collection in 1919, Mitchell Kennerley, the president of Anderson 

Galleries, noted: “It was because he was a book-lover that Mr. Evans became a bookseller.”76 Through 

Evans’s passion for the written word, he came into contact with men and women whom he would not 

necessarily have known had he remained a clerk. Evans’s chronic ill health resulted in a fortuitous 

change in career and, consequently, in his social prospects as he came into contact with different 

social circles, those more in tune with his Aesthetic sensibilities. As noted above, Shaw believed 

Evans’s tenure as a bookseller was key to his development as an artistic photographer. What Shaw 

fails to mention is that it was through the social connections Evans made at the bookshop that his 

photographic career was able to flourish.

 In everything Evans attempted with the written word, from selling books to publishing, 

he was, in his own way, successful. Never overtly ambitious, Evans aimed to provide for himself 

75  George Bernard Shaw to Elizabeth Bibesco (née Asquith), May 7, 1919. George Bernard Shaw Collection, Harry Ransom 
Humanities Research Center, University of Texas.
76  Mitchell Kennerley, “Note,” The Library of Frederick H. Evans of London (New York: Anderson Galleries, 1919), 5.
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and his family in a seemingly modest way, while maintaining his love of ‘the beautiful’ through 

his collections (fig. 3.11). After Evans retired from bookselling, he was not above working when 

his finances required him to do so. After 1898, Evans never returned to daily work and instead 

relied on his writing, publishing, and photography to supplement his income which was limited 

to an annuity, bought from the sale of Jones & Evans bookshop, and a small debenture. When 

his financial situation became dire, Evans sold various collections to keep his family comfortable. 

The written word, through the bookshop and his other connections to book culture, gave Evans 

the confidence to become the photographer he became: a literary photographer grounded in the 

Fig. 3.11: Gertrude Käsebier, F. H. Evans, 1900.
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ideals of the Aesthetic movement. As Malcolm Arbuthnot reminisced: “To a temperament such 

as Evans I fancy the buying and selling of books (his earlier and successful occupation) must have 

been quite subsidiary to the avidity with which he read and retained the contents of his wares.”77 It 

was through the sharing of his knowledge, gained in part by his reading, and through conversation 

that Evans forged lifelong friendships which influenced his photographic practice in various ways, 

including not only whom he photographed, but also what he photographed. Literature was one of 

Evans’s passions, and with his entrepreneurial spirit he found ways for it to support him financially, 

intellectually, and artistically. 

77  Arbuthnot, “Personal Recollections,” 34. 
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Chapter 4

AESTHETICS AND POLITICS:
EVANS AND THE ARTS AND CRAFTS MOVEMENT

It is the function of an Artist to divine the Ideal of an age, and to express it in 
manifold Form.1

We want by means of Social-Democracy to win a decent livelihood, we want in some 
sort to live, and that at once. Surely anyone who professes to think that the question 
of art and cultivation must go before that of the knife and fork (and there are some 
who do propose that) does not understand what art means, or how that at its roots 
must have a soil of a thriving and unanxious life. Yet it must be remembered that 
civilization has reduced the workman to such a skinny and pitiful existence, that 
he scarcely knows how to frame a desire for any life much better than that which 
he now endures perforce. It is the province of art to set the true ideal of a full and 
reasonable life before him, a life to which the perception and creation of beauty, the 
enjoyment of real pleasure that is, shall be felt to be as necessary to man as his daily 
bread, and that no man, and no set of men, can be deprived of this except by mere 
opposition, which should be resisted to the utmost.2

 Some aspects of Frederick H. Evans’s creative life reflect a desire to adhere to the ideals and 

politics of the Arts and Crafts movement, as found in the writings of the movement’s founder William 

Morris. Emerging out of the Aesthetic movement, the Arts and Crafts movement built upon, as well 

as reacted against, elements of the earlier movement. Both movements existed alongside each other 

in the 1880s and the 1890s, and influenced numerous creative people in London and further afield. 

The Arts and Crafts movement relinquished the hedonistic elements of the Aesthetic movement, 

with an assertion of social concern over that of personal pleasure. There is no doubt that both 

movements influenced Evans’s life and creative pursuits, but it is in his interaction with the Arts 

and Crafts movement that his political stance emerges. 

1  T. J. Cobden-Sanderson, The Arts and Crafts Movement (Hammersmith, UK: Hammersmith Publishing Society, 1905), 21-22.
2  William Morris, “How I Became a Socialist,” News from Nowhere and Other Writings, edited by Clive Wilmer (London: 
Penguin Books, 2004), 382-383.
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 The political underpinnings of the Arts and Crafts movement and its connection to socialism 

influenced Evans in significant ways: he collected Kelmscott Press publications by Morris, including 

socialist texts; he photographed Kelmscott Manor, the ideal house according to News from Nowhere, 

Morris’s utopian fantasy based on socialist principles; and he photographed individuals who were 

socialists, such as Hurbert Bland, George Bernard Shaw, and Robert Blatchford. Evans’s identity as 

a photographer was based on Morris’s ideas on the role of maker in creative production. According 

to photo-historian Mark Pohlad, Evans “regarded himself as an artisan as well as an artist – the 

status Morris had outlined for the contemporary aesthete.”3 The use of the term artist, especially 

in relation to a photographer such as Evans, was a political statement connected to the status of 

photography. 

In Evans’s photographic work there is an animating tension between artistic creation and 

the mechanical means of the medium. Photography’s status as an art was still very much in debate 

during the period in which Evans worked (1883-1920). Evans counterbalanced this tension in 

different ways. For example, he afixed his photographs to elegant handcrafted secondary supports, 

so as to establish his creative presence within the process. This was not simply an aesthetic preference 

but rather a polemical act, one that espoused the ideals of the Arts and Crafts movement, and 

asserted an appreciation for the handcrafted object in an industrial age.4 Through an examination 

of Evans’s Kelmscott Manor photographs the complex nature of his connection to the Arts and 

Crafts movement, and to socialism, provides an entry point into a discussion on how aesthetics and 

politics were entwined during this period.

 Chapter 3 considered the Aesthetic movement in relation to Evans’s literary connections. 

Building on this foundation, chapter 4 explores how the ideology associated with the Arts and 

Crafts movement grounded his work in the politics of the period. Evans’s photographs of Kelmscott 

Manor engage in social issues that were contemporaneous to the making of the photographs. This 

acknowledgement provides an alternative reading to the Kelmscott Manor photographs, as they 

have traditionally been viewed as timeless documents of a site dear to Morris. While many photo-

3  Pohlad, “Frederick H. Evans: The Stigma of Technical Perfection,” 251.
4  West, “Frederick H. Evans: Art, Craft and Presentation,” 50-51.
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historians and curators have explored the subject of Evans’s photographic work in relation to 

Morris and the Arts and Crafts movement, none has explored the photographer’s political beliefs in 

connection to the same work. Evans did not write much on his political beliefs or the contemporary 

political climate. But within his writing on other subjects, such as photography, clues to his stance 

emerge. It is important to consider Evans’s political beliefs because this aspect adds another layer of 

meaning to certain photographs he made. 

 Scholars have labeled Evans an “Arts and Crafts photographer,”5 and he has that, but  

photography during this period did not have a clearly defined relationship to the movement. 

Likewise, photography was not an essential component for the Arts and Crafts movement. The 

medium was used by members of the Arts and Crafts movement for the documentation of their 

work, but was not valued as an art in its own right.6 Pictorialism is perhaps the closest related 

photographic movement, but it would be incorrect to force the two together in an historical attempt 

to make sense of the period. Instead, acknowledging the flow of ideas between the two movements 

stays true to the period. As discussed in the literature review, the movement is a key element in 

understanding Evans as a creator, but I would argue that the movement’s connection to the political 

ideology of socialism needs to be applied to the study of his work.

This chapter focuses specifically on Evans’s Kelmscott Manor photographs, which document 

Morris’s beloved country retreat. It is in this body of work that Evans’s political beliefs emerge. 

Morris’s socio-aesthetic socialism is given physical form in an album Evans compiled of the 

Kelmscott Manor photographs. An analysis of the album in connection to Morris’s socialist utopian 

News from Nowhere provides a clear link between the subject matter of the photographs and Evans’s 

political stance. The chapter also examines the influence of writer and playwright George Bernard 

Shaw, who was also a socialist. Shaw’s socio-economic philosophy resulted in a slightly different 

5  Pohlad, “William Morris, Photography and Frederick Evans,” 52. Pohlad goes as far as to call Evans “the ultimate Arts and 
Crafts photographer.” [emphasis mine]
6  For a discussion on the use of photography by artists during this period, see: Alicia Craig Faxon, “D. G. Rossetti’s Use of 
Photography,” History of Photography 16, no. 3 (Autumn 1992): 254-262; Elizabeth Lindquist-Cock, “Stillman, Ruskin & 
Rossetti: The Struggle Between Nature and Art,” History of Photography 3, no. 1 (January 1979): 1-14; and Julia Fagan-King, 
“Cameron, Watts, Rossetti: The Influence on Photography on Painting,” History of Photography 10, no. 1 (January-March 1986): 
19-29.
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take on socialism. The Kelmscott Manor photographs evince a socio-aesthetic engagement with 

socialism, but through Shaw’s influence Evans understood the economic factors contributing to 

social issues in England.

 

WILLIAM MORRIS: AN EARLY INFLUENCE

 A great deal has been written on the polymath William Morris (1834-1896) considering 

him from any number of access points.7 Morris was a poet, artist, designer, activist, and socialist. As 

Aymer Vallance, his first biographer, noted: “He was simply prodigious.”8 By 1913 caricaturist Max 

Beerbohm provided another view of Morris. Responding to a letter from writer Holbrook Jackson, 

Beerbohm stated: “I think you greatly over-rate him [Morris]. He is splendid, certainly, by reason 

of the bulk and variety of his Work.”9 Countless studies have been devoted to Morris, and it is not 

the purpose of this section to add to this scholarship. However, a brief overview of key elements of 

Morris’s life and career provide the proper context in which to understand his importance within 

Evans’s creative process. Extremely popular in his day for his poetry and textile designs, Morris’s 

legacy remains a constant reminder of the ingenuity of the Victorian Age, both then and now.

Morris’s career began with a connection to the members’ of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood 

through his involvement in their artistic and literary activities. During this period Morris wrote 

the popular Pre-Raphaelite works The Defence of Guenevere, and other Poems (1858) and Earthly 

Paradise (1868-1870), and established his presence in both avant-garde and popular literary circles. 

In 1861, Morris and six other partners10 established Morris, Marshall, Faulkner & Co., producing 

7  A good starting point is Fiona MacCarthy, William Morris: A Life for Our Times (London: Faber and Faber, 1994). For a better 
understanding of his socialist writing editors Florence S. Boos and Carole G. Silver, have compiled eleven essays on various 
related subjects, in Socialism and the Literary Artistry of William Morris. Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press, 1990. 
Morris’s art, craft, and design are considered in various monographs, including: Fiona MacCarthy, Anarchy & Beauty: William 
Morris and His Legacy, 1860-1960 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2014); Diane Waggoner, ed., Beauty of Life: William 
Morris and the Art of Design (New York: Thames & Hudson, 2003); and Linda Perry, ed., William Morris (New York: H. N. 
Abrams, 1996).
8  Aymer Vallance, “The Late William Morris: Art Craftsman and Poet,” The Artist: Arts and Crafts, Special Number (October 
12, 1896): 1.
9  By 1913 Morris’s influence was slightly diminished as all things Victorian became regarded as slightly out-of-fashion. 
Beerbohm goes on in the letter to question the quality of Morris’s work, referencing issues of style. Holbrook Jackson wrote 
The Eighteen Nineties, which was published in 1913 and dedicated to Beerbohm. The frontispiece for The Eighteen Nineties is 
a portrait of Aubrey Beardsley taken by Evans, and Evans is briefly mentioned in the context of his relationship with Beardsley. 
Rupert Hart-Davis, ed., Letters of Max Beerbohm 1892-1956 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), 95.
10  The partners included: civil engineer Peter Paul Marshall; mathematician Charles Faulkner; Pre-Raphaelite painter and poet 
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textiles, furniture, stained glass, and other goods that appealed to the Aesthetic tastes of the late-

Victorian period. In 1875, the firm was reconfigured with Morris taking full control and renaming 

it Morris & Co. Morris’s socio-aesthetic designs decorated fashionable Victorian dwellings and 

public spaces, such as the Green Dining Room (now the Morris Room) at the South Kensington 

Museum (renamed the Victoria & Albert Museum in 1899). In his capacity as a poet and designer, 

Morris produced work that was accessible and popular, and is still sought after and enjoyed.

In addition to his art, Morris contributed to the social life of England through his engagement 

in politics. In the 1880s, Morris became 

involved with socialism, which was as 

a movement still in its nascent stages in 

Britain (fig. 4.1). Unlike his literary and 

artistic contributions, Morris’s political 

stance was not as accessible or popular 

during his lifetime because it challenged 

the established modes of governance and 

aspects of capitalism that were already 

firmly entrenched. Passionate about the 

rights of the working class, working conditions, and numerous other social problems that were the 

result of the Industrial Revolution, Morris frequently wrote articles and lectures on these subjects, 

promoting change through socialist means. Morris aimed “to obtain for the whole people, duly 

organized, the possession and control of all the means of production and exchange,”11 enabling the 

liberation of society from its capitalist shackles. 

In the utopian fantasy News from Nowhere (1890), initially published as a serial in the 

socialist paper The Commonweal, Morris juxtaposes the reader’s lived reality with a pastoral paradise 

Dante Gabriel Rossetti; Pre-Raphaelite painters Edward Burne-Jones and Ford Madox Brown; and architect Philip Webb. For 
more information refer to Lucia Van der Post, William Morris & Co. (London: V&A Publications, 2003) and Fiona MacCarthy, 
William Morris: A Life for Our Times (London: Faber and Faber, 1994).
11  William Morris, “Socialism in Perspective,” in Selected Writings and Designs, edited by Asa Briggs (Harmondsworth, UK: 
Penguin Books, 1962), 138.

Fig. 4.1: Unknown, Hammersmith Socialist League, circa 
1884.
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that allows for the opportunity to critique a range of elements in British society, from architecture 

and transportation, to relationships and the government. Although Morris came to politics late 

in life, his creative and commercial endeavours, such as his involvement in the Arts and Crafts 

movement, and the establishment of Merton Abbey Mills (1881) to produce textiles, were already 

aligned with socialist tenets. According to Vallance: “[W]hat Morris did was to idealise Socialism. 

His advocacy reconciled, nay, won over, many who, had the social revolution been proclaimed by 

any other than the poet’s mouth, would have scorned and scouted the bare idea of such a thing.”12 

Morris’s involvement in socialism gave credence to the movement and helped to make it accessible 

to a wider audience through this socio-aesthetic philosophy. However, the audience for Morris’s 

politics was not as vast as the audience who read his poetry, and bought Morris & Co. furnishings 

and textiles.

During the last decade of his life, Morris undertook the establishment of Kelmscott Press, 

a small printing press where he focused his attention on the art of bookmaking. The enterprise 

allowed Morris to combine his love for medieval manuscripts, literature, art, and craft to produce 

limited edition, handmade books. Kelmscott Press resulted in a renewed interest in letterpress, and 

many other small artisanal presses emerged during the end of the nineteenth century. Between 

1891 and 1898, Kelmscott Press, under the supervision of Morris until his death in 1896, published 

over fifty books.13 The Press published a range of work admired by Morris and his team, from 

different English writers, including William Shakespeare, Geoffrey Chaucer, Thomas More, Samuel 

Taylor Coleridge, Percy Bysshe Shelley, John Keats, Alfred Lord Tennyson, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, 

and Algernon Charles Swinburne. Some works were overtly political, such as John Ruskin’s The 

Nature of Gothic (1892), Thomas More’s Utopia (1893), and Morris’s News from Nowhere (1893) and 

The Wood Beyond the World (1894). 

During Morris’s Kelmscott Press period, at the intersection of literature and politics, Evans’s 

own life connected with Morris’s. Evans encountered Morris’s work prior to the 1890s through 

12  Vallance, “The Late William Morris: Art Craftsman and Poet,” 4.
13  Kelmscott Press continued to publish works after Morris’s death, until 1898 under the supervision of William S. Peterson, F. 
S. Ellis, and S. C. Cockerell.
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various means, including his writing, art and design,  and public lectures. But, it was through 

his poetry that Evans first came to know of Morris. In a 1903 article, Evans asserts that Morris’s 

poems: “Had for so many years been so great a delight and charm.”14 During the 1890s Evans 

sold Kelmscott Press publications at Jones & Evans in Cheapside. By 1894, there was a familiarity 

between the two men, and Evans suggested that the woodcut illustrations for the Kelmscott Press 

Chaucer be made available for purchase independent of the published text, which was prohibitively 

expensive and prevented a wider audience from enjoying Edward Burne-Jones’s art. Responding 

to the suggestion, Morris’s secretary Sydney Carlyle Cockerell (1867-1962) explained: “I am sorry 

to say that [Morris] does not see his way to printing the pictures apart from the book. He thinks 

that if this were done it might injure the sale of future issues, as some people would abstain from 

buying the books themselves in the hope of being able to secure the illustrations separately.”15 As 

with many of Evans’s interactions with literary figures, he wanted to find a way to make the work he 

admired accessible to a larger audience. 

 Morris and Evans enjoyed many of the same interests, which leads to the question of 

influence. As photo-historian Mark Pohlad has noted: 

The two men shared an immense diversity of interest in all things historical and 
aesthetic. Both were passionate antiquarians and collectors – Evans of orientalia, 
books, and prints, Morris of ancient manuscripts, tapestries and antique furniture. 
. . . As writers each was enormously prolific and both men shared a public life of 
lecturing, learned societies, advocacy, and so forth.16 

There is the possibility that Evans fashioned his life, and especially his interests, according to 

Morris’s own proclivities. Without a doubt, Morris’s influence on late-Victorian society, especially 

its artistic community, was part of a larger dialogue that included politics. The Victorian desire to 

collect was evident not only in aesthetes, of which Morris and Evans were considered, but also in 

philistines.17 The social lives of late-Victorians (of a certain class) dictated an active public life. For 

14  Frederick H. Evans, “Tithe Barn at Great Cokkeswell, Berks.,” Amateur Photographer (May 21, 1903): 413.
15  Sydney C. Cockerell to Frederick H. Evans, November 3, 1894. William Morris Gallery, Walthamstow, UK.
16  Pohlad, “William Morris, Photography and Frederick Evans,” 52.
17  Jacqueline Yallop, Magpies, Squirrels & Thieves: How the Victorians Collected the World (London: Atlantic Books, 2012). 
A philistine, in this case, refers to those who were unsympatheic to the art and culture of the Aesthetic and Arts and Crafts 
movements. The term was often used as the opposite to an aesthete.
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the working class, lectures at local trade unions or civic centres were often a part of the social life of 

the community. These were not unique activities, and Morris and Evans were part of a larger trend 

that encouraged education, fellowship, and capitalism in the form of being a ‘good citizen.’ 

THE ARTS AND CRAFTS MOVEMENT

 Education, fellowship, and capitalism (or, more specifically, the desire to reform capitalism 

so as to ameliorate the inequality that resulted from the economic and political system in place) were 

important components of the Arts and Crafts movement. So was a social concern for the welfare of 

the community, both in a public and private sense. Responding to the upheavals brought on by the 

Industrial Revolution, the movement aimed to provide an alternative method of production and 

consumption.18 It is within this framework that the movement was aligned with socialism. Many 

of the movement’s key figures, such as Morris, illustrator Walter Crane, architect Philip Webb, and 

printer Emery Walker, were socialists and were actively involved political activities, enthusiastic for 

social reform through the arts and crafts.

 The Arts and Crafts movement began in the late 1880s and lasted in Britain until the early 

part of the twentieth century. It was essentially a reform movement that grew alongside and out 

of the Aesthetic movement, sharing many of the same notions towards art, although the latter 

movement was socially conscious, whereas the former was not. William Morris was, in many ways, 

the leader of the Arts and Crafts movement,19 playing an active role in the promotion of the ideals 

and practices of the movement. Influenced in part by art critic John Ruskin, who wrote the popular 

Stones of Venice in which the chapter “The Nature of Gothic” espoused the noble qualities of the 

medieval craftsman, the movement looked back to a simpler age to base their reforms. In 1892, 

Kelmscott Press republished “The Nature of Gothic”; in the preface, Morris stressed that Ruskin had 

contributed the notion of “man’s pleasure in labour,” which had been taken up as a main principle, 

asserting: “For the lesson which Ruskin teaches us is that art is the expression of man’s pleasure in 

18  Kaplan, The Arts and Crafts Movement in Europe and America, 11.
19  Mary Greensted, ed., An Anthology of the Arts and Crafts Movement: Writing by Ashbee, Lethaby, Gimson and their 
Contemporaries (Aldershot, UK: Lund Humphries, 2005), 2.
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labour; that it is possible for man to rejoice in his work.”20 

Significantly, Ruskin became aligned with the Arts and Crafts movement because of his 

historical influence: “But it is far more that John Ruskin, the teacher of morals and politics . . . 

has done serious and solid work towards that new-birth of Society, without which genuine art, 

the expression of man’s pleasure in his handiwork, must inevitably cease altogether, and with it 

the hopes of the happiness of mankind.”21 In this subtle way, Morris asserts that Ruskin shared 

the same principles as those involved in the Arts and Crafts movement. These beliefs included 

social concerns that related to the working conditions of labourers, as well as a desire to elevate 

craft to that of an art, two key concepts Ruskin expounded in his own writing. Vallance stated it 

most concisely: “Morris, starting from Ruskin’s premises, carried the gospel of Ruskin’s discontent 

to its logical outcome, and placed himself in the foremost rank of the advance movement of the 

day. Thus, paradoxical as it may appear, Ruskin, Tory of Tories, is nevertheless responsible for the 

Socialism of Morris.”22

Certain ideas within the Arts and Crafts movement became important catch phrases, such 

as: “joy in labour,” “the simple life,” “truth to materials,” “unity in design,” “honesty in construction,” 

“democratic designs,” and “fidelity to place.”23 These phrases are useful when considering the 

widespread influence of the movement on mediums that were outside of the scope of the movement, 

such as photography, which was considered neither art nor craft by the general public.24 The Arts 

and Crafts “truth to materials” resonated with pure photography, of which Evans was an advocate 

and skilled practitioner. The terms used, such as: labour, truth, unity, construction, democratic, 

and fidelity have a political overtone to them, and link the Arts and Crafts movement to the desire 

for reform. Evans used some of these terms in his writing on photography. When connected to the 

“truth to materials,” pure photography and Evans’s  practice of it, becomes part of a political stance 

20  William Morris, “Preface to ‘The Nature of Gothic’: A Chapter from The Stones of Venice,” in News from Nowhere and Other 
Writings, edited by Clive Wilmer (London: Penguin Books, 2004), 367.
21  Ibid., 369.
22  Vallance, “The Late William Morris: Art Craftsman and Poet,” 4. 
23  Kaplan, The Arts and Crafts Movement, 11.
24  Within the Movement photography was used as a technology to reproduce or document, and while some members used 
photography in a creative way, the medium was not considered equal to decorative or fine art.
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aligned with the Arts and Crafts movement and, to a lesser extent, to socialism. 

F. H. EVANS: THE POLITICS OF AN ARTIST

 On the surface, in both his life and his art, Evans does not appear to be a very political 

individual. This may be due, in part, to the historical distance between now and when the images 

were made; the interval of years obscuring clues that would have been apparent to viewers at the 

time. However, writing on Evans as an artistic photographer has not addressed his politics, thus 

divorcing his photographic work from its social context and time period. Evans was a part of a 

group of men and women who were leftist in their politics and were members of groups founded 

on the ideals of socialism, such as the Socialist League and the Fabian Society. When writing about 

this aspect of his life, many scholars have alluded to his sympathies with socialism, or have avoided 

the subject entirely. Yet, when one examines this facet of his life, it becomes clear that the social 

connections he had with key figures such as Morris and Shaw; specific comments he made in non-

political articles and lectures; and elements of his photography and photographic practice, are all 

imbued with political overtones. 

 At the end of the nineteenth century, different factors shaped Evans as a political being. 

By the end of the 1890s, his early experience as a carefree aesthete with his life full of art, ‘the 

beautiful,’ and sensual experiences, was at odds with this new socially minded man, who was more 

aligned with the concerns of the Arts and Crafts movement. Associated with the cultural life of 

London, with the melding of different influences including the Aesthetic, Decadent, Arts and Crafts 

movements, Evans was also making his way as a businessman, collector, bibliophile, and between 

1900 and 1902, he added the roles of husband and father. The decadence of the 1890s which one 

associates with Evans’s friendship with Aubrey Beardsley, his appreciation of Symbolist writers, and 

his fascination with Oscar Wilde were replaced, in a way, with the realities of domesticity and the 

responsibilities connected with having a family. The death of Beardsley and the downfall of Wilde 

marked an end of an era. With these factors in mind, we can begin to understand the evolution of 

Evans’s political stance.
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 An interest in socialism is clearly evident in the books Evans collected by Morris. Texts 

include key contributions, such as: A Summary of the Principles of Socialism (1884), Art and Socialism 

(1884), issues of The Commonweal (1885-1887), Socialists at Play (1885), Chants for Socialists (1885), 

The Manifesto of the Socialist League (1885), The Labour Question from the Socialist Standpoint 

(1886), The Socialist Ideal of Art (1891), Socialism: Its Growth and Outcome (1893), Letters on 

Socialism (1894), News from Nowhere (1892), and How I Became a Socialist (1896).25 These works 

expound Morris’s political principles, his concerns for society under the current political rule, and 

his aspirations for the future under socialism. Owning socialist texts does not necessarily make one 

a socialist, but when combined with other activities, one can confidently begin to link Evans to this 

political ideology.26

 The first concrete evidence of Evans’s involvement in politics comes in the form of a 

photograph published in 1899. The portrait of editor and author Robert Blatchford appeared in 

the pages of The Labour Annual. Blatchford was active in the socialist movement as a campaigner; 

he also founded and edited the socialist weekly The Clarion (1891) and published Merrie England 

(1893), a selection of articles on socialism from The Clarion. It is not known how Blatchford and 

Evans knew each other, although it is possible that they met through Jones & Evans, the bookshop 

Evans owned until 1898 or possibly through Shaw. The Labour Annual, which was to be renamed 

The Reformers’ Year Book in 1901, was a digest of the year’s events related to political factions 

sympathetic to socialism. The annual included portraits of significant members, articles on an 

assortment of topics related to socialism, and a directory of ‘reformers’. In the 1900 edition Evans’s 

name was included in the directory of reformers, and by 1907 he was listed as a lecturer.27 Another 

portrait by Evans, of Shaw, was published in 1908. The popularity of socialism in England began to 

25  Evans, The Library of Frederick H. Evans of London, 26, 36-40.
26  Evans also owned socialist texts by Edward Carpenter, including: Sex-Love and its Place in a Free Society (1894), Marriage 
in a Free Society (1894), and Love’s Coming of Age (1896). 
27  Prior to 1900 The Reformers’ Year Book was titled The Labour Annual. A survey between 1895 and 1899 the Annual did 
not include a directory, but in the 1899 Annual a portrait of Robert Blatchford by Evans was printed. See: Joseph Edwards, ed., 
The Labour Annual (London: Clarion, 1899): 41. Between 1902 and 1903 Evans is listed in The Reformers’ Year Book with the 
added information of “Lantern Slides.” For reasons I cannot at this point account for Evans is not listed in the Year Book between 
1904 and 1905. The 1906 Year Book was not available so it is not known if Evans was included. More research has to still be 
conducted to determine what types of lectures Evans gave, if these were related to politics or if they were lectures on cathedrals 
and his artistic photographic work.
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rise between 1880 and 1890, but, it would appear that politics were not an essential part of Evans’s 

life prior to 1900. 

Evans provides clues to his socialist leanings in his lectures, in his writing, and in his 

photography and photographic philosophy. As discussed in chapter 3 Evans frequently adopted 

ideas and approaches from different artistic movements to further the cause of photography as 

art, such as utilizing the language of the Aesthetic movement to align photography with art. In the 

opening address to his 1900 solo exhibition at the Royal Photographic Society, Evans borrowed 

ideas and language from Morris and the Arts and Crafts movement, asserting: “I do not want 

to venture among those quicksands, the endless discussions as to whether photography can be 

considered in any degree art or fine art; but I would like just to hint that perhaps a more useful and 

humbler way of looking at it would be as to why it should not be considered worthy a place among 

the crafts. A clever artistic photographer has a full claim I think to the cognomen, craftsman.”28 

This subtle insertion of the term craftsman, while arguing the worthiness of photography as an art 

form, aligned Evans’s  thoughts on the subject to that of Morris’s advocacy for craft to be valued on 

par with fine arts. 

Unlike Morris and Shaw, Evans did not write political pieces for publication. However, 

phrases from articles written for other purposes suggest Evans’s socialist leanings and sympathies. 

For example, Evans appropriates Morris’s rhetoric, almost to the point of plagiarism, in an article 

where he discusses medieval architecture. The extended quote below reads as if Morris was the 

author: 

One is taken out of the present, the contemporary, and back again 
into the wonderful time when such buildings as this were the 
everyday occupation of the very workmen. It would seem, when 
one realizes the beauties and great ideas present in such profusion in 
such buildings that the workmen fashioned them should themselves 
have been princes, dukes, potentates, powers, nobles, of all sorts, so 
glorified and high in rank is such work. But no, it was the everyday 
mason, directed by the Abbot, the monk, the mere Churchman, and 

28  Evans, “Opening Address,” 240.
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all done for love, both the love of the religion it symbolized to them, 
and the love of doing beautiful work, making beautiful things. Happy 
must have been the craftsmen of those times.29

The influence of Morris and the Arts and Crafts movement is clear if you read between the lines. 

The assertion of the everyday workman creating works of beauty, as seen in medieval cathedrals, 

reverberates with ideas that were circulating from Augustus Welby Pugin, Ruskin, Morris, and 

others. Evans applies these ideas to photography, specifically photography as art. Through this 

connection Evans expresses his political belief that there should be equality among all arts, including 

photography. 

Another example of Evans’s socialist affinity is found in the 1919 catalogue for the Anderson 

Gallery auction of his book collection. Describing the various reasons for having to sell, Evans is 

candid about his need for money, declaring in Marxist-socialist rhetoric: 

And it is only the need of ‘Filthy Lucre’ that compels me to part with them . . . . 
showing clearly enough what a horrible, what a stupid, thing this enforced slavery 
to Money is that we are all suffering from. What a wonderful world it might be, 
it WILL be, when we have reached Sanity at last, and have accomplished the 
Disestablishment of Money!30

 

In a capitalist society money is one of the main causes for economic disparity between the upper and 

lower classes. In socialist terms, the “disestablishment of money” would result in the abolishment 

of capitalism, as seen in News from Nowhere, where there is no need for the exchange of currency 

because goods are passed between people freely. 

Evans was connected by way of Shaw and his wife Charlotte to the Fabian Society. Established 

in 1884, the group was brought together “with the aim of engaging in non-revolutionary reform 

along socialist lines.”31 As with many socialist based groups, fellowship was a key component and 

extracurricular activities, including lectures, musical and theatrical performances, and social 

29  Frederick H. Evans, “‘And What Went Ye Out for to See?’” Photograms of the Year (1903): 24.
30  Evans, “The Vendor’s Apology,” The Library of Frederick H. Evans of London, 6.
31  Rosalind Blakesley, The Arts and Crafts Movement (London: Phaidon, 2006), 53.
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outings, were an important element of the Fabian Society.32 The social interactions between members 

of the Fabian Society and Evans included personal visits, correspondences, and photographing 

members.33 According to Evans’s son, George Bernard Shaw and other Fabians would visit their 

Acton home and talk while drinking tea from Morris designed cups,34 claiming: “They would have 

put the world right if they had only been in charge of affairs.”35 

In Evans’s interactions with friends and acquaintances, clues to Evans’s political beliefs can 

be found. These also reveal the importance of social networks in the dissemination of ideas. Evans’s 

relationship with publisher J. M. Dent provides a clear example. Through Evans, Dent came into 

contact with the work of Morris and other Arts and Crafts publishers, applying their ideas and 

ideals to his own publications.36 Initially the ideas were connected to publishing, but Dent came to 

regard the politics of the movement as important. 

A picture of the degree to which Evans was involved with Socialist politics can be gleaned 

from assorted correspondence with figures connected to Shaw, such as Shaw’s wife Charlotte 

and Beatrice Webb (the wife of Sidney Webb), both of whom were active members of the Fabian 

Society. In a letter responding to Evans, Webb comments on the length of Evans’s letter before 

disagreeing  with Evans on a few issues, stating: “I am afraid I disagree with your dislike for what 

is  ‘ameliorative only’: and your preference for large visions of the ‘extinction of the wage system.’”37 

Webb disagreed with Evans’s notion of socialism and from the letter there is a sense of the lively 

debates that occurred between members of this social and political circle.

While it is obvious that Evans was affiliated with tenets of socialism, his precise involvement 

with socialist organizations is not clear. By 1907 Evans was listed as a lecturer but it is not known 

on what subjects he lectured, and if these were photographic in content or if he had begun to give 

32  In chapter 6, the relationship of performance will be examined in further detail, looking specifically at Evans’s relationship to 
Shaw within this context.
33  Another figure connected to socialism that Evans photographed was Dr. Robert Steele, a Medieval Historian and writer deeply 
influenced by Morris and the Arts and Crafts movement. Steele was a member of the Hammersmith Branch of the Socialist 
League, Fabian Society member, and a close friend of May Morris, acting as her executor after her death. 
34  Coburn, “Frederick H. Evans,” Photographic Journal, 35.
35  E. Evans, “A Son’s Memories of a Famous Father,” Photographic Collector, 349.
36  Dent, The Memoirs of J. M. Dent, 43.
37  Beatrice Webb to Frederick H. Evans, July 4, 1913. John Drury Rare Books, Wrabness, UK.
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talks on political issues. Before 1907 several of Evans’s listings include the information “Lantern 

Slides,” although it is not clear if he supplied lantern slides to other lecturers or was noted for his 

lantern slides in another capacity.38  What is certain, though, is that Evans was connected to this 

cause through his photographic work, writing, and friendships, not only to Morris’s socio-aesthetic 

socialism, but also to Shaw’s socio-economic socialism. 

MORRIS, KELMSCOTT MANOR, AND NEWS FROM NOWHERE 

By the 1870s Morris was an established poet, businessman, and designer. Married in 1859 

to Jane Burden, the couple had two daughters in the early 1860s. Life was hectic for Morris, and he 

began looking for a country retreat to which he could escape with his family. Searching for some 

time, Morris eventually found Kelmscott Manor near the head of the River Thames in Oxfordshire. 

Writing to his business partner and friend Charles Fulkner, Morris was nothing short of ecstatic 

about the property calling it “a heaven on earth.”39 After visiting the site, Pre-Raphaelite poet and 

painter Dante Gabriel Rossetti and Morris became co-tenants, and rented Kelmscott Manor as a 

country retreat.40 Incredibly busy with an active lecture schedule, work responsibilities, and travel 

commitments, Morris did not spend as much time as he would have preferred at Kelmscott. As 

president of the William Morris Society, Jan Marsh has recently observed: “Kelmscott Manor was 

somewhere William Morris wanted to be, but mostly could not be: an unattainable ideal, in fact – 

always desired, never permanently achieved.”41 

Initially published as a serial in the political paper The Commonweal between January and 

October of 1890, Morris’s fictional “Utopian Romance” News from Nowhere is an exploration of 

Socialist and Marxist ideals manifest in the idealized living conditions of England after socialism 

38  This additional piece of information is included in The Reformers’ Year Book for 1902 and 1903. Interestingly, Evans is not 
listed in The Reformers’ Year Book for 1904 and 1905. I was unable to consult The Reformers’ Year Book for 1906 because it was 
missing from the holdings at the British Library. 
39  William Morris to Charles Faulkner, May 17, 1871. In The Collected Letters of William Morris: Volume I, 1848-1880, edited 
by Norman Kelvin (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1984),
40  Rossetti and Jane Morris would use the location to pursue their extramarital affair. Morris knew of the relationship and 
although he did not fully condone it he did what he could to keep the affair private. Kelmscott provided a safe site, away from 
London gossips. In 1874 Rossetti would depart from Kelmscott Manor never to return.
41  Jan Marsh, “Kelmscott Manor as an Object of Desire,” In William Morris: Art and Kelmscott (Woodbridge, UK: Boydell 
Press, 1996): 73.
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has reformed and altered the political, social, and cultural fabric of the country. The protagonist, 

William Guest,42 wakes one morning after a Socialist League meeting to find he is in a future where 

all the ideals Morris espoused are realized – craft is valued, people live simply, capitalism has been 

replaced with a barter system, and no one labours under the control of another but for the good 

of all. At the climax of the story Guest encounters a “many-gabled old house built by the simple 

country-folk of the long-past times.”43 In this story Morris pays tribute to his beloved country 

home, connecting it forever to his political beliefs. 

 In 1893, Kelmscott Press published a complete edition of News from Nowhere, which had 

previously only been available in its serialized version. As with most Kelmscott Press publications, 

Morris included illustrations by artists he respected. For this undertaking, he commissioned a young 

artist Charles March Gere to make drawings of Kelmscott Manor. Used as a frontispiece, Gere’s 

image depicts the front façade and door to the house with the stone path and rose bushes leading 

42  As noted by Andrea Wolk Rager, William Guest is “a thinly veiled surrogate for Morris,”  see “‘Not on the Straight Line, but 
on the Spiral’: Frederick H. Evans and the Gothic Inheritance,” PhotoResearcher no. 20 (October 2013): 30. In her essay Rager 
does not comment on the use of guest as a last name. I would suggest that the use of guest as a last name invites the reader to take 
on the persona of Morris and imagine what life would be like in his imagined world. Or perhaps it alludes to Morris feeling as if 
he were only a custodian of Kelmscott Manor, invited to enjoy it for a brief period of time in the dwellings long history.
43  William Morris, “News from Nowhere,” in News from Nowhere and Other Writings, 220.

Fig. 4.2: C. M. Gere, Kelmscott Manor, 1893.
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the viewer’s eye to the entrance (fig. 4.2). In keeping with the medium of choice for Kelmscott Press 

illustrations, the image was translated into woodcut by W. H. Hooper from Gere’s design. Gere 

had visited Kelmscott Manor in August of 1893, staying three days and executing several drawings 

of the house and property during that period. The image is now inextricably linked to News from 

Nowhere.44 

The importance of Kelmscott Manor to Morris cannot be overstated. Morris named his 

London residence and his printing press in honour of his retreat, an obvious sign of the importance 

the site held in his life. And in 1896, after Morris died in London, his body was brought to Kelmscott, 

where he was buried in village's gravehyard, next to the modest church Morris loved so dearly. 

Aymer Vallance noted: “It is perhaps not inappropriate that his last resting place should be near the 

grey home he loved, in the upper reaches of the Thames.”45 Although Morris only rented Kelmscott 

Manor during his lifetime and visited less often than he wished, it was a place where he situated 

many of his hopes for the future as epitomized in New from Nowhere.

 The grey house and its surroundings is a popular tourist site, because of its association with 

Morris. After his death, Kelmscott Manor was frequented by those who admired Morris, including 

writer Richard Gallienne who came upon the villiage of Kelmscott during a bicycle trip. Describing 

the incident, Gallienne recalled: “I came with a thrill of surprise upon a finger-post which said ‘To 

Kelmscott,’ and soon I was making my way to the little churchyard. . . . It is a place of many trees, 

which crowd sheltering close around the tiny church, with its one great grave.”46 The writer Virginia 

Woolf was another such visitor who stopped in 1935, noting: “We cooled down at Lechlade, and 

saw Kelmscott today – why don’t we all live in a silver grey manor house, and sit on the Thames 

banks, and watch the moon rise, as I did last night – it was incredibly lovely.”47 Through Morris’s 

44  An iconic site that was often visited by artists during Morris’s lifetime, there are other artworks depicting Kelmscott Manor, 
including: Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s painting of Morris’s wife Jane titled Water Willow (1871) where Kelmscott Manor is included 
in the top left corner of the painting; Pre-Raphaelite model and amateur painter Marie Spartali Stillman made several watercolour 
views of the manor and property; and the Morris’s youngest daughter May painted an assortment of scenes in and around 
Kelmscott.
45  Vallance, “The Late William Morris: Art Craftsman and Poet,” 8.
46  Richard Le Gallienne, The Romantic ’90s (London: Robin Clark, 1993), 71-72.
47  Nigel Nicolson and Joanne Trautmann, eds., The Letters of Virginia Woolf, vol. 2 (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1976), 7.
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attachment to the place, Kelmscott Manor came to represent an ideal home and a perfect way of 

living. 

THE KELMSCOTT MANOR ALBUM48 

Sometime after Morris’s death, Evans compiled an album of his Kelmscott Manor 

photographs.49 The modest handmade album includes thirty-one photographs and related 

ephemera: an article, “Gossip About an Old House on the Upper Thames” written by Morris; a 

hand-drawn schematic of the first floor of the manor; and a poem written by English poet, critic, 

and socialist Ernest Radford (1857-1919). The Kelmscott Manor album is part souvenir, part 

memoriam, and part document. More importantly, the album transcends its personal status as 

memento, and is a socio-political record aligning Evans to the ideology of both the Arts and Crafts 

movement and socialism because of its ties to Morris’s story News from Nowhere. 

The photographs date from the cold and wet spring, of 1896, when Evans and P. H. Hood50 

travelled by train from London to Lechlade, the closest train station to the small Cotswold village of 

Kelmscott. In Lechlade they were met by William Giles, the caretaker and gardener for Kelmscott 

Manor. Although no written reference to this trip exists, a diary entry from illustrator Edmund 

New provides details of what the trip from Lechlade to Kelmscott: “I reached Lechlade station . . . 

48  The Kelmscott Manor photographs were arranged in several forms, including: a portfolio entitled “Kelmscott Manor: 
Photographs”of twenty-five platinum photographs in the collection of The Morgan Library and Museum (PML 77311,1); over 
twenty mounted platinum photographs at The William Morris Gallery; a series of twenty-four lantern slides at The Art Institute 
of Chicago; an album compiled by S. C. Cockerell includes photographs by Evans from his Kelmscott Manor series at the UCLA 
Clark Memorial Library (fMS.2011.003); and various prints and lantern slides in assorted collections, both public and private. 
For the purpose of this chapter, emphasis is on the bound album in the collection at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, in New 
York (68.519.1-31). This album, entitled “Kelmscott Manor: Photographs” was compiled by Evans and was in his possession 
until his death in 1943. The album was then passed on to his son, Evan Evans, who sold the album to the Metropolitan Museum 
in 1968. 
49  Evans compiled many different albums and scrapbooks for his personal use and enjoyment throughout his lifetime. These 
volumes were organized by subject and included material related to: photo-micrographs, writers George Meredith and George 
Bernard Shaw, press cuttings, and tear sheets from Country Life to name a few. The various albums and scrapbooks represent 
interests and projects, and attest to a Victorian obsession with collecting. One such album included photographs of his prized 
collection of tsubas, or Japanese sword guards, that he photographed with extreme care, in an attempt to duplicate his collection 
through photographs. 
50  Little is known about P. H. Hood, who may be Paxton H. Hood. Evans references Hood several times, albeit briefly, in 
his personal correspondence. Hood subscribed to the American photographic periodical Camera Work, and the photography 
collection at the J. Paul Getty Museum contains a portrait of Evans by Hood. Dent mentions a Paxton Hood in his memoirs: 
“Like my friend Evans, Paxton Hood was an admirer of Swedenborg, Jacob Boehme and the mystics, whose atmosphere served 
to increase my faith in the “All-Pervading” and to give me understanding, until I, too, learnt to dream dreams along with my 
friends.” Dent, The Memoirs of J. M. Dent, 226.
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and found Mr. Morris’s man (Giles) there with a wagonette in which we drove to Kelmscott, 

a distance of 3 ½ miles.”51  For Evans, the trip was part holiday and part photographic excursion, 

and he was advised by Cockerell (Morris’s secretary) to explore the entire property including “the 

garrets of the house, which are very nice.”52 During the four-day visit, from April 2 to 6, the two 

men explored and photographed the house and property, as well as local sites.53 They were the first 

visitors of the year, and in the guestbook Evans included that he and Hood had enjoyed “a perfect 

Easter holiday,”54 an indication of the leisure aspect to the trip.55 Morris and his family did not join 

Evans and Hood, but would travel to Kelmscott at the end of the month, missing the pair by several 

weeks.56 

An avid reader of all things written by Morris, Evans was familiar with the tale News from 

Nowhere, in which, William Guest wakes to find himself transported from the year 1890 to 2102. 

As Guest navigates the future, the reader encounters a fantasy world where Morris’s social, political, 

economic, and artistic ideals are realized. The climax of the adventure occurs when Guest and 

his companions, Ellen, Dick, and Clara, who have travelled up the River Thames, arrive at their 

destination, a small-unnamed village where they are to assist with the harvest.57 The journey and 

each incident leading up to this moment is a reflection on contemporary society that highlights the 

state of affairs in the late-Victorian period. As a social commentary News from Nowhere deals with 

51  David Cox, “Edmund New’s ‘Diary of a visit to Kelmscott Manor House,’” Journal of William Morris Studies 3, no. 1 
(Spring 1974): 5. New and Morris were to travel to Great Coxswell to see the tithe barn but were unable due to the weather and 
Morris’s ill-health, indicating this was a typical outing Morris encouraged when there were visitors.
52  S. C. Cockerell to Frederick H. Evans, March 31, 1896. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
53  Husband and wife, William and Mary Giles were employed by Morris to maintain Kelmscott Manor in his absence. Mary was 
the housekeeper and provided meals for the two visitors. It is likely that Giles took the two men to the village Great Coxwell to 
see the tithe barn.
54  Frederick H. Evans entry for April 2 to 6, 1896. “Visitors’ Book, Kelmscott Manor,” August 24, 1889-July 27, 1904. William 
Morris Papers, British Library.
55  Evans travelled to Kelmscott the following year and stayed March 25 to 29. The Visitors’ Book shows that Ethel and C. 
E. Wheeler, from Kingston-on-Thames, joined Evans on the 29th. See: entry for “Visitors’ Book, Kelmscott Manor,” William 
Morris Papers, British Library.Book, Kelmscott Manor. Dr. Charles Edwin Wheeler would later become the editor of the journal 
Homœpathic World in 1910, publishing Evans’s three part article on “James John Garth Wilkinson: An Introduction,” in 1912. 
Wheeler was a close friend of actor Harley Granville Barker and was acquainted with George Bernard Shaw. The Wheeler’s were 
also actively involved with the Stage Society, Dr. Wheeler an original member of the group with Shaw (Barker was elected in 
1900-1901). Evans photographed both Mrs. and Dr. Wheeler on separate occassions. Evans was also a Stage Society member. 
56  The trip would be Morris’s last, although he would make his final journey to Kelmscott to be buried at the local Church that 
autumn.
57  Evans does not begin the sequence of photographs with photographs of Lechlade train station, or start from the village of 
Kelmscott, where he and Hood would have passed through to reach the house. Instead, Evans begins the sequence of photographs 
with the River Thames, the entry point of the narrator of News from Nowhere, William Guest. 
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a range of issues, such as: politics and government, capitalism and community, art and architecture, 

and human relationships.

The photographs within the Kelmscott Manor album proceed in the same order as Guest 

and Ellen approach the site in News from Nowhere, and indicate a conscious decision by Evans to 

match the sequence of the photographs with the story. The arrangement begins with a photograph 

of the river where the viewer is placed as if alighting from a boat, although no boat is present 

(fig. 4.3). Greeted by friends, the Ellen and Guest separate themselves from the group and make 

Fig. 4.4: Frederick H. Evans, From the Meadows, 1896.

Fig. 4.3: Frederick H. Evans, The Thames Near Kelmscott, 1896.
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their way to the unnamed manor on their own, with Ellen entreating: 

“Take me on to the house at once; we need not wait for the others: I 

had rather not.”58 They walk along the road, which leads them “into a 

little field bounded by a backwater of the river on one side; on the right 

hand we could see a cluster of small houses and barns, new and old, 

and before us a grey stone barn and a wall partly overgrown with ivy, 

over which a few grey gables showed (fig. 4.4).”59 During this part of 

the narrative, elements of the text are evident in the photographs, as if 

Evans sought out the best vantage points to illustrate the story. When 

Ellen and Guest reach the outer wall of the grey house, Guest is moved “almost without his will”60 

to open the door in the wall, giving way to the view Gere and Evans would both represent (fig. 4.5) 

of the stone path and door to Kelmscott Manor. In this part of Morris’s tale, Guest is overtaken 

by his emotional response to the place and moves without agency. At this point in the narrative, 

Kelmscott Manor represents socialism in its highest form and is equated to an almost spiritual 

experience by the protagonist. 

58  Morris, “News from Nowhere,” 219.
59  Ibid., 219.
60  Ibid., 220.

Fig. 4.5: Frederick H. Evans, 
Main Gate Entrance, 1896.

Fig. 4.6 (left): Frederick H. Evans, Bed Morris was Born In, 1896.
Fig. 4.7 (right): Frederick H. Evans, WM’s Bedroom, 1896.
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 The album is not a complete visual translation of News from Nowhere; it diverges from the 

text by adding more visual information. Unlike Guest and Ellen, who enter the house directly, 

Evans takes the viewer around the outside of the house into the gardens, providing various views 

of the house and garden. After the exterior shots of the building, the first two interior shots are 

the Bed Morris was Born In (fig. 4.6) and WM’s Bedroom (fig. 4.7). This choice emphasizes the 

biographical over the topographical. Located on the second floor of the building, these two sites are 

Fig. 4.8 (left): Frederick H. Evans, The Panelled Room, 1896.
Fig. 4.9 (right): Frederick H. Evans, The Green Room, 1896.

Fig. 4.10 (left): Frederick H. Evans, The Tapestry Room, 1896.
Fig. 4.11 (right): Frederick H. Evans, [Tapestry Room], 1896.



not mentioned in News from Nowhere but are significant for their connection to Morris’s life. The 

sequence of images then returns to the first floor where Evans includes photographs of the panelled 

room (fig. 4.8) and the green room (fig. 4.9). In the story Guest describes the interior: “Everywhere 

there was but little furniture, and that only the most necessary, and of the simplest forms.”61 The 

majority of the interior images focus on the tapestry room, significant because Dante Gabriel 

Rossetti used the space as a painting studio when he lived there, and because Morris did much of 

his writing and entertaining (fig. 4.10). Within the context of News from Nowhere, the tapestries are 

noted as being “faded into pleasant grey tones,”62 which Evans’s platinum prints represent perfectly 

(fig. 4.11), the subtle tones of the paper mimicking the stated colour of the tapestries. 

61  Ibid., 221.
62  Ibid., 221.
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Fig. 4.12: Frederick H. Evans, In the Attics, 1896.
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 Known as a stand-alone image, reproduced in 

countless photo-books, exhibited widely, and sought 

after by collectors, In the Attics (fig. 4.12) is one of 

Evans’s most recognizable images. In News from Nowhere 

Morris provides some personal information, describing 

the rooms beyond the two stairs on the right and left as 

inhabited by children, alluding to his two daughters, the 

“quaint garrets amongst the great timbers of the roof, 

where of old time the tillers and herdsmen of the manor 

slept, but which a-nights seemed now, by the small size 

of the beds, and the litter of useless and disregarded 

matters – bunches of drying flowers, feathers of birds, 

shells of starlings’ eggs, caddis worms in mugs, and the 

like – seemed to be inhabited for the time 

by children.”63 Here the utopian dream 

and reality are intertwined. Evans, on 

the other hand, creates a photograph that 

recalls nothing of the reality of living with 

two children. Instead, the photograph, 

with its symmetry and vertical lines 

rising to the roof peak, recalls the space 

of a cathedral, but on a smaller, decidedly 

more domestic scale. Light dominates, 

accentuating the unique architectural elements of the attic. In this image, Kelmscott Manor becomes 

the embodiment of a spiritual space.64 The image that precedes it is also of the attics (fig. 4.13), but 

63  Ibid., 221.
64  Anne Lyden claims: “His photographs of the sparse loft are arguably some of the most spiritual of his career. Replete with 
symbolism – from the rough-hewn beams that call to mind the Christian cross, to the light that emanates from the doorway and 
beckons the viewer to ascend and cross the threshold from one room (or state of being) to another, unseen but represented by 

Fig. 4.14: Frederick H. Evans, Provins, France, 1906-1907.

Fig. 4.13: Frederick H. Evans, 
In the Attics, 1896.
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this image provides a motif Evans used repeatedly with his cathedral work, one where stairs lead up 

to the unknown, a metaphor for the grace of god and the path to enlightenment (fig. 4.14).

 Evans did not photograph every room in Kelmscott Manor, or, if he did, he chose not to 

print them. In the album, he focuses on the exterior, with seventeen of the thirty photographs taken 

outdoors. Twelve of the images are interior, with a single photograph taken of the garden below 

from inside the Tapestry Room. Evans photographed the house in 1896 and again in 1897, and 

the Kelmscott Manor album contains photographs from both years. As noted by photo-historian 

Larry Schaaf, dating Evans’s work can be a challenge, as he generally did not date his work.65 At the 

William Morris Gallery, there are a series of twenty-four of the Kelmscott Manor photographs. This 

series contains photographs not included in the album, several of which are dated. 

a beautiful warm light – the photographs are mystical.” “A Record of Emotion: The Architectural Photographs of Frederick H. 
Evans,” in The Photographs of Frederick H. Evans (Los Angeles, CA: J. Paul Getty Trust, 2010), 15. Lyden then analyzes the 
two attic prints from two different collections noting: “[O]ne precedes the other, the wider view takes us to the more detailed 
one and leads us on a spiritual and physical journey through space.” This interpretation is not possible with the Kelmscott Manor 
album, where the order is reversed. This may have been a mistake in binding because the Morgan Library portfolio of the same 
work orders them in the same manner that Lyden describes.
65  Schaaf, “Introduction,” 8.

Fig. 4.15: Frederick H. Evans, Tithe Barn at Great Cokkeswell, 1896.



 On Morris’s suggestion, Evans visited a tithe barn in the area, known for its beautiful 

medieval architecture and craftsmanship (fig. 4.15). Located on the north side of the village of 

Great Coxwell, south of Kelmscott Manor, Morris would take visitors to see the Tithe Barn at Great 

Cokkeswell, as Evans refers to the site on the photographs and lantern slides he made there.66 The 

album ends with three images of the barn, two exterior shots, and one taken from inside of the 

main doorway. In a 1903 article titled “Tithe Barn at Great Cokkeswell Berks.,” Evans provides the 

only known comment he made regarding Morris. It is a remarkable statement, which needs to be 

quoted in full. 

William Morris was a man of extraordinary avidity for all kinds of knowledge, 
particularly in any direction promising to be specially useful to himself; and, with 
this, he had a marvelous memory for retaining just what was of value to him in such 
knowledge, coupled with the rarer power of being able instantly to call up any item 
or sort of knowledge that he had absorbed.

It was a natural thing, therefore, for him to at once ask me (when I was giving 
him his set of Kelmscott Manor photographs, with these of the barn among them), 
if I had noticed the quality of the masonry, etc., and had I made any photographs 
of it, or other such details. I had not, and so another lost opportunity was put to my 
debit, for I could thus have still further gratified a man, a great man, whose work, 
especially in its poetical achievement, had for so many years been so great a delight 
and charm to myself.67

It is obvious from the passage above that Evans deeply regretted his inability to furnish Morris with 

the details of this structure. What is also telling about this passage is the insight provided, one that 

speaks to a personal knowledge of Morris.

The Kelmscott Manor album is one of many iterations of the work. Variations exist as 

a portfolio, loose prints, and a group of lantern slides. The only known portfolio resides at the 

Morgan Library in New York City.68 This, unlike the Metropolitan Museum’s bound album, is a 

66  The barn is now a National Trust site and is called the Great Coxwell Barn. The spelling Evans used was one he preferred as 
it “seems so much more akin to the wonderful old building than the modern and corrupt version, Coxswell [sic.].” Frederick H. 
Evans, “Tithe Barn at Great Cokkeswell, Berks.,” Amateur Photographer 37, no. 972 (May 21, 1903): 413.
67  Evans, “Tithe Barn at Great Cokkeswell, Berks.,” Amateur Photographer, 413.
68  The William Morris Gallery, in London owns a series of the Kelmscott Manor photographs. In 2015 I was able to consult a 
selection of the photographs. Mounted on a grey-blue thick card stock, the majority of the works are inscribed with title, date and 
signature. It may be that this series of photographs was considered a portfolio, but without seeing all of the objects I do not want 
to make that assertion. The most significant element on the William Morris Gallery Kelmscott Manor photographs is the inclusion 
dates, allowing for a clear indication of when the images were taken. It is my contention that these works were given to Morris 
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loose portfolio of numbered photographs mounted on earth-toned papers. The order of the Morgan 

Library portfolio varies from Evans’s personal album of the material where the beginning and 

ending images are switched, with the Morgan Library portfolio beginning with the last photograph 

of the album’s sequence (and vice versa). The difference between the sequences of the two objects is 

minor, but in both cases Evans wanted to control the viewing experience, and in the album this was 

much easier. The only way Evans could exert control with a portfolio of loose pages was through the 

numbering of the plates (of which he did), although this is not always successful because the viewer 

can alter the order or take images out of the portfolio to frame or sell.

 If we disregard the connection of Evans’s photographs of Kelmscott Manor to News from 

Nowhere, specifically in relation to the sequence of the photographs within the album and the 

portfolio, we encounter a body of work that sits very comfortably within the tradition of the 

nineteenth-century travel photographer. Earlier in the century, this genre of photographic work 

included commercial photographers Francis Bedford (1816-1894) and George W. Wilson (1823-

1893) who travelled around England and further afield recording significant sites for tourists and 

the ‘armchair traveller’. With this genre, the photographer approached a site and documented 

it within its spatial context, allowing the viewer to experience the site vicariously through the 

photographs. These topographical photographs often moved in a set sequence, bringing the viewer 

closer to the site. The façade and other external details were photographed before moving inside the 

building or site. The consumer could purchase single images or the suite of photographs depending 

on their wants, needs, and financial standing. Typically, Evans is not regarded as a topographical 

photographer, but when one looks at this body of work, as well as most of his cathedral work, it 

is obvious that he was influenced by this approach to documenting a site.69 The topographical 

approach is significant because it places Evans’s photography in relation to the more commercially 

minded travel photographers, showing that the two approaches were not that far apart.

and May Morris in 1896 and are the earliest known prints of this series. Evans added to the collection in 1897 after revisiting 
Kelmscott. Since later permutations of this body of work do not include dates, I believe Evans wanted to present the work as a 
cohesive body of work irregardless of when the exposure was made.
69  This idea was first brought up in a discussion I had with curator David Harris when I was doing my Master’s research. I credit 
Harris with this idea, although subsequently other curators have broadened their examination of these larger bodies of work. See 
Lyden, The Photographs of Frederick H. Evans, 1-17.
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Evans exhibited the Kelmscott Manor photographs in his 1900 solo exhibition at the Royal 

Photographic Society. In a review of the exhibition, “Criticus” goes through the work in order, 

commenting several times upon the quality of focus and exposures, using terms and phrases such 

as: “groggy at the knees,” “blurs,” “fuzzy-wuzzy,” and “the camera legs caught cold and shivered.”70 

Published in the decidedly more conservative British Journal of Photography, the critic pointed out 

the technical difficulties Evans had with blur in the images. Other critics overlooked such elements 

and praised the work.

Evans never photographed Morris, and the Kelmscott Manor album becomes a surrogate 

portrait of the man.71 The rooms are filled with Morris’s possessions, but none of the images include 

any of the people who inhabited the space. In a few of the photographs, it appears as though 

someone could inhabit the space at any minute: a book lies open on a table, empty chairs await their 

sitters, and a desk sits ready for someone to sit down to it. The photographs seem weighted with 

the absence of Morris, as if without him the place was lifeless. Even the exterior photographs have 

an empty quality to them. The emptiness can be attributed to the time of the year the photographs 

were made. It was early spring and the bare branches of the trees make the site seem desolate and 

barren. At the end of the album, Evans included an albumen photograph, by an unknown maker, 

of the gardens at Kelmscott Manor bursting with lush foliage, as if he wanted to include a hint of 

what the site was like in full bloom.

 This body of work became cultural capital for Evans who provided prints to individuals 

such as Jane Morris, S. C. Cockerell, Theodore Watts-Dutton, and Frederick Startridge Ellis. 

In correspondence, Evans is thanked for his generosity and for the quality of the photographs. 

Cockerell responds: “Mrs. Morris asks me to say how exceedingly pleased she is with the marvelous 

70  Criticus, “Mr. F. H. Evans’s Exhibition at the Royal Photographic Society,” British Journal of Photography 47, no. 2089 
(May 18, 1900): 309.
71  Anne Lyden, “Frederick H. Evans and the Right Moment,” in The Photographs of Frederick H. Evans (Los Angeles, CA: J. 
Paul Getty Trust, 2010), 5. Mark Pohlad, along similar lines claims: “Evans’s photographs of Kelmscott Manor evoke Morris’s 
presence . . . These images were meant to celebrate the beloved, domestic spaces of its proud master and to give a sense of his 
aura reflected therein. They elevate Kelmscott Manor to the sacredness of a church; the photo essay becomes a pilgrimage to a 
holy site.” Pohlad, “William Morris, Photography and Frederick Evans,” 56. Andrea Wolk Rager also describes the Kelmscott 
Manor series as having “the feel of a holy pilgrimage.” Rager, “‘Not on the Straight Line, but on the Spiral’” PhotoResearcher 
no. 20 (October 2013): 31.
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photographs,”72 speaking for the widow, who must have been a stranger to Evans. Evidence that 

Evans was not intimately familiar with Morris or Kelmscott Manor is given in several letters, in 

which he is corrected for mis-titling a photograph. Both Ellis and Cockerell note that Morris never 

wrote in a specific corner of the tapestry room, which Evans had photographed and erroneously 

titled, making reference to it being where Morris wrote: “It is a mistake to call it the Bard’s ‘writing 

corner.’ I never saw him write in this room except at the middle table.”73 Emery Walker, a close 

friend of Morris’s, owned a framed platinum print by Evans of the west garden at Kelmscott 

Manor (fig. 4.16), most likely given to Walker by Evans; the object still hangs in Walker’s home at 7 

Hammersmith Terrace which is now a museum. The photographs were also used as source material 

to illustrate Aymer Vallence’s 1897 book The Art of William Morris. The illustrations of Kelmscott 

were drawn by R. J. Williams and recall quite clearly Evans’s photographs. In the text, Vallence 

noted: “The drawings of Kelmscott Manor were made from photographs taken by Mr. Frederick H. 

Evans by whose kind permission they are here included.”74 

The album remained in the family after Evans’s death in 1943. In 1967, Evans’s son, Evan, 

offered the album to Beaumont Newhall, then director of the George Eastman House, and sent the 

72  S.C. Cockerell to Frederick H. Evans, June 26, 1897. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
73  Frederick Startridge Ellis to Frederick H. Evans, June 4, 1897. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
74  Vallence, The Art of William Morris, xi.

Fig. 4.16: Framed photograph owned by Emery Walker of Frederick H. Evans, 
Garden Front [Kelmscott Manor], 1896.
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object to Rochester. Newhall did not want the album and it was sent to the Metropolitan Museum 

of Art, New York, where it was acquired in 1968. Newhall was an important conduit for situating 

Evans’s photographic work in North American collections, knowing many of the curators in major 

museums who were sympathetic to photography. The wonderful collection of Evans’s work at 

the National Gallery of Canada owes a great deal to curator James Borcoman’s relationship with 

Newhall.

POLITICS AND AESTHETICS 

 Politics and aesthetics were tightly interwoven for many artists at the end of the nineteenth 

century. Printer T. J. Cobden-Sanderson claimed the Arts and Crafts movement brought: “[A]ll 

the activities of the human spirit under the influence of one idea, the idea that life is creation, 

and should be creative in modes of art, and that this creation should extend to all the ideas of 

science and social organization.”75 This idea of the creative life was a holdover from the Aesthetic 

movement, but the Arts and Crafts movement reconciled the hedonistic aspects with a socially 

conscious effort to improve society’s living conditions through socio-aesthetic means. Men such as 

Morris had grown weary of the aesthetes’ “art for art’s sake” and adopted instead “art for society’s 

sake.” Cobden-Sanderson noted the change, and added: “Old things, long since done, were to be put 

into new relations, and up on a higher plane, and all new work was to be conceived of as convergent 

upon one end, the dignity and sweetness of life, and the workman – artist or craftsman – was to 

derive therefrom his measure of happiness and delight.”76 

 The ephemera in the Kelmscott Manor album reveal a proclivity towards socialism. The 

article “Gossip About an Old House on the Upper Thames,” written by Morris, was published in the 

short-lived socialist magazine The Quest.77 The article is descriptive and forms in the reader’s mind 

a clear idea of Kelmscott and the surrounding countryside, as well as a detailed view of Kelmscott 

Manor. Published in 1895, Evans would have known of Kelmscott Manor initially through Morris’s 

75  Cobden-Sanderson, The Arts and Crafts Movement, 3.
76  Ibid., 5-6.
77  William Morris, “Gossip About an Old House on the Upper Thames,” The Quest no. 4 (November 1895): 5-14. .
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words in this article and in News from Nowhere.78 The pages from The Quest are presented in the 

album with care and attention, with the album pages having been cut with windows to allow both 

sides of the pages to be visible. The paper used for these pages is a different colour from the paper 

on which the photographs in the album are mounted. The ephemera pages are mounted on a cool 

tone grey paper. The photographs are mounted on three different coloured papers brown, light 

grey, and green grey. Each is presented with multiple paper mounts that create a border around the 

image. In other cases he used this same cool tone grey paper to mount photographs, indicating that 

he valued the ephemera as much as he did the photographs. The attention to detail Evans bestowed 

upon this album attests to the respect he had for Morris and Kelmscott Manor.

 Morris’s influence as a craftsman can be seen in the way that Evans approached the 

presentation of his photographs in the album, but also in other contexts. Evans insisted on 

handcrafted mounts with either multiple papers mounts or his hand-drawn French method, where 

he drew precise lines of watercolour around the image to create an elegant border. Through the craft 

of presentation Evans was able to apply the hand of the artist to what was a mechanical process. 

Evans’s interest in presentation extended to the gallery walls and between 1902 and 1905, he was 

responsible for the design of the Photographic Salon, the Linked Ring’s annual exhibition. In his 

approach, Evans stated: “My notion was that the exhibition should be pleasing and attractive as a 

whole, and consequently lead the visitor on to look into its details with pleasurable anticipations.”79 

In conceiving of the exhibition as a whole, Evans was influenced by the Arts and Crafts movement, 

and put into practice the movement’s catch phrases “unity in design” and “democratic design” 

during the years he was responsible for the exhibition. Another influence was the colour palette 

that Evans used, which favoured earth tones, similar to the natural dyes Morris used in many of his 

textile designs. In the 1902 Salon, for example, Evans chose a light jute canvas with cream-painted 

moulding, and in 1905 a “quiet green,” both subtle and natural colours.

 Evans exhibited Kelmscott Manor from the River Thames at the 1896 Photographic Salon, 

78  In “Gossip About an Old House on the Upper Thames” Morris brings the reader to Kelmscott Manor from the village of 
Kelmscott and not the River Thames as he did in News from Nowhere. 
79  Evans quoted in: Ward Muir, “A Chat with the Designer of the Salon,” Amateur Photographer 36, no. 939 (October 2, 1902): 
271. Italics original.
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aligning his photographic work with Morris and the Arts and Crafts movement in a public forum. 

The following year, he exhibited Cistercian Tithe Barn, Great Cokkeswell. Evans described Morris’s 

response to this photograph in a1903 article: 

However, the print I was able to give Mr. Morris pleased him very much, and it 
yields a fair reproduction . . . Mr. Morris was sorry, however, that I had not taken 
some detailed photographs of other parts, and of the quality of the stone-work, the 
masonry, etc. This I had neglected to do from sheer ignorance of its importance; 
but to Mr. Morris’s keenness of observation it was one of the first things to interest 
him, the quality of the handicraft.80 

Interestingly enough, on his return to Kelmscott in 1897, Evans did not go back to the barn to add 

the details to his series. 

 One way that Evans adhered to the ideas related to socialism and the Arts and Crafts 

movement was through his appreciation of and attention to the craftsmanship evident in the 

cathedrals he photographed. Evans marveled in the craft and detail found in mediaeval spaces, as 

his photographs clearly indicate. He showed an enormous respect for the anonymous workers who 

built and decorated the sites he documented, focusing his lens on the unique details created by 

these men and women both inside and out, such as the intricate stone carvings or other specialized 

workmanship. These details, recorded with a clear intent to describe and celebrate, are rich in 

evidentiary information that was so important to the Arts and Crafts movement adherents as a 

source of inspiration. 

 How are politics and aesthetics manifest in Evans’s photographic practice? The clearest 

answer is through his photographs of Kelmscott Manor and their connection to Morris’s life and 

politics as read in News from Nowhere. While the photographs have a political dimension it is so 

subtle that it is easily overlooked. In the act of making his photographs beautiful – in making them 

“art,” the political element of the work has been neglected. Schooled in the Aesthetic movement, 

where ‘the beautiful’ was paramount and a key factor in Evans’s artistic development, he also became 

politically aware from the influence of those he knew that were involved with socialism, such as 

80  Evans, “Tithe Barn at Great Cokkeswell,” 413.
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Shaw. This responsiveness resulted in photographic work that embraced a political element through 

aesthetic choices and key ideas. One such political overlap was the Arts and Crafts movement’s cry for 

“truth to materials.” Evans applied this dictum to his photographic practice and advocated for pure 

photography. The political ramifications for supporting this approach to the medium ensured that 

Evans’s point of view was not necessarily shared with others in the photographic community.81

What does truth to materials mean in the context of a process that is part mechanical and 

part chemical? As Morris stated: “Never forget the material you are working with and try always 

to use it for doing what it can do best.”82 There was no element of truth to the actual materials in 

a natural sense, that say wood or wool has. Truth to materials, in relation to photography, meant 

returning to the basics of the medium. Each step was to be unadulterated with elements not purely 

photographic, and above all, prints were to be produced without painterly or artistic additions. 

With Evans, this approach valued the ability to capture an emotional response to a scene in a pure 

manner without alterations. Evans advocated for technical preciseness with negatives, believing that 

the final photographic image began with the truth of the negative. The choice of Cristoid film was 

another way that he tried to approximate the lighting conditions he encountered, accommodating 

both the highlights and shadows in the negative. Evans’s Kelmscott Manor series documents an 

important site to the Arts and Crafts movement and more specifically to William Morris, and 

includes quotidian details. However, a few photographs in the series are especially evocative, likely 

because Evans had an emotional response to certain rooms. For example, Evans’s photographs of 

the bed Morris was born in, the attic, and the interior of the tithe barn use light in a specific way. 

In these images the light glows and emanates, bathing the sites in a light that seems magical. Due 

entirely to halation, these particular images utilize a limitation in photographic materials to create 

images that elicit an emotional response.83 Platinum was Evans’s preferred photographic paper 

81  This is best illustrated in the divide between Henry Peach Robinson (1830) and Peter Henry Emerson (1856-1936). In short, 
Robinson’s photographs were often comprised of multiple exposures printed and pieced together to form a cohesive final image 
that he would then photograph so as to produce a seamless photographic image. Emerson was critical of Robinson’s contrived 
and manipulated prints and advocated for photographic results that used the medium unadulterated and mimicked what the 
human eye saw. 
82  Cobden-Sanderson, The Arts and Crafts Movement, 14-15.
83  Halation occurs when the light entering a camera lens is too bright for the sensitivity of the negative material to properly record. 
Fogging occurs around the light source creating the halation effect.
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because its long tonal range, and, therefore, the paper allowed him to replicate the image seen 

through his viewfinder with apparent veracity. Truth to materials in relation to photography was a 

way to justify pure photography, and it was another way that Evans aligned himself with the Arts 

and Crafts movement. 

 Positioned within the aesthetic ideals of the Arts and Crafts movement, Evans’s pure 

photography was in opposition to contemporary trends in artistic photography that adopted 

painterly manipulations in order to align photography with art, by producing photographs that 

looked like painting or other established art processes. Evans read Pugin, Ruskin, and Morris and 

understood the political dimension to truth to materials and applied these tenets to his photographic 

practice. He was not alone in this approach, nor was he pioneering. In fact, the debates began 

earlier with others, most notably, British photographer Peter Henry Emerson. In 1889, Emerson 

published Naturalistic Photography, a treatise that defined pure photography and provided a 

thorough introduction to photography according to his principles. According to Emerson the tonal 

range in photographs was of vital importance, and he claimed: “This is such a subtle subject that no 

directions can be given for it, and the student can only master the subject by a long and ardent study 

of nature.”84 Reminiscent of the Pre-Raphaelite preoccupation with nature as a creative source, 

Emerson implored the photographer to study nature to render truthful tones in their photographs. 

Emerson’s influence on Evans is beyond the scope of this section and study, but when reading 

through Naturalistic Photography there are obvious links between Emerson and Evans that have yet 

to be considered.

CONCLUSION 

Evans never photographed Morris. Linked Ring member Frederick Hollyer, however, did 

photograph Morris, and Evans owned a copy of the portrait, which was framed and displayed in 

his home. In the image, Morris sits facing the camera, his head tilted to the viewer's left and is 

84  Peter Henry Emerson, Naturalistic Photography for Students of the Art (London: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & 
Rivington, 1889), 248.
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supported with his closed fist (fig. 4.17). Morris, with his signature unruly hair and beard, looks 

directly at the viewer. The portrait of Morris was a common household item and other left-leaning 

individuals, such as Shaw and Emery Walker, hung the image proudly in their domestic spaces. 

Connected through their respect for Morris, Evans belonged to a circle of people who valued art 

and craft, and who believed in the promise of socialism.

Evans’s Kelmscott Manor images can be understood as taking part in a dialogue about 

socialism. Just as Morris expressed his ideas about socialism in his utopian novel News from Nowhere, 

Evans’s photographs of Kelmscott are, in many ways, the visual form of Morris’s story. This reading 

of Evans’s work enriches our understanding of what these images meant at the time they were made. 

Through this interpretation, Evans is firmly situated as engaging with the aesthetics of the Aesthetic 

and Arts and Crafts movements, while also participating in the political ideas that were intrinsically 

tied to the latter movement. The assertion that Evans’s Kelmscott Manor photographs are political 

complicates previous readings of the work as aesthetically pleasing works of art. In doing so, this 

chapter demonstrates that photographs are also social and political expressions. Evans, through his 

photographs of Kelmscott Manor, combined his love of ‘the beautiful’ with the ideals and politics of 

socialism, as expressed through the Arts and Crafts movement.

 



Fig. 4.17 Frederick Hollyer, William Morris, 1884.
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Chapter 5

SOCIAL SPHERES:
EVANS’S PORTRAITS

I think portraiture by the camera can give a far greater, more intimate sense of 
identity than any save the work of the very greatest painters; and that, too, without 
the intrusion between it and us of the presence of the producer. What is wanted 
in portraiture is the portrait, and nothing more; no obvious intrusion, that is, of 
the personality of the producer; a true portrait, of course, an evocation, true to the 
spiritual and mental as well as the physical.1

Portraits exist at the interface between art and social life and the pressure to conform 
to social norms enters into their composition because both the artist and the subject 
are enmeshed in the value system of their society.2

Unlike Frederick Hollyer’s three-volume Portraits of Many Persons of Note and Alvin Langdon 

Coburn’s two books Men of Mark and More Men of Mark, Frederick H. Evans did not produce a set 

of portraits that he published or compiled into an album or book.3 Scattered in different collections 

in both North America and Europe, Evans’s portraits record people who were part of the networks 

in which he circulated. These social spheres included writers, artists, actors, social activists, and 

photographers. Many of the individuals were considered aesthetes or at least aligned themselves 

with an artistic lifestyle; many were famous – and infamous – in their time; and some of them are 

still familiar to us today. However, the majority of the individuals Evans photographed have been 

relegated to the sidelines of history, their social or cultural contributions now forgotten. Therefore, 

1  Frederick H. Evans, “Art in Monochrome,” Amateur Photographer 47, no. 1219 (February 11, 1908): 129-130.
2  Richard Brilliant, Portraiture (London: Reaktion Books, 1991), 11.
3  There is evidence that Evans may have produced at least one portfolio of portraits. The original group no longer exists; 
however, there is a list of portraits in the artist file on Evans at the National Portrait Gallery, London. That said, the portfolio may 
have been pulled together posthumously by a family member or by dealer Stefan Lennert. Interestingly enough, two portraits 
listed Holbrook Jackson and Mrs. Janet Aldis Hooton are now in the Wilson Centre for Photography collection. Both images are 
inscribed with the same numbers as found on the above mentioned list.
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an examination of some of the lesser-known personalities Evans photographed is important and 

reveals links to more significant figures, such as George Bernard Shaw and Aubrey Beardsley, 

demonstrating an intricate matrix of social connections. Evans’s portraits constitute the visual 

relationships between individuals who, through their common acquaintances or mutual interests, 

are critical to understanding his various social circles.

At the end of the nineteenth century, personal contacts were important in the process of 

social introductions. A holdover from earlier decorum, this convention required unknown persons 

to be introduced formally by a mutual acquaintance before any socially acceptable interaction could 

occur. By the late nineteenth century, this practice was no longer held to strict adherence; however, 

for an amateur photographer interested in portraiture, the permission to photograph people – 

especially strangers of equal social standing – was obtained primarily by way of a well-connected 

friend or acquaintance.4 This is demonstrated clearly through the example of the young and relatively 

unconnected American photographer Alvin Langdon Coburn and how he came to photograph 

some of the most important men in Britain at the dawn of the twentieth century. According to 

photo-historian Mike Weaver, Evans introduced Coburn to George Bernard Shaw in August of 

1904,5 and after this initial introduction, Coburn struck up a friendship with the well-connected 

Shaw and relied professionally on the writer’s social connections and generosity. Soliciting letters of 

introduction, Coburn met many of Shaw’s artistic, literary, and theatrical friends and acquaintances 

and went on to photograph them; these contacts included actor H. Granville Barker, writer H. G. 

Wells, and artist Auguste Rodin.6 Similarly, personal contacts were also an important element in 

Evans’s portraits. Through his bookshop, his affiliation with different groups, and his friendships 

with key figures, Evans came to photograph many interesting and talented men and women at the 

turn of the nineteenth century, for example, writer George Egerton, female impersonator and art 

4  Between different social classes this method of seeking permission to photograph individuals becomes a moot point, especially 
when someone from a higher socio-economic background photographed the poor or members of an ethnic minority, such as 
British photographer John Thomson in his series The Street Life of London or American photographer Jacob Riis in How the 
Other Half Lives. The discussion of Evans and his portrait work does not venture into this problematic issue because, for the most 
part, he photographed men and women from his own social class, and therefore of relatively equal social standing. 
5  Mike Weaver, Alvin Langdon Coburn: Symbolist Photographer 1882-1966 (New York: Aperture, 1986), 79.
6  Coburn recounts many of the connections made through Shaw in his publication, Men of Mark (London: Duckworth & Co., 
1913), 15-18. 
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collector H. C. Jerome Pollitt, and artist Robert Catterson Smith.

Evans’s portraits of friends and acquaintances offer a means to delve more deeply into 

the different intellectual and artistic networks in which Evans was involved. Evans was never a 

professional portrait photographer, nor did he focus solely on this genre; for these reasons his 

portraits offer a unique view into his social spheres because they are not directly tied to ulterior 

motives related to financial gain, although in some cases he was paid for his portraits. As we have 

seen in chapter 3, money was a guiding factor in Evans’s photographic practice, though not the 

only one. A convivial person, he would have been attracted to making portraits of the people who 

interested him as a sign of respect and means of showing his admiration. 

This chapter begins by exploring Evans’s working process and his writing on portraiture, 

creating a framework, based on his own methods and words, in which to situate this genre. It then 

focuses on the artistic, literary, and photographic circles that Evans photographed and the social 

links between these groups. In addition, the chapter considers Evans in front of the camera and 

examines some of the photographs that were made of him by his contemporaries. This later section 

reveals the camaraderie among many of the leading photographers of the day, and it also attests to 

the social aspect of photography, as Evans reciprocated and photographed many of the men who 

photographed him. The chapter concludes with a brief look at the portraits Evans took of his family 

and contrasts these with the more pubic portraits he made. By concentrating on Evans’s portraits, 

we gain key insights into the importance of personal connections to his work. More importantly, 

his portraits reveal his connections to the people whose ideas were circulating and influencing him 

in different ways.

F. H. EVANS: WORKING PROCESS IN PORTRAITURE

 Regardless of the sitter, Evans employed the same direct approach to capturing the men and 

women he photographed. Focusing on revealing the character of these individuals, he attempted 

to remove any intrusion of himself or evidence of a specific setting in the final portrait. Unlike 

painting, which Evans claimed emphasized painter and medium over sitter, he argued that 
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photography allowed the viewer’s attention to be entirely on the essence of the person and his or her 

physical attributes.7 Yet, Evans valued painted portraits and looked to the medium, as well as black 

and white illustration, for inspiration and guidance when working on his own portraits. Evans 

referred frequently to the work of George Frederic Watts, a painter whom he admired; in many of 

his paintings, Watts depicts the sitter before a plain dark background, emphasizing the individual’s 

physical characteristics above setting (fig. 5.1). This approach is similar to Evans’s own method, and 

one can assume Evans’s technique was influenced by the work of artists he studied and appreciated, 

such as Watts.

For Evans, the sitter was of utmost importance. The majority of his portraits are headshots 

taken from the chest up. The sitter is positioned either in profile or as a full-face view, although 

Evans occasionally employed a three-quarter view. When arranged to face the camera straight 

on, his sitters often look directly at the lens with a confident gaze that indicates, on one level, 

7  Frederick H. Evans, “‘Shop’ and Other Portraiture,” Amateur Photographer 36, no. 944 (November 6, 1902): 370. Also see: 
Frederick H. Evans, “Art in Monochrome – Part Two,” Amateur Photographer 47, no. 1219 (February 11, 1908): 129.

Fig. 5.1: George Frederic Watts, Walter Crane, 1891.
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an engagement with the photographer. With his profile and three-quarter views, Evans would 

oftentimes have the sitters look off camera, and he occasionally had them hold a book or drawing 

to focus their attention. This device was employed when Evans struggled to get a natural pose or 

likeness from the sitter, as he describes in a 1902 article: “To most people the mere handling of a 

book will help to [create] a natural pose of the hands and an un-self-conscious expression to the 

face that is very valuable.”8 Evans’s aim was to create a natural portrait devoid of the gimmickry and 

artificiality often found in contemporaneous studio portraits.  

Typical commercial studios of the nineteenth century used various painted backdrops and 

props, including furniture, carpets, potted plants, and architectural details such as plinths and 

banisters in their photographs.9 The studio set-ups, for the most part, looked like a stage set with a 

decidedly false quality to the space where the image was taken. Customers came to the studio either 

as walk-in customers or by appointment. In London, portrait studios were numerous and offered 

a range of photographers from which to choose; because competition was steep, many studios 

relied on novelty, such as a variety of backdrops or props, to draw in new customers. In response 

to these commercial portraitists, with their sham settings and mass appeal, artistic photographers 

deliberately set themselves apart by avoiding the typical studio fixtures. Instead they relied on 

simple settings, focusing on the sitter above all other details. 

In his portrait work, Evans favoured a simple studio set-up using direct natural light from a 

window and a plain dark background. These elements tended to differ only slightly depending on 

the studio he was using. The direction of light, variation in background, and carpet details, when 

visible, provide clues to where and, therefore, when the portraits were made. Using this evidence, 

in addition to publication and exhibition dates, as well as written confirmation, one can begin 

assigning dates to Evans’s portraits. This is important because dating Evans’s work, including his 

8  Evans, “‘Shop’ and Other Portraiture,” Amateur Photographer, 370.
9  The majority of Evans’s portraits were made between 1889 and 1910. Such studio props, as mentioned above, were popular 
throughout the nineteenth century in commercial studios around the world. For a thorough discussion of commercial studio 
practices see Audrey Linkman, The Victorians: Photographic Portraits (London: Tauris Parke, 1993); Elizabeth Anne McCauley, 
Industrial Madness: Commercial Photography in Paris, 1847-1871 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1994); John 
Hannavy, Victorian Photographers at Work (Princes Risborough, UK: Shire Publications, 1997); and Steve Edwards, The Making 
of English Photography: Allegories (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania University Press, 2006). 
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portraiture, has been difficult, given that he rarely noted the date on his photographs.10 In addition, 

no known negatives of this work have survived, and only one of Evans’s technical notebooks is 

known to exist.11 

In his early work, Evans made “at home” portraits, taken within the homes of his sitters. 

The moniker “at home” refers both to 

the location and also to the established 

practice of calling on people at their home; 

hosts would have certain days on which 

they would be at home to receive guests. 

Of the “at home” portraits Evans is known 

to have taken, my research uncovered 

two.12 The first of these is a portrait of 

Ethel Wheeler which was exhibited and 

published in 1897  (there are three variant 

exposures with different poses are known 

to exist).13 A seemingly domestic space 

is visible in two, showing a Persian rug 

and two windows in the corner of a room 

(fig. 5.2). These photographs are unusual 

within Evans’s known portraits because of 

10 Schaaf, “Introduction,” 8.
11  The only known technical notebook is in the Archive of Modern Conflict in London [accession number 6994]. The notebook 
spans 1908 to 1912 and does not include any record of portraits taken during this time. The notations focus on architectural sites 
Evans photographed during this period and include details such as the date, location, lens, f-stop, exposure time, and weather. 
There are significant jumps in dates, perhaps suggesting Evans kept multiple notebooks which may have overlapped. Evans 
wrote several articles that reference his use of notebooks. See: “Photo-Micrography,” Photographic Journal 6, no. 3 (December 
31, 1886): 27; “Odds and Ends,” Camera Work no. 5 (January 1904: 26; and especially “Part IV – Plates or Films,” Amateur 
Photographer 39, no. 1021 (April 28, 1904): 352; and “Part VI – Choice of Subject.” Amateur Photographer 39, no. 1023 (May 
12, 1904): 374.
12  From exhibition titles, we know that in 1889 Evans showed two “at home” portraits with unknown sitters; in 1891 an “at 
home” portrait of Henry Perigal was shown; in 1897 two “at home” portraits were exhibited, one with an unknown sitter and 
the other of Wheeler; and in 1898 one “at home” portrait of Thomas Curtis was exhibited. The “at home” portrait of Curtis was 
reproduced as the frontispiece for Photograms of the Year 1898 and does not show a domestic interior.
13  Walter L. Colls, Pictorial Photographs. A Record of the Photographic Salon of 1897. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Tr übner 
& Co., 1897. 

Fig. 5.2: Frederick H. Evans, A Portrait Study at Home, 1897. 
This image is also known as Salammbô and A Study in Lines.
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their inclusion of architectural and decorative details, and because of the way the sitter, dressed in 

an elaborate costume, poses within the frame. In the other two images of Wheeler from this sitting, 

the focus is on the sitter’s visage; these images are closer to what became Evans’s established mode 

of photographing people, with tighter framing and a neutral background. In these two exposures, 

the background is light, whereas Evans’s later established mode uses a dark background. The only 

other “at home” portrait that came to light during my research was exhibited a year later and is of 

stained glass artist Thomas Curtis. In this portrait, Evans minimizes all domestic elements and 

captures Curtis free from any distraction, allowing the focus to be on the craftsman’s face and 

personality. The visual differences between these two sittings may have had to do with the different 

locations, or Evans may have become better accustomed to working in unknown spaces and better 

equipped, perhaps supplying his own dark backdrop, thereby overcoming the limitations of the 

different locations. 

For the most part, though, Evans tended to photograph his sitters at his own studio where 

he could better control the various aspects of the portrait’s making. Lighting was the single most 

important technical feature in Evans’s portraits. Using natural light, Evans did not try for special 

effects but instead sought interesting lighting that created subtle contrasts between line and shadow. 

Recalling the making of his portrait of Aubrey Beardsley (see fig. 3.2), Evans explained what he 

needed to do to make the image: 

[I] drew the face forward to get the line and shadow of the chin prominent enough; 
to push the cuffs back so as to minimize their too obvious mass and whiteness, and 
reveal the sinewy, lank wrist and forearm; to see that the camera was low enough to 
get the pupil of the eye well shown; to make sure that the nose and the long eyelid 
were well modeled by the lighting; and there was my picture ready for that fateful 
exposure.14 

In this passage “lighting” is mentioned or alluded to four times, and the image comes alive 

because of Evans’s conscious control over the effects of lighting: from the glare of a stark white cuff 

to the reflection of light off a pupil. As Evans became more proficient at his particular portraiture 

14  Frederick H. Evans, “Characteristic Use of Hands in Portraiture,” Photography (Christmas Number 1903): 6. 
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style, the lighting became a seamless 

part of the whole. In the same article, 

Evans terms studio lighting “flat,” “tame,” 

“unlifelike,” and “vapid.”15 In relation 

to studio lighting, his choice of words 

is damning, and yet Evans aimed for 

lighting effects that sat between studio 

lighting and the dramatic chiaroscuro 

favoured by some Pictorialists. Evans’s 

portraits relied on lighting to enhance 

the pose and expression of his sitters, 

not to overwhelm or dramatize, as some 

other Pictorialists did with their choice 

of lighting (fig. 5.3). In an 1896 letter 

to actress Ellen Terry, George Bernard 

Shaw commented: “What I want you to 

admire is the skill with which [Evans] has lighted the head so as to get rid of the usual photography 

look about the background.”16 As well as using natural lighting, Evans attempted to capture the 

sitter in a realistic and characteristic pose. As Shaw’s letter indicates, there was a conscious effort on 

Evans’s part to avoid the “usual photography look” found in commercial studio portraiture.

Evans primarily used a studio within his home to make his portraits of people.17 In 1901, 

a year after his marriage to Ada Emily Longhurst, Evans and his bride took up residence at 25 

Mortimer Street in London, which had previously been the studio of American photographer Fred 

Holland Day. Day noted in a letter to his mother that Evans “has fixed it up in a most attractive 

15  Ibid., 6.
16  Laurence, ed. Bernard Shaw: Collected Letters, 680.
17  In the 1901 census, Evans lists his occupation as a photographer. This is the only time that Evans did so in census records; 
previously in 1891 he is recorded as a bookseller, and later in 1911 he is listed as independent. It could be argued that by listing 
himself as a photographer he considered it his profession, but that does not therefore mean that he was a commercial studio 
photographer. 

Fig. 5.3: Clarenc White, 
[Portrait of F. Holland Day with Male Nude], 1902.
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way with all his old oak and Japanese 

things, but it’s a bit thick [for] living 

and photographing.”18 With only two 

rooms and a kitchen, the apartment 

was quite small and the couple only 

stayed in these tight quarters for a year, 

before moving out of the city in 1902 

when they were expecting their first 

child. For the next six years, they lived 

outside London, first in Epping and 

then in Upper Norwood, with Evans 

travelling into the city to attend to his Linked Ring duties and to make portraits. In 1902, when 

Shaw commissioned Evans to photograph the cast of Mrs. Warren’s Profession, he also arranged 

for Evans to have a membership in the Camera Club so that he could use their studio to take the 

theatrical images. Evans continued to use the Camera Club studio to make portraits of other sitters 

during the period he lived outside London. 

Frederick Hollyer, a founding member of the Linked Ring, was a fundamental influence on 

Evans’s artistic approach to portraiture. Hollyer was part of the Holland Park circle that included 

Aesthetic painters Frederick Leighton and George Frederic Watts, whom Hollyer photographed and 

also made photographic facsimiles of their paintings. Hollyer devoted one day a week to making 

portraits, and many important people came to his studio to have their likenesses made. Evans 

owned a few key portraits by Hollyer, including images of William Morris and George Meredith. 

Hollyer worked with natural light and simple surroundings, such as a distinctive wood-paneled 

wall and writing table (fig. 5.4), and a lead-paned window with a window seat (fig. 5.5) that 

consistently appear in his portraits. In addition, Hollyer adhered many of his portraits to mounts 

that were decorated with ruled lines. His attention to mounting and its style was an element Evans 

18  Patricia J. Fanning, Through an Uncommon Lens (Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts Press, 2008), 124.

Fig. 5.4: Frederick Hollyer, 
H. G. Wells, 1903.
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would adopt in the presentation of his photographs.

 Evans was aware of the nascent history of the 

photographic portrait. He studied the work of the Scottish 

calotype duo David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson, 

and British photographer Julia Margaret Cameron; he 

also appreciated the work of his contemporaries, such 

as American Linked Ring members Gertrude Käsebier, 

Fred Holland Day, and Edward Steichen. Although 

influenced by these photographers, Evans’s portraits 

never venture into allegory or symbolism. Instead, his 

portraits are closer to a document of the sitter rather than 

an artistic interpretation. However, Evans’s portraits 

fall between the work of Hollyer and the younger Alvin 

Langdon Coburn, both of whom were Linked Ring members and worked within the framework of 

photography as art. All three men photographed cultural producers of their time, and while Hollyer 

and Coburn have become known for their portraits, the majority of Evans’s portraits have remained 

eclipsed by his architectural work. 

A contemporaneous bias towards Evans’s architectural work was apparent, with reviewers 

lamenting the lack of his cathedral work when he chose to exhibit portraits. A 1897 review suggested 

that Evans had “broken new ground” in portraiture, but somewhat disapprovingly added: “But, 

remembering Mr. Evans’s notable work in architectural subjects and landscapes, we can but hope this 

is merely a “sport,” and not the symptom of a coming change of theme.”19 In 1905, the Photographic 

News, in a review of that year’s Photographic Salon, noted: “Frederick H. Evans gives us a couple of 

his excellent architectural studies,” but complained about the inclusion of his portraits, stating: “We 

do not care for these at all.”20 After 1905, Evans exhibited only a handful of portraits, focusing his 

attention on architectural work for his roving commission for Country Life. 

19  Anonymous, “Two Great Exhibitions: Pall Mall,” Photograms of the Year 1897 (London: Dawbarn & Ward, Ltd., 1897): 70.
20  [P. R. Salmon], “The Photographic Salon – Second Notice,” Photographic News 49, no. 509 (September 29, 1905): 611.

Fig. 5.5: Frederick Hollyer, 
George Bernard Shaw, circa 1895.
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F. H. EVANS: WRITING ON PORTRAITURE

In 1902, Evans declared: “I hold that portraiture is photography’s most promising field,” 

and believed this strength was due to the photographer’s ability to “obtain portraits which – as 

likenesses – no painter can dream of rivalling.”21 Evans argued that because the painter depended 

on countless sittings, he needed to interpret the various expressions and moods of the sitter over the 

duration of the time it took to paint the portrait, distilling these impressions into the final image. 

He suggested instead that the photographer could have a variety of portraits, in less time,  adding: 

“It is a queer thing if out of these there is not one which is true to life.”22 To Evans, the portrait made 

by photography was truer to the sitter because it did not require the interpretation of all of these 

impressions through the hand of an artist. At a time when the painted portrait ruled supreme as a 

means to record great men and women, Evans questioned the veracity of the painted portrait and 

he did so repeatedly in his writing.23 By challenging the primacy of the painted portrait in relation 

to a photographic one, Evans promoted the newer medium, not only as a more reliable means of 

capturing a likeness, but also as a valid form of portraiture, with the subtext of its artistic capacity. 

While portraiture was an important element of Evans’s photographic practice, he did not 

write extensively on the subject. What he did write tended to focus on  the virtues of the photographic 

portrait, on technical issues related to camera work, or on the pros and cons of different photographic 

equipment. Evans’s articles advocated that amateur photographers study the work of other artists, 

including illustrators and caricaturists, as a “useful practice . . . to enquire sedulously in each case 

how far the camera could rival or surpass it.” He added that, to do so, photographers would learn 

“more fully our real limitations, and perhaps see on what true roads our best successes should lie.”24 

Throughout his writing, Evans promoted the use of the Dallmeyer-Bergheim lens for the quality 

of image it gave, especially in portraiture: “When at its best focus, [the lens’s image] pleases my 

21  Ward Muir, “A Chat with the Designer of the Salon,” Amateur Photographer 36, no. 939 (October 2, 1902): 274.
22  Ibid., 274.
23  For discussion by Evans on the painted portrait in relation the photographic portrait, see: Ward Muir, “A Chat with the 
Designer of the Salon,” Amateur Photographer 36, no. 939 (October 2, 1902): 274; Frederick H. Evans, “‘Shop’ and Other 
Portraiture,” Amateur Photographer 36, no. 944 (November 6, 1902): 370-371; Frederick H. Evans, “Odds and Ends,” Camera 
Work no. 5 (January 1904): 27; and Frederick H. Evans, “Art in Monochrome – Part Two,” Amateur Photographer 47, no. 1219 
(February 11, 1908): 129-130.
24  Evans, “Art in Monochrome – Part Two,” 129.
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eye extremely, for its beautiful sense of modelling,” adding that “there are no sharp lines anywhere 

and yet no sense of fuzziness.”25 After seeing Evans in London and on his suggestion, American 

photographers Fred Holland Day and Alvin Langdon Coburn each returned to the United States 

with a Dallmeyer-Bergheim lens of the same make, demonstrating Evans’s influence upon other 

amateur photographers in such matters.26 In his writing on portraiture, Evans passed along his own 

philosophy, as well as his technical knowledge, influencing a generation of amateur photographers 

in the process. 

Fundamental to Evans’s photographic philosophy was the notion of drawing forth an image 

that recalled the real object (be it inanimate or animate) through an emotional response: “Wait 

until the building makes you feel intensely,”27 Evans famously stated. In terms of his architectural 

work, this meant waiting to take an image until the view made Evans feel something deeply; this 

something was not clearly defined, although it was clearly tied to an emotional response. Rephrased 

and applied to his portrait work, Evans explained: “The photograph can’t but be a likeness of a 

sort; but we want a likeness that is also a portrait, a mere likeness may be taken as the ‘statement,’ 

but the true portrait as the ‘evocation.’”28 The terms ‘statement’ and ‘evocation’ may seem familiar 

because Evans used them periodically throughout his writing on photography, and as discussed in 

chapter 3, this notion was clearly absorbed through the influence of writer Arthur Symons and the 

Aesthetic Movement. For Evans, the true portrait elicited more than a mere likeness of a person; 

it attempted to summon something deeper. One could try to explain it as the spirit of the sitter or, 

as Evans stated elsewhere, the ‘essence’ of the person. Throughout this chapter, ‘essence’ is used in 

relation to this idea. During this period of photography, a likeness was to be had at a commercial 

portrait studio, but in distinguishing himself, Evans aimed for something more ethereal, and in so 

doing, his portraits fit within his philosophy of making photographs worthy of being considered 

art.

25  Evans, “Opening Address,” 241.
26  William Russell Young, “The Soft-Focus Lens and Anglo-American Pictorialism,” (PhD diss., University of St. Andrews, 
2008), 107.
27  Evans, “Some Notes on Interior Work: Part VI – Choice of Subject.” 372.
28  Evans, “Art in Monochrome – Part Two,” 129.
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F. H. EVANS: SOCIAL SPHERES

Evans made portraits of actors, artists, photographers, social activists, and writers whom 

he came to know through different social circles; these were people he knew either intimately or 

socially, and their occupations typically corresponded to many of his wider interests. By looking at 

the individiuals Evans photographed, we can gain a clearer idea about the various social spheres in 

which he circulated. For clarity, I created a diagram that illustrates all of the known portraits made by 

Evans (fig. 5.6). Each person is represented by an oval shape that provides life dates and occupation 

(see “Colour Index and Additional Information”). The two square shapes, indicate William and 

May Morris, and are included to illustrate the social connections that link Evans, and the people he 

photographed, to these two important figures. Every effort was made to provide life dates, although 

more research needs to be conducted for many of the lesser known figures. The diagram does 

not include Evans’s family members or unidentified portraits. With Evans located at the centre, a 

constellation of connections is made visible. The diagram includes known links between the people 

Evans photographed and is colour coded to indicate the profession of the individual and if he or 

she was connected to socialism.  

 This diagram demonstrates Evans’s social connections, which were wide and diverse. 

The thick black lines connect Evans to publisher J. M. Dent, illustrator Aubrey Beardsley, and 

playwright George Bernard Shaw, and correspond to an extended analysis of the relationship 

between these men as discussed in chapter 3. The thin black lines connect Evans to those that he 

knew and photographed, while the thin grey lines indicate social connections among the sitters. 

This is a working diagram, and as more information is found, it will grow in complexity. While 

more research needs to be done, this diagram provides a map of Evans’s place within these various 

social circles.

Artistic and Literary Circles

It becomes apparent, as illustrated by figure 5.6, that many of the people Evans photographed 

were clustered around other important figures, such as illustrator Aubrey Beardsley and writer 
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Fig. 5.6 Evans’s Social Connections
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George Bernard Shaw. As discussed in chapter 3, the relationships Evans had with these two men 

were significant to his social growth and demonstrates that, as revealed in figure 5.6, they were well 

connected. While the portraits Evans made of literary people, such as poets, writers, and publishers, 

do not necessarily fit easily into the designation of a specific literary circle, there are strong links to 

Aesthetic publications and clubs, and instead, the question becomes what were the major elements 

that united the various individuals Evans photographed. Some unifying components can be 

listed: individuals, such as Beardsley and Shaw; the fin-de-siècle publication The Yellow Book; the 

New English Art Club; and The Rhymers’ Club. While it would be easier to work within a clearly 

demarcated designation of an artistic or literary circle, the truth is that these classifications simplify 

the situation and do not take into account the complicated state of social connections. Therefore, 

this section takes a closer look at the various uniting factors, such as The Yellow Book and specific 

people, as another way to examine Evans’s portraits.

Beardsley introduced Evans to a wider social circle, one that was connected to The Yellow 

Book and The Savoy, two publications with which Beardsley was intimately involved through his art 

and his writing.29 The young artist epitomized the ideas of the fin de siècle and the influence of French 

Symbolism, and many of the people within this coterie shared these interests and ideas. Within 

Beardsley’s circle, Evans came to know and photograph such individuals as writers Arthur Symons, 

Charles William Dalmon, and Holbrook Jackson; writer Margaret Armour and her husband artist 

William Brown Macdougall; artist Charles Condor; and art collector Herbert Charles Jerome Pollitt 

(fig. 5.7). Evans’s friendship with Beardsley also connected him to people he did not photograph, 

such as art critic Robert Ross, publisher Leonard Smithers, artist and author Joseph Pennell, and 

art critic and historian Haldane MacFall. It is quite possible that Evans may have first known these 

individuals through his role as a bookseller, but his friendship with Beardsley and his recognition 

of the young artist’s talent would have cemented these broader connections by validating Evans’s 

link, not only to literature but also to avant-garde art.

The Yellow Book was a quarterly periodical that captured the zeitgeist of the end of the 

29  This discussion focuses on The Yellow Book, although many of the individuals discussed were involved with both 
publications.
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Fig. 5.7 all images Frederick H. Evans: (top left) H. Jerome Pollitt, about 1894; (top right) W. B. MacDougall, circa 
1902; (bottom left) Charles Edward Condor, 1902-1904; (bottom right) Portrait of Holbrook Jackson, circa 1910. 
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Victorian era and was infused with the decadent spirit that was the result of the Aesthetic movement’s 

clarion call for “Art for art’s sake.” First published in the spring of 1894, The Yellow Book was the 

creation of Henry Harland and Aubrey Beardsley, who acted respectively as literary and art editor 

for the controversial publication.30 Although the bright yellow book was notorious for its links 

to the Decadent movement and its salacious stories, the quarterly’s reputed infamy arose from 

Beardsley’s illustrations, which the general public found disturbing. Despite Beardsley’s drawings, 

The Yellow Book was not as radical as the critics and the general public deemed it to be. Although 

it aimed to be new and to challenge the established mode of “old-fashioned periodicals” (as the 

prospectus to volume one explained), it did so within the confines of late-Victorian social mores, 

seemingly pushing boundaries that, to our sensibilities today, are quite tame. 

The periodical attempted to combine elements of the Aesthetic and Arts and Crafts 

movements by providing “an illustrated magazine which shall be beautiful as a piece of bookmaking, 

modern and distinguished in its letterpress and its pictures.”31 Uniting the Aesthetic interest in ‘the 

beautiful’ with the Arts and Crafts interest in bookmaking and letterpressing, The Yellow Book 

was seen as controversial even before the first issue was released. The prospectus used potentially 

agitating terms, such as ‘new’, ‘unusual’, and ‘daring’, although the text also tried to minimize 

the already rampant rumours of its suggestive and tendentious contents, claiming:  “While The 

Yellow Book will seek always to preserve a delicate, decorous, and reticent mien and conduct, it 

will at the same time have the courage of its modernness, and not tremble at the frown of Mrs. 

Grundy.”32 While there were contributions that were decidedly yellow, both morally and artistically, 

the publishers tried to counterbalance these elements by including more established and socially 

accepted offerings by such writers as Walter Pater and Henry James, and artists Walter Crane and 

Frederic Leighton. In short, The Yellow Book pushed against the accepted social restraints of the 

30  Beardsley was ejected from his role as art editor and main artistic contributor after the arrest of writer Oscar Wilde in 1895 
on charges of “gross indecency against men.” Beardsley became a scapegoat for the publication during this period, erroneously 
linked to the infamous writer, although Wilde never contributed to the periodical. Homosexuality was illegal in England between 
1885 and 1967, and The Yellow Book became inextricably linked to the perceived immorality of the Decadent movement and by 
extension to homosexuality.
31  [Henry Harland and Aubrey Beardsley], The Yellow Book Prospectus to Volume One (London: Elkin Mathews & John Lane, 
1894): 1.
32  Ibid., 2.
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dying Victorian era, welcoming in a newer, freer 

decade – although much of the controversy was due 

to fear of the new, rather than the actual content of 

the writing, which, for the most part, was old ideas 

newly dressed (fig. 5.8).

Evans promoted and sold The Yellow Book 

at Jones & Evans, and in his personal library 

he retained a complete set of the periodical. As 

a consequence of his interest in contemporary 

literature and art, and his friendship with Beardsley, 

it is not surprising that Evans photographed 

individuals connected to this avant-garde 

publication. However, Evans’s portraits of the men 

and women associated with The Yellow Book lack 

any of the controversy or visual novelty associated with the publication. In most cases, the men and 

women who contributed to The Yellow Book were respectable members of society and, even if their 

writing or artwork was controversial, they maintained a level of outward propriety. 

During this period photography, for all its creative possibilities, was limited not only by 

the social expectations of the photographer and sitter, but also by the expectations and degree of 

acceptance of the varied audiences. With all of his portraits, Evans wanted to capture the sitter’s 

character, so that when looking at the image you could see the individual clearly and yet get a sense 

of the person portrayed. Evans’s portraits document the complex binary of outward appearances 

and inward artistic insight of the individuals he photographed. This duality is best exemplified in 

Evans’s portrait of writer Arthur Symons. According to Holbrook Jackson, Symons was the “poet 

of the music hall, and café and the demi-monde, literary impressionist of towns, and penetrating 

critic of the writers and ideas of the decadence in France and England.”33 Symons’s poignant poem 

33  Holbrook Jackson, The Eighteen Nineties (London: Grant Richards, 1913), 48.

Fig. 5.8: Aubrey Beardsley, 
The Yellow Book, vol.1, title page, 1894.
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“Stella Maris,” appeared in the first volume of The Yellow Book. The poem recalls a brief encounter 

with a prostitute to whom Symons refers as “the Juliet of the night,” using Shakespeare’s star-crossed 

lovers as a metaphor for both the prostitute and her clients. Symons does not cast the woman in 

the accepted role as the embodiment of moral downfall or evil temptress; instead, he speaks of her 

innocence and equates her to a mythological Nereid (sea nymph), who helps the lost poet find 

temporary joy without disgrace or shame: 

And I, remembering, would declare
That joy, not shame, was ours to share,
Joy that we had the will and power,
In spite of fate, to snatch one hour,
Out of vague nights, and days of strife,
So infinitely full of life.34

The subject matter and sexual content of the poem is enough to have shocked a respectable 

Victorian, but it is Symons’s unabashedly candid depiction of the prostitute as saviour that caused 

a public outcry against his contribution to the quarterly. Evans’s photographs of Symons, taken 

after the publication of this poem, picture a respectable looking man, dressed in a suit and tie, 

his short hair parted slightly off centre (fig. 5.9). Nothing in the various poses Evans took of the 

writer suggests Symons’s profession or his notoriety. Decorum required Symons to be presented 

within an established tradition, and Evans captured a pensive looking Symons within this accepted 

framework. 

 Similarly, the other portraits Evans took of individuals linked to The Yellow Book are equally 

as conservative in outward appearance, but the seeming conservativeness is relative. Surrounding 

the photographer was a philosophy and a specific approach to image-making that, along with his 

personality, added an element of cultural significance to the portraits’ production. Known for his 

knowledge of literature and art, as well as his outspoken views about photography as art, Evans 

was not a complete outsider to the avant-garde ideas he shared with these men and women. While 

not as seemingly controversial as contributors to The Yellow Book, Evans promoted change in 

34  Arthur Symons, “Stella Maris,” The Yellow Book 1 (April 1894): 131.
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photography, advocating pure photography as a valid form of art.35 Much like the Realist writers he 

favoured, who aimed for honesty over idealism, Evans pushed his ideas of photography as art using 

unmanipulated means. While these ideas are now completely accepted and infused into our thinking 

about photography, during Evans’s time they challenged the conventional thinking regarding the 

medium and countered the Pictorialist approach to highly manipulated photographs as a means 

to create art. Even if only on a symbolic level, Evans’s portraits of those associated with The Yellow 

Book, are in their own way, forward-thinking as a result of his photographic philosophy. 

 Another important nexus of individuals Evans photographed centred upon George Bernard 

Shaw. As discussed in chapter 3, Shaw had a wide web of social contacts, and he connected Evans to 

a number of people interested in art, literature, and politics. These included such individuals as poet 

35  Evans claimed: “Photography is a translation into black and white, characterised by the fullest possible rendering of infinite 
varieties of tones and tone values; no other exercise of art work can equal photography in this.” Frederick H. Evans, “Artistic 
Photography in Lantern slides,” Amateur Photographer 37, no. 959 (February 19, 1903): 149. There is a correlation between 
Evans’s statement and the aims of the Realist writers. Where the Realists searched for honesty through their writing Evans strove 
for the same through his attempt to render the “infinite varieties of tones” in his medium of choice.

Fig. 5.9: Frederick H. Evans, Arthur William Symons, circa 1895-1900.
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and playwright Dr. John Todhunter, writer ‘George Edgerton’ (Mary Chavelita Dunne), medieval 

historian Robert Steele, architect George Barton, actor Harley Granville Barker, and artist Robert 

Catterson Smith (fig. 5.10). Many of these figures were connected to socialism, either through the 

Socialist League or the Fabian Society, and to William Morris, either through politics or art. While 

previous scholarship has alluded to Evans’s sympathies towards the socialist cause, none has linked 

him directly to the movement. In chapter 4, this political connection is established through an 

examination of Evans’s interest in William Morris, the Arts and Crafts movement, and socialism. 

Evans’s portraits of known socialists provide visual evidence of an artistic engagement with people 

who shared in these political beliefs. 

William Morris, whom Shaw knew through his political activities and friendship with 

Morris’s younger daughter May Morris, was another focal point between Evans and some of the 

men and women he photographed. Evans was acquainted with Morris, selling him books from 

Jones & Evans, through the assistance of Morris’s private secretary Sidney C. Cockerell. While Evans 

projected his slides for a lecture given by Morris at Kelmscott House for the Socialist League, there 

is no indication that Morris and Evans were ever more than acquaintances. This is an important 

distinction to make since Evans was an avid collector of Morris’s Kelmscott Press publications and 

writings, and he travelled twice to Morris’s country residence of Kelmscott Manor to create a series 

of photographs of this significant site. 

It would also appear that Evans’s interest in Morris, perhaps through his friendship with 

Shaw, enabled him to photograph people also linked to Morris, although it may only indicate the 

influence of the great man on Evans’s circle of friends. For example, Robert Steele, whom Evans 

photographed, was a student of Morris and came to study medieval history through his influence. 

A member of the Hammersmith Branch of the Socialist League, he was also a Fabian. Intimately 

connected to the Morris family, Steele was the executor of May Morris’s will, and many of the Evans 

portraits at the National Portrait Gallery in London were donated by Steele in 1939, a year after 

May died.36 

36  These include portraits of Steele (NPG x8008 and NPG x8009), Charles Edward Condor (NPG x1146; NPG x1147), Aubrey 
Beardsley (NPG P114 and NPG P115), and George Bernard Shaw (NPG P113). 
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Fig. 5.10: All images Frederick H. Evans (top left) Dr. John Todhunter, 1890; (top centre) H. Granville Barker, 
circa 1900; (top right) Hubert Bland (Fabian S[oc]), about 1895-1900; (bottom left) George Barton, February 1899; 

(bottom right) Robert Catterson Smith, circa 1900.
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Other links between Morris and Evans’s portraits are more tenuous: Robert Catterson Smith 

worked on the 1893 Kelmscott Press publication of Chaucer, revising the drawings by Edward 

Burne-Jones; Dr. Charles Wheeler was at Kelmscott Manor during Evans’s second trip in 1897; 

and George Barton’s portrait was inscribed to Cockerell, Morris’s secretary. All of these individuals 

were photographed by Evans and provide clues that create a fine web of threads illustrating Morris’s 

influence. This common interest in Morris illustrates the deep influence this key Victorian had not 

only on his contemporaries but also on the subsequent generation. 

While Evans photographed people connected to Shaw, the portraits Evans made of the writer 

himself warrant particular comment. With the exception of his own family members, Shaw was the 

person Evans photographed most often.37 He began photographing Shaw around 1895; the first 

written reference to these photographic sessions, from a year later, is in a letter from Shaw’s mother 

37  In the artist file for Evans at the National Portrait Gallery in London, there is a listing of twenty-one portraits made of Shaw. 
The portfolio is noted as “photographs from the Ivo Currall collection at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts (RADA)” and the 
list includes both the images taken by Evans and the self-portraits that Evans printed for Shaw. 

Fig. 5.11 (left): Frederick H. Evans, [Portrait of George Bernard Shaw], 1896.
Fig. 5.12 (right): Frederick H. Evans, George Bernard Shaw, 1901.
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to Evans, in which she apologizes for keeping the portraits for so long and asks: “Why do you allow 

him to make such a scowly ruffian of himself [?]”38 This question is answered in a roundabout way 

in a letter from Shaw to Evans: “By the way that grave photograph in which I am leaning my head 

on my hand has been a great success (fig. 5.11). The women, in particular, recognize there the real 

Shaw with his frivolous mask off.”39 In this image, Evans seems to have captured an introspective 

and less guarded version of Shaw, when compared to the more assertive and “scowly ruffian”  

as was shown in his later, 1901 portrait (fig. 5.12). 

The portraits Evans made of Shaw were used as cultural capital, and many of them were 

published in books and periodicals, but it is Evans’s personal use of these portraits that provides 

an interesting insight into their alternative use value. In 1903, after sending Alfred Stieglitz 

disappointing photogravures of his cathedral work for use in Camera Work, Evans wrote: “I am 

going to print and send you my two best portraits of [Shaw], as a sort of solatium over this bother, 

as you – like me – admire him so keenly.”40 In a letter sent to Stieglitz a month later, Evans inquired: 

“I hope my G.B.S. [George Bernard Shaw] portraits have safely reached you and are welcome, they 

are really him at his best and truest and I’m rather proud of having elicited them.”41 Stieglitz must 

have liked the conciliatory gift because Evans responded in a subsequent letter: “Glad you liked 

the Shaw portraits, they are good, I know.”42 In this instance, the photographic portrait was a peace 

offering, a way to compensate for a mistake Evans made.

 Overall, the artistic and literary circles in which Evans moved and photographed were 

connected by ideas of  change – be it artistic, literary, or political. From the progressive ideas 

38  Lucinda Carr Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, April 13, 1896. George Bernard Shaw Collection, Harry Ransom Humanities 
Research Center, University of Texas.
39  George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, November 9, 1896. Ivo Currall Collection, Royal Academy of Dramatic Art 
Archives, London.
40  Uneasy about sending original negatives through the mail, Evans insisted on overseeing the production of the photogravures. 
Stieglitz reluctantly agreed, and the photogravures Evans submitted for the 1904 issue of Camera Work were printed in London 
by the commercial firm J. J. Waddington Ltd. The photogravures Evans sent were poorly printed and well below the high stan-
dard Stieglitz expected. Due to time constraints, Stieglitz was forced to use the substandard photogravures, much to his conster-
nation and disapproval. Frederick H. Evans to Alfred Stieglitz, July 23, 1903. Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O’Keeffe Archive, 
Beinecke Library, Yale University.
41  Frederick H. Evans to Alfred Stieglitz, August 21, 1903. Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O’Keeffe Archive, Beinecke Library, 
Yale University.
42  Frederick H. Evans to Alfred Stieglitz, September 21, 1903. Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O’Keeffe Archive, Beinecke 
Library, Yale University.
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circulating around The Yellow Book to the revolutionary ideas connected to the Arts and Crafts 

movement and socialism, Evans was inspired by the men and women who were actively trying to 

build upon the foundation laid by the Aesthetic movement. These ideas consisted of the combination 

of a response to the hedonistic “art for Art’s sake,” the importance of art within society, and a 

reaction to the selfish impulse of decadence in the form of socially concerned politics. Defined, 

for the most part, as aesthetes, the men and women Evans photographed within these groups did 

not necessarily live mundane and normal lives; rather they were part of subcultures involved in 

making art, writing, and advocating for social change. While the portraits Evans made do not 

show a radical break from established conventions of portraiture, they are, however, important 

documents linking ideas and people through photographic work. The photographs become the 

edvidence of Evans’s social connections to men and women, some of which have been forgotten or 

ignored in the writing of this period of history.

Photographic Circles

Evans also photographed the men and women he came to know through his involvement 

in the photographic community. While these images do not differ stylistically from his other 

portraits, there is an important distinction to make within these images that broadens how Evans 

has been seen historically. In London, during the latter part of the nineteenth century, there were 

two significant photographic groups: the Royal Photographic Society (RPS) and the Linked Ring. 

In the history of photography, the schism between the two groups has been seen as a clear divide, 

but it is important to note here that Evans moved easily between the two and the split is not as 

clearly demarcated as history would have us believe. Evans, still somewhat new to the photographic 

community in the early 1890s, was not involved with the earlier decisive disagreements that resulted 

in the secession and ultimate formation of the Linked Ring, and exhibited his work at both groups’ 

annual exhibitions. But, in writing on photography, Evans is typically connected to the Linked Ring. 

Elected into the group in 1900, Evans became active in the organization through his contribution to 

hanging the annual salon between 1902 and 1905. Evans photographed several members, including 
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A. Horsley Hinton, Fred Holland Day, Alvin Langdon Coburn, and Walter Bennington. In addition 

he photographed those associated with the group, such as illustrator Dora Curtis, who contributed 

artwork for the poster for the 1905 Smoking Conversazione, an evening of entertainment organized 

by the Linked Ring to celebrate the annual Salon. Included as entertainment that evening was 

another man Evans photographed, amateur humourist Walter Churcher.  

Despite the division, there was an active dialogue between the members of the RPS and 

the Linked Ring through the photographic press, lectures, and the annual autumn exhibitions. 

Throughout his life, Evans was active in the RPS, giving a lecture in 1886, mounting a solo exhibition 

in 1900, and becoming a honorary member in 1928. Evans also photographed individuals who were 

important within the RPS, including Henry Perigal, George Adolphus Storey, and A. C. R. Carter. 

These men were decidedly more conservative than his associates involved with The Yellow Book, 

and their portraits create a tension with his other portraits. The portraits of these three men provide 

a view into the range of Evans’s interests and extended social connections. The aged and respected 

Henry Perigal (1801-1898), whose portrait Evans exhibited in 1891 at the 36th annual Photographic 

Society of Great Britain43 exhibition, was an amateur mathematician who was also a member of the 

Royal Microscopical Society and the RPS, and made curve drawings, linked to harmonographs, 

which Evans also made. Although the image of Perigal has been lost, the two men’s mutual interests 

in microscopical research, photography, and the spiral link Perigal and Evans. George Adolphus 

Storey (1834-1919) was a member of the Royal Academy and judged photographic exhibitions 

throughout the latter part of the nineteenth century.  A. C. R. Carter was an art critic who also 

wrote criticism on photography; he reviewed the annual exhibitions for Photograms of the Year 

between 1899 and 1906, and solicited images from photographers to include in the publication. Of 

these three men, only one is known as a photographer, but each were a key part of the broadening 

of photography’s acceptance through their different associations with the medium. Evans’s 

photographs of these men attest to his wider connections outside the Linked Ring. Through an 

examination of the portraits Evans made of members involved in the photographic community, it 

43  The Photographic Society of Great Britain was given royal status in 1894, and became the Royal Photographic Society at that 
time.
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becomes apparent that he did not favour one side 

or the other. 

F. H. EVANS: PORTRAIT IN USE

Evans’s photographs were used throughout 

his lifetime in both public and private ways. This 

section focuses primarily on the public uses 

of his portraits, for example for frontispieces, 

and illustrations in books and periodicals, 

although private uses are briefly touched upon. 

In the nineteenth-century publishing world, the 

photographer was seen as merely an operator 

of equipment who facilitated the making of 

an image, much like the person controlling a 

printing press. Within this context, portraits 

made using photography were valued because of 

their veracity, but the photographer was of little 

or no importance and was often not credited. As the status of photography evolved, this practice 

also began to change. Evans, for the most part, was given credit for his published portraits. This was 

on his insistence as he advocated for the acknowledgement of his photographic work in the same 

way an artist would be credited for his work. 

Evans was familiar to those in the literary community through his time as a bookseller, and 

many of the writers he knew sought his skills as a photographer when they needed portraits.  Evans’s 

images were used as frontispieces for Arthur Symons’s publication of Poems (1902), and his portrait 

of Aubrey Beardsley was used as a frontispiece in John Lane’s The Early Work of Aubrey Beardsley 

(1899) and in Holbrook Jackson’s The Eighteen Nineties (1913). Evans also actively approached 

friends and acquaintances he wished to photograph, including, unsuccessfully, writer George 

Fig. 5.13: Frederick H. Evans, 
Edward Thomas, circa 1904.
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Meredith. He successfully photographed writer Edward Thomas in 1904 (fig. 5.13), and one of 

the images Evans took appeared in The Bookman to illustrate an 1907 article on Thomas written by 

Arthur Ransom.44 Thomas requested additional prints for his personal use: “May I have two copies 

each of the large head and profile, and pay for them at your usual rates?”45 While Evans was not 

a professional photographer in the traditional studio sense, he was paid for his services. 

Evans’s photographs were also used in photographic periodicals as illustrations. In the 1903 

special Christmas issue for Photography, Evans devoted an entire article to “The Characteristic 

Use of the Hands in Portraiture.” Illustrated with eight of his images, the article provides the 

most complete example of his portraiture published in one place; it also provides insight into his 

photographic philosophy in relation to the portrait. In the following year, an article written by 

David Blount used two of Evans’s portraits to illustrate “The Handling of Textures,” including an 

image Evans had printed in gum. The annual Photograms of the Year was another publication that 

highlighted many of Evans’s portraits, allowing a wider audience to appreciate his work.

The portraits Evans took also circulated publicly at both the Royal Photographic Society’s 

and the Photographic Salon’s annual autumn exhibitions. In 1889, Evans first presented two portraits 

at the Photographic Society of Great Britain, although little is known about them. In a review of the 

exhibition, the portraits are described without giving a clue to the sitter’s identity: “Two frames of 

portraits containing some very good work. The photographs are only quarter-plate size, but display 

an aptitude for the realization of character which is worthy of being especially alluded to.”46 The 

critical response to Evans’s portraits varied, from positive to dismissive – sometimes in the same 

review – such as this one from 1897: “Frederick H. Evans has broken new ground, and in Salammbô 

(see fig. 5.2), a character study at home, has produced a very pleasant record of a picturesque sitter 

in fancy dress. But, remembering Mr. Evans’s notable work in architectural subjects and landscapes, 

44  Arthur Ransom, “‘The Bookman’ Gallery: Mr. Edward Thomas,” The Bookman 31, no. 186 (March 1907): 244-245. The 
Frederick H. Evans portrait of Thomas is on page 245.
45  Edward Thomas to Frederick H. Evans, July 26, 1904. Edward Thomas, Four Letters to Frederick H. Evans (Edinburgh: 
Tragara Press, 1978), 11.
46  Anonymous, “The Photographic Society’s Exhibition: No. VI,” British Journal of Photography 36, no. 1540 (November 8, 
1889): 728.



we can but hope this is merely a ‘sport,’ and not the symptom of a coming change of theme.”47 The 

following year, despite this comment, the review used Evans’s portrait of Thomas Curtis as the 

frontispiece, stating: “The critics’ opinion of its merits is indicated by its position in the book.”48 In 

1905, when Evans exhibited mostly portraits, the Daily Graphic noted: “Mr. Frederick H. Evans, 

who this year seems to have devoted himself more particularly to portraying his friends, rather 

tantalises by contributing one only of his exquisite architectural interiors. This is Afternoon Sun 

in Wells Cathedral.”49 For the most part, reviews of Evans’s portraits were positive, although an 

obvious preference for his architectural work is noted in the criticism for the years in which Evans 

exhibited both genres.

Within private trajectories, Evans’s images circulated on loan to those connected to the 

sitter. For example, Evans sent portraits he made of Shaw to the writer’s mother and sister to be 

viewed and admired. Sometimes the photographs were given as gifts, but more often Evans would 

provide the prints to friends and acquaintances with the knowledge he would get them back, 

unless they were purchased. This was an informal understanding, and several letters refer to such 

arrangements.50 When Shaw commissioned photographs to be taken of the cast of Mrs. Warren’s 

Profession he stipulated to Evans that a portrait would be provided to each of the cast members. 

Often sitters would want additional prints, and arrangements would be made for the printing and 

the subsequent associated cost. Evans’s portraits sometimes ended up framed and placed within 

domestic spaces. In the living room of Shaw’s Corner, Shaw’s country home in Ayot Saint Lawrence, 

north of London, there is a framed portrait of Harley Granville Barker by Evans (fig. 5.14); the 

portrait stands on the fireplace mantle lined up alongside other portraits of figures important to 

Shaw and his wife.  

47  Anonymous, “Two Great Exhibitions: Part I - Pall Mall,” Photograms of the Year 1897 (1897): 70.
48  Anonymous, “Two Great Exhibitions: Part II - The Photographic Salon,” Photograms of the Year (1898): 103.
49  Anonymous, “The New Photography Pictures at the Photographic Salon,” Daily Graphic (September 16, 1905): 8.
50  See George Bernard Shaw to Ellen Terry, October 16, 1896 in Laurence, ed. Bernard Shaw, 680; Aubrey Beardsley to H. C. 
J. Pollitt, June 2, 1897 in Maas, Duncan, and Good, eds. The Letters of Aubrey Beardsley, 239-240; and Frederick H. Evans to 
Alfred Stieglitz, June 23, 1903. Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O’Keeffe Archive, Beinecke Library, Yale University. 
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F. H. EVANS: PORTRAITS OF THE PHOTOGRAPHER

Evans was photographed by many of the leading photographers of his day. These provide 

not only a visual record of what he looked like and how he aged, but also his importance within the 

photographic community. These portraits also reveal the different approaches to portraiture during 

this period through the different styles of those who photographed him. These approaches range 

from standard portraits by Frederick Hollyer and Walter Thomas to more evocative portrayals by 

Fred Holland Day, Gertrude Käsebier, and Edward Steichen. As Evans himself was well-versed 

in the process, it is likely that he was complicit in the making of these images, aware that he was 

constructing, with the assistance of the photographer behind the camera, a visual persona to be 

read in each portrait. The image Evans presented of himself in photographs evolved through time, 

from a velvet-wearing aesthete to an aging gentleman full of dignity and poise. The following brief 

consideration of the portraits made of Evans focuses on the individuals who photographed him 

and how their images portray him. 

 In the early 1990s, an album of portraits of Evans he compiled came up in the secondary 

art market. The album was purchased by a couple of gallerists and subsequently dismantled. With 

individual images sold, the material importance of this object was lost. Fortunately, prior to the 

Fig. 5.14: Shaw’s Corner, Living Room Detail, 2014.
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dismantling of the album, it was photographed, permitting a rough estimation of how the album 

was originally assembled. The portraits of Evans span a period from approximately 1883 to 1927 

and include images by various photographers. The album included at least six portraits made by 

Frederick Hollyer. As with most portraits by Hollyer, the poses and backgrounds are standardized, 

and Evans appears as did countless other men and women in images by this respected photographer; 

this fact becomes the most significant feature of the Hollyer images of Evans. Although Evans was 

not included in Hollyer’s Portraits of Many Persons of Note, it is the act of being photographed by 

Hollyer that becomes important. 

Within the Hollyer albums Portraits of Many Persons of Note, only eight photographers 

appear, all of whom were members of the Linked Ring: Henry Herschel Hay Cameron, Reginald 

Craigie, George Davison, Charles Emanuel, A. Horsley Hinton, Alfred Maskell, Adolphe Meyer, 

and Hollyer in a self-portrait.51 Like Evans’s criticism of painters whose portraits were more about 

the painter’s technique than about the sitter, a Hollyer portrait strikes one as being more about 

his studio space and than about the essence of the person. The portraits Hollyer took of Evans are 

51  Of the eight men, four were founding members of the Linked Ring (Cameron, Davison, Hinton, and Maskell). Hollyer was 
elected into the group in June 1892, a month after the founding of the group. These portraits are found in volume three, and 
although Hollyer is known to have photographed other photographers, such as Fred Holland Day, it is not known why Evans and 
Day were not included in the album as both men were also members of the Linked Ring. 

Fig. 5.15: Frederick Hollyer, Frederick H. Evans, circa 1895.
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within the tradition of studio portraiture and provide a homogeneous record of him at a specific 

period of time with slight variations in backgrounds and poses. As Shaw complained to Evans in 

1902: “Hollyer is too chancy: his merit is that he does nothing to make a photograph bad, as the 

others do. But if he chanced to turn out a perfectly uninteresting M[rs.] Warren with a technically 

good view of his window in it he would be quite satisfied.”52 The importance of these portraits is not 

necessarily the visual information they provide; the importance of these images is that they place 

Evans within a larger circle of men and women (fig. 5.15).

 In 1900, the year that Evans married Ada, American photographer Gertrude Käsebier, 

while visiting London, photographed both Evans and his wife separately in their home. Käsebier, 

a prominent New York portrait photographer, was also a leading figure in American Pictorialism, 

who experimented with more artistically inclined photographic work. Elected along with Evans 

to the Linked Ring in October 1900, Käsebier was 

well respected on both sides of the Atlantic for her 

allegorical depictions of women and motherhood. The 

portraits that Käsebier took of Evans and Ada provide 

a rare glimpse into their personal surroundings and 

their home in Bedford Park, an Aesthetic enclave in 

west London. Dressed in a velvet single-breasted 

jacket with a notched lapel, Evans poses within the 

context of his home (fig. 5.16), which Käsebier allows 

to be integrated into the image, including tantalizing 

details of framed art on the walls, a replica statue of 

Venus de Milo (fig. 5.17), pottery, and a Japanese 

dagger that Evans holds in two of the portraits.53 The 

52  George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, January 12, 1902. George Bernard Shaw Collection, Harry Ransom Humanities 
Research Center, University of Texas.
53  Unfortunately, Käsebier manipulated the prints to obscure the framed images hanging on the walls. However, there is one she 
left that, although it is out of focus appears to be a Beardsley drawing. I have attempted to locate Käsebier’s negatives in hope of 
knowing more about the art that Evans hung in his home. To date, I have been unsuccessful, although I plan to pursue this line of 
research in the future.

Fig. 5.16: Gertrude Käsebier, F.rederick H. Evans, 
1900.
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Fig. 5.17: Gertrude Käsebier, F. H. Evans, 1900.
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Fig. 5.18: Gertrude Käsebier, Mrs. F. H. Evans, 1900.
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depiction of this domestic space is important, as it represents not only the aesthetic taste of the 

sitters but also the shared habitation of the newly united couple. With Evans’s own studio space at 

her disposal, Käsebier made the conscious decision to depict Evans among his beloved treasures, 

thereby adding a sense of place to these compelling portraits. In addition to portraits of Evans, 

Käsebier also took images of Ada. Käsebier is known for her use of symbolism and her perceptive 

depiction of women, and one of her images of Ada uses a vase of dried lunaria annua (also known 

as ‘honesty’ in England) to draw the viewer’s eye to Ada’s pointing left hand (fig. 5.18) where her 

wedding band glints in the light, emphasizing her marital status.54 The portraits of Evans and Ada 

create a picture of domestic peace, taken at the beginning of their long and happy marriage.55 

 Although it is not known exactly when American photographer Fred Holland Day and 

Evans first became acquainted, according to photo-historian Pam Roberts, it was during one of Day’s 

visits to London in either 1889 or 1890.56 Both men were bibliophiles and began their professional 

54  Lunaria annua is known in its dried state as ‘silver dollars’ in North America.
55  Evans’s will refers to Ada as “my dear Wife” and he bequeathed all his belongings to her.
56  Pam Roberts, “Fred Holland Day (1864-1933),” in F. Holland Day (Amsterdam: Waanders and Van Gogh Museum, 2000), 14.

Fig. 5.19: Fred Holland Day, Frederick H. Evans, 1900.
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careers connected to books, Day as a publisher and Evans as a bookseller. Their mutual interests 

included not only literature and art, but also photography, and in turn they made photographs 

of each other. Day, who was elected to the Linked Ring in January 1896, had the pseudonym 

Psychologist, and his photography was decidedly more allegorical and symbolist in nature than was 

Evans’s work. The portraits Day took of Evans reveal these influences while providing evocative 

images of his friend. In one particularly redolent image, Evans sits contemplating a photograph of 

American businessman and collector William Herman Bustin (fig. 5.19). On a small table, three 

vessels of various sizes, one of them decidedly aesthetic, reference Evans’s inclination towards 

artistic surroundings. What is striking about this portrait is that the sitter’s visage, typically the 

most important element of a portrait, is given less importance to the other parts of the image, with 

Evans’s downcast eyes and the extreme contrast of shadow and light hitting his face; light from the 

window fogs the upper right hand corner of the image, becoming a visual metaphor for knowledge 

and connoisseurship. This is not a record of what Evans looked like but a moment caught in time in 

which the act of contemplation is captured. In a variant pose, Evans looks up at the camera, and the 

mounted photograph of Bustin he holds is completely obscured because of the angle by which it is 

held. Even with Evans looking at the camera, his face is contrasted in the same way as the previous 

image, not allowing a clear reading of it. Whereas Hollyer’s images of Evans fail to capture a sense 

of his personality or interests, Day’s portraits are more than mere likenesses of the man; they evoke 

an emotional response that corresponds to our understanding of Evans as an aesthete.

 American artist and photographer Edward Steichen photographed Evans in a similar 

manner. In a circle of mutual friendship, respect, and interest, Steichen’s portrait of Evans also 

refers to Day because Evans is contemplating one of Day’s iconic works, the first image of the series, 

The Seven Words.57 Taken after 1904, the photograph denies a clear view of Evans, who stands with 

his back to the camera, facing a wall where Day’s work hangs (fig. 5.20). The photograph on the wall 

was originally taken during Day’s intense study of sacred subjects related to Christ between 1895 

57  In a letter to the editors of The British Journal of Photography (see footnote 57), Evans refers to the work as “The Seven Last 
Words,” whereas Fred Holland Day referred to the work as “The Seven Words.” Day, while interested in various religions, was 
raised a Unitarian, and chose a slight variation for the title of this pivotal moment in the crucifixion of Christ.
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Fig. 5.20: Edward Steichen, Frederick H. Evans, after 1904.

Due to copyright this image is 
not available online. See figure 

information on page x, in the front 
matter, to locate image.
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Fig. 5.21: Fred Holland Day, Father Forgive Them: They Know Not What They Do, 1898.
Fig. 5.22: Fred Holland Day, [printed by Frederick H. Evans], Father Forgive Them . . ., [printed after 1904]
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and 1898, and it was controversial for its photographic depiction of Christ – a role Day performed. 

In 1900, Evans defended the work when it was shown in London: “I can vouch personally for Mr. 

Day’s entire singleness and simplicity of purpose in these works; indeed, a reverence of motive, an 

entire absence of vulgar straining after false effect, a quiet dignity and pathos, informs each study; 

but how otherwise could it be from an artist and a gentleman?”58 

Interestingly, the image hanging on the wall is a hybrid-collaboration between Day and 

Evans. In 1904 a fire in Boston engulfed the building where Day had his photographic studio, 

destroying all of his negatives and prints. Day, knowing Evans had an original set of the seven 

prints that make up the series, asked him to re-photograph the work. Evans created copy negatives 

and printed several sets of the series in platinum. As a result, there are obvious differences between 

Day’s original photographs (fig. 5.21) and Evans’s copies (fig. 5.22), including the vignetted edges 

around the lower portion of the figure, as seen in the version mounted on the wall.59 In Steichen’s 

image, Evans contemplates what he called “a unique effort, inspired by the utmost reverence and 

carried out with extraordinary success.”60 

 In contrast to Käsebier’s portraits of a newly married man, a portrait of Evans taken by the 

photographer Walter Thomas in 1928, shows an aged man (fig. 5.23). At the age of 75, Evans is no 

longer dressed in the aesthetic velvet of his youth; instead his arthritic hands rest on a cane, needed 

for mobility and not a sartorial accessory. Bespectacled and wearing a flat-top fedora, Evans looks 

straight at the camera, the only hint of his past aestheticism found in his choice of tie. Seen as a single 

image, we get only a glimpse of one aspect of this man, or a ‘likeness,’ but within the context of the 

many images of Evans, a fuller picture of the complexity of this figure emerges and a ‘statement’ can 

be pieced together. Perhaps Evans was not correct in his belief that a single photographic portrait 

58  Frederick H. Evans, “The Exhibition of American Photography at Russell Square,” British Journal of Photography 47, no. 
2113 (November 2, 1900): 702. 
59  The George Eastman House International Museum of Photography and Film has one of Evans’s sets of The Seven Words. On 
the title page of this portfolio set, Evans wrote “The Seven Last Words: A Series of Photographic Studies by and from F. Holland 
Day, Boston, USA. Printed in Platinotype by Frederick H. Evans.” Evans used a glycerin compound applied to the prints before 
developing them to create a vignette effect, most likely to make up for technical difficulties that arose in the re-photographic 
process.
60  Frederick H. Evans, written in 1912. GEH 1973.0027.0001-0007, typewritten sheet attached to interior page of the paper 
portfolio, which originally housed all seven prints in this series.
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Fig. 5.23: Walter Thomas, F.rederick H. Evans, 1928.
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was more succinct than a painted one. The multiple portraits of Evans become akin to the painter’s 

numerous sittings required to paint an image. Through the different images, taken throughout his 

life, a final composite image of Evans emerges. 

F. H. EVANS: FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHS

At the age of 49, Evans became a father and, as many parents do, he photographed his family. 

From early portraits of his wife Ada, to images of his children as babies to young adults, there is 

a visual record of the growing family. Shortly after the birth of Evans’s daughter in 1902, Harley 

Granville Barker excitedly asked: “Have you yet photographed Barbara Evans in every conceivable 

position – it won’t be long before she starts with the camera herself and you’ll find her a judge of 

books before she can walk.”61 Barker’s enthusiastic question did not fall short of the mark. Evans 

61  Harley Granville Barker to Frederick H. Evans, [after September 19,] 1902. Exported Manuscripts, British Library. An exact 
date is not included in the letter, but the Photographic Salon in 1902 opened on the 19th and closed on November 1st. As Barker 
had already seen the exhibition, I have used that date. Although we know that Barbara was born in 1902, the exact date of her 
birth is not known. Another letter written by Evans to Alfred Stieglitz, dated July 24, 1904 states that Barbara is 21 months old: 
simple math would place her birth in October.

Fig. 5.24: Kate Greenaway, [Girls in white dresses sitting at a 
table in garden], late 19th century.
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made countless photographs of Barbara and throughout her infancy and childhood, and she ended 

up interested in photography and in literature, both due to her father’s influence. His enthusiasm for 

fatherhood is apparent in the many photographs he took of Barbara and his other two children.

Evans’s family photographs provide an interesting counterpoint by which to contemplate 

the difference between his public and private portraiture. The portraits of his family show an 

approach that is less concerned with evoking the sitter within the confines of a studio setting, than 

with capturing his loved ones in a natural setting – much like Kasebïer’s photographs of Evans 

and his wife. Both the photographs Kasebïer took and Evans’s family photographs illustrate details 

Fig. 5.25: Frederick H. Evans, Barbara and Evan Evans, [1907-1908].
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of Evans’s domestic life, offering visual information that provides a link to the aesthetic standard 

of living around which Evans fashioned his life. In this way, Evans’s photographs of his family 

are concerned with the desire to capture their essence and provide a document of a specific time 

and place to be understood within a familial circle. Setting becomes an important aspect of these 

photographs and is what makes them so charming. 

As discussed briefly in chapter 3, there is an artistic link to the way that Evans photographed 

his family. Influenced by Aesthetic illustrators such as Kate Greenaway (fig. 5.24), Evans 

photographed his children during moments of pictorial quaintness, typically outdoors (fig. 5.25). 

In these images, Evans’s children are depicted doing things; they are active and involved with their 

surroundings. This is in direct contrast to the other portraits Evans took of the men and women 

in his social circles, in which the world around the sitter is shut out, demanding that the viewer’s 

focus be on the individual. Only a handful of portraits made by Evans of his family in a studio 

setting are known to exist, and these include personal details such as the inclusion of a window 

or a doll (fig. 5.26). Evans’s family photographs are anchored within a domestic context and were 

made for specific reasons to do with recording a growing family. The family portraits become not 

only documents of Evans’s domestic life, but also of the world he and his wife fashioned for them 

– one that evinces the trappings of an Aesthetic life, idealized and captured in the subtle silvers of 

platinum paper. 

CONCLUSION

 Evans was listed as a photographer only once, in the 1901 census, and although he became 

a roving photographer for the magazine Country Life, he never saw himself as a professional 

photographer in the same vein as Käsebier, who had a thriving professional portrait studio practice 

alongside her artistic work. With this in mind, how can his portraiture be understood within the 

prevailing perception of Evans as an artistic photographer who worked primarily in architecture? 

Many photographers of his era explored a variety of genres within photography. For Evans, 

portraiture was another way of expressing his connection to the ideas, and the people who were 



Fig. 5.26: Frederick H. Evans, Mrs. F. H. Evans, Barbara, and Phyllis the Doll, about 1907.
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actively pursuing them, in their own lives. Another way to understand his portraiture is to place it 

within the context of ‘the beautiful.’ Evans was a social man who had connections to a wide range 

of interests, and portraiture was a way that he documented the men and women with whom he 

interacted through these different pursuits. For the most part, these men and women were engaged 

in the pursuit of ‘the beautiful’ through their endeavours as artists, painters, writers, and social 

activists – attempting in their own way to make the world a better place through their work. 

 Another way of understanding Evans’s portraiture is to acknowledge that his technical 

approach did not differ greatly across subjects. Whether he was photographing cathedrals or 

people, Evans used the same photographic philosophy, one that valued the effects of light on the 

subject and demanded that the photographer wait for either an emotional response to his subject 

or a revealing moment from his sitter. Regardless of genre, Evans believed in pure photography and 

did not manipulate the negative or print for artistic means. Evans was consistent in his thoughts 

regarding the medium, and in his portraiture this approach allowed the emphasis to be placed upon 

the photograph’s subject, be it his friends and acquaintances or his family and home life. According 

to photographer J. Dudley Johnston, Evans’s portraiture belonged to a period of Evans’s career 

before 1900, although evidence proves otherwise, with the bulk of Evans’s portraits made after that 

date.62 It is significant that Johnston would remember his portraits as being earlier work because it 

suggests a dismissal of this genre in a review of Evans’s entire photographic oeuvre. 

Evans’s portraits fit within a larger history of portraiture in photography where the image 

aims to capture the essence of the sitter, and his work sits comfortably within a continuum of 

photographers, starting with the team of David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson and Julia 

Margaret Cameron and extending to Frederick Hollyer and Alvin Langdon Coburn. With these 

different photographers, there was a concern for the aesthetics of the image, which combined the 

desire to capture something essential about the person depicted while providing a likeness of the 

sitter. It is my contention that Evans’s portraiture influenced Coburn’s portraits and that there 

is a visual link that connects the two men’s work. Recognized for his portraits of Beardsley and 

62  J. Dudley Johnston, “Memorial Exhibition of Photographs by Frederick H. Evans, Hon. F.R.P.S.,” Photographic Journal 84 
(November 1944): 328.



Shaw, it is important to consider the full range of Evans’s portraiture to assess his contribution to 

the genre properly. In 1936, when Evans was eighty-three years old, the aging Shaw, alluding to 

Evans’s portraits and their potential interest to future historians, inquired: “What disposition have 

you made of your negatives in your will? They are much better technically than Mrs. Cameron’s, 

and quite as interesting as bits of literary history.”63 However, Evans made no disposition for the 

negatives in his will, and only a handful of them still exist.64 As scholarly interest in the minor poets 

and artists whom Evans photographed expands, there is sure to be a conscious effort to understand 

this element of Evans’s oeuvre better. 

In many ways, Evans’s portraits are enigmatic.65 On the surface, they provide a clear 

visual representation of the person photographed; at the same time, they are difficult to interpret 

because there is still so much to learn about the sitters he photographed. In many cases, the social 

connections that brought the sitter and photographer together for the brief moment of the image’s 

making are now obscured by the passage of time. Some of the links are easily decipherable. While 

other links are difficult to establish and, perhaps, are lost forever. This chapter begins to examine the 

connections that unite Evans to vibrant and significant social spheres, but more work needs to be 

done on this subject. Only when the cultural context of an image’s making is known can we begin 

to understand the contemporaneous significance of such images and their impact; Evans’s portraits 

are the starting point for such considerations. In the chapters that follow, the individuals Evans 

photographed resurface as the discussion begins to focus more specifically on how Evans’s wider 

interests influenced his photographic practice, perhaps shedding more light on the significance of 

his portraiture.

63  George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, November 12, 1936. Center for Creative Photography.
64  The National Media Museum, in Bradford, UK has three glass plate negatives, none of which are portraits. The other known 
repository of Evans’s negatives is at the Country Life archives in London, UK. This collection consists of glass plate negatives 
and Cristoid negatives depicting architectural subjects. No negatives of Evans’s portraits are known to exist, which is unfortunate 
as Evans was known to write on the edges of his negatives or on negative envelopes details such as location and subject matter 
depicted in the negative. 
65  Graham Clarke discusses the problematic nature of photographic portraits, stating:  “The portrait photograph exists within a 
series of seemingly endless paradoxes. Indeed, as a formal representation of a face or body it is, by its very nature, enigmatic.” 
Graham Clarke, “Introduction,” The Portrait in Photography (London: Reaktion, 1992), i.    
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Chapter 6

PHOTOGRAPHY AND PERFORMANCE:
EVANS ‘ON STAGE’

I have pointed out again and again that the influence of the theatre in England is 
growing so great that private conduct, religion, law, science, politics, and morals are 
becoming more and more theatrical, whilst the theatre itself remains impervious 
to common sense, religion, science, politics, and morals. That is why I fight in 
the theatre, not with pamphlets and sermons and treatises, but with plays; and so 
effective do I find the dramatic method that I have no doubt I shall at last persuade 
even London to take its conscience and its brains with it when it goes to the theatre, 
instead of leaving them home with its prayer-book as it does at present.1

This chapter examines Frederick H. Evans’s relationship to performance in three direct 

and related capacities: as a spectator, a photographer, and an entertainer. Evans attended theatrical 

and musical performances and eagerly discussed these events with people within his circle, such 

as playwright George Bernard Shaw, artist Aubrey Beardsley, and author Haldane MacFall. Evans 

photographed several actors and actresses, including the cast of Mrs. Warren’s Profession, a play 

written by Shaw. Through Evans’s lantern slide lectures and pianola performances, he became an 

entertainer and educator, and provided amusement to assorted audiences. In these different roles, 

Evans was able to integrate his wider interests in theatre, music, science, and art with photography. 

By exploring the various ways in which Evans’s photographic practice intersected with popular 

forms of entertainment, this chapter demonstrates how, at the turn of the twentieth century, 

photography was part of a complex cultural dialogue.

George Bernard Shaw has figured prominently in preceding chapters as a major influence 

in Evans’s social and creative life. In this chapter I focus on Shaw as a playwright and look at the 

creative projects that were the result of the friendship between Shaw and Evans. While based on 

many mutual interests, the relationship between Shaw and Evans began through a common interest 

1  George Bernard Shaw, “The Author’s Apology,” in Mrs. Warren’s Profession (London: Grant Richards, 1902), x.
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in performance and literature. At his bookshop, Evans sold the Quintessence of Ibsenism, a book by 

Shaw on Norwegian playwright Henrik Ibsen.2 By 1895, Evans was working on a selection of Shaw’s 

music criticism from The World, although the book was never published. In 1902, Shaw enlisted 

Evans to photograph the cast of Mrs. Warren’s Profession, a controversial play Shaw had written in 

1894, that was going to be published with photographic illustrations. Shaw and Evans were part of 

a community where people with mutual interests were connected intellectually, socially, politically, 

and artistically. Music, theatre, and photography, as well as literature, were common elements of 

interest during their long friendship. 

Looking specifically at performance and photography at the beginning of the twentieth 

century, this chapter considers the series of photographs Evans made for Shaw’s play Mrs. Warren’s 

Profession. The tendentious play deals with issues related to prostitution and the role of women 

in the Victorian period. Evans’s photographs are in no way contentious, but they do allow for a 

discussion of how Shaw’s socio-economic politics made their way into his creative process. The 

Mrs. Warren’s Profession photographs also allow for a counterpoint to chapter 4 where Evans’s 

photographs of Kelmscott Manor were discussed. Both series, although dissimilar, illustrate that 

both Morris’s socio-aesthetic philosophy and Shaw’s socio-economic philosophy were influential 

factors in Evans’s creative output, but with completely different results.

The photographs Evans took of the cast of Mrs. Warren’s Profession are, for the most part, 

uncharacteristic of his work and, therefore, provide a unique opportunity to examine how he 

functioned in a genre that was outside his regular photographic practice. The photographs also shed 

light on Evans’s personality and personal beliefs through his willingness to deal with controversial 

subject matter. Through Evans’s involvement with many different activities, he epitomized the 

ideal Victorian man, and yet, he was not stereotypical. Instead, he challenged conventions through 

his photographic work and his personal values, embracing divisive subject matter, especially in 

relation to the arts.3 This was not done for show or to cause a sensation. Rather, Evans’s personal 

2  Shaw, “Evans – An Appreciation,” 14.
3  For example, Evans discovered Aubrey Beardsley; and he photographed feminist author Mary Bright (pen name, George 
Edgerton), female impersonator and art collector H. C. Jerome Pollitt, and playwright George Bernard Shaw.
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beliefs, grounded in Christianity, Swedenborgian tenets, and socialism instilled in him a modern 

understanding and acceptance of diverse circumstances and individuals.4

 Evans was a minor performer himself, presenting lantern slide lectures and pianola concerts 

throughout his career. This chapter also explores this aspect of Evans’s creative output as another 

example of his contributions to and participation in Victorian and Edwardian culture. The lantern 

slide lecture was a phenomenon that was a popular form of Victorian entertainment and, as with 

Evans’s efforts, it could have an educational component. This part of Evans’s oeuvre has never 

been seriously examined and opens up a fuller understanding of Evans outside the confines of 

art photography. By examining Evans’s role as he presented his photographs in his lantern slide 

lectures, one can begin to consider what it means to ‘perform’ photographs at this period in 

photography’s history. Evans is known to have given lectures on such subjects as photomicrographs, 

Kelmscott Manor, Lincoln Cathedral, and other architectural sites of interest. The performative 

nature of presenting photographs in a lantern slide lecture is discussed in relation to Evans’s pianola 

performances for the Camera Club and other groups. These two forms of entertainment are quite 

different from the series of photographs Evans made of the cast of Mrs. Warren’s Profession, but fit 

within the same category due to their connection with performance. 

Focusing on a general interest in theatre, music, and performance this chapter considers 

how these different pursuits surfaced in Evans’s photographic practice. In many ways, photography 

was a natural extension of these activities as a way of producing a record of them. The chapter is 

subtitled “Evans on Stage” and a final aspect of this chapter is the consideration of how photography 

was performed through Evans’s engagement with lantern slide lectures, the Mrs. Warren’s Profession 

photographs, and his pianola performances. The notion that photography is a performative process, 

especially in relation to the presentation of photographic work to an audience, is a key factor in 

linking the various elements of this chapter. 

4  Evans’s study of ‘the beautiful’ and his appreciation of the Aesthetic movement, his penchant for William Morris’s work, and 
Oscar Wilde’s writing situate Evans as having a willingness to enjoy works that were not necessarily deemed appropriate at the 
time. I acknowledge that “at the time” is a dangerous term since trends and acceptance of different elements changed so quickly. 
Aspects of subcultures were appropriated by normative audiences. For example, before Wilde’s trial and conviction, he was 
popular with the general public as a playwright and wit; this changed quickly after he was arrested and found guilty.
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ENTERTAINMENT IN THE LATE-VICTORIAN AND EDWARDIAN PERIOD

Forms of entertainment in the late-Victorian and Edwardian periods fit within two main 

categories: those enjoyed in private and those enjoyed in public. While Evans found pleasure in 

both, the public form of entertainment will be the focus of the chapter. The types of entertainment 

popular with Evans include musical and theatrical performance, and lectures, and he engaged 

in them as both a spectator and a producer. Photography was integrated into his enjoyment of 

public forms of entertainment, and Evans used the medium to supplement his lectures and musical 

performances; this was not unusual as photography was found in both public and private sites 

of entertainment as a form of amusement and delight. During this period, photography retained 

an element of the spectacle, but the medium was also used for edification in both a moral and 

intellectual capacity. Evans’s lectures and musical performances served a dual purpose, as they 

entertained and educated the audience.

Within the Aesthetic movement, theatre and performance were an essential part of the social 

life of aesthetes. From attending plays and other forms of live entertainment, to the performance of 

self in public, as best exemplified through the figure of Oscar Wilde, the theatre was a site of social 

interaction, gossip, and connections. For many aesthetes, going to the theatre was the culmination 

of several fundamental Aesthetic components, such as beauty, pleasure, entertainment, artistry, and 

witticism. In Oscar Wilde’s plays, the hedonism of the Aesthetic movement is highlighted as the 

playwright playfully explores different themes related the social and cultural mores at the end of the 

nineteenth century. Evans was an admirer of Wilde and collected the author’s work and attended 

his plays. Later in this chapter, George Bernard Shaw’s play Mrs. Warren’s Profession provides an 

interesting juxtaposition of competing influences upon Evans, illustrating the social and political 

change that occurred in Evans after 1900. 

Victorian playwrights satirized the Aesthetic movement with plays such as Patience (1881) 

by Gilbert and Sullivan and The Colonel (1881) by Francis Cowley Burnand. The mocking of the 

artistic movement demonstrates not only an unease regarding the movement, but also an acceptance 

of it into mainstream entertainment. The attention afforded the movement, in the form of satirical 
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plays, evinces a somewhat accepting reception of what had initially been a subculture located on the 

fringes of polite society. One could argue that through laughter the movement became mainstream. 

The acceptance of the Aesthetic movement is also demonstrated in the reception of the movement’s 

style into middle-class homes, for example, in the form of blue and white pottery, peacock feathers 

and lilies, and William Morris & Co. textiles and designs. As the Aesthetic movement was integrated 

into forms of entertainment and domestic spaces, the movement was no longer a subculture located 

on the fringes of acceptable society.

 Entertainment in the late-Victorian and Edwardian period underwent significant changes. 

It is not the purpose of this chapter to enumerate these changes, but to point out how Evans’s own 

interests fit within these changes. According to Kate Flint: “Language and acting came to the fore . . 

. rather than the spectacle which had dominated so much of nineteenth-century theatre.”5 In many 

ways, the Aesthetic movement was a spectacle where pleasure was sought and performed in various 

forms. As the nineteenth century came to a close, spectacle was no longer the key element of high- 

and middle-brow theatre, and there was a move towards plays that dealt with social and cultural 

issues. The range of entertainment still existed at the turn of the twentieth century, but Evans was 

drawn to entertainment of a higher quality and that was socially minded.

F. H. EVANS: SPECTATOR AND PRODUCER

Music, theatre, and lectures were popular forms of entertainment for the Victorian man, 

and Evans was no exception. His father, John Evans, was listed in the 1881 census as a “teacher 

of music” and in 1891 as a “music instructor to School Board.”6 Music was an important element 

of the Evans household, or at least was appreciated by John Evans, who passed along his interest 

to his second youngest child, Frederick. Even without a music teacher in the family, music was a 

part of standard entertainment in and out of the Victorian home. As an amateur, Evans played the 

pianola, sang, and even wrote a play, although these were, for the most part, private pleasures. His 

5  Kate Flint, “Literature, Music, and the Theatre,” in The Nineteenth Century: The British Isles, 1815-1901, edited by Colin 
Matthew (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2005), 245.
6  The 1851, 1861, 1871 England censuses list John Evans Sr. as a schoolmaster.
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more public engagement, in this regard, was the presentation of lantern slide lectures and pianola 

performances, done for the pleasure of sharing these interests with others and not necessarily for 

commercial gain.

Evans was a devoted theatre attendee and concert-goer, and shared these passions with 

friends and family. There is a sense from the letters that survive that the theatre was something 

Evans enjoyed throughout his lifetime. When Evans lived in London, it was a regular part of his 

social life, and he seemed to take delight in a range of work including comedy, drama, opera, and 

musical theatre. In a letter dated June 27, 1894 artist Aubrey Beardsley refers two German operas: 

Tannhäuser and Tristan and Isolde. Tannhäuser had been performed the night before the letter was 

written and Beardsley wrote enthusiastically about the Hungarian soprano, Katharina Klafsky’s 

performance. Later that week, Tristan and Isolde was performed, and Beardsley states that he would 

see the Saturday performance and that Evans (who presumably would be there as well) would 

“see [his] devoted friend reclining in the unmusical stalls.”7 It appears that on these occasions, 

Beardsley and Evans did not go to the theatre together and that Beardsley had to sit further 

away and in less than ideal seats. “They would [not] let me 

descend to have a chat with you last night,” Beardsley adds as 

a postscript to his June 27 letter. Nevertheless, it is clear from 

this correspondence that Evans and Beardsley discussed the 

shows they had seen. In the same letter, Beardsley inquires if 

Evans has seen the actress Réjane, noting that the artist had 

finished a new portrait of her which would soon appear in The 

Yellow Book (fig. 6.1).8 The actress to which Beardsley refers 

was performing in Madame Sans-Gêne at the Gaiety Theatre. 

Evans made a photographic facsimile copy of the drawing 

and owned the original at one time, selling the red pastel and 

black ink drawing in the 1919 sale of his original Beardsley 

7  Aubrey Beardsley to Frederick H. Evans, June 27, 1894. Maas, Duncan, and Good, eds. The Letters of Aubrey Beardsley, 71.
8  Ibid., 71.

Fig. 6.1: Frederick H. Evans, Facsimile 
of Madame Réjane by Aubrey Beardsley, 

after 1894.
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Fig. 6.2: Aubrey Beardsley, The Wagnerites, 1890s.
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drawings at the Anderson Galleries in New York.9 How Evans came to own this particular image 

can only be speculated upon, although most likely Beardsley either gave or sold Evans the drawing. 

It is evident that Evans shared a common passion for the theatre with many of his friends and the 

drawing may have been a way to commemorate this enthusiasm. 

Both Evans and Beardsley were passionate about theatre, and aspects of their creative 

output relate to the subject of performance. For Beardsley, this appreciation manifested itself in 

his artwork and drawings. One such work illustrates the audience at a Wagner opera (fig. 6.2); 

the text at the bottom right, in the form of a discarded ticket stub, indicates the performance was 

Tristan and Isolde, the same opera Evans and Beardsley attended in 1894. Evans owned a copy of 

this image and gave it to the Victoria and Albert Museum in 1900. For Evans, his love of theatre 

resulted in different photographic projects, such as his commission to photograph the cast of Mrs. 

Warren’s Profession, and several portraits he took of individuals dressed in theatrical garb. Evans 

was obviously captivated by theatre and various forms of performance, and this interest outside 

photography became one strand of his photographic work. 

Evans’s passion for theatre was not limited to attending performances and photographing 

actors and actresses. Interestingly, at the age of sixty, Evans wrote two plays that were never published 

or performed. The only record of the plays’ existence is found in a less than enthusiastic letter from 

Shaw to Evans. It is not known why Evans wrote the plays, but Shaw alludes to Evans’s need to 

supplement his income and suggests: “I think you’d have a better chance of replacing that with 

tintypes on Hampstead Heath than plays.”10 It is obvious from the letter that Shaw had no words of 

encouragement for Evans as an aspiring playwright. As discussed in chapter 3, Evans was a prolific 

writer of photographic articles, reviews, and letters to the editors. Knowing that Evans wrote plays 

adds another layer to understanding his passion for theatre by showing his desire to try his hand at 

contributing to the genre.

9  Lot 28. Frederick H. Evans, Forty-Three Original Drawings by Aubrey Beardsley [from] the Collection of Frederick H. Evans 
of London. New York: Anderson Galleries, 1919), 9.
10  George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, February 19, 1913. George Bernard Shaw Collection, Harry Ransom 
Humanities Research Center, University of Texas.
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F. H. EVANS: LANTERN SLIDES AND PERFORMANCE

  Evans’s first public recognition for his photography came in 1887 when he was awarded a 

medal for his scientific lantern slides of photo-micrographs in the thirty-second Photographic Society 

of Great Britain (later The Royal Photographic Society) Exhibition. Prior to this accomplishment, 

Evans and George Smith11 gave lantern slide lectures to assorted organizations concerned with 

microscopic interests, including: the Royal Microscopical Society and the Quekett Microscopical 

Society. Not much is known about these early presentations, although it is known that sixty slides 

were shown at the Royal Microscopical Society and that, when it came to the question part of 

the presentation, Smith did most of the talking.12 Within the context of the subject matter, which 

included scientific specimens of diatoms, starfish, sections of Echinus spines, insects, animal 

parasites, and anatomical and vegetable sections, one may ask where is the performance? 

 A public lecture is an experience where the speaker performs a certain role and provides 

an access point into a topic with which the audience has agreed to engaged at some level. Evans 

and Smith were situated as authorities on the subject, and their lantern slides allowed the audience 

to see specimens of photomicrographs enlarged as the magnification of the microscopic allowed 

for ease in viewing. As the slides were projected, either Evans or Smith would discuss the subject 

matter displayed, thereby activating the inanimate slides with information providing an access point 

into the image where the audience could then engage with the material. This response could be as 

simple as knowing the name of the specimen, which would provide the viewer with knowledge. The 

exchange of information was of key importance with the lectures Evans and Smith gave, but for the 

audience, the lectures and the projected slides provided an element of entertainment.  

 Evans presented lantern slide lectures regularly throughout his career. While early lectures 

focused on the subject of photomicrographs, the subjects of the lectures grew to encompass English 

architecture, focusing on different English Cathedrals, such as Ely Cathedral, Lincoln Cathedral, and 

11  George Smith (birth date unknown, died 1895) of the Sciopticon company was an inventor, and photographer. Smith sold 
Evans his first photographic kit in 1883 and shortly thereafter the two became friends. Smith was a skilled lantern slide maker, 
using the Woodburytype process and he taught Evans the skill, instilling in Evans the technical knowledge of the benefits of 
perfect negatives.
12  Anonymous, “Royal Microscopical Society,” English Mechanic and World of Science 43, no. 1105 (May 28, 1886): 275.
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Westminster Abbey.13 Evans gave illustrated lectures on specific subjects, but the range of subject 

matter represented by his lantern slides suggests that perhaps there was a private or commercial 

use for his slides. Some of the subject matter represented in Evans’s lantern slides are not within 

the scope of known public lectures he gave. For example, in chapter 7 lantern slides of English 

hedgerows are discussed, but these slides do not correspond with any known lecture Evans gave. 

Another photographic subject that Evans converted into lantern slides were assorted landscapes he 

took. Yet, it is not known if these slides were ever publicly presented. Although there still remain 

many questions regarding Evans’s lantern slides, it is known that his slides were an important 

element of his photographic practice and were one way he shared his images and ideas with a larger 

public.

 Lantern slide lectures were newsworthy events, and photographic periodicals often reported 

on or provided transcripts of different illustrated lectures. These articles are an excellent record of 

the content of the lectures and often include some of the questions asked by audience members 

at the end of the lecture. Fortunately, many of Evans’s lantern slide lectures were discussed in 

photographic periodicals and in some cases his handwritten or typed notes still exist. Both sources 

provide interesting details as to the content of Evans’s lectures and what slides he showed. For 

example, in 1898 Evans gave a lecture on Wells Cathedral, and his typed notes from the lecture 

account slide-for-slide what he said. Seventy-eight slides were shown, and with each image Evans 

narrated an account of the content, which provide clues as to the specific images projected. The 

sequence for the Wells Cathedral lecture begins outside the cathedral, allowing for a contextual 

placement of the site within the larger landscape of the city. With the first image Evans ends his text: 

“The Cathedral and Palace buildings are surrounded by a delightful moat, shaded by great trees and 

affording the rarest of peeps at the cathedral, as this picture will suggest.”14 For the most part, the 

13  For example, Evans presented lantern slide lectures on various subjects: Wells Cathedral on April 18, 1894 at the Camera 
Club in London; Evans projected slides for William Morris on English Architecture on December 1, 1895 at Kelmscott House in 
Hammersmith; Ely Cathedral on January 21, 1897 at the Camera Club in London; Lincoln Cathedral on December 5, 1899 at the 
Royal Photographic Society; and Westminster Abbey on April 3, 1928 at the Royal Photographic Society.
14  Frederick H. Evans, “Wells Cathedral,” unpublished typewritten notes (signed by Evans and dated February 24, 1898): 1-2. 
I was provided a photocopy of this document by photographic gallerist Hans P. Kraus Jr. The original was included in a sale of 
Evans’s Well’s Cathedral Lantern Slides at Sotheby’s New York, lot 31 (October 16, 2004). George Tice had acquired the material 
from Evan Evans. This material is now at the National Gallery of Canada.
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text describes the slide’s content, while occasionally adding information about the history of the 

site or individuals connected to the image. This particular lantern slide lecture provided viewers 

the opportunity to travel vicariously through Evans’s photographs and his narration. Evans’s chief 

aim was to “recall . . . the beauties of the building in its effects of light and shade, its marvels of 

composition, its exquisite details, and its perfect cathedral atmosphere and charm”15 in the hopes 

that people would travel to the site themselves and experience the building itself.

 In addition to the accounts of the illustrated lectures, Evans published articles about lantern 

slides.16 These articles are instructive and descriptive, and provide information on the unique 

photographic format, which was, at the time, an alternative, yet popular, way to show photography. 

In the article “The Exhibiting of Lantern Slides,” Evans provides suggestions on how to improve 

lantern slide shows, enumerating specific ways to do so, such as how to position the screen, change 

slides, and where the lecturer and chairman should stand.17 In his most significant article on the 

subject, titled “Glass Versus Paper,” Evans discusses the differences between photographic prints 

and photographic slides and arrives at the conclusion that the lantern slide is the superior of the 

two mediums.18 For Evans, the properties of transmitted light and the depth created by images seen 

in this mode, such as lantern slides or the image projected on the ground glass of a camera, were not 

available with a photographic print where the image was embedded in an opaque, two dimensional 

surface. Evans believed “a perfect transparency . . . is by far the most beautiful of all processes.”19 The 

article, in many ways, suggests properties associated with cinema, such as enlargement on a screen, 

and “innumerable planes inseparably connected,”20 which link still photography to performance in 

an interesting way.

The performative nature of the lantern slide lecture is where photography and performance 

15  Evans, “Wells Cathedral,” unpublished typewritten notes, 1.
16  See Frederick H. Evans: “Artistic Photography in Lantern Slides,” Amateur Photographer 37, no. 959 (February 19, 1903): 
148-149; “The Exhibiting of Lantern Slides,” Amateur Photographer 37, no. 961 (March 5, 1903), 192-194; “Glass Versus 
Paper,” Camera Work no. 10 (April 1905): 36-41; “Lantern Slides and their Optical Projection,” Photography 21, no. 902 
(February 20, 1906): 145-147; “Lantern Slides and their Optical Projection,” Photography 21, no. 903 (February 27, 1906): 166-
167; and “Lantern Slides and their Optical Projection,” Photography 21, no. 904 (March 6, 1906): 191-192.
17  Frederick H. Evans, “The Exhibiting of Lantern Slides,” Amateur Photographer 37, no. 961 (March 5, 1903), 193.
18  Evans, “Glass Versus Paper,” Camera Work, 36-41.
19 Ibid., 39.
20 Ibid., 39.
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intersect in a compelling way. In Evans’s case, his lectures were presented to  photographic 

societies, and most often he wrote the accompanying lecture providing the explanatory or 

descriptive script that enriched the viewer’s experience of the projected image. The idea of 

performing photographs, which I define as providing a narrative or text to accompany a lantern 

slide lecture, animates the still photographs in a way that would only be superseded with the advent 

of cinema. Photographs, either in print or projected, are static, two-dimensional objects that require 

a viewer to animate them, but this action can also be initiated by a lecturer, such as Evans, who 

would provide a context in which to understand the projected images. Presented within a darkened 

room, both lantern slides and moving pictures are closely related to their sister art – theatre. In all 

three cases, the audience suspends disbelief in order to believe the scene (or image) before their 

eyes. With a lantern slide lecture or show, the audience also had to suspend disbelief on one level, 

accepting that what they were seeing and hearing was the truth. For example, an audience viewing 

photo-micrographs would trust the lecturer’s words to be factual and correct. 

In all of the lantern slide lectures Evans gave, he performed the role of the artistic photographer 

and authority on the topic of the lecture. Just as an actor recites lines in a play to inhabit the character 

he performs, Evans read his lectures in order to give expression to the projected images. In his role 

on stage as a lecturer, Evans gave life to the still image. In all likelihood, Evans would not have seen 

himself “performing” his photographs as the effort was part of the accepted role of the lecturer. But 

a lecture is a performance, and Evans executed his role with enthusiasm and authority.

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW: THE CRITIC AND PLAYWRIGHT

 Evans and Shaw became acquainted some time in 1894 through a project of publishing a 

series of articles Shaw had written as a music critic for The World, with Evans acting as the editor 

and in charge of selecting the articles.21 Although the anthology did not end up being published, at 

the time Shaw was confident the publication would be popular enough to suggest another volume, 

21  The earliest letter between Shaw and Evans is dated August 1894, although from that letter it is apparent that the two had 
corresponded before. Anne Hammond has previously dated the beginning of the friendship to 1898. See Anne Hammond, “A 
Contextual Chronology,” Frederick H. Evans: Selected Texts and Bibliography (Boston: G. K. Hall & Co., 1992), xv.
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also to be edited by Evans, devoted to his theatre criticism.22 The relationship between the two men 

seems to have been strictly professional at the beginning. Over the course of the year, a friendship 

emerged. In a letter dated August 14, 1895, Shaw wrote to Evans mentioning that he was a teetotaler 

and not to purchase any alcohol for his upcoming visit. One would assume that Shaw’s intimate 

friends would have known about Shaw’s personal preferences, and it would appear that until 

this visit, Shaw and Evans had only been acquaintances. However, they soon entered a life-long 

friendship and, by 1901, Shaw would invite Evans to “walk in without ceremony” indicating the 

familiarity between the two men.23

 Shaw wrote over sixty plays, including, Widowers’ Houses (1892), Candida (1895), Man and 

Superman (1903), Major Barbara (1905), and Pygmalion (1912-1913).24 Known for his controversial 

and progressive ideas, Shaw’s plays did not shy away from subject matter that challenged normative 

social conventions, causing many of his plays to be censored by the Lord Chamberlain’s Examiner of 

Plays. According to writer Holbrook Jackson, Shaw’s writing: “Introduced a new subjective daring 

into dialectics and social controversy, avowedly designed to shock, prod, and irritate the social 

consciousness of the bourgeoisie into practical, moral, and economic zeal.”25 One could argue that 

Shaw’s early role as a critic was carried through with his theatrical endeavours, as his plays were 

primarily a critique of British society from a very specific, left-wing socialist viewpoint. 

Shaw was a generous man and, throughout his friendship with Evans, he would give 

publications of his plays to Evans, as well as tickets to the various plays he wrote or directed. When 

Evans had to sell the majority of his book collection in 1919, the glaring absence of Shaw publications 

(there were only two lots containing Shaw material) attest to how much Evans valued his friend’s 

work.26 Not only did Evans collect Shaw’s writings, but he also compiled scrapbooks with articles 

and reviews on the critic, playwright, and socialist. When Shaw was searching for the name for 

22  George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, August 14, 1895. Laurence, ed., Bernard Shaw, 542-543.
23  George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans. June 19, 1901. Shaw Collection, George Bernard Shaw Collection, Harry 
Ransom Humanities Research Center, University of Texas.
24  Pygmalion was adapted into the popular film My Fair Lady (1964) starring Aubrey Hepburn and Rex Harrison in the lead 
roles.
25  Jackson, The Eighteen Nineties, 51.
26  Evans, The Library of Frederick H. Evans of London, 47. The lots included an article Shaw wrote titled “Liberty,” “On Going 
to Church,” and The Critics of the White Prophet by Hall Caine which included Shaw’s preface.
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the lead role in a play he was writing, Evans suggested Barbara, the name given to Evans’s first 

born. Shaw not only used the name but also titled the play Major Barbara. These seemingly small 

elements combine to show how theatre formed a strong bond between Shaw and Evans. They also 

account for why Evans photographed Shaw for various publications and was asked to photograph 

the cast of Mrs. Warren’s Profession in 1902.  

MRS. WARREN’S PROFESSION

Mrs. Warren’s Profession was written in 1894 and tells the story of a mother and daughter 

trying to come to terms with a secret between them about Mrs. Warren’s, the mother’s, profession. 

Written as a social (or problem) play, the work sought to shed light on the economic and social 

structures that forced women into prostitution. Censored by Lord Chamberlain for its licentious 

subject matter, Mrs. Warren’s Profession was privately performed by the Stage Society, a London 

theatre group of which Evans was a member.27 Performed January 5 and 6, 1902 to a limited 

audience, the play was reviewed by a few public newspapers. Finding a suitable location for the 

performance was difficult, and “twelve theatres, two music halls, three hotel ballrooms and several 

pictures galleries,”28 had turned down the Stage Society before the hall at the New Lyric Club was 

secured. All involved in the production took a risk to bring the play to the stage. In “The Author’s 

Apology,” Shaw remarks upon the courage and character required by all those involved in the 

project, noting: “The veto of the Censor induced a quite novel element of moral responsibility into 

the undertaking.”29 

The play highlights the contradictions inherent in capitalism, and showcases Shaw’s political 

stance in a format that was intended as entertainment. Where William Morris used craft as a form 

of propaganda, Shaw used his plays as moral propaganda to push his political agenda. This agenda 

aimed to illuminate problems that were often taboo in the hopes of bringing about social change. 

Shaw was “convinced that fine art is the subtlest, the most seductive, the most effective instrument 

27  Other members included: Dr. C. E. and Mrs. Wheeler (Evans was at Kelmscott Manor with the couple in 1897); Dr. John 
Todhunter; and H. Granville Barker all of whom Evans photographed.
28  Tony Jason Stafford, “Mrs. Warren’s Profession: In the Garden of Respectability,” Shaw 2 (1982): 3.
29  Shaw, “The Author’s Apology,” in Mrs. Warren’s Profession, xxxiv.
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of moral propaganda in the world, excepting only the example of personal conduct,”30 and he 

believed that his plays could help those disenfranchised by the system. By examining these issues 

within the sphere of the theatre, Shaw created an alternative venue to question and criticize certain 

socio-economic aspects of English society. This was not a new way of dealing with social issues, 

but it was a conscious decision of Shaw’s to use the theatre for social reform. As a censored play 

Mrs. Warren’s Profession was only performed for a limited audience in 1902, and one could argue to 

likeminded individuals (or at least closer in philosophy than a public showing may have garnered). 

However, in a published format the play was able to reach a wider audience and it is with the 1902 

Grant Richards publication of the play that Evans becomes involved.

F. H. EVANS: PHOTOGRAPHS OF MRS. WARREN’S PROFESSION

 Three days after the Stage Society’s last performance of Mrs. Warren’s Profession, Shaw wrote 

to Evans asking if he would be interested in photographing the cast. In all likelihood Evans had been 

present at one of the performances. The photographs were to commemorate the private showing of 

the play by the Stage Society and were to be included in an upcoming publication of the controversial 

play by British publisher Grant Richards.31 Hoping to cash in on the sensation and curiosity caused 

by the censored play, Richards planned to rush the publication and requested photographs of the 

cast to use as illustrations. In the letter Shaw, explained what he was looking for in the photographs 

and claimed his dislike for the “usual box office tableaux vivants.”32 Instead, Shaw wanted single 

portraits of the actors in character, as well as a few photographs with more than one actor, such as 

Mrs. Warren with her daughter Vivie. Shaw was familiar with Evans’s portraiture and wanted the 

cast portraits to have the same artistic quality to the work. There was also an element of patronage, 

as Shaw wanted to support Evans’s photographic endeavours by paying him for the commission. 

Typical theatre photographs were known for a staged quality and forced dramatized tableaux were 

the standard in the industry (fig. 6.3). Evans, who had never ventured into this genre, accepted the 

30  Ibid., x.
31  Shaw wrote to Evans only three days after the last private performance of Mrs. Warren’s Profession. George Bernard Shaw to 
Frederick H. Evans, January 9, 1902. Eccles Bequest, British Library.
32  George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, January 9, 1902. Eccles Bequest, British Library.
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commission.33

The logistics of photographing the cast of six took roughly a month to organize for various 

reasons. In 1902, Evans and his wife Ada had moved to Epping, twenty-four miles north of London. 

The distance to Evans’s new home was too far for the actors to be expected to travel, so a London 

studio had to be secured. On Shaw’s suggestion, the Camera Club, with its studio and darkrooms, 

was chosen as the best suited for the job, and Shaw paid for a year’s membership for Evans to use 

the club. Between January 9 and February 3, letters went back and forth between Evans and Shaw, 

and finally the arrangements were made for the first sitting. For the first session, Evans, who was 

not accustomed to working with actors, suggested a mid-morning start time, which Shaw quickly 

changed, claiming: “[T]en is too early for 

actors: they get up late and consider 11:30 

the earliest moment for business.”34 The 

first sitting took place on the 4th of February 

with at least three of the cast members 

in attendance: Fanny Brough, Madge 

McIntosh, and Harley Granville-Barker. The 

photographs for the publication were not 

made in one sitting, and over the month of 

February Evans photographed members of 

the cast on at least three different occasions.

The tradition of tableau vivant within 

an entertainment context has a long history. 

Translated into English as “living pictures,” 

individuals would dress up in costumes 

and pose within elaborate sets depicting 

33  In a letter Shaw mentions that if Evans was not willing to take on the commission he would ask Furley Lewis, another 
photographer. Furley Lewis (1867-1939) made portraits of prominent British men, including Socialists Walter Crane and James 
Keir Hardie.
34  George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, January 18, 1902. Eccles Bequest, British Library.

Fig. 6.3: Window & Grove, Ellen Terry as Iolanthe in 
“Iolanthe,” 1880.
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Fig. 6.4: Frederick H. Evans, Fanny Brough as "Mrs. Warren," 1902.
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scenes from history, art, myth, and other genres. Before the invention of photography, these were 

particularly popular forms of entertainment in both public and private settings. After the invention 

of photography, tableaux vivants were often the subject of photographs because the process lent 

itself to the medium of photography. Theatre, with the moving components of live action, used 

photographic tableau vivant in the documentation and advertisement of plays because it was almost 

impossible to capture the action of plays by any other means during the nineteenth century. Within 

this tradition, clarity is of utmost importance, allowing the viewer to see the relationship between 

the actors and actresses in their roles, as if they were caught on stage. The framing of the camera 

viewing screen is similar to the stage’s proscenium, and the staging, lighting, and emotive quality of 

the actors captured in the exposure are meant to be a simulacrum of the performance. 

The tableaux vivants are unique within Evans’s oeuvre, in part, because they are so different 

from his typical work with portraiture. The differences are mainly found in the quality of lighting 

and the difficulties Evans had working with multiple figures. Lighting was a real concern for Evans, 

who was dealing with inadequate natural light during winter. Evans noted in a letter to American 

photographer Alfred Stieglitz: “It was awful work as I had to do them in foggy January!”35 The 

longer exposures, required by the low lighting conditions, resulted in exposure issues and Evans 

had to re-shoot several times because his sitters moved during exposures causing blurring. While 

soft focus was not an issue with Evans’s other portrait work and an aesthetic choice he made, with 

theatrical images’ sharp focus was an important factor for the public reception of the work.

The Mrs. Warren’s Profession commission was the first time Evans had ventured to photograph 

actors in character and the images reveal a photographer who was challenged by a genre with which 

he was not completely comfortable. The resultant photographs evince Evans’s ease with portraiture 

dealing with a single figure (fig. 6.4) and his unease with staging multiple actors in front of the 

camera although he managed to make some lively images, with tension, emotional connections, 

and capture the actors with expressive faces (fig. 6.5). The single portraits Evans made of the cast 

35  Frederick H. Evans to Alfred Stieglitz, July 24, 1904. Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O’Keeffe Archive, Beinecke Library, Yale 
University. Evans remembers the month incorrectly, as the photographs were made in February.
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Fig. 6.5: Frederick H. Evans, You Young Imp!, 1902.
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illustrate his ability at capturing evocative portraits,36 as this was a mode with which he was familiar 

and one at which he excelled. The single portraits Evans took of Mrs. Warren, Vivie, Frank, Sir 

Crofts, and Mr. Praed evince the photographer’s ability to capture a meaningful likeness of the sitter 

that includes characteristic elements of their personalities. If viewed apart from the context of the 

play, the portraits could easily be mistaken as photographs of the actors and actresses themselves 

and not necessarily the characters they depicted in the play.

Counter to Shaw’s request, tableaux vivants of the cast were made, perhaps on the insistance 

of the publisher. Evans was evidently happy to oblige and offered Shaw suggestions of the key scenes 

to depict. The group photographs lack the polished quality of Evans’s individual portraits, but they 

nevertheless fulfill the task of setting up a narrative relationship between the cast members.37 This 

may have been due to the fact that the photographs were taken in an unfamiliar studio and the 

actors and actresses were somewhat separated from the experience of the actual performance and 

the staged set. The single portraits may appear more successful because they conform to what is 

expected from Evans as a portrait photographer. Nevertheless, the photographs that Evans took 

served their intended purpose and in 1914 Shaw wrote to Evans asking for the copyright to the 

images when the play was republished.38 

Evans’s images fit comfortably within the tradition of stage photographs. Made for 

commercial purposes, the Mrs. Warren’s Profession photographs are, to be sure, less artistic, but to 

ignore them does not provide a complete view of Evans’s contributions as a photographer. Because 

of the works’ commercial origin, the Mrs. Warren’s Profession photographs are connected to Evans’s 

Country Life commissions, which have also been valued less, both at the time by critics and later 

by photographic historians and curators because of their connection to commerce. Yet, when we 

consider these photographs in relation to Evans’s wider interests, we see that Evans was not only an 

36  Evans made portraits of all but one of the cast members. Rev. Samuel Gardner, played by Cosmo Stuart, was unavailable to 
photograph during the month of February and was not photographed. In a letter Shaw notes this is because Stuart may have been 
in Paris. George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, January 18, 1902. Eccles Bequest, British Library.
37  In Evans’s portraiture, the only time multiple figures appear in the frame are in his family photographs with his wife and their 
children. In these images all of the elements work as a whole to create a cohesive image of family and domesticity. The theatre 
tableaux vivants are too staged, with the obvious markers of a studio setting. 
38  George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, May 11, 1914. Eccles Bequest, British Library.
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avid theatre-goer, member of the Stage Society, and friend of Shaw, we also get a glimpse into the 

photographer’s personality in two significant ways. First, Evans was willing to work in a genre with 

which he was unfamiliar as a photographer. Second, the play, banned from public performance 

because of its immoral content, was also a controversial topic, and there was both a legal and social 

danger associated with taking on the commission. Evans’s willingness to be associated with the 

project speaks to his belief in the subject matter and in Shaw’s voice as a playwright. While there 

is the commercial aspect of Evans’s involvement in making these photographs, it is hard to believe 

Evans would have taken the commission purely for money. Evans considered himself an artist and 

not a commercial photographer, and as such, he had to believe in and support the subject matter of 

the photographs he took. 

The question of where Evans stood with the controversial subject matter of Mrs. Warren’s 

Profession cannot be answered through his own words. But the fact that Evans agreed to take the 

commission evinces that he was at least comfortable with the topic as he did not shy away from 

taking on the project. Evans’s friendship with Shaw, his involvement with socialism, and his interest 

in theatre would have been strong motivators. Evans’s willingness to take on the commission can be, 

in part, attributed to his deep-rooted moral beliefs, which were grounded in Christianity and infused 

with socialism. Throughout his life, Evans knew individuals who were considered controversial, for 

example illustrator Aubrey Beardsley, writer Arthur Symons, and female impersonator and collector 

H. Jerome Pollitt. Evans was an intellectual Christian who was well read in a variety of subjects and 

eager to add to his knowledge and support his friend’s creative endeavours.

The Mrs. Warren’s Profession photographs exist in several different versions and allow a 

discussion of the ways in which the work was encountered and used. The Grant Richards publication 

of Mrs. Warren’s Profession includes twelve half-tone reproductions of Evans’s photographs and was 

sold for eighteen pence. Encountered within the context of the play, Evans’s images are illustrations 

intended to supplement the reader’s experience, while also providing a visual record of the cast 

of the play. The method of printing the photographs was economical, and Shaw noted in his 

introduction that an effort was made to avoid spoiling Evans’s work, adding that reproductions 
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only “do at least partial justice” to the originals.39 On Shaw’s suggestion, Evans also produced single 

prints for the cast. The photographs circulated among members of the cast and their friends and 

families as objects of interest and delight as indicated in several letters. In one such letter Shaw 

notes: “Miss McIntosh called here today with the light Crofts print, evidently sent by him with 

glowing accounts.”40  In another letter, Shaw discusses the dispersal of the proofs Evans had sent 

him, apologizing for breaking his word in doing so, but added, “when it came to the point of which 

print should be shut up in a portfolio at Adelphi Terrace [where Shaw lived] and which proudly 

hung on Goodheart’s wall in the eye of all beholders, I really could not bring myself to bury the best 

one.”41 Shaw preferred for the work to be seen and enjoyed by people, rather than stored away.

A portfolio of twenty prints exists that was Evans’s personal copy and was originally 

accompanied by a series of copied letters by Shaw to Evans about the Mrs. Warren’s Profession 

project.42 It is not quite clear who printed the photographs since the majority of the prints are on 

glossy collodion chloride paper, a material with which Evans is not typically associated, although 

it is not out of the realm of possibility that he experimented with the paper. One of the images is 

on platinum paper and was most certainly printed by Evans. All of the images are mounted on 

card and have an overmat, and are covered with a sheet annotated in ink with the title and an 

excerpt from the play. The overall uniformity of presentation and the use of Evans’s blindstamp 

with all the photographs suggests that Evans printed all of the images, perhaps experimenting with 

glossy photographic paper because theatrical photographs were typically printed on glossy paper. 

The portfolio was a private keepsake Evans compiled as a record, but also for his own enjoyment 

and to share with others. Compared to the Grant Richards publication, the portfolio provides an 

experience that focuses on the photographs instead of the printed play. The emphasis on Evans’s 

39  Shaw, Mrs. Warren’s Profession, xxxvi.
40  George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, February 5, 1902. Eccles Bequest, British Library, London. Miss McIntosh 
played the part of Vivie and Charles Goodhart played the part of Crofts. The two actors exchanged photographs and discussed the 
work through letters.
41  George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, March 28, 1902. Eccles Bequest, British Library.
42  Peter Galassi, ed., “Lot 70 and 70.1,” in 19th and 20th Century Photographs (Washington: Lunn Gallery Graphics 
International, Ltd., 1976), 74. The portfolio now resides in the Center for Creative Photography (CCP) in Tucson, Arizona. The 
lot referred to in the Lunn Gallery Graphics auction catalogue was confirmed by Leslie Squyres, the Director of the Volkerding 
Center for Research & Academic Programs at the CCP, to be the same object. The portfolio was purchased at the auction by an 
anonymous donor and gifted to the CCP in 1978. Email correspondence Leslie Squyres to the author, March 5, 2015. 
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photographic work and his ability to capture the essence of the play through the portraits of the 

cast provides an alternative reading of the images. In this instance, the photographs are not just 

illustrations of the play; rather the play is secondary to the images in the use of quotes from the work 

to title the images. Evans was proud of his photographs for Mrs. Warren’s Profession.43 For Evans, 

the commission brought together three of his interests: Shaw’s writing, theatre, and photography. 

Taken after the private performance, which in all likelihood Evans attended, the photographs are a 

record of Shaw’s theatrical work as well as a souvenir that Evans cherished. 

F. H. EVANS: THEATRICAL PHOTOGRAPHS

Although Mrs. Warren’s Profession was Evans’s first, and only, theatrical commission, there 

are within the bulk of his portraits individuals who appear in theatrical garb or posed in a dramatic 

way. Attesting to Evans’s fascination with the theatre, this type of portrait includes photographs of 

photographers Fred Holland Day and Alvin Langdon Coburn, artist George Parlby, an unknown 

43  Frederick H. Evans to Alfred Stieglitz, July 24, 1904. Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O’Keeffe Archive, Beinecke Library, Yale 
University. In this letter Evans invites Stieglitz to visit him so he can show Stieglitz the photographs.

Fig. 6.6: Frederick H. Evans, [F. Holland Day] In Arab Costume, 1901.
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female sitter titled “Isa,” and actor Harley Granville Barker. Although it is not known why these 

photographs were taken, there is a decidedly theatrical quality to them. In the case of Day and 

Coburn, we know that they had recently returned from a trip to Algeria where they had purchased 

the authentic clothing, and, on a whim, the two men dressed up and walked over to Evans’s studio on 

Mortimer Street. Evans was delighted with the novelty of the outfits and offered to photograph the 

two men. In the images of Day, Evans appears to have been fascinated with the folds of the clothing 

and captured the wonderful patterns of the garment’s rich shadows. Day, although not an actor in 

the traditional sense, was notorious for his eccentric personality and reveled in the opportunity to 

adopt various personas.44 There are six different exposures of Day dressed as an Algerian from this 

sitting, and each provides a different pose and draping of the garment’s fabrics (fig. 6.6). 

It is not known why Evans made the portraits of Parlby (fig. 6.7) and “Isa” (fig. 6.8), but from 

their appearance, they look as if they were connected to a play or other theatrical performance. 

44  The most notorious is Day’s depiction of Jesus Christ in a series of images, including The Seven Last Words a group of seven 
images that Evans owned. Denigrated in the British press, Evans wrote a letter to the editors of The British Journal of Photogra-
phy in Day’s defence, celebrating the “singleness and simplicity of purpose in [the] work.” Frederick H. Evans, “The Exhibition 
of American Photography at Russell Square,” British Journal of Photography 47, no. 2113 (November 2, 1900): 702.

Fig. 6.7 (left): Frederick H. Evans, Villainy, [exhibited 1903].
Fig. 6.8 (right): Isa, [exhibited 1903].
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The title of the portrait of Parlby links the image with William Shakespeare’s Macbeth. The passage 

connected to the portrait of “Isa” is from Irish poet Thomas Moore (1779-1852). Evans’s wider 

interests in literature and theatre manifest in these examples. In chapter 7, Evans’s interest in poetry 

is discussed in relation to his photography; the argument, in part, is linked to his use of poetry in 

the titles of his photographs. The photographs of “Isa”  and Parlby were exhibited in 1903 at the 

eleventh annual Photographic Salon, with the following titles and quotes respectively:

[untitled] “Lesbia hath a beaming eye, // But no one knows from whom it beameth, 
// Right and left its arrows fly, // But what they aim at, no one dreameth.”45 [Thomas 
Moore]

Villainy “Let not light see my black and deep // desires: // Yet let that be which the eye 
fears, // When it is done, to see.” (Shakespeare) 46

At the same exhibition, Evans presented Granville Barker, as Mr. Wenham – (“Becky Sharp”), clearly 

indicating the actor’s name, role depicted, and the play. The variation in titles may hold a clue 

to understanding the differences among these three photographs. Granville Barker, who had also 

appeared in Mrs. Warren’s Profession, was a professional actor and was active on London stages, 

and later added director and playwright to his credentials. The title provides factual information, 

allowing a clear understanding of who and what is illustrated in the photograph. Parlby, on the other 

hand, was not a professional actor, although he enjoyed dressing up in flamboyant and theatrical 

garb.47 

Evans made photographs for different reasons and under a variety of conditions. The Mrs. 

Warren’s Profession photographs were made for inclusion in a publication as illustrations of Shaw’s 

play (fig. 6.9). In this context, the images were supplementary to the reading of the play, and, 

45  Catalogue of the Eleventh Annual Exhibition of the Photographic Salon (London: Linked Ring, 1903), 12. 
46  Ibid., 16. 
47  There is a social link between the London Sketch Club and Evans. A private gentleman’s club for black and white illustrators, 
the group also included lay members. The club held ‘smoking conversazione,’ evening gatherings with music, entertainment, art, 
and refreshments. The first president was George Charles Haité, whom Evans photographed, exhibiting the portrait in 1900. Haité 
lived in Bedford Park, the Aesthetic enclave where Evans also lived for a short period of time between 1898 and 1900. Illustrator 
Phil May was another important founding member of the London Sketch Club. Evans owned a large selection of May’s work, in-
cluding fifty unpublished pen-and-ink sketches. Parlby, a stained glass artist and illustrator, was an active member of the London 
Sketch Club and was photographed by Evans on another occasion dressed in a suit. 
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therefore, they are secondary to the main focus of the theatrical work. In this capacity, Evans, as 

a photographer who aimed to create art, was eclipsed by the invisibility of the commercial aspect 

of how the images were presented. For the most part, professional photographers were secondary 

to the work they produced and were often not given credit for their photographs. Although Shaw 

acknowledges Evans’s role as photographer in his introductory text for Mrs. Warren’s Profession, 

encountering the images within the context of the published play was a different experience than 

when Evans exhibited his art photographs or presented his portfolio of the photographs to friends 

or acquaintances.

F. H. EVANS: PIANOLA PERFORMANCES 

 Another of Evans’s interests outside photography was music. Evans had played the piano as 

a young man, but as he got older the piano fingering became too painful and difficult. The ingenuity 

Fig. 6.9: Cover of the 1913 edition of Mrs. Warren’s 
Profession, in the personal collection of the author.
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of the new device called the pianola (a variant of the player piano) allowed Evans to return to 

playing the piano with mechanical assistance. The pianola was introduced in Britain after 1895 

and works through an air-operated mechanism that is activated by foot-controlled pedals. Air is 

forced through the system and rushes through perforations in the specially cut roll of paper. The 

air pressure depresses only the piano keys specific to the holes in the paper, thereby controlling the 

notes played.  Although the pianola was a niche instrument, it was a popular form of entertainment 

for many and predated the record player and other forms of music produced by machines. Evans 

continued to engage in piano playing, albeit in an altered form, and he mastered the instrument. 

Part of Evans’s mastery was the purchase of a specialized pianola hole punch that allowed him 

to cut his own rolls of music. The music punch gave Evans the freedom to choose the music he 

played, since pre-cut commercial pianola rolls were somewhat limited in the choice of music and 

in the quality of cuttings.48 For many people, the pianola revolutionized the musical experience by 

enabling a machine to assist in making music, but the device was not without controversy. 

 There are many similarities between photography and the pianola. Both were mechanical in 

their means of producing an end result, and both were denigrated for their seeming lack of artistic 

capabilities, or in other words, the lack of the artist’s hand in the process. Evans was able to achieve 

artistic results with both the camera and the pianola – and perfected both mechanical processes 

through his determination and ingenuity. With Evans, this meant altering the mechanics of both 

machines in order to produce the quality or effects that he deemed necessary to create works of art. 

These alterations included adjusting the pedals on his pianola so that it would be more sensitive 

to the pressure of his feet thereby allowing for subtle changes in the way the notes of the music 

were played.49 With control of the technical aspects of both technologies, Evans was afforded more 

artistic control, thereby elevating both the camera and the pianola through his efforts. 

 On November 24, 1904, to open his solo exhibition of architectural photographs, Evans 

48  See: Anonymous, “Shaw - Evans. An Evening of Wit and Music at the Camera Club,” Amateur Photographer 53, no. 1379 
(March 6, 1911): 220; and Anonymous, “Evans v. Dorando,” Amateur Photographer 53, no. 1380 (March 13, 1911): 260.
49  In Alex Strasser’s 1943 article “Evans: Photographer,” the author notes that Evans found relaxation in his pianola and had cut 
1500 rolls of music. Strasser, “Evans: Photographer,” 162. Pianola specialist and performer Rex Lawson has a private collection 
of rolls of pianola music that Evans cut. Unfortunately, the collection is uncatalogued, but it has the potential to be a wealth of 
information on Evans’s musical taste and proclivities, and has yet to be studied in any systematic or scholarly way. 
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gave a pianola performance at the Camera Club, where his work was displayed. The performance 

was advertised as “‘The Pianola,’ with musical illustrations.”50 Several magazines reported on the 

event. The Amateur Photographer noted that Evans performed Wagner’s Fire Music and Beethoven’s 

Appassionata Sonata, and added: 

     Mr. Evans is widely known as a most skilful player on the [pianola], and although 
pianola playing is often regarded as an impersonal and mechanical performance, 
he has succeeded in giving it that individuality which very many, including himself, 
have imparted to camerawork. In fact this parallel was often referred to in the course 
of the discussion, and the general opinion was expressed that the pianola had come 
to stay, in spite of the fact that some musical people looked upon it much as artists 
with the brush look upon photography when it first made its debut. . . . 
     Dealing with the criticism that a pianola was merely a machine, Mr. Evans said 
that it was a machine – when a machine controlled it! The performer was absolutely 
the maker of the musical value of each note and phrase and should have the entire 
credit of the performance.51 

Similarly, this sentiment was expressed in the context of photography and was an argument with 

which Evans and his fellow photographers, who advocated for photography as art, were familiar. The 

Musical Standard was more detailed and noted Evans played Wagner, Mozart, Bach, and Beethoven, 

and claimed: “Beethoven’s Appassionata, probably the most passionate thing of the kind in music, 

was splendidly rendered.”52 The article also mentioned that Evans recommended a specific pianola 

– the Metrostyle – perhaps indicating that the concert was sponsored by the makers or distributors 

of the pianola.

In 1911, Evans and Shaw presented an evening of “wit and music” at the Camera Club. Both 

men were devoted pianola enthusiasts and owned their own instruments. The night started with a 

short lecture from Evans, then eight to ten musical selections were performed, including Mozart’s 

sonata in B flat, a Beethoven Sonata, and selections from Gluck, Schubert, Liszt, and others. The 

musical performance was followed by a short discussion. Shaw acted as the chairman for the 

50  Anonymous, “Camera Club Fixtures – Notice of Lectures,” Photographic News (November 25, 1904): 444.
51  Anonymous, “At the Camera Club - The Rights and Wrong of the Pianola,” Amateur Photographer 40, no. 1053 (December 
6, 1904): 455. 
52  Anonymous, “The Coming of the Pianola,” 378.
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evening, and one reviewer noted: 

The audience found it difficult to decide which was the more worth hearing – Shaw 
on Evans or Evans on the pianola. But the Camera Club demonstration provided 
something in addition to the study of pianism. It furnished a study in temperament, 
the satirical cleverness of Mr. Shaw being the complement of the artistic sensitiveness 
and enthusiasm of Mr. Evans.53 

The entertainment value came not only from Evans’s pianola performance, but also from Shaw as a 

personality. In a sense both men were performing, Shaw as the “wit” and Evans as the “artist.” The 

night, hosted by the Camera Club, illustrates how Evans’s wider interests overlapped. Established in 

1885, the Camera Club was a private members only club for men interested in photography. By 1908 

the organization boasted darkrooms, a studio, billiard room, library, and dining room. As a social 

space, the Camera Club was where men would gather to engage with others through their mutual 

interest in photography. Other amusements, such as the pianola, were part of the extracurricular 

activities provided to members of the Camera Club.

 The pianola was a musical instrument that many photographers, especially Linked Ring 

members, found interesting and enjoyed using. Besides Evans, Alvin Langdon Coburn, George 

Davison, and Dudley Johnson were known pianola enthusiasts, and all four were members of the 

Linked Ring. The pianola forged another connection among the men, strengthening their bonds 

of mutual interest. In a letter dated July 28, 1904, Shaw implored Evans to join him and Coburn 

with the enticement that “there is a new metrostyle [pianola].”54 Evans would travel with his pianola 

rolls, bringing them along when he visited friends who also had pianolas. Writer Edward Thomas 

commented in a letter to Evans: “Your pianola is very welcome here,”55 indicating the social aspect 

of the pianola. There is a sense that the pianola was a part of social calls and a popular form of 

private entertainment among those within Evans’s circle.56

53  Anonymous, “Shaw – Evans: An Evening of Wit and Music at the Camera Club,” 220.
54  George Bernard Shaw to Frederick H. Evans, July 28, 1904. George Bernard Shaw Collection, Harry Ransom Humanities 
Research Center, University of Texas.
55  Edward Thomas to Frederick H. Evans, May 3, 1912. Exported Manuscripts, British Library.
56  In Evans’s correspondence the pianola is a subject shared between Alfred Stieglitz, Edward Thomas, George Bernard Shaw, 
and Gordon Conn.
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 At Evans’s memorial, people remembered his love of music, as well as his talent in 

photography. Linked Ring member Charles Emanuel claimed: 

Evans had another side. He was a born musician, a real lover of music, although I 
do not know that he played any instrument, except the Pianola. It is no exaggeration 
that from this instrument and his wide knowledge of the best classical music, he 
evolved music such as only a real pianist of high rank could produce from a piano, 
and he was specially employed by the Pianola people to give exhibitions of what 
could be done with their mechanical invention. He could actually read from the 
paper rolls as a musician reads from sheet music, and he told me that he often recut 
the spaces in the published rolls to properly represent what the composer intended, 
and he would travel half over Europe to hear a fine rendering of some rarely played 
work.57 

Music was clearly an important part of Evans’s life and those who knew him remembered this 

significant aspect of his accomplishments.58 

 Evans compared the camera and the pianola – defending the similarities and capabilities 

of the two technologies in print. In his 1906 article, “A Pianola for a Musician, and a Camera for 

an Artist,” Evans stated the comparison quite clearly. He began the article: “It will be noted that 

I do not say a Pianola for the Musician, or a Camera for the Artist, as that might be taken to 

imply that in the future the musician will be restricted to the Pianola, or the artist to the Camera – 

which Fates forbid!”59 The pianola, in relation to photography, presents an interesting comparison 

and juxtaposition. Both were inventions of the nineteenth century and while they were lauded as 

modern, they were also denigrated for being mechanical devices. People argued that art could not 

be made by a machine, and many, like Evans, who used the pianola and camera fought to have the 

work produced by these technologies to be accepted as art. While the lifespan of the pianola was 

relatively short in comparison with photography, it is uncanny how similar the criticism between 

the two forms of expression was. 

 

57  Emanuel, “Personal Recollections,” 34.
58  Another, younger Linked Ring member, Malcolm Arbuthnot, added in his reminiscence: “[Evans] was a great lover of music.” 
Arbuthnot, “The Linked Ring Days,” 34.
59  Evans, “A Pianola for a Musician, and a Camera for an Artist,” 75.
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CONCLUSION

In the nineteenth century, theatre and public performances such as recitals, concerts, and 

lectures, were part of the social fabric for many men and women. As a form of entertainment 

and enlightenment, these pastimes connected various social groups from different classes in the 

enjoyment of a shared cultural experience. Evans’s interest in theatre and performance connected 

him to other people in productive ways. Through theatre and music, social connections were forged 

that would serve him in his photographic work as well as other aspects of his life. For those steeped 

in the Aesthetic movement, going to the theatre was an important element of the aesthete. Lord 

Henry, a character in Oscar Wilde’s Aesthetic novel, The Picture of Dorian Gray, suggests, “let us 

go to the theatre tonight. There is sure to be something on, somewhere.”60 In the theatre, Evans 

found social connections that enabled him to combine multiple interests in meaningful ways. On 

the stage as a lecturer, Evans provided a means of entertainment that used photography in ways 

that allowed him to reach a wider audience and share his wide-ranging knowledge and interests. 

Through his pianola performances, Evans attempted to promote the virtues of a mechanical means 

of expression, as he did with the camera. In all of these efforts, Evans was drawn to connect his 

passions to a larger audience.

By looking more closely at the ways in which Evans’s interest in performance manifested 

itself in his photographic work, we begin to see the crossover between his various pursuits. Evans’s 

photographs of Mrs. Warren’s Profession, his theatrical related portraits, and assorted lantern slide 

lectures, as well as his pianola performances attest to a desire to connect his photographic work to 

his wider interests, such as theatre and music. Photography is seldom pursued in isolation from 

the events and activities a photographer enjoys, and, as is the case with all of the genres in which 

Evans worked, the medium was informed and influenced by Evans’s wider interests and his social 

connections.

Evans’s Mrs. Warren’s Profession photographs deserve to be considered within his oeuvre 

because they further our understanding of his contribution to the field of photography. When this 

60  Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray, 68.
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work is considered in relation to Evans’s wider interests, we not only see that was he an avid theatre-

goer, member of the Stage Society, and friend of the playwright, we also glimpse a photographer 

who was willing to take chances and attempt to work in a genre with which he was not comfortable. 

Evans’s willingness to work in a variety of genres illustrates that he was not defined by subject 

categories, and was, in part, concerned with photographing elements of his life, including his 

interest in theatre. 

Within a broader context, this chapter has demonstrated that photography was part of a 

larger cultural dialogue. While it is obvious that Evans would have wanted to document the things 

that interested him, it is not so obvious that photography was a performance that allowed Evans 

to present his interests to a wider audience. Through his lantern slide lectures and his pianola 

performances, that included photographs, Evans performed his love for photography. Each 

performance animated photography and brought the practice into a wider sphere, where spectators 

integrated the experience into a larger cultural context and personal understanding. In subtle ways, 

photographic images entered the lives of people who may not have had an interest in making their 

own photographs, but who, nevertheless, were influenced by what they were seeing.   
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Chapter 7

PHOTOGRAPHY AND POETRY:
EVANS’S LANDSCAPES

 

The intercourse of soul with body, and of spirit with nature, lies then in the similarity 
of each with each: it depends on scale of divine wants, by which spirit must come 
down into nature, and soul into body, for the purpose of carrying life throughout 
the possible forms of creation.1

But first what is art? I answer, Art is the embodiment and communication of man’s 
thoughts about man, Nature, and God. It is man’s way of decorating his existence, 
and of ministering to the glory of his Maker. Art is both the need of man’s nature, 
and its highest product.2

[I]n [Evans’s] photographs of landscape the same feeling for the less obvious and 
less insistent beauty is observable; and whilst he may permit himself to modify an 
inopportune light or shadow, he regards the subtleties of sky and earth as too sacred 
a union to admit of that combining two or more negatives in producing a single 
picture; and the entire fitness of nature for pictorial expression being so rare an 
occurrence, his opportunities must be few indeed.3

 In 1904, photographer and Linked Ring member A. Horsley Hinton described Frederick H. 

Evans’s photography as “the poetry of light and shade.”4 Applying a literary term to the medium of 

photography, this statement implies a connection between a recognized art form and photography. 

At the time of Hinton’s comment, the status of photography as art was undecided and many 

considered it non-artistic. By declaring that a photographer could create poetry with light and 

shade, Hinton implied that the medium, in the hands of certain photographers such as Evans, was 

as creative as poetry. Focusing primarily on the nature poetry of George Meredith, this chapter 

looks at the relationship between Evans’s landscape photographs and the inspiration he found in 

1  James John Garth Wilkinson, Emanuel Swedenborg: A Biography (London: William Newberry, 1849), 186.
2  John D. Sedding, Art and Handicraft (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner & Co., 1893), 25.
3  Hinton, “Frederick H. Evans – A ‘Romanticist’ in Photography,” 369.
4  Ibid., 367
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the work of various writers. Walter Hamilton, in The Aesthetic Movement, noted a fundamental 

link between the Aesthetic arts of poetry and painting.5 For Evans and those influenced by the 

Aesthetic movement,  it would not be unthinkable to substitute photography for painting, since he 

believed photography was a valid form of art, equal to painting. As discussed in chapter 3, Evans 

appropriated the lexicon of the Aesthetic movement to advance the cause of photography as art. In 

the same way, he combined poetry and photography with similar expectations. 

Poetry inspired in Evans a deeper connection to the natural world, as is evident in many of 

his landscapes. Poetry provided substantiation of Evans’s spiritual beliefs, which were grounded in 

Christianity, but infused with alternative approaches that embraced Spiritualism, Scientism, and 

Swedenborgian doctrine. Poetry was a means of bridging these disparate and often complicated 

belief systems in a coherent and meaningful way. This chapter begins with an examination of Evans’s 

spiritual beliefs, specifically his interest in the work of Swedish mystic, philosopher, and theologian 

Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772). Evans’s spiritual beliefs were the basis of his understanding of 

his place within the natural world, and his landscape photographs attest to a profound respect and 

wonder for the divine as found in nature. Evans tended to create his photographs in areas where 

one could commune with nature. One might assume that Evans’s architectural photographs of 

cathedrals would be more in keeping with his spiritual beliefs. However, this chapter suggests that 

it is through his landscapes that a fuller understanding of his complex relationship to religion and 

spirituality is expressed. The writings of Swedenborg and his English translator James John Garth 

Wilkinson (1812-1899) are important to the conceptualization of the spiritual dimension in Evans’s 

landscape work. Evans’s landscapes should be understood within the framework of his spiritual 

beliefs because they are intrinsically tied to his notions of God, nature, and his place on earth.

After establishing a spiritual framework, the chapter then considers Evans’s early landscape 

work, from the 1880s to the 1890s. An examination of this early work makes apparent the different 

influencing elements from this period. There are interesting and significant links to the poetry 

and the art from different movements, such as the Romantic and Pre-Raphaelite, that were an 

5  Hamilton, The Aesthetic Movement in England, 26.
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obvious source of inspiration for Evans’s early landscapes. These links include the poetry of the 

Romantics, such as William Wordsworth; the writing of John Ruskin; and the art and poetry of the 

Pre-Raphaelites. For creative individuals in the nineteenth century, “[n]ature was promoted as the 

source of all pattern,”6 and Evans found spiritual understanding in the patterns of nature. 

The chapter focuses specifically on a body of work that Evans made for the publication, The 

Works of George Meredith Memorial Edition, commemorating the life and work of author George 

Meredith (1828-1909). This section looks at Meredith’s nature poetry, as well as other key works, 

and considers how they influenced Evans’s landscape work. Taken in 1909, the Memorial Edition 

photographs clearly illustrate a change in Evans’s working methodology from his earlier landscapes. 

The main change came from Evans’s use of a soft-focus lens, which aesthetically modified the 

rendering of the subject’s focus. The slight blurring went against the ideals of pure photography 

– the photographic philosophy most closely attributed to the photographer. While a few images 

from the series have become prized and highly collectable, the entire body of work has never been 

examined.7 In this chapter, I make the argument that Evans’s photographic philosophy of pure 

photography did not change, although the aesthetic of his landscapes did. The adoption of soft-

focus lenses afforded Evans a wider range of expression, while still being fully photographic in the 

pure definition. It was the mechanics of the lens that altered the rendering of the scene and not the 

manipulation of the negative or the print by un-photographic means. Within that framework Evans 

remained true to pure photography.

Scholars have overlooked this body of work for a variety of reasons. First, as described 

above, work from the Memorial Edition was not believed to adhere to Evans’s primary photographic 

philosophy of pure photography, although this chapter argues in favour of this work being within 

the pure-photography realm. Second, the images were printed as photogravures, a medium not 

closely associated with Evans and therefore not as valued as his platinum prints. Finally, the work 

6  Mary Greensted, ed., An Anthology of the Arts and Crafts Movement: Writing by Ashbee, Lethaby, Gimson and their 
Contemporaries (Aldershot, UK: Lund Humphries, 2005), 3.
7  A few images taken from the photographs included in the Memorial Edition, such as In Deerleap Woods and Woods of Wes-
termain, are highly collectable because they do not conform to the work in the series that is decidedly more pictorial. In Deer-
leap Woods, arguably the most popular of the series, was not included in the publication and exists only as platinum prints, the 
medium most associated with Evans’s work and therefore the most collectable.
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is found within literary texts for a writer who has, for the most part, been neglected. These three 

factors have contributed to the continued neglect of this fascinating body of work. As I will show, 

Evans’s photographs, taken specifically for the Memorial Edition, reveal a deep respect for Meredith’s 

poetry and knowledge of the author’s other literary works. Therefore, Evans’s Memorial Edition 

photographs are an excellent opportunity to explore the union of photography and poetry at the 

beginning of the twentieth century.

F. H. EVANS: LANDSCAPE AS SPIRITUAL EXPRESSION

The natural world fascinated Evans as a creative, spiritual, and philosophical subject; 

consequently, it is not surprising that he found a creative output by exploring nature through the 

camera. His earliest photographic work documented the microscopic through lantern slides and 

prints of natural specimens in creative ways: the hair of a larder beetle looks like blades of grass 

(fig. 7.1); the spine of a sea urchin is transformed by light to look almost like a monochromatic 

cathedral rose window (fig. 7.2); and tiny polycistina are artfully grouped in pleasing patterns that 

look like lace (fig. 7.3). Evans also photographed the monumental in nature, recording English 

glaciers and precipitous mountain peaks (fig. 7.4). 

Drawn to the natural environment with the intention of exploring its wonders with a 

Fig. 7.1 (left): Frederick H. Evans, Hair of Dermestes, circa. 1885. Fig. 7.2 (centre): Frederick H. Evans, Fr: Sec: 
Spine of Echinus x 40, circa 1887. Fig. 7.3 (right): Frederick H. Evans, Grouped Polyscistina, circa 1885.
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Fig. 7.4: Frederick H. Evans, An English Glacier: Near Summit of Scafell, circa 1905.
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specific viewpoint connected to his own spiritual beliefs, Evans’s early photomicrographs of assorted 

natural specimens attest to a fascination with the minute and invisible side of nature. Imperceptible 

material, seen in the lens of a microscope and captured photographically, requires a sort of faith 

that is akin to spiritual belief. Evans believed in the interconnectedness between things in the world 

both animate and inanimate, as photo-historian Anne Hammond observed in his work that “all 

natural things corresponded to spiritual qualities,”8 which were at times invisible to the eye. This 

theory, established by Swedenborg, was known as Correspondence. The theory of Correspondence 

provided an essential link between the natural world and the spiritual world. Wilkinson describes 

the theory using Christian notions: “[I]f an earth or solar system could cease to correspond with 

the spiritual heavens above it, it would fall into chaos, and be dissipated.”9 Earth, in this example 

of Correspondence, is connected to a spiritual heaven, and both need this connection to remain 

viable. Within this framework, Evans’s landscapes become imbued with spiritual meaning – a tree 

is no longer simply a tree because it corresponds to a supernatural equivalent linking them. With 

this in mind, one can begin to understand the creative, spiritual, and philosophical inspiration 

behind Evans’s landscapes. 

Writers, such as Hammond and photo-curator Anne Lyden, have established the complex 

link between Swedenborg’s thinking and Evans’s photographic work.10 However, no one has yet 

discussed Evans’s health and his effort to make sense of his poor health in relation to his spiritual 

beliefs. In this context, the Swedish philosopher’s theory of Correspondence explains the diseased 

body in a new light, where the ephemeral and imperfect body is connected to an eternal and perfect 

spirit. As a way to make sense of his ill health, Evans found spiritual comfort in the writings of 

Swedenborg and Wilkinson, among others.11 Evans established, through these writers, a way of 

thinking that allowed him to understand his personal situation within a larger context, while also 

providing him spiritual guidance. For Evans, science and faith were connected in a way that was 

8  Hammond, Frederick H. Evans, 4.
9  Wilkinson, The Greater Origins and Issues of Life and Death, 266.
10  See Hammond, Frederick H. Evans, 3-4; and Lyden, The Photographs of Frederick H. Evans, 11.
11  Evans also found spiritual guidance in the writing of Henry James Sr., William Blake, and Laurence Oliphant, to list a few. 
Hammond discusses these influences in Frederick H. Evans, 3.
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counter to current Darwinian thought, which divided science and religion. Nature was an important 

part of Evans’s conception of his spiritual beliefs because they were fundamentally connected. 

Writing to Wilkinson in 1886, Evans stated his fondness for the author’s book The Greater 

Origins and Issues of Life and Death (1885), noting its effect on his life: “I am impelled thereto by 

the great sense of indebtedness I feel under by reason of the spiritual value your writings have been 

to me for some long time past. It would be in vain for me to attempt to tell you the extraordinary 

degree of enlightenment and help in daily life I have derived from their careful and joyful study.”12 

Evans wrote the letter during a prolonged period of ill-health, when his professional future was 

uncertain as a result of his inability to maintain his position as a clerk. The book referred to in 

the letter includes meaningful marginalia, added by Evans. Most of the notes refer to passages 

concerning health in relation to the physical and spiritual body. Evans marked and annotated much 

of the chapter, “The Human Race,” including: 

As to how space ends, our removal from it is How. We die, and leave 
it as an inheritance to others. It can also end by the correction and 
spiritualizing of our intuitions [Evans’s underline] The moment we 
conceive that nature is in the hollow of God’s hand, and that Space 
and Time are created, we begin to see that Space is surrounded by 
Spiritual Power, even as all Spiritual Power lies in God.13 

In this example Wilkinson explains that nature is a part of God, controlled by His spiritual 

power. Evans’s marginalia consistently indicate a concern for health, and one can see through his 

highlighting and notes that he found solace in Wilkinson’s interpretation of Swedenborg. Through 

an understanding of the connections between the diseased body and spiritual being, Evans 

navigated the complexities of his lived experience by finding consolation, not only in the writing of 

Swedenborg and Wilkinson, but also in nature.

Many of Evans’s landscapes were made during periods of convalescing; therefore his concerns 

with health and spirituality become part of the process. Nature, and by extension his landscapes, 

12  Frederick H. Evans to James John Garth Wilkinson, February 3, 1886. Swedenborg Society, London.
13  Wilkinson, The Greater Origins and Issues of Life and Death, 18. Swedenborg Society, London.
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was a space of respite from illness where he could gather his strength, away from the bustle, noise, 

and pollution of metropolitan London. In the majority of Evans’s landscapes, nature is found in 

a pristine state, free from man or evidence of his presence.14 Swedenborg asserted that spiritual 

wellbeing was connected to physical wellbeing. In a section of The Greater Origins and Issues of 

Life and Death, Wilkinson, interpreting Swedenborg in almost Aesthetic language, describes a 

future where “there will be a New Sensual Age, and one of inexpressible beauty and purity, with no 

asceticisms in it, and no total abstinences but from sins. Its potencies will extend through outward 

life, and ‘the redemption of the body’ is its goal.”15 Many elements of Swedenborg’s and Wilkinson’s 

writing appealed to Evans because it provided him with a spiritual understanding of the relation 

14  There is also a subset of his landscape work that is more intimately connected to his architectural work where buildings are 
depicted in their surrounding landscape. This approach is historically connected to topographical work depicting important sites, 
where the images provide a context to the architecture, moving closer to the site image by image. Commercial photographers 
adopted this method when documenting a site. I would be remiss to not include this subset of Evans’s landscape work, although 
conceptually it belongs to his architectural work and not to his landscape work.
15  Wilkinson, The Greater Origins and Issues of Life and Death, xv.

Fig. 7.5: Frederick H. Evans, At Chantilly, circa 1906-1907.
Fig. 7.6: Frederick H. Evans, Gloucester Cathedral: The Cloisters, circa 1903.
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between body and spirit.16 While on his numerous recuperative holidays, he was able to translate 

this healing experience into a visual form through his photographs. 

The connection of nature and Christian spirituality can be found in photographs where 

Evans makes the visual connection between the forest and the cathedral. In these images, pine 

trees become the visual equivalent to tall pillars in the nave of a cathedral or the interlacing canopy 

of trees along a path (fig. 7.5) becomes the equivalent to the tracery of a vault (fig. 7.6). In this 

visual correspondence, the forest is equal to a cathedral as a space of communion with one’s 

spirituality.17 This was not a new concept. Gothic architecture, the style that Evans was most drawn 

to and photographed consistently throughout his career, was rooted in a tradition where nature 

was celebrated in the decorative elements of the building. The stone and wood carvings found in 

medieval cathedrals represent assorted natural forms, such as leaves, vines, and flowers. During 

Evans’s lifetime, many individuals noted the natural forms within this type of religious architecture. 

Art critic John Ruskin, in his influential chapter “The Nature of Gothic,” viewed the love of nature 

as a key element of Gothic architecture, suggesting: “[T]he stony pillar grew slender and the vaulted 

roof grew light, till they had wreathed themselves into the semblance of the summer woods at their 

fairest . . .”18  Similarly, art historian Jurgis Baltrušaitis recently observed in “The Romance of Gothic 

Architecture” that there was “an unusual concordance of views” between different thinkers, such as 

Goethe, Schlegel, and Huysmans  regarding the “comparison of Gothic forms and vegetal forms” 

found in forests.19 Within this context, the complexity of Evans’s landscape work can be understood 

as a spiritual expression directly related to sites of worship.

F. H. EVANS: EARLY LANDSCAPES AND POETIC INFLUENCES

 In addition to the spiritual influences, Evans’s landscape work was also a reaction to literary 

and artistic elements he came into contact with. Evans began photographing in 1883 and within 

16  Homeopathy was another source of meaning in Evans’s life. As with other aspects of his life, a holistic approach was one that 
Evans sought.
17  Pohlad, “Frederick H. Evans: The Stigma of Technical Perfection,” 250.
18  Ruskin, “The Nature of Gothic,” 48.
19  Jurgis Baltrušaitis, “The Romance of Gothic Architecture,” in Aberrations: An Essay on the Legend of Forms (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1898), 108. 
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the first decade he was exploring the landscape genre. These early works attest to his knowledge of 

Pre-Raphaelite painting and poetry, and Romantic poetry through the evidence of style and subject 

matter. As Evans became more confident with his own visual language, a distinct style emerged, but 

in his early work it is clear he looked to other sources for inspiration.

The Pre-Raphaelite movement is a thread that weaves its way through the preceding chapters 

of this thesis. The movement began in 1848 and its influence spanned the latter part of the nineteenth 

century. For the Pre-Raphaelites, nature was to be studied and rendered with accuracy. The Pre-

Raphaelite search for ‘truth to nature,’ as it was known, is evident in the painting and poetry produced 

by members of the movement. The intricately depicted details and vivid descriptions within their 

painted and written work attest to their desire to convey the significance and importance of nature 

in an increasingly industrialized world. Pre-Raphaelite painters, such as Dante Gabriel Rossetti, 

William Holman Hunt, and John Everett Millais, painted from life, enjoying the challenge of copying 

nature in a realistic – almost photo-realistic – manner. A stunning example of this approach is 

found in John Everett Millais’s painting Ophelia (1852), in which verdant vegetation is depicted 

Fig. 7.7: After Sir John Everett Millais, Ophelia, 1851-1852. Engraving by James Stephenson, 1866.
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with infinite detail (fig. 7.7). Supported by art critic John 

Ruskin, who was also an amateur artist, the Pre-Raphaelites 

aimed to reveal deeper truths found within nature. Pre-

Raphaelite painters and poets used symbolism connected to 

flowers and plants as a means of revealing some of these, 

so called, truths. This additional layer of meaning informed 

the Victorian viewer, who could interpret the significance 

associated with the choice of specific flowers and plants in 

the paintings or poems. In Ruskin’s drawings and paintings, 

there was a fascination with depicting the minutiae of details he saw, and his art reveals a concern 

with realism. For the Pre-Raphaelite artists and for Ruskin, photography assisted in capturing 

their obsession with detail. Symbolism and realism were 

combined to create stunning, and yet controversial, works of 

art grounded in the truth they saw in nature.

Photography was perfectly situated to render the Pre-

Raphaelite fascination with precise detail. Some of Evans’s 

most intriguing landscapes are of country hedgerows 

and brooks (fig. 7.8). These highly detailed photographs 

recall Pre-Raphaelite painting and poetry through their 

sharp focus and emphasis on the detailed plant life. A 

commonplace element along country roads, hedgerows divided fields and properties; dating from 

medieval times, they are an intimate part of life in the English countryside and encompass an 

assortment of native plants. Through Evans’s attention, the mundane hedgerow is elevated and made 

a worthy subject for the photographer. The square frames of Evans’s images are densely packed with 

shrubs, brambles, and an assortment of foliage that create a chaotic mass of shapes (fig. 7.9). Many 

of Evans’s hedgerow studies are framed without a grounding element, such as a horizon line, and 

the orientation of the image can easily shift without much change to the content or understanding 

Fig. 7.8: Frederick H. Evans, Hawthorne 
and Blackberry, circa 1885.

Fig. 7.9: Frederick H. Evans, Hedgerow 
Study, circa 1885.
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of what is depicted. These are the most abstract of his photographic work, but are undoubtedly 

the most Pre-Raphaelite in their subject and in their rendering. The swirling lines of grass and 

intertwined vines of blackberry brambles also recall William Morris’s popular textile designs that 

adorned fabric and wallpaper (fig. 7.10) throughout the latter part of the nineteenth century. 

Made in the 1880s, Evans’s hedgerow images exist only as lantern slides, indicating their 

original format for viewing.20 It is not known why the images were produced, although their format 

suggests possible uses. Intended for projection, these small objects recall the finely detailed elements 

of Pre-Raphaelite paintings and may have been produced as reference material for artists who could 

control the size of the projected image by moving the lantern closer or further away from a wall 

or canvas.21 Or, more likely, they may have been produced for presentation in a lecture. Evans 

produced lantern slides for a William Morris lecture on English architecture,22 and the hedgerow 

slides may have been produced for a similiar use. These lantern slides illustrate a Pre-Raphaelite 

concern for detail, and one can easily see the visual links between the art of this movement and 

20  Evans only produced this work in lantern slides, the format providing a clue as to the intended use of the work. In 1971, 
with the help of Evan Evans and the Witkin Gallery, photographer George Tice produced a portfolio of ten images printed from 
Evans’s lantern slides. This was a limited edition of sixty sets and included one image, titled Hedgerow Study. With the exception 
of these posthumous portfolio images, there are no known prints of the hedgerow work that Evans made during his lifetime. 
21  In this manner, an artist could trace the image on to another material, such as paper or canvas, to use in a drawing or painting.
22  Anonymous, “The Arts,” Time and the Hour 1 (March 13, 1897), 11. 

Fig. 7.10: William Morris, Jasmine, 1872.
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Evans’s hedgerow images. 

In 1900, a description of Evans’s landscapes noted: “Several of these woodland pictures excel 

in the beauty of their treatment, their tones are exquisite, and more like the delicately pointing bits 

one sees in the illustrations of some of Ruskin’s work.”23 The reference to Ruskin would have pleased 

Evans, who collected the art critic’s writing. The influence of Ruskin upon Evans’s landscape work 

is exemplified in an image he made around 1908 titled Foxgloves (fig. 7.11). Two flowering stems 

rise out of the chaos of the hedgerow; each leaf, blossom, and blade of grass is clearly delineated, 

capturing the vivid beauty of the English flora. When viewed within the context of a piece of writing 

by Ruskin, found in his influential The Stones of Venice, the image becomes even more remarkable. 

In a discussion on the beauty found in imperfection, Ruskin states: 

[I]mperfection is in some sort essential to all that we know of life. It 
is the sign of life in a mortal body, that is to say, of a state of progress 
and change. Nothing that lives is, or can be, rigidly perfect; part of it 
is decaying, part nascent. The foxglove blossom, – a third part bud, a 
third part past, a third part in full bloom,– is  a type of the life of this 
world. And in all things that live there are certain irregularities and 
deficiencies which are not only signs of life, but sources of beauty.”24 

In relation to the quote, the photograph becomes charged with meaning. Suffering from poor health 

throughout his life, Evans understood only too well the faults of the mortal body, and appreciated 

the metaphor of the foxglove as possessing both imperfections and beauty. Evans's photograph of 

the foxgloves embodies the influence of Ruskin.

Evans was also influenced by the popular interest in the English Lake District that was 

inspired, in part, by poetry written by the Romantics, such as William Wordsworth (1770-1850), 

who was a resident of the area and an avid walker. Wordsworth’s writing showed his fascination 

with the untamed area in the northwest of England, with poems such as “Composed by the Side 

of Grasmere Lake” (1803), “I Wandered as Lonely as a Cloud” (1804), and “The Excursion” (1814) 

23  [Criticus], “Mr. F. H. Evans’s Exhibition at the Royal Photographic Society,” 309.
24  Ruskin, The Stones of Venice, 138. This consideration of imperfection ties in with the imperfect or diseased body – an issue 
Evans dealt with physically, spiritually, and philosophically. 
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each set in the area. Evans’s landscapes were also motivated by an enjoyment of walking outside 

and the benefits it provided him; taking his camera to record scenes of beauty became part of the 

appeal of these recuperative excursions. In places such as the Lake District, one was surrounded by 

different landscapes that aroused a gamut of emotions, including a feeling of oneness with a higher 

order. For both Wordsworth and Evans, the experience of physically navigating through nature 

brought them closer to an understanding of man’s role within a larger organic system.

The images Evans took in the Lake District conform to ideals of the sublime in nature and 

are influenced by the poetry and art of the Romantic Movement. Emerging in the middle of the 

eighteenth century, the Romantic Movement was a decided reaction against the Age of Reason 

(also known as the Enlightenment) and the emergence of modern science, both of which were seen 

as too severe and logical. In contrast, the Romantic poets and artists returned to an appreciation 

Fig. 7.11: Frederick H. Evans, Foxgloves, 
circa 1908.
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of the sublime in nature, with emphasis on an emotional response when creating their works. In 

Wordsworth’s poem “I Wandered as Lonely as a Cloud,” the poet describes nature in a way that 

inspires awe in the reader who longs to see the ten thousand bright yellow blossoms “tossing their 

heads in sprightly dance.”25 This is juxtaposed with the last stanza:

For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.26

The contrast Wordsworth creates, of the narrator sitting inside separated from nature, is one that 

would have been familiar to the urban reader. Nature was receding from the daily life of the city 

dweller who could only experience the wilderness while on vacation; most of these individuals could 

sympathize with the narrative voice in the poem.27 From the onset of the Industrial Revolution, men, 

women, and children were increasingly forced to work in factories which blighted the landscape 

and changed their relationship with nature. Even for the more financially secure inhabitants, such 

as the city clerks or town merchants, nature was something they had to seek out. This was an 

entirely new way of living and contrasted visibly with how their ancestors lived off the land and 

communed with it daily.

Holidaying in the Lake District had become more popular as the nineteenth century came 

to an end. In 1905, Evans contributed an article to The Amateur Photographer titled “Hints on 

Landscape Work in English Lakeland” that expounded on the photographic opportunities for those 

who journeyed to the area for a holiday. According to Evans, the Lake District was a “veritable 

paradise for photographers.”28 Evans vacationed in the area several times, noting his first visit was 

25  William Wordsworth, “I Wandered as Lonely as a Cloud,” in Poems in Two Volumes 1807. Edited by Helen Darbishire 
(Oxford: Claredon, 1936), 224.
26  Ibid., 224.
27  In another poem titled, “Composed a Few Miles Above Tintern Abbey, On Revisiting the Banks of the Wye During a Tour. 
July 13, 1798.” Wordsworth juxtaposes the experience of city dwelling with being in nature. It was a common motif with 
Wordsworth.
28  Frederick H. Evans, “Hints on Landscape Work in English Lakeland,” Amateur Photographer 41, no. 1075 (May 9, 1905): 374.
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an extended one of six weeks when he was convalescing and prior to his taking up photography.29 

On his next two trips to the Lake District, Evans brought along his cameras and took many 

different exposures. In the article, Evans reiterates a working methodology similar to that used in 

his architectural work on key points related to lighting and composition.30 In both genres, Evans 

advocated that the photographer study the site, its changing light, and produce photographs that 

evoked an emotional response in the viewer.

Evans’s photographs of the Lake District provide a glimpse into a natural site that is presented 

as pristine. In a few images, though, Evans records the man-made gravel roads that took the holiday 

traveller through the wilderness (fig. 7.12) or the bounty of an autumn harvest (fig. 7.13). The 

evidence of man within these images can be dated back to medieval times, especially in the latter 

image where the wheat sheaths have been harvested by hand and left to dry. For the most part, 

the landscape photographs Evans took in this area show nature untouched, harmonizing with the 

Romantic depiction of the area. As with the majority of Evans’s landscapes, there was a desire to 

show nature as close to its original state, in order to confirm its connection to God.

Although Evans did not use Wordsworth’s poetry for titles to his photographs, there is 

evidence that he made images that connected to the poet’s aesthetics. In 1911, the weekly up-

scale magazine Country Life published an article “The Making of Wordsworth,” which used four 

of Evans’s photographs. These included: On the Road to Watendlath (see fig. 7.13), Wordsworth’s 

Country: Great Gable from Wastdale Watendlath (see fig. 7.12), Wordsworth’s Country: From Scafell 

Pike Watendlath (see fig. 7.4), and The Woods of Westermain (fig. 7.14). The article does not refer 

directly to Evans’s photographs; instead they provide an illustration of the area referred to in the 

article about Wordsworth. The use of photographs to illustrate poems could be found in books, 

the catalogues of photographic exhibitions, and the pages of weekly magazines. The last image, The 

Woods of Westermain, will be discussed below, in relation to the writer and poet George Meredith, 

another significant influence in relation to Evans’s landscape work.

29  Ibid., 374.
30  Ibid., 375.
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Fig. 7.12 (top): Frederick H. Evans, Great Gable from Westdale, circa 1905.
Fig. 7.13 (bottom): Frederick H. Evans, On the Road to Watendlath: Borrowdale, circa 1900.
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POETRY AND PHOTOGRAPHY 

In 1915, Country Life published an article titled “George Meredith as Woodland Poet,” 

illustrated with two of Evans’s images. Responding to an earlier review of the book A Bundle of 

Memories by Canon Scott Holland, Evans had sent the editors photographs that he had taken six 

years earlier for The Works of George Meredith Memorial Edition for consideration.31 In the article, 

the anonymous author refers to Evans as a “Meredithian” and declares: “It is very likely that Mr. 

Meredith would have flung laughing scorn on the idea of comparing a poem and a photograph”; 

the author amends the thought by adding, “but the two are not so very far apart.”32 According to 

the article, the main difference between the two mediums is to be found in the rendering of the 

content of the poem or the photograph: “The camera is made to record everything” while from “the 

poet’s eye or memory” the poem emerges.33 Here was the old argument against photography as art, 

restated in relation to poetry. As a mechanical process, the line of reasoning asserted, photography 

indiscriminately documented everything before the lens, while a poet or artist selected the elements 

of a scene to depict through choice words and phrases, much like a painter who decides what details 

from a scene or a portrait are to be painted. But the author goes on to counter this initial argument 

by noting that the woods from Meredith’s poem were not an actual forest and that Evans created his 

version of the site by selecting the view.34 In this way, the author recognizes that Evans had creative 

license to choose a spot within the forest that approximated a scene from Meredith’s poem, thereby 

suggesting that the photographer and poet were similar in creating work from an unspecified site. 

In 1915, although there was lingering anxiety about photography’s status as an art form, for Evans, 

in part because of his literary interests, poetry and photography were not so far apart. 

Evans did not want to replace poetry with his photographs. He saw them co-existing and 

working together to create a new experience that united words with images. This is evident in the 

titles he gave to some of his photographs, titles that were appropriated from poems he enjoyed. 

This approach was used most notably with landscapes he associated with the poetry of George 

31  Anonymous, “Literature. A Book of the Week,” Country Life 38, no. 968 (July 24, 1915), 140.
32  Anonymous, “George Meredith as a Woodland Poet,” Country Life, 748.
33  Ibid., 749.
34  Ibid., 749.
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Meredith, although selections from William Shakespeare, Alfred Tennyson, Charles Kingsley, and 

others were also used as titles; for example: “Let not light see my black and deep // desires: // Yet let 

that be which the eye fears, // When it is done, to see,” from Shakespeare’s Macbeth (Act 1, Scene 

4); “ . . . the noiseless music of the night,” from Tennyson’s Maud (part XVIII); and “Out into the 

West // When the sun went down,” from Kingsley’s The Three Fishers.35 These authors were popular 

with Victorian and Edwardian audiences and the inclusion of familiar quotations would make the 

photographs accessible to an audience, who was used to this approach with paintings, which were 

35  The use of poetry in titles was not unique to Evans. Looking through any number of exhibition catalogues from the nineteenth 
century there are countless examples of others doing the same.

Fig. 7.14: Frederick H. Evans, Woods of Westermain, circa 1894.
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understood as art. The use of quotes from literature and poetry provided another access point into 

Evans’s photographs, one that was perhaps more accessible to an audience that was still learning to 

view photography as art. Through the phrases he used as titles, one can see what Evans read and 

how he made a visual connection between poetry and photography. The combination of poem and 

photograph was a sign of Evans’s respect for the poet and an acknowledgement of how deeply the 

work had influenced his own creative endeavours. 

The pairing of poetry with photographs was not unique; there was a history of such 

combinations. Photographically illustrated books of poetry were produced frequently throughout 

the second half of the nineteenth century, including Sir Walter Scott’s The Lady of the Lake (1863, 

1865, and 1871), Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s Hyperion (1865), Alfred Tennyson’s Idylls of 

the King and Other Poems (1875), and William Shakespeare’s Seven Ages (1876).36 Poetry was an 

particularly popular form of entertainment for the Victorians. As a result, consumers purchased 

a large number of books of poetry, including illustrated gift books containing a combination of 

poetry and pictures. Publishers, eager for their cut of the market, competed for these sales. The use 

of photography was one approach adopted by publishers to attract eager buyers. Original albumen 

photographs, were tipped into books since the technology of printing both images and text was not 

commercially available until the 1890s. This was a costly enterprise, with many technical limitations 

and problems, and some publishers opted to reproduce photographs as woodcuts or engravings to 

save money and hassle. Nevertheless, from the 1860s on, there was a visible link between poetry 

and photography in published material.37 In this way, Evans was part of a tradition that united 

poetry and photography. 

Aside from using poetry as titles, Evans believed his photographs were filled with poetic 

qualities. In a letter to American photographer Alfred Stieglitz, a disgruntled Evans states: “And for 

a critic to be able to look at my collection of prints and see no poetry, no separate individual aim and 

36  Rachel Stuhlman, “Literary Observations,” in Imagining Paradise (Göttingen, DEU: Steidl, 2007), 142-153.
37  Helen Groth considers the use of photography in relation to nineteenth-century literature in her research and “traces the 
various ways in which the desire to arrest time was taken up by writers, photographers, publishers, and consumers in the decades 
immediately following the invention of photography.” Victorian Photography and Literary Nostalgia. (Oxford, UK: Oxford 
University Press, 2003), 2.
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result in each of them, no atmosphere etc., etc., proves him no critic.”38 The critic was Roland Rood, 

an American whom photography critic Sadakichi Hartmann disdainfully described in 1904 as an 

“amateur-writer-scientist-painter,” who lacked the ability needed for photographic criticism.39 In 

his criticism, Rood does not mention poetry; instead, he complains of the monotony and perfection 

Evans’s work: “[The photographs] are the result of the most deadly exact calculation, but being such 

are incapable of arousing in the spectator any other than an icy feeling of admiration for their 

spherical perfection.”40 Poetry, as a medium, expresses feelings and ideas through literary means, 

such as rhyme, rhythm, and metaphor. For Evans, photography was the medium through which 

he expressed the same sentiments and impressions in a meaningful way. Rood’s dismissal of the 

individual emotive qualities of each image was an insult that Evans took personally. Consequently, 

through Evans’s response, attention is brought to how he viewed his work – as imbued with the 

same qualities as poetry.

To find poetry in photography was not a foreign idea for those working in the medium. 

In 1910, photographer H. Snowdon Ward claimed: “In the poets one finds many inspirations, and 

if one sets out to infuse their spirit into a subject, rather than to illustrate the bare facts of their 

statements, one stands a good chance of making a picture, instead of a photographic record.”41 

Stating ideas similar to Evans’s own photographic philosophy, Ward stresses that “[t]he object of 

a picture is to express feeling and to inspire the same in the beholder, and succeeding in this its 

purpose is achieved.”42 Evans was moved by George Meredith’s poetry and expressed this in the 

landscapes he made in remembrance of the poet and the places he particularly loved.

GEORGE MEREDITH 

 When Evans sold his beloved book collection in 1919, he parted with nineteen lots of 

38  Frederick H. Evans to Alfred Stieglitz, June 8, 1906. Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O’Keeffe Archive, Beinecke Library, Yale University.
39  Sadakichi Hartmann, “Dear Sir,” The Camera 8, no. 10 (October 1904): 403-404.
40  Roland Rood, “The Exhibitions of Käsebier, White, Annan, Hill and Evans at the Photo Secession.” The American Amateur 
Photographer 18, no. 3 (March 1906): 102.
41  H. Snowdon Ward, “Evans and Sümmons Treating Trees,” Photograms of the Year 1910 (London: George Routledge & Sons, 
1910): 30.
42  Ward, “Evans and Sümmons Treating Trees,” Photograms of the Year, 31.
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Meredith material (approximately 54 objects). These included manuscript material from when 

Meredith was a reader for the publisher Chapman and Hall; first editions; a copy of Modern Love 

and Poems of the English Roadside that was inscribed by the author to Evans; and a complete set 

of his novels and short stories. Meredith was a challenging writer for readers and was not widely 

recognized or popular during the greater part of his career. Nevertheless, Meredith was well 

respected in certain literary circles, and he had a faithful, albeit small, following throughout the 

second half of the nineteenth century. Evans was a noted Meredithian, stocking his work at the 

bookshop Jones & Evans before it was fashionable. Part of a small coterie of people who enjoyed 

Meredith’s work, Evans was connected to a circle who valued intellectually challenging writing.

Early reviews of Meredith’s work were inconsistent, perhaps contributing to his lukewarm 

appeal to a general audience. In a letter to writer and friend Frederick Maxse from June 1862, 

Meredith notes: “The notices of my book are scarce worth sending. The Spectator abuses me. The 

Athenæum mildly pats me on the back: the Parthenon blows a trumpet about me: the Saturday 

R[eview] makes no sign.”43 Such unpredictable criticism did not deter Meredith, and he continued 

to work. By the 1890s, he had produced close to twenty novels, assorted books of poetry, and 

various essays. At the dawn of the twentieth century, Meredith came into his own on a popular 

level; astute critics made his work more accessible through their reviews, and a wider audience 

came to understand and embrace his writing. In 1900, one such critic claimed: “At present time 

scarcely any English poet is more in vogue than George Meredith. His popularity is comparatively 

new, but it is founded upon solid excellence of an extraordinary kind.”44 At the time of his death 

in 1909, Meredith was lauded for his literary contribution, but his work has now fallen back into 

relative obscurity, although there is an international contingent of literary scholars who want this 

to change.45

Meredith’s literary contribution spans both the Victorian and Modern periods and, as such, 

43  George Meredith, George Meredith Letters: 1844-1881, ed. Arthur Meredith (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1912), 1:73.
44  John Erskin, ed. Pre-Raphaelite and Other Poets: Lectures by Lafcadio Hern (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1923), 311.
45  In June 2015, I was invited to present elements of this chapter at a conference devoted to George Meredith at the Bishop 
Grosseteste University in Lincoln, UK. The two day conference focused on George Meredith and his circle and included 
international scholars. This was the first international conference on Meredith and perhaps indicates a revival of interest in this 
important Victorian writer.
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has been largely neglected in scholarly research, 

because his writing does not easily conform to styles 

of either period. His poetry was considered Pre-

Raphaelite and does share some of the characteristics 

of the poets from that group, such as Dante Gabriel 

Rossetti and William Morris. According to Lionel 

Trilling and Harold Bloom, Meredith’s work was 

innovative and naturalistic.46 Meredith was on 

friendly terms with many of the Pre-Raphaelite’s 

and, for a short period of time, lived at Rossetti’s 

London residence at 16 Cheyenne Walk, in Chelsea. 

But he was never officially a part of the group, and 

his writing style changed, becoming less influenced 

by their work. Meredith’s occasional appearance 

in the satirical magazine Punch: Or the London Charivari from 1865 on attests to the general 

knowledge of his work and provides another means of understanding the difficulties the 

public had with the work (fig. 7.15). Depicted as a bull in the proverbial China shop, the author 

smashes pots labeled “construct,” “form,” “grammar,” and “syntax” – key elements of literary work. 

Meredith’s head in the caricature was copied from a Frederick Hollyer photograph. See figure 7.16 

for comparison.

Meredith’s writing appealed to Evans because it was challenging and brought him insight 

into the human condition. It is not known how Evans came to know of Meredith’s work, but as early 

as 1883 he wrote to the author full of compliments and quoted his work. Replying to Evans’s letter, 

Meredith noted: 

Were I sensitive to public neglect . . . such a letter, be assured, 
would perfectly console me. I have from time to time received 

46  Lionel Trilling and Harold Bloom, Victorian Prose and Poetry (London: Oxford University Press, 1973), 617.

Fig. 7.15: E. T. Reed, “Meredith Destroying 
Literary Form,” Punch (July 28, 1894).
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communications of a similar kind, but not one that has touched me 
so warmly: and this by no means because of the flattering length 
and the eulogies, but that the quotations you make prove you have 
felt the spirit of the matter. The line on ‘Prayer,’ for example. No one 
has ever noticed it to me before: and I know it to be a vital line. I 
know therefore that you have done me the honour to read my work 
thoughtfully and with open conscience, of which I am cordially glad 
to think. You help me to work on.47

The letter must have pleased Evans enormously with Meredith’s kind words and the recognition of 

his thorough and thoughtful reading of the author’s work. The early date of the letter indicates that 

Evans’s appreciation of Meredith came well before the author’s general acceptance.

The idea of prayer or communion with one’s maker 

was important to Evans. In the letter quoted above, Evans 

referenced a line from Meredith’s novel The Ordeal of Richard 

Feverel (1856): “Who rises from Prayer a better man, his 

prayer is answered.”48 The idea that self-improvement from 

prayer was the desired goal was key to Evans, and he would 

quote Meredith a second time in an essay he wrote on James 

John Garth Wilkinson. Here Evans expands upon the idea of 

prayer, and after quoting Meredith adds: “All this implies . . . a 

real prayer, true self-surrender in the utterance, in the appeal, 

in the communion; one needs not to kneel to accomplish it, 

a mere ejaculation, a momentary expression, can be as full of meaning as the longest prayer; and 

if it savour at all of the perfunctory, it is a dead thing and void; saying prayers is not necessarily 

praying.”49 Meredith’s daily walks in the woods surrounding his home and Evans’s photographs 

47  George Meredith to Frederick H. Evans, November 16, 1883. George Meredith Letters: 1882-1909 (New York: Charles 
Scribner’s Sons, 1912), 2:350.
48  George Meredith, The Ordeal of Richard Feverel (New York: Signet Classics, 1961), 80.
49  Evans, James John Garth Wilkinson, 67-68. Evans quoted this passage earlier, in a letter to the editor of The Saturday 
Review in August of 1898, stating: “Sir, - Your correspondent of last week, “F.V.P.,” does not know his ‘Meredith’ as he does 
his ‘Shakespeare’ or he would not so confidently appeal to all other writings to produce as fine or practical a definition of Prayer 
as that he quotes from ‘Hamlet.’ // If he turns to ‘The Ordeal of Richard Feverel,’ vol. i., p. 220, he will find this: ‘Who rises 
from Prayer a better man, his prayer is answered.’ This wonderful sentence is of course from the immortal ‘Pilgrim’s Script’ of 
Sir Austin Feverel, and must surely be accorded a place of the highest possible in utterances on man’s chief spiritual function, 

Fig. 7.16: Frederick Hollyer, George 
Meredith, 1886.
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of nature were two ways these men communed with nature in her highest spiritual sense. In real 

prayer “one need not kneel,” Evans explains, and in both men’s creative endeavours there is evidence 

of the result of their deep contemplation of their roles within a larger spiritual order. Prayer and 

communion for Meredith and Evans, alike, occurred not only in an established religious context, 

but also in their interactions with nature.

In the 1880s, Evans wrote to Meredith several times, although a complete collection of 

the correspondence no longer exists. From the fragments that do remain, it becomes clear that 

the relationship between the two men was never more than an acquaintance, or perhaps that of 

an admirer or fan writing to the object of his interest. Several of the letters refer to photography. 

In one, Evans requests a photograph of the author; in another, Meredith acknowledges the return 

of a photograph by Frederick Hollyer of painter Edward Burne-Jones. Implying a future sitting 

with Hollyer, and indicating distaste for photographic portraits, Meredith wrote: “I will bear in 

mind your complimentary wish to have a copy when the thing is done. For myself, I do not see the 

importance of it; and I have never shared the enthusiasm of certain acquaintances for a fright of 

themselves on the carte.”50 Ultimately the author submitted to the lens and was photographed. 

Evans cherished his photograph of Meredith by Hollyer (fig. 7.16), retaining it until his death. 

A scrapbook of photographs and letters, compiled in 1910 by Evans, contains correspondence from 

Meredith and his son William, as well as Frederick Hollyer and amateur artist Amy Draper. Evans 

kept several of these sorts of scrapbooks and albums, containing news clippings, photographs, and 

letters.51 

In Evans’s landscape work, he referenced two of Meredith’s poems, using them as titles. 

These were “Dirge in Woods” (1870) and “The Woods of Westermain” (1883). The two poems must 

communion between his deepest spiritual self and his Maker.” Frederick H. Evans, “Shakespeare and Prayer,” The Saturday 
Review 86, no. 2235 (August 27, 1898): 271.
50  The letter continues: “The human waves roll like the seas, with momentary difference in the features, and that small, and not 
distinctly significant. I like to see the portraits of our greatest, and of beautiful women. Not being the one or the other, I fancy 
it will require accident or the police to subject me to the operation.” George Meredith to Frederick H. Evans, March 16, 1886. 
George Meredith Letters: 1882-1909 (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1912), 378.
51  Evans compiled different albums and scrapbooks throughout his life. An album of Kelmscott Manor photographs, contains 
printed articles as well as letters (see chapter 4). Evans compiled material he felt was important, often with the intent of passing it 
on to his children. 
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have touched Evans deeply with their use of nature as metaphor for deeper meaning in life. “Dirge 

in Woods” is a fifteen-line poem that relates nature to the cycle of human life, but places emphasis 

on the natural world and, specifically, details of a forest. Meredith uses descriptive words in the 

poem to evoke rich details for the reader to imagine. The challenge for Evans was to create an image 

that could live up to the richness in Meredith’s poem, equal to it and not simply be an illustration  

(fig. 7.17).

   Dirge in Woods
   A wind sways the pines,
   And below
   Not a breath of wild air;
   Still as the mosses that glow
   On the flooring and over the lines
   Of the roots here and there.
   The pine-tree drops its dead;
   They are quiet, as under the sea.
   Overhead, overhead
   Rushes life in a race,
   As the clouds the clouds chase;
   And we go,
   And we drop like the fruits of the tree, 
   Even we,
   Even so.

Evans’s photograph does not try to recreate the poem, a task that is impossible with the medium. 

What it does, instead, is provide a possible setting for the viewer to use as the space of the poem, 

somewhere to meditate while contemplating both. Evans provides the setting where the scene in the 

poem could occur. Consequently, he opens up the possibility of allowing others to have a similar 

connection to the poem through his vision of it. 

 Reviews were mixed when Evans exhibited Dirge in Woods in the 1909 Photographic Salon.  

On the one hand, a critic from The Morning Post claimed it the best of Evans’s six photographs, 

adding it was “a highly successful endeavour to give something of the spirit of a short poem of 

Meredith’s . . . We know few studies of vertical lines in photography that will bear comparison with 
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Fig. 7.17: Frederick H. Evans, [Dirge in Woods] In Redlands Woods: Surrey, circa 1894.
The text printed below the image is the poem  “Dirge in Woods,” 

quoted in full on the previous page.
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this.”52 On the other hand, the Illustrated London News criticized Evans, noting it was too ambitious 

and was the denial of the essence of the poem, adding: “You cannot look at literature through a lens, 

and to photograph a pine-wood because Meredith saw in the dropping cones a symbol of death, is 

like seeking in a dead bird the spirit and aspect of flight.”53 When viewing Evans’s combination of 

poetry and photography, critics were polarized.

GEORGE MEREDITH MEMORIAL EDITION

 Meredith died on May 18, 1909 at his Box Hill home in Surrey. In September, just four 

months after his death, the London publisher Constable & Company released a notice for the 

upcoming publication The Works of George Meredith Memorial Edition. The prospectus indicated 

it would be a lengthy twenty-five to twenty-seven volumes of novels and poetry and was to be well 

illustrated: “The series will contain some fifty or sixty illustrations in photogravure, and facsimiles 

of MSS., especially prepared for this edition.”54 A month later, the illustrations were described in 

greater detail, mentioning specific artists, such as John Everett Millais, Charles Keene, and George 

Du Maurier, and noting that “pictures specially taken by Mr. Frederick Evans for this Edition, from 

scenes associated with many of [Meredith’s] novels and poems,” were to be included.55 In total, 

eleven of Evans’s images were used in the Memorial Edition, although numerous others taken for 

the project were not included.56 The photographs were taken, for the most part, after Meredith’s 

death, and there is an element of melancholy in the work, one that evinces the respect Evans had 

for the author.57 This section examines the photographs Evans made for the publication in relation 

52  Anonymous, “The Salon Photographic Exhibition,” The Morning Post (September 10, 1909): 6.
53  [E. M.], “Art Notes,” Illustrated London News (September 18, 1909): 396. The author references Julia Margaret Cameron’s 
illustrations for Tennyson’s The Idylls of the King noting, “Mrs. Cameron was bold when she made her photographic 
interpretations,” but the author adds that, “bolder still is the attempt to illustrate the Nature Poems of George Meredith.” This 
passage is interesting because the author acknowledges Cameron’s work, and therefore acknowledges a lineage for this type of 
photographic work. 
54  Maurice Buxton Forman, A Bibliography of the Writings in Prose and Verse of George Meredith (Edinburgh: Dunedin Press, 
1922), 295.
55  Ibid., 297.
56  Evans was not the only photographer to be included. A portrait of Meredith by Alvin Langdon Coburn was used, as well as 
photographs by Mrs. H. P. Sturgis, Mrs. Seymour Trower, Walter Bonington, and Harold Roller. 
57  The image titled Redlands Woods in the publication, also titled In Redlands Woods, Surrey (see figure 7.17) was taken circa 
1894 and rephotographed for inclusion in the Memorial Edition.  Evans exhibited the work in the 1909 Photographic Salon 
under the title Dirge of the Woods (no. 28) and photographic critic H. Snowdon Ward clarified the situation of the print stating: 
“It shows how Mr. Evans’s work will bear the test of time, for it is one of those woodland subjects that delighted a few favoured 



to the works they were intended to 

illustrate.

 Appealing to an image-hungry public, 

illustrations were an important part 

of publishing in the late nineteenth 

century, and were included in many 

serials, novels, and books of poetry. 

Providing visuals for the reader, these 

works were made by some of the most 

noted artists of the time. Around 1893, 

illustrator Aubrey Beardsley wrote 

to Evans discussing the likelihood 

of providing drawings for Meredith’s 

1856 fantastical novel The Shaving of Shagpat, which publishers Chapman and Hall were reprinting: 

“All now depends upon the Immortal George. . . . I feel quite sure myself that he will like my 

work.”58 “The master,” as Beardsley referred to Meredith, unfortunately did not agree to the use of 

the young artist’s work, but Evans made a platinum facsimile of Beardsley’s drawings for Shagpat 

(fig. 7.18), to keep for himself.59  Nevertheless, other illustrations were used throughout Meredith’s 

writing career, including drawings by such Pre-Raphaelite friends as Rossetti and Millais. For many 

readers, Meredith’s writing was inaccessible and challenging, and illustrations were a way to make 

his work approachable and appealing. The Memorial Edition revisited some of the more noted 

illustrations from his different publications, becoming not only a source of Meredith’s literary work 

but also an archive of the visual material associated with his life and writing.

audiences in the years long ago , , , It is an example of a fine technique, for the negative has been lost, and the present reproduc-
tion is from a print from a negative made by copying a small platinotype , . .  And it is a token of Mr. Evans’s appreciation of 
George Meredith, for the particular print from which our reproduction is made was printed for the poet only just before his death 
prevented his acceptance of it. It was to illustrate his words from “In the Woods,” in the Fortnightly Review.” H. Snowdon Ward, 
“The Work of the Year,” Photograms of the Year 1909 (London: Dawbarn & Ward, 1909): 47.
58  Aubrey Beardsley to Frederick H. Evans, circa May 1894. Maas, Duncan, and Good, eds., The Letters of Aubrey Beardsley, 47.
59  Evans gave the facsimile to Canadian collector Gordon Conn in the 1930s. The Beardsley image is listed in Robert Ross’s 
book Aubrey Beardsley (London: John Lane Company, 1909). 
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Fig. 7.18: Frederick H. Evans, Facsimile of Meredith’s 
Shaving of Shagpat by Aubrey Beardsley, after 1893.
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 In 1911, the Illustrations Prepared for the Memorial Edition of the Works of George Meredith was 

published as a separate volume, comprising sixty photogravures and four collotypes of reproductions 

of manuscripts and was available for purchase, either unbound or bound.60 Organized into sections 

related to Meredith’s publications, the printed list of illustrations includes the title of the image, the 

artist, and a brief descriptive caption. Evans’s images fall under the titles for the novels The Ordeal 

of Richard Feverel, Sandra Belloni, Rhoda Fleming, The Egoist, The Amazing Marriage, and a volume 

on Meredith’s poetry, titled Poems. The photogravures of Evans’s images are beautifully printed and 

are wonderful examples of what the medium is capable of doing when reproducing photographs. 

Images were included in the individual volumes of the Memorial Edition, so the 1911 publication of 

separate illustrations appears to have been conceived as a collector’s edition, or for those who were 

more inclined to purchase only illustrations.61 

 The photographs Evans made for the Memorial Edition can be divided into two different 

categories: sites of importance to the author and forest scenes. Of the eleven images Evans 

contributed to the Memorial Edition, five are of sites specific to Meredith’s life or his writing; these 

include places where Meredith lived, such as Flint Cottage, Box Hill; View over the garden to Box Hill 

from Flint Cottage; The Chalet, Box Hill, as well as sites associated with fictional places in his novels, 

such as Ham Farm, Weybridge, which was the inspiration for a farm in Meredith’s first novel The 

Ordeal of Richard Feverel (1859), and Byfleet Manor House, which was “associated in the author’s 

mind with Queen Anne’s Farm”62 in the novel Rhoda Fleming (1865). The remaining six images 

are landscapes of woods and country roads through forests in and around Surrey, where Meredith 

lived for the majority of his adult life with his family. This second group of landscapes is intriguing 

because they do not picture sites specific to Meredith’s life or writing, but, rather, are generalized 

60  The British Library has a bound copy, which I consulted and listed in the bibliography, but I also consulted an unbound copy 
at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, which was housed in a book-like container that could be stored on a bookcase alongside 
the other volumes of the Memorial Edition.
61  For the purpose of this study, the separate publication of illustrations will be referred to for consistency. In Beaumont 
Newhall’s 1964 monograph Frederick H. Evans, he refers to the image Deerleap Woods as appearing as a frontispiece for the 
third volume of Poems. This image does not appear in the 1911 Illustrations Prepared for the Memorial Edition of the Works of 
George Meredith and Newhall’s mistake is most likely because Evans titled two photographs of different woodland scenes with 
the same title. Newhall may have seen the listing and assumed it was the same image, therefore causing the confusion.
62  George Meredith, Illustrations Prepared for the Memorial Edition of the Works of George Meredith (London: Constable & 
Company, 1911), 6.



images of places in the vicinity of where the writer lived and enjoyed walking. Within this context, 

one can surmise that the landscapes Evans made were influenced by his knowledge of Meredith’s 

writing and, therefore, are creative interpretations of plausible sites the writer may have ventured. 

One need only turn to the captions included with the landscapes to understand this relationship 

better. 

The captions were most likely written by Evans and show not only a knowledge of Meredith’s 

writing, but also imply that the landscapes capture something important to the creative process for 

the writer. In the image Fir Woods, Copsham (fig. 7.19), for example, the caption reads: “The author 

lived at Copsham Cottage when writing [the novel] Sandra Belloni.”63 The image of a stand of fir 

trees does not illustrate Copsham Cottage or a specific scene in the book but implies that because 

Meredith lived close to this wooded area, it may have been a source of creative inspiration for the 

writing of the novel. This idea is reinforced with the caption for The Woods at Oxshott (fig. 7.20), 

63  Ibid., 6.
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Fig. 7.19: Frederick H. Evans, Fir Woods, 
Copsham, 1909.
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which states: “Scenes in [the novel] Emilia in England were intimately associated in the author’s 

mind with the woods in the neighbourhood of Oxshott and Copsham.”64 The landscapes become 

extensions of the creative space Meredith used to write his novels and poems, picturing not only the 

architectural edifices where he sat inside and wrote, but also the locations that provided the author 

inspiration.

By looking more closely at the Memorial Edition images in relation to the works they were 

intended to illustrate, one can see that Evans favoured Meredith’s poems and novels where nature 

was an important element. Evans’s landscape photographs were associated with the novel Sandra 

Belloni, which was originally titled Emilia in England, and Meredith’s nature poetry. Without site 

specificity, Evans used artistic license to depict places that evoked the important elements of the 

work. In the novel Sandra Belloni, the forest plays a significant part in the plot, providing a safe site 

for protagonist Emilia to sing and be her most authentic self. In the novel, Meredith describes the 

64  Ibid., 6.

Fig. 7.20: Frederick H. Evans, The Woods 
at Oxshott, 1909.



woods as “pale lighted” and “enchanted,” and Evans’s photographs capture a sense of both qualities.  

The following passage is a good example of the relationship between the photographs and Meredith’s 

writing: 

She went out to the woods, and sat, shadowed by the long bent 
branch; watching mechanically the slow rounding and yellowing of 
the beam of sunlight over the thick floor of moss, up against the fir-
stems. . . . Emilia could not help smiling, when she lifted her head out 
of a musing fit, to find that she had composed part of a minuet for 
the languid dancing motes in the shaft of golden light at her feet.65

The photographs do not depict the scene, but their dappled light and shadows upon the forest floor 

echo Meredith’s words. 

Elements of Evans’s earlier approaches to landscapes are in evidence in his Memorial Edition 

images. The tightness of cropping in his early hedgerow images and the claustrophobic sense one 

gets from them are also seen in some of his images of forests taken for the Memorial Edition. Here 

trees line up, row after row, with no path to lead the viewer out of the woods, creating a view 

that can be interpreted as confining and perhaps even menacing. Here, nature seems daunting, 

65  George Meredith, Sandra Belloni [Originally titled Emilia in England] (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1906), 137.
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Fig. 7.21: Frederick H. Evans, Fir Woods 
near Leith Hill, Surrey, 1909.
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as Evans provides no visual escape from the forest.  Evans was clearly influenced by Meredith’s 

poem “Woods of Westermain,” whose title he appropriated for his photograph of wooded country 

road. In the poem, Meredith repeats the phrase, “Enter these enchanted woods, you who dare,” five 

times, beginning the poem with the taunt, and ending each stanza with the challenge. Having dared 

to enter symbolically into Evans’s images, the viewer can easily get lost and overwhelmed by the 

unfamiliar terrain. Evans counters these slightly hostile images with photographs of bucolic country 

roads and peaceful paths through the woods (fig. 7.21). In these landscapes, man has overcome the 

chaotic wilderness of the woods by creating a safe passage through unknown territory. 

Evans’s images became sites of pilgrimage for other Meredithians who made their way to 

Surrey. The image Ham Farm, Weybridge (fig. 7.22) pictures the farm that Meredith used as a reference 

for the Belthorpe Farm in The Ordeal of Richard Feverel. The photograph roughly corresponds to the 

last line of chapter 9.66 But the importance of this image does not lie in its connection to Meredith’s 

words. Instead, Evans provides a real site where other Meredithian’s could go to see the site that 

66  “Richard marched hastily out of the room, and through the garden, never so much as deigning a glance at his wistful little 
guide, who hung at the garden gate to watch him up the lane, wondering a world of fancies about the handsome proud boy.” 
Meredith, The Ordeal of Richard Feverel, 65.

Fig. 7.22: Frederick H. Evans, Ham Farm, 
Weybridge, 1909.
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inspired the Belthorpe Farm; where Richard Feverel first met Lucy Desborough, the girl who would 

become his wife and on whom the plot of The Ordeal centres. The photographs of specific sites act 

as markers or stops along the way for literary tourists drawn to see and experience places important 

to the author. These visitors began as early as May 22, 1909, when writer J. M. Barrie noted: “All 

morning there had been a little gathering of people outside the gate.”67 Each came as a sign of 

respect, to honour the author whose ashes were buried that day. Those bereaved Mereditians who 

could not travel to the sites that Evans photographed could do so vicariously through the printed 

images in the Memorial Edition.

Collecting visual and written material associated with famous people, such as writers, 

politicians, and actors, was a popular Victorian activity. Photography became an important element 

in the collecting craze, affording the opportunity for people to acquire photographs not only of the 

individual but also of sites important to them, such as their domestic spaces. The photographs 

Evans took of Meredith’s Box Hill property stand out in relation to the bulk of his photographic 

work, and a viewer would be hard pressed to attribute them to Evans on visual consideration alone. 

For these images, Evans relied on conventions associated with similar projects on other figures of 

note. The three images of Box Hill are grounded, through the captions, to this tradition and allow 

the viewer to see where Meredith lived and worked. The captions provide additional information 

such as: “View over the garden to Box Hill, from an upper window in Flint Cottage, in which room 

the author wrote before the building of the Chalet.”68 With detail like this, the reader could imagine 

Meredith gazing out the window at this view. In many ways, this work was more closely aligned 

with Evans’s Country Life photography for which he would travel to specific sites to document 

them.

Evans was deeply devoted to Meredith and aimed to do the author justice through his images. 

His photographs for the Memorial Edition were taken during a short period of time, in a place that 

he knew intimately through the author’s writing. Working conditions and time constraints were 

two factors that affected the quality of the work, which is seen by some to be below the artistic 

67  J. M. Barrie, George Meredith (London: Constable & Company, 1909), 7.
68  Meredith, Illustrations Prepared for the Memorial Edition of the Works of George Meredith, 9.
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quality typically associated with Evans. One could argue that, because he did not have the time to 

devote to studying the actual locations, this work is not at the highest level of artistic achievement. 

Evans consistently advocated that the photographer get to know his subject or location, observing 

the change of light throughout the day to capture the emotion evoked in the scene. However, with 

this project, he did not have the luxury of spending weeks at the different sites; instead, he had 

to work much more quickly than he 

preferred. This was not a new problem 

for Evans; from 1905, he had worked 

in unfamiliar places for his roving 

commission for Country Life. Sent 

to photograph sites, often private 

residences, where he was afforded 

only a short period of time to take 

his exposures, Evans learned to make 

do in less than ideal conditions. The 

photographs for the Memorial Edition 

illustrate a change in approach, 

accommodating not only the working 

conditions but also the aesthetic choice 

of lenses and focus, as discussed in 

greater detail below.

 Evans subsequently presented the images he made for the Memorial Edition in various forms, 

indicating not only a demand for photographs commemorating the life and work of Meredith, but 

also the importance the photographer placed upon this work. Evans took countless exposures for 

the Memorial Edition, and many were not used in the publication. One image not published was 

In Deerleap Woods (fig. 7.23). This image has become one of Evans’s most recognizable landscapes 

and resides in numerous photographic collections, indicating not only its importance but also the 

Fig. 7.23: Frederick H. Evans, In Deerleap Woods, 1909.
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number that were printed.69 During his lifetime, In Deerleap Woods was displayed in exhibitions, 

given away in the form of a card, and  also published in Country Life in 1915, with the caption: “A 

point in Mr. Meredith’s favourite walk.”70 Evans presented the same image as gifts to friends, and 

one such offering is now held by the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Originally given to 

Stieglitz as a Christmas gift in 1909, Evans mounted this version of the work with four layers of 

different shades of grey paper, attesting to the importance he placed on this object as a gift. Another 

print was given to Canadian art collector Gordon Conn, mounted like a card with the image inside; 

it included on the front: “IN DEERLEAP WOODS // SURREY // FHE”; “One of the illustrations 

I made for the // Memorial Edition of George Meredith // FHE.”71 Another version of Deerleap 

is mounted with French method watercolour borders surrounding the image; the hand-drawn 

decorative lines attest to the care Evans took in embellishing the print through its mounting. He also 

experimented with the size of the image, producing prints in two sizes, measuring approximately 

14.2 x 11.1 cm and 29.1 x 23 cm (roughly 5 x 4 inches and 10 x 8 inches). 

 A scrapbook, compiled by Evans, contains additional images he had taken for the 

Memorial Edition but were not included in the publication. Mounted with French method borders, 

painstakingly done by Evans, the photographs include facsimiles of paintings and drawings, as well 

as photographs of Meredith not taken by Evans. Nine of the fifteen photographs are by Evans and 

made specifically for the Memorial Edition, including five that were not published. The unpublished 

photographs are from the category of sites specific to Meredith and are, for the most part, variant 

angles or details. One such example is Porch of Flint Cottage, to which Evans refers in a letter to 

Shaw, discussed below. The scrapbook demonstrates not only Evans’s appreciation of the writer but 

also a desire to collect the ephemera connected to Meredith.

The Memorial Edition images reveal a change in Evans’s photographic aesthetic with 

the adoption of a softer focus. In 1908, American photographer Fred Holland Day sent Evans a 

69  Originals of the image are held at such institutions as: Ackland Art Museum, 71.7.8; Boston Museum of Fine Arts, 1970.44; 
George Eastman House International Museum of Film and Photography, 1981:1198:004 and 1966:030:011; Los Angeles Country 
Museum of Art, M.2008.40.730; Metropolitan Museum of Art, 49.55.235; Musée d’Orsay, PHO 2008 11; and National Gallery 
of Canada, no. 21718.
70  Anonymous, “George Meredith as a Woodland Poet,” 748.
71  Frederick H. Evans, In Deerleap Woods, 1909. Rochester, George Eastman House, 1966:030:011.
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portfolio of portraits taken with a soft-focus lens. Intrigued by the quality of the portraits, Evans 

asked Day to send him more information on the lens and the company that produced it. By 1909, 

Evans, using an 8” or 12” Pinkham & Smith soft focus lens, challenged his own prevailing thoughts 

on sharp focused images.72 In 1916, Evans sent an image not selected for the publication to Shaw, 

explaining the rejection: “[S]ee enclosed print of the Porch of Meredith’s Box Hill Cottage, done 

for the Memorial edition [sic] but condemned as being impossible to reproduce!”73 The limitations 

of reproducing his work in photogravure, likely meant that the image was too soft to reproduce 

effectively.74 Valuing the photograph, he included it in his Meredith scrapbook.

In 1910, Evans publicly advocated soft-focus work, writing an article titled “The Soft-focus 

Lens and Sun Effects” in which he promoted “the growing interest in the use of the soft-focus 

lenses.”75  Changes in Evans’s own aesthetic preference challenge what has become so closely tied 

to our understanding of his photographic work. Pure photography implies sharp focus, and his 

Memorial Edition work, with its soft focus, falls outside the defined perameters. But Evans did not 

fully adopt this approach with all of his photographic work, indicating that he still carried both types 

of lenses with him. In describing the difference between the lenses, Evans noted: “The contrast in 

rendering is most instructive; the anastigmat [lens] gives a hard-focus, purely photographic record, 

mechanical, and minus all pictorial value; but the soft-focus version is full of pictorial charm, fully 

suggesting the radiance, the blaze of sunshine, that actually existed, and is as full as the other is 

barren of pictorial artistic attraction.”76 

This passage contradicts much of Evans’s earlier writing on photography as art where he 

advocated that photographers use the medium without manipulation. For the purist, the soft-focus 

of an image would be considered one such misuse; yet, Evans advocated for the use of a lens that, 

72  Frederick H. Evans to George Bernard Shaw, November 23, 1916. Shaw’s Corner, National Trust Library. Alvin Langdon 
Coburn used Pinkham & Smith soft-focus lenses, and his name was used in advertising for the company in 1912.
73  Frederick H. Evans to George Bernard Shaw, November 23, 1916. Shaw’s Corner, National Trust Library.
74  “Soft” refers to the state of focusing within the image. A soft-focus image appears out of focus or slightly fuzzy, whereas 
a sharp-focus image appears as a person with perfect vision would see the scene. Soft focus was one method adopted by 
Pictorialists and was initially produced by means other than using the lens properly. My argument is Evans did not resort to 
unphotographic means of creating the soft-focus effect, that it was purely photographic and depended on a special lens and no 
other means.
75  Frederick H. Evans, “The Soft-focus Lens and Sun Effects,” Amateur Photographer 52, no. 1354 (September 13, 1910): 260.
76 Ibid., 261.
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in a sense, manipulated the scene. Technically speaking, though, the soft-focus lens was created 

to render the scene slightly out of focus; this conformed to Evans’s notion of keeping within the 

confines of what the medium could produce within its technical limitations. The soft-focus lens 

does not allow exact details, which equal facts; instead, it allows for creative interpretation, akin 

to a poet’s use of syntax or alliteration. For Evans, the soft-focus lens was a creative tool to be used 

appropriately. 

CONCLUSION

 Evans’s landscapes cover a wide range of subject matter, from bucolic smooth-flowing rivers 

in quiet valleys to moody mountain peeks shrouded in mist. The range of work is remarkable 

considering that this work was made, for the most part, during times of respite or while he was 

travelling to cathedral sites. While Evans illustrated a calm and picturesque image of the English 

landscape, free from the evidence of the Industrial Revolution, his more menacing views represent 

nature as unpredictable and forceful. Evans exhibited a willingness to show the duality of nature 

and its ever-changing natural state. 

The desire to combine photography with poetry was one that existed since photography’s 

invention. Photographers like Evans united photography with poetry in an attempt to show how 

the two forms of expression were similar. On a basic level, applying poetic titles to photographs 

was a way to align the medium of photography with an established art form. But the desire to link 

photography to poetry also had deeper meaning for Evans, who found the two mediums more 

alike than different. Through Swedenborg’s theory of correspondence, Evans interpreted elements 

of nature as a metaphor for spiritual equivalences: a sun-dappled tree became a symbol of the spirit 

of man, or a well-worn path through the forest, equalled a symbol for faith. As photographer H. 

Snowdon Ward observed: “It is nothing of a subject,” referring to Evans’s Deerleap Woods.77 But the 

photograph was something, for Evans it was the physical manifestation of a corresponding spiritual 

ideal.

77  Ward, “Evans and Sümmons Treating Trees,” 31.
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 Chapter 8

CONCLUSION: A MAN OF CATHOLIC INTERESTS

You may like or dislike Evans’s work, but you must confess that the man himself 
has made his mark in circles far larger of radius than those described by any other 
English photographer now living.1

 

This thesis has explored how Frederick H. Evans’s wider interests and social connections 

influenced his photographic work in significant ways. At the onset of this project, I wanted to 

demonstrate that histories of photography had defined Evans in a certain way, and, in so doing, 

limited the understanding of his photographic practice. Although Evans is primarily known as an 

architectural photographer, who made exquisite platinum prints of British and French cathedrals 

(fig. 8.1 and fig. 8.3), he also made works in a variety of genres.2 My previous research on Evans had 

made me aware of underrepresented aspects of his work, such as the influence of the Aesthetic and 

Arts and Crafts movements, the range of genres he explored, and his interesting social connections. 

These three components became the building blocks of the thesis, one that would assert that Evans 

was more than an architectural photographer. 

Within the history of photography, Evans is also noted and respected for his contribution 

as a pure photographer. Yet, Evans has not received the same amount of critical attention as other 

figures from the same period, for example Alfred Stieglitz or Alvin Langdon Coburn, both of whom 

Evans knew personally and professionally.3 My aim here has not been to elevate Evans to the status 

1  ‘Touchstone’ [William James Warren], “Photographer’s I Have Met,” Amateur Photographer 50, no. 1294 (July 20, 1909): 71.
2  While Beaumont Newhall, Anne Hammond, Larry Schaaf, and Anne Lyden have all acknowledged that Evans worked in a 
variety of genres, no one has done an extended analysis of these works.
3  In fact, when we begin to consider the scholarship on certain aspects of the period in which Evans worked, for example 
English members of the Linked Ring, we venture into a somewhat barren territory. This begs the question: Why? While it is 
beyond the scope of this study, this observation provides further proof that a thesis such as this one is important and contributes to 
much needed research on English photographers from this period.



of Stieglitz or Coburn, nor to add to the canonization of 

Evans within the history of photography. Instead, I wanted 

to understand Evans, not only as a photographer, but also as 

an individual who was an active member in his community. 

To do so, I have focused upon different social, cultural, 

and political pursuits that were integral to his life. These 

have proven to be significant in understanding why Evans 

created certain bodies of work and how these images were 

a form of expression that had currency in reaches far wider 

than the photographic community. 

To understand Evans and the period in which 

he worked, I focused on primary sources, such as census 

records, wills, business and city directories; assorted 

periodicals, both photographic and non-photographic; 

caricatures; manuscript material, including letters to and 

from Evans, or correspondence where he was referenced; 

photographs and photographic albums that contain Evans’s 

work; books Evans published, owned, and gave away; and 

auction catalogues, to list a few. During my research, I 

visited over twenty-five collections in order to provide a 

full range of Evans’s photographic work in my thesis. In 

the process, I compiled a collection of over two hundred 

pages of transcribed letters connected to Evans, ranging in 

dates from 1883 to 1973. This material was assembled from 

disparate sources and has never been brought together 

before. These letters have contributed to this thesis in 
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Fig. 8.1: Frederick H. Evans, Self-Portrait, circa 1900.



countless ways and also suggest numerous ways to continue this research by focusing on different 

aspects of Evans’s life.

Throughout this thesis each chapter examined Evans’s interests and linked them to both 

the production of photographs and the people he knew. In chapter 3, I considered Evans’s interest 

in English literature and book culture and how that led him to own a bookshop, which in turn 

connected him to a wider social circle that had not been available to him in his previous occupation 

as a clerk. This change in occupations influenced aspects of his photographic production, and 

Evans published photographic facsimiles of work he admired within the context of book collecting. 

In chapter 4, Evans’s interest in the Aesthetic movement is shown to have drawn him into an 

appreciation of the Arts and Crafts movement and its leader William Morris. This led to Evans’s 

interest in socialism and resulted in him photographing socialists, as well as Morris’s country 

retreat, Kelmscott Manor. While aesthetics and politics were entwined during this period, it is 

apparent that Evans was not radical in his socialist expressions. Rather, we see that his politics 

emerge through various photographic means, such as the presentation of his work, subject matter, 

and in his writing on photography. 

 In chapter 5, the social connections Evans 

fostered are given physical form through the portraits 

he made of his friends and acquaintances, many of 

whom he came to know initially through his bookshop. 

As “Evans’s Social Connections” (see figure 5.6) 

illustrates, this was a complicated web of individuals 

connecting Evans to a diverse network of people, many 

of whom shared mutual interests. The sitters range 

from the Dean of Ely Cathedral (fig. 8.2) to fin-de-

siècle artists and writers (see figures 5.7 and 5.10). In 

chapter 6, Evans’s interest in theatre and his friendship 

with playwright George Bernard Shaw demonstrates 
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Fig. 8.2: Frederick H. Evans, The Dean of Ely, 
about 1897.
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one way photography intersected with popular forms of entertainment and how, at the turn of the 

twentieth century, photography was part of a complex cultural dialogue. Evans’s interest in theatre 

led to Shaw commissioning him to photograph the cast of the controversial play Mrs. Warren’s 

Profession. In chapter 7, Evans’s interest in the nature poetry of George Meredith is considered in 

relation to a body of work he made that was a memorial to the poet. These images challenge the 

aesthetics we have come to associate with Evans through their soft-focus (see fig. 7.22), but the 

choice was deliberate and connected, in a way, to his philosophy of pure photography. In each 

chapter, there is a clear relationship between what Evans created and how it was connected to his 

life. 

 In the process, I have contributed new knowledge to the study of Evans. For example, the 

influence of Evans’s health on his creative life has never been considered. But, had he not changed 

occupations from clerk to bookseller because of his health, Evans would never have come into contact 

with the artistic and literary circles that opened doors to him socially, as discussed in chapter 3. As 

Evans’s social circles changed, so did the subject matter of his photography, as exemplified through 

his portraits of Beardsley and Shaw. In addition, Evans’s spiritual beliefs were guided, in part, by 

his desire to understand his ailing physical condition, as posited in chapter 7. This information 

provides a richer picture of Evans as a corporeal being and deepens our previous understanding of 

how his life relates to his photographic work.  

Another way in which I have added to the scholarship on Evans is by considering work that 

has been overlooked, such as his photographs of the cast of Mrs. Warren’s Profession, the images 

published in The Works of George Meredith Memorial Edition, and his numerous lesser-known 

portraits. In doing so, I have expanded Evans’s designation as an artistic photographer because 

much of this work resides outside the realm of art. I do not claim to dismantle the notion of Evans 

as an artistic photographer. In all of his work he applied the same technical and philosophical 

approach that asserted photography was an art. Therefore, it would be wrong to strip him of that 

designation. Instead, I suggest that, at the institutional level, there needs to be a re-examination of 

Evans as a photographer, one that broadens the idea of who Evans was and what he contributed 
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to the history of photography. As a result, a greater range of Evans’s work could be represented in 

museums of art, sites that have typically focused on his cathedral work. 

As well, I have revisited well-known images, such as the Kelmscott Manor photographs, and 

explored this work in light of new evidence, such as Evans’s political association with socialism, 

something that had not been considered prior to this thesis. Through his friendship with Shaw, 

Evans was brought into contact with left-leaning men and women who influenced his political 

ideals.  From his inclusion in The Reformers’ Year Book, it is clear that Evans was a socialist. Politics 

appear, if only peripherally, in Evans’s photographic work; for example, through the men and 

women he photographed, such as Robert Blatchford and Hubert Bland, and through the Kelmscott 

Manor series, as connected to William Morris. Nevertheless, the connection between Evans’s 

interest in politics, his social connections, and how these factors influenced his photographic work 

is apparent. Additional evidence of Evans’s politics can be found in his writing and how he presented 

photographs. The result is a study of Evans’s oeuvre that includes lesser-known works, such as his 

facsimiles, portraits, and landscapes. 

The Aesthetic and Arts and Crafts movements were two formative elements in Evans’s 

intellectual and creative development. Throughout this thesis, I have shown the various ways in 

which the Aesthetic and Arts and Crafts movements became integrated into Evans’s photographic 

work, through subject matter, style, and presentation. Within the Aesthetic and the Arts and 

Crafts movements, Evans was not an important figure. He was, however, greatly influenced by the 

ideas, artistic and literary work, and personalities connected to both. As a result, analyzing Evans’s 

life and work becomes one way to study the effects of the era’s key figures, such as John Ruskin, 

William Morris, and George Bernard Shaw, and how their ideas filtered down through the work of 

a secondary figure. Yet, within the history of photography, Evans is an important figure. Therefore, 

he becomes an interesting point of convergence, connecting photography to prevailing ideas in 

both artistic movements, while at the same time, showing how photography was responding in 

meaningful ways to what was occurring artistically in other mediums.  

To consider photography as a social practice, as this thesis has sought to demonstrate, 
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expands how one might talk about Evans’s work. Evans was able to use his photography to explore 

his interests, to photograph his friends and acquaintances, and as cultural capital. Although 

Evans defined himself as an artistic photographer, his work did not exist in a vacuum; rather, it 

was part of a larger dialogue. This realization broadens how we can understand and interpret 

Evans’s work, and provides future possibilities of how to consider historical photographs as objects 

created within a complex social practice. This complicates the accepted narratives in the various 

histories of photography, but proves beneficial because it asserts that photography is part of an 

exchange between the photographer and a larger community. Photographs are made to share ideas, 

information, and emotions with others; they have currency and are valued by those who take them 

and by those who collect them. But photographs are also marks, like words on paper or brush 

strokes on canvas, that are meant to convey something. I am most interested in the evidence that 

photographs provide to help us to understand a life or a specific period in time. As photo-historian 

Joan M. Schwartz stated: “The meaning invested in and generated by the photograph within its 

functional context of creation can only be recovered when the photograph is returned to the action 

in which it participated.”4

Every thesis generates questions. Some were answered by the recent National Gallery of 

Canada exhibition Luminous and True: The Photographs of Frederick H. Evans (May 28-September 

13, 2015), which brought to light photographs that had entered private collections and were 

previously known only through auction catalogues.5 Many other questions remain. For example, 

Evans was born in Whitechapel, London, in 1853. During the nineteenth century, the east end of 

London, where Whitechapel is located, had a reputation for poverty, overcrowding, and political 

dissent. The question of where Evans’s father worked during his time as a schoolmaster, when his 

4  Joan M. Schwartz, “Agent of Sight, Site of Agency: The Photograph in the Geographical Imagination,” unpublished Ph.D. 
Thesis (Kingston, Queen’s University, 1998), 4.
5  In 2010, an anonymous donor gave to the NGC one hundred and forty photographs and lantern slides, by or connected to 
Evans. This donation opens up avenues of inquiry that were not possible prior to the exhibition because the material was not 
available. For example, portraits of Evans that I mentioned in chapter 5 and which I had seen only in badly rendered photocopies 
were on view at the NGC. This discovery encourages me to push this project further, and I look forward to adding the NGC 
material to my body of knowledge. This is probably the largest body of work related to Evans to be compiled and placed in one 
collection since 2008, when approximately 30 works by Evans were donated to the Los Angeles County Museum of Art by Carol 
Vernon and Robert Turbin, and the Annenberg Foundation. The work originally came from The Majorie and Leonard Vernon 
Collection. The Vernons had been enthusiastic collectors of Evans’s work.
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family resided in the east end, and why the Evans family lived in this area continues to challenge 

my ideas of how this period may have influenced Evans’s political leanings. In addition, questions 

abound regarding Evans’s childhood and his later years. 

What is known is that Evans stopped photographing cathedrals around 1912, although he 

did continue to photograph and exhibit on a small scale until the early part of the 1930s. His work 

fell out of favour during the 1920s as the rise of Modernism resulted in photographic work that 

was brasher and less in keeping with Evans’s aesthetic. Yet, Evans kept up-to-date with activities in 

the community by reading photographic periodicals regularly and keeping in touch with his old 

photographic friends. In 1923, one such friend, John Dudley Johnston was given the role of Curator 

of Prints at the Royal Photographic Society.6 Johnston, who had been elected into the Linked Ring 

in 1908, approached Evans and asked for possible donations for the collection. Evans donated his 

own work and a substantial selection of work he had collected by other photographers, primarily 

Linked Ring members and other Pictorialists.  In 1928, Evans was elected an Honorary Fellow 

of the Royal Photographic Society, and in 1933 Evans’s last photographic exhibition was at the 

Manchester Amateur Photographic Society.7 

 By the end of Evans’s life, the activities that gave him most joy were becoming hard to carry 

out: the two World Wars had made the materials needed for such pastimes scarce, and his failing 

health confined him to his Acton home. Herbert Felton, a much younger photographer and friend, 

recalled:

The last time I saw [Evans], about a month before his death, he made a strange 
remark, which, at the time, I thought amusing. “Felton,” he said, “It is about time for 
me to die. Platinum paper I can no longer get, nor any paper for cutting my Pianola 
rolls – I am on my last piece. All that is left to me is to become an armchair Idol.8

The foundation of Evans’s life had been the engagement with the activities that stimulated him 

intellectually and artistically. Sitting in his armchair, Evans was visibly present but no longer able to 

6  Harker, The Linked Ring, 154.
7  Hammond, Frederick H. Evans, xvii.
8  Herbert Felton, “Later Days,” The Photographic Journal 85A (February 1945): 37.
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participate, and this concerned him enough to mention it to his visitor. Evans had spent his career 

sharing in his passions, through his photography, writing, and music. As his bookplate stated: 

“Let Those Who Hold The Torch Hand It On To Others” (see fig. 3.5). Evans died July 24, 1943, 

two days shy of his ninetieth birthday. 

 Influenced by the Aesthetic and Arts and Crafts movements, Frederick H. Evans is perhaps 

best understood as a man who was driven by his love and study of ‘the beautiful.’  The camera provided 

Evans with the perfect means of expression, one that he believed could portray the emotion of an 

experience. Through the subtle tones of platinum, Evans created images that appear to be timeless, 

but they are intrinsically rooted in the era in which they were made. Connected to contemporary 

events and ideas, Evans’s work illustrates concerns that range from the preservation of cathedrals to 

photographing the celebration of significant figures. His photography continues to interest viewers. 

It provides a window into this complicated and interesting period, beautifully rendered with the 

eye of an artist and the hand of a craftsman. As a photographer, Evans epitomized the zeitgeist of 

the time through his use of pure photography, the influence of the various art movements, and his 

assertion of photography as art. As a social practice, photography enabled Evans to combine his 

interests and social connections. This was accomplished through a creative medium that afforded 

him the cultural capital to traverse different social spheres, where he left his mark through the 

photographs he made. That mark extends far beyond what we have come to regard as his place in 

the photographic canon. Evans was, indeed, a man of catholic interests and must be understood as 

such. 
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Fig. 8.3: Frederick H. Evans, Castle in the Air, circa 1906.
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“1881 England Census Records,” General Register Office, United Kingdom (RG 11/288/44).
“1881 England Census Records,” General Register Office, United Kingdom (RG 11/726/17).
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“1891 England Census Records,” General Register Office, United Kingdom (RG 12/182/32).
“1901 England Census Records,” General Register Office, United Kingdom (RG 13/106/2). 
“1911 England Census Records,” General Register Office, United Kingdom (RG 14/88). 

National Art Library, London, UK. Frederick H. Evans’s information file.

National Media Museum, Bradford, UK. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings by accession 
number: 4367; 4389/2; 4405; 4407; 4415; 4421/1; 4422; 4423; 4427; 4428; 4430/3; 4430/4; 4432; 
4433; 4436; 4441; 4443; 4444; 5011/1; 5013/1; 5016; 5017; 5505; 8018; 8016; 8017; 8020; 2003-
5001/2/23878/1; 
Photographs from Evans’s collection by reference number: 2003-5001/2/16163; 2003-
5001/2/16158; 2003-5001/2/17317; 2003-5001/2/17320; 2003-5001/2/17341; 2003-5001/2/20069; 
2003-5001/2/20266; 2003-5001/2/20527; 2003-5001/2/14995
Linked Ring Papers: 642 L/R; 655 L/R; 760 L/R; 761 L/R; 807 L/R; “The Book of the Linked Ring” 
; “Linked Ring Minute Books”; “Press Cuttings 1905-1906” 
A. Horsley Hinton: 2003-5001/2/20009

National Portrait Gallery, London, UK. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings by accession 
number: NPG P104; NPG P113; NPG P114; NPG P115; NPG P476; NPG P1033; NPG P1034; 
NPG P1035; NPG x1146; NPG x1147 NPG x3698; NPG x8008; NPG x800
George Frederick Watts (painting) by accession number: NPG 1750 
Window & Grove (photograph) by accession number: NPG Ax131303 
Artist files for Frederick H. Evans and George Bernard Shaw

Probate Registry, London, UK. Wills for Frederick H. Evans, Ada Emily Evans, Barbara Evans. 

Royal Academy of Dramatic Art, London, UK. George Bernard Shaw Portfolio, Ivo Currall 
Collection.

Shaw’s Corner, Ayot Saint Lawrence, UK. Shaw’s copy of Frederick H. Evans, Hans Holbein’s 
Dance of Death. London: Privately Printed, 1913. (accession number S/3/3/5); letter: Frederick H. 
Evans to George Bernard Shaw. February 23, 1916.

Swedenborg Society, London, UK. Frederick H. Evans’s copy of James John Garth Wilkinson, The 
Greater Origins and Issues of Life and Death. London: James Speirs, 1885. 
Letters: Frederick H. Evans to James John Garth Wilkinson. February 3, 1886; James John Garth 
Wilkinson to Frederick H. Evans. February 5, 1886; and James John Garth Wilkinson to Frederick 
H. Evans. February 8, 1886.

Victoria and Albert Museum, London, UK. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings by 
accession number: PH.389.1981; PH.593-1900; PH.594.1900; PH.595-1900; PH.596-1900; 29N-
1972; 29O-1972; 29P-1972; 29Q-1972; 29R-1972; 29S-1972; 29T-1972; 29V-1972; 29W-1972; 
29X-1972; 29Y-1972; E.92-1994; E.217-1998; E.2076-2004 
Aubrey Beardsley by accession number: E.15-1900; E.1376-1931; PDP E.11-1900
Frederick Hollyer by accession number: 7613-1938; 7655-1938; 7660-1938; 7715-1939 
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Unknown by accession number: 1817-1939

William Morris Gallery, Walthamstow, UK. Frederick H. Evans photographs of Kelmscott 
Manor.

Wilson Centre for Photography, London, UK. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings.

UNITED STATES

Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings by accession 
number: 1949.821; 1949.822; 1966.412; 1966.413; 1966.414; 1966.415; 1966.416; 1966.417; 
1966.418; 1966.419; 1966.420; 1966.421; 1966.422; 1966.423; 1966.424; 1966.425; 1966.426; 
1974.217; 1974.500; 1974.501; 1974.502; 1974.503; 1974.504; 1974.505; 1974.506; 1974.507; 
1974.508; 1974.509; 2012.248.1-70

Beinecke Library, Yale University, New Haven, CT. Alfred Stieglitz and Georgia O’Keeffe Archive 
YCAL MSS 85: box 4, folder 86-90; box 18, folder 412-415; box 27, folder 646; box 30, folder 701; 
box 99, folder 1996

Center for Creative Photography, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ. “Mrs. Warren’s  
Profession” Portfolio (accession numbers 78:144:0001-0020).

George Eastman House, Rochester, NY. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings by accession 
number: 1966.0030.0001; 1966.0030.0002; 1966.0030.0003; 1966.0030.0004; 1966.0030.0005; 
1966.0030.0006; 1966.0030.0007; 1966.0030.0008; 1966.0030.0009; 1966.0030.0010; 
1966.0030.0011; 1966.0030.0012; 1966.0030.0013; 1966.0030.0015; 1966.0030.0016; 
1966.0030.0017; 1966.0030.0018; 1966.0030.0019; 1966.0030.0020; 1966.0030.0021; 
1966.0030.0022; 1966.0030.0023; 1966.0030.0024; 1967.0107.0001; 1972.0269.0001; 
1973.0027.0001-0007; 1973.0250.0001-0137; 1981.1197.0089; 1981.1198.0001; 1981.1198.0002; 
1981.1198.0003; 1981.1198.0004; 1981.1198.0005; 1981.1198.0006; 1981.1198.0007; 
1981.1198.0008; 1981.1198.0009; 1981.1198.0010; 1981.1198.0011; 1981.1198.0012; 
1981.1198.0013; 1981.1198.0014; 1981.1198.0015; 1981.1198.0016; 1981.1198.0017; 
1981.1198.0018; 1981.1198.0019; 1981.1198.0020; 1981.1198.0021; 1981.1198.0022; 
1981.1198.0023; 1981.1198.0024; 1981.1198.0025; 1981.1198.0026; 1981.1198.0027; 
1981.1198.0028; 1981.1198.0029; 1981.1198.0030; 1981.1198.0031; 1981.1198.0032; 
1981.1198.0033; 1981.1198.0034; 1981.1198.0035; 1981.1198.0036; 1981.1198.0037; 
1981.1198.0038; 1981.1198.0039; 1981.1198.0040; 1981.1198.0041; 1981.1198.0042; 
1981.1198.0043; 1981.1198.0044; 1981.1198.0045; 1981.1198.0046; 1981.1198.0047; 
1981.1198.0048; 1981.1198.0049; 1981.1198.0050; 1981.1198.0051; 1981.1198.0052; 
1981.1198.0053; 1981.1198.0054; 1981.1198.0055; 1981.1198.0056; 1981.1198.0057; 
1981.1198.0058; 1981.1198.0059; 1981.1198.0060; 1981.1198.0061; 1981.1198.0062; 
1981.1198.0063; 1981.1198.0064; 1981.1198.0065; 1981.1198.0066; 1981.1198.0067; 
1981.1198.0068; 1981.1198.0069; 1981.1198.0070; 1981.1198.0071; 1981.1198.0072; 
1981.1198.0073; 1981.1198.0074; 1981.1198.0075; 1981.1198.0076; 1981.1198.0077; 
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1981.1198.0078; 1981.1198.0079; 1981.1198.0080; 1981.1198.0081; 1981.1198.0082; 
1981.1198.0090; 1981.1198.0091; 1981.1198.0092; 1981.1198.0093; 1981.1198.0094; 
1981.1198.0095; 1981.1198.0096; 1981.1198.0097; 1981.1198.0098; 1981.1198.0099; 
1981.1198.0100; 1981.1198.0101; 1981.1198.0102; 1981.1198.0103; 2003.791.001
Fred Holland Day by accession number: 1973.0027.0001; 1981.1166.0001
Gertrude Käsebier by accession number: 1971.0042.0043; 1981.1290.0001
George Bernard Shaw by accession number: 1967.0024.0001

Hans P. Kraus Jr. Inc., New York, NY. Frederick H. Evans photographic material, including artist 
file.

Harry Ransom Humanities Research Centre, at the University of Texas, Austin, TX.
Audrey Beardsley Collection (letters) box 2, folder 9; George Bernard Shaw Collection 
(letters) box 36, folder 6; Photography collection, Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings: 
957:0001:0003-0006, 957:0001:0021-0022, 957:0001:0031-0032, 957:0001:0035-0036, 
957:0001:0132-0139, 957:0001:0284-0287, 957:0001:0291, 957:0001:0345, 957:0001:0347, 
957:0001:0691-0695; letter George Bernard Shaw to Elizabeth Bibesco, May 7, 1919 (adhered in 
Frederick H. Evans. William Blake’s Illustration to Thornton’s Pastoral of Virgil in Ambrose Philips’ 
Imitation of  Virgil’s First Eclogue. London: privately printed, 1912 (call number: Q PA 6804 B7 
B55 1912)

J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, CA. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings by 
accession number: 84.XH.1616.5; 84.XH.1616.6; 84.XH.1616.20; 84.XH.1616.24; 84.XH.1616.27; 
84.XH.1616.32; 84.XH.1616.41; 84.XL.761.21.5; 84.XL.761.21.8; 84.XL.761.21.9; 84.XL.761.21.10; 
84.XL.761.21.11; 84.XL.761.21.33; 84.XL.761.21.34; 84.XL.761.21.44; 84.XL.761.21.59; 
84.XL.761.21.60; 84.XL.761.21.61; 84.XM.444.1; 84.XM.444.2; 84.XM.444.3; 84.XM.444.4; 
84.XM.444.5; 84.XM.444.6; 84.XM.444.7; 84.XM.444.8; 84.XM.444.9; 84.XM.444.10; 
84.XM.444.11; 84.XM.444.12; 84.XM.444.13; 84.XM.444.14; 84.XM.444.15; 84.XM.444.16; 
84.XM.444.17; 84.XM.444.18; 84.XM.444.19; 84.XM.444.20; 84.XM.444.21; 84.XM.444.22; 
84.XM.444.23; 84.XM.444.24; 84.XM.444.25; 84.XM.444.26; 84.XM.444.27; 84.XM.444.28; 
84.XM.444.29; 84.XM.444.30; 84.XM.444.31; 84.XM.444.32; 84.XM.444.33; 84.XM.444.34; 
84.XM.444.35; 84.XM.444.36; 84.XM.444.37; 84.XM.444.38; 84.XM.444.39; 84.XM.444.40; 
84.XM.444.41; 84.XM.444.42; 84.XM.444.43; 84.XM.444.44; 84.XM.444.45; 84.XM.444.46; 
84.XM.444.47; 84.XM.444.48; 84.XM.444.49; 84.XM.444.50; 84.XM.444.51; 84.XM.444.52; 
84.XM.444.53; 84.XM.444.54; 84.XM.444.55; 84.XM.444.56; 84.XM.444.57; 84.XM.444.59; 
84.XM.444.60; 84.XM.444.61; 84.XM.444.62; 84.XM.444.63; 84.XM.444.64; 84.XM.444.65; 
84.XM.444.66; 84.XM.444.67; 84.XM.444.68; 84.XM.444.69; 84.XM.444.70; 84.XM.444.71; 
84.XM.444.72; 84.XM.444.73; 84.XM.444.74; 84.XM.444.75; 84.XM.444.76; 84.XM.444.77; 
84.XM.444.78; 84.XM.444.79; 84.XM.444.80; 84.XM.444.81; 84.XM.444.82; 84.XM.444.83; 
84.XM.444.84; 84.XM.444.85; 84.XM.444.87; 84.XM.444.88; 84.XM.444.89; 84.XM.444.90; 
84.XM.444.91; 84.XM.444.92; 84.XM.444.93; 84.XM.444.94; 84.XM.444.95; 84.XM.444.96; 
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93.XB.26.5.1; 93.XB.26.5.3; 93. 93.XB.26.5.4; XB.26.5.5; 93.XB.26.5.6; 93.XB.26.9.8  
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J. Paul Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles, CA. Beaumont and Nancy Newhall Papers, 1843-
1993 (collection number 920060) box 36, folders 18-20; Journals, diaries (1940-1949) box 144, 
folder 1; Articles: box 189, folder 19, 21; box 190, folder 13, 21; and letter: Robert Demachy to 
Frederick H. Evans, [circa 1905] (call number 860330).

Library of Congress, Washington, DC. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings by accession 
number: PH, no. 1; PH, no. 2; PH, no. 3; PH, no. 4; PH, no. 5; PH, no. 6; PH, no. 7; PH, no. 8; PH, 
no. 9; PH, no. 10; PH, no. 11; PH, no. 12; PH, no. 13; PH, no. 14; PH, no. 15; PH, no. 16; PH, no. 
17; PH, no. 18; PH, no. 19; PH, no. 20; PH, no. 21; PH, no. 22; PH, no. 23; PH, no. 24; PH, no. 25; 
PH, no. 26; PH, no. 27; PH, no. 28; PH, no. 29; PH, no. 30
Fred Holland Day photographic holdings: PH, no. 141; PH, no. 142; PH, no. 143; PH, no. 148; 
PH, no. 149; PH, no. 150; PH, no. 152; PH, no. 157
Unknown: PH - Unattributed, no. 8

Los Angeles County Museum, Los Angeles, CA. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings 
by accession number: AC1992.197.40; AC1992.197.48; AC1997.268.5; M.2008.40.714.1; 
M.2008.40.714.2; M.2008.40.714.3; M.2008.40.714.4 ; M.2008.40.714.5; M.2008.40.714.6; 
M.2008.40.714.7; M.2008.40.714.8; M.2008.40.715; M.2008.40.716; M.2008.40.717; 
M.2008.40.718; M.2008.40.719; M.2008.40.720; M.2008.40.721; M.2008.40.722; M.2008.40.723; 
M.2008.40.724; M.2008.40.725; M.2008.40.726; M.2008.40.727; M.2008.40.728; M.2008.40.729; 
M.2008.40.731; M.2008.40.732; M.2008.40.733; M.2008.40.734; M.2008.40.735; M.2008.40.736; 
M.2008.40.737

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, NY. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings by 
accession number: 33.43.283; 33.43.284; 33.43.285; 33.43.286; 33.43.287; 33.43.368; 49.55.234; 
49.55.235; 49.55.236; 49.55.238; 49.55.239; 49.55.240; 49.55.326; 49.55.237; 54.550.1; 54.550.2; 
54.550.3; 54.550.4; 54.550.5; 54.550.6; 68.519.1-30; 68.637.2; 68.637.3; 68.637.4; 68.637.5; 68.637.6; 
68.637.7; 68.688.1; 68.688.2; 68.688.3; 69.616.1; 69.616.2; 69.616.3; 69.616.4; 69.616.5; 1977.671; 
1987.1183.1; 1987.1183.2; 1994.215; 1997.398.3; 2005.100.623a; 2005.100.623b; 2005.100.779; 
2005.100.906; 2005.100.1284; 2013.159.8; 2014.209.2; 2014.209.3; 2014.209.4; 2014.209.5; 
2014.209.6; 2014.209.7
Aubrey Berdsley by accession number: 19.107
Fred Holland Day (photograph) by accession number: 49.55.175
Gertrude Käsebier (portfolio) by accession number: 1973.613.1-11
[After] Sir John Everett Millais (print) by accession number: 49.40.282
William Morris (wall paper) by accession number: 23.163.4j
George Bernard Shaw (photographs) by accession number: 49.55.185; 49.55.186; 49.55.187
Edward Steichen (photograph) by accession number: 68.688.4
Clarence White (photograph) by accession number: 2005.100.288

Morgan Library, New York, NY. Frederick H. Evans material by accession number: MA 6335; 
PML 76940; PML 77311.1; PML 126313; PML 130156; PML 145926; PML 195218

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, MA. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings by accession 
number: 47.215; 47.216; 1970.28; 1970.29; 1970.41; 1970.42; 1970.43; 1970.44; 1974.50; 2000.940; 
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2001.304; 2001.305; 2001.306; 2001.307; 2001.308; 2001.309; 2001.310; 2011.1758; 2012.323; 
2013.848

Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings by accession 
number:  454.1966.1-2; 455.1966; 456.1966; 457.1966; 458.1966; 2620.1967; 2621.1967; 2623.1967; 
81.1988; 219.2007 

Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia, PA. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings by 
accession number: 1932-40-1; 1966-205-4(1); 1966-205-4(2); 1966-205-4(3); 1966-205-4(4); 
1966-205-4(5); 1966-205-4(6); 1968-220-1; 1968-220-2; 1968-220-3; 1968-220-4; 1968-220-
5; 1968-220-6; 1968-220-7; 1968-220-8; 1968-220-9; 1968-220-10; 1968-220-11; 1968-220-12; 
1968-220-13; 1968-220-14; 1968-220-15; 1968-220-16; 1968-220-17; 1968-220-18; 1968-220-19; 
1968-220-20; 1968-220-21; 1968-220-22; 1968-220-24; 1968-220-25; 1968-220-26; 1968-220-27; 
1968-220-28; 1968-220-29; 1968-220-30; 1968-220-31; 1968-220-32; 1968-220-33; 1968-220-34; 
1968-220-35; 1968-220-36; 1968-220-37; 1968-220-38; 1968-220-39; 1968-220-40; 1968-220-41; 
1968-220-42; 1968-220-43; 1968-220-44; 1968-220-45; 1968-220-46; 1968-220-47; 1968-220-48; 
1968-220-49; 1968-220-50; 1969-35-1; 1969-35-2; 1969-35-3; 1969-35-4; 1969-35-5; 1969-35-6; 
1969-35-7; 1969-35-8; 1969-35-9; 1969-35-10; 1969-35-11; 1969-35-12; 1969-35-13; 1969-35-14; 
1969-35-15; 1969-35-16; 1969-35-17; 1969-35-18; 1969-35-19; 1969-35-20; 1969-35-21; 1969-
35-22; 1969-35-23; 1969-35-24; 1969-35-25; 1969-35-26; 1969-35-27; 1969-35-28; 1969-35-29; 
1969-35-30; 1969-35-31; 1969-35-32; 1969-35-33; 1969-35-34; 1969-35-35; 1969-35-36; 1969-
35-37; 1969-35-38; 1969-35-39; 1969-35-40; 1969-35-41; 1969-35-42; 1969-35-43; 1969-35-44; 
1969-35-45; 1969-35-46; 1969-35-47; 1969-35-48; 1969-35-49; 1969-35-50; 1969-35-51; 1969-35-
52; 1969-35-53; 1969-35-54; 1969-35-55; 1969-35-56; 1969-35-57; 1969-35-58; 1969-35-59; 1970-
31-24; 1970-31-25; 1970-31-26; 1970-31-27; 1970-31-28; 1970-31-29; 1970-31-30; 1970-31-31; 
1970-31-32; 1973-87-29(h); 1973-196-1; 1973-197-1; 1973-197-2; 1973-197-3; 1973-197-4; 1973-
197-5; 1973-197-6; 1973-197-7; 1973-197-8; 1973-197-9; 1973-197-10; 1973-197-12; 1973-197-13; 
1973-197-14; 1973-197-15; 1973-197-16; 1973-197-17; 1973-197-18; 1973-197-19; 1973-197-20; 
1973-197-21;1973-197-22; 1973-197-23; 1973-197-24; 1973-197-25; 1973-197-26; 1973-197-27; 
1973-197-28; 1973-197-29; 1973-197-30; 1973-197-31; 1973-197-32; 1973-197-33; 1973-197-34; 
1973-197-35; 1973-197-36; 1973-197-37; 1973-197-37; 1973-197-38; 1973-197-39; 1973-197-40; 
1973-197-41; 1973-197-42; 1973-197-43; 1973-197-44; 1973-197-45; 1973-197-46; 1973-197-47; 
1973-197-48; 1973-197-49; 1973-197-50; 1973-197-51; 1973-197-52; 1973-197-53; 1973-197-54; 
1973-197-56; 1973-197-57; 1973-197-58; 1973-197-59; 1973-197-60; 1973-197-61; 1973-197-62; 
1973-197-63; 1973-197-64; 1973-197-65; 1973-197-66; 1973-197-67; 1973-197-68; 1973-267-124; 
1973-267-125; 1973-267-126; 1973-267-127; 1973-267-128; 1973-267-129; 1975-158-9; 1989-83-
1; 1989-100-4

Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, MA. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings by accession 
number: 1966.58; 1966.59; 1966.60; 1966.61; 1966.62; 1986.4

Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven, CT. Frederick H. Evans photographic holdings by 
accession number: 1977.91.2; 1977.91.3; 1978.148.17
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